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FOREWORD 

A symposium on fluid ampliritation was held at the Diamond 
Ordnauct: Fuze .Laboratories, Washington, D. C. on 2, 3, and 4 
OctüuCf 1962. The Proceedings ot that symposium arc issued in two 
volumes. Volume I includes ail unclassified presentations. Volume 
II includes all classified presentations, which were given during the 
last half day of the symposium. 

In addition 10 providing the first formal opportunity for the ex- 
change of informution regarding fluid amplification, an explicit ob- 
jective of the s/mrinsium was to bring together the various persons 
interested in this new and yet. unorganized field. The names and ad- 
dresses of those who attended, except for personnel of the Diamond 
Ordnance Fuze Laboratories, are included in Volume I, lor ref- 
erence   and to encourage  further  exchanges  of information. 

No record was made of the welcoming addresses delivered by 
Lt. Coi. R. W. McEvoy, Commanding Officer, and B. M. Horton, 
Technical Director, Diamond Ordnance Fuze Laboratories, and 
their remarks are consequently not inclu od. Their great interest 
in the field are perhaps sufficiently wel' ' iwn to rr.akt; this omis- 
sion excuiaLle. 

No attempt wa» made to edit the papers as presented at the 
Diamond Ordnance Fuze Laboratories; they were nvrely assembled 
and printed in the same order in which they were , seated at the 
symposium. 
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WELCOMING ADDRESS 

by 

Brig Gen Johr. G.  Slerdt 
Deputy Chief,  R%D Directorate 

U.  S.  Anny Materiel Coc.inif' 

Oil behalf of the Army Materiel ro.iimHtid,   I ma glad to have this 
opportunity to welcome you to this flrat  cmpotiMI on Plvid 
Aapllflcatlon.    I an pleased to be present at thits vserrioly which 
represents government agencies and private concerns  from .oast to 
coast. 

The concept of fluid amplification, that is, the control of high --'' 
enrrgy fluid streams by low energy flows, with no moving mecnanical £ ■'■ 
ptirts, was evolved by Mr. Horton less than four years ago. This go, 
concept constituted ■ major technical breakthrough In the sense that h 
It wpyieafd R concldcrcblc RAvaBOfl In the otuLe-or-Lhe-art. Tnis he- 
advance hat-, removed many of the llnitationB on conventional military wot 
and commercial pneumatic systems and has enabled an extremely rapid fan 
extension of their capabilities. The use of low energy flow to direct tl 
and control high energy streams permits the design of pure pneumatic ^re 
componentb, elements, and systems, Bflprible 9t ?unpliflcation, feedback, lie 
memory, logic functions, analogue computation, and digital compu+atlon. tal 
ITiis, iu turn, msikes It posn-ible to use pnei^ratic coütrul JJ^üterns, J2 

amplifiers,   and computers where they coulu not be used before oet 

The work done here in your host agency, the Diamond Ordnance Fuze 1 r 

LaboT-atories, has already shown the great potential of tktl technology ^h^ 
to the development of weapon cystjms and military hardware.    The te 
scientific staff at D.Ü.F.L.  and we at A.M.C.,  who have cogn:.üetace and co 
command supervision of their work,  are aware of the tremendous advantageten 
afforded by the simplicity,  ruggedness,  inherent high reliability,  and '11 
virtual immunity to environment, ever, nuclear blast and the attendant th 
high radiation levels,  that are characteristics of the de/lces employing-t; .- 
this new operating principle.    Ttese are essential requlrementa for re 
military hardware. 

When Mr.  Burton and his associates first proved the feasibility ■ f 
,                    of this new type control system, wc recognized that his invention could In 

open the way to rapid technological advances in civilian appllcatlous a 
p.s veil as in strictly military items.    The deoision was made at that m 
tlM tc  :>.lease the information to American industry laiccdlately, ed: 
believi;^ tbbx t'üis  h-ould lead to far faster developrnftnt and greatei- aj 



benefitb to the country as a whole, both from the military and civilian 
standpoints, than could, be achieved by cloaking this major breakthrough 
in military security. The diversity of representation here today bears 
out the wisdom of that decision. 

You people have proven that you are  quick to recognize and take 
advantage of the potential of this technique in your ovn specific 
fields.     The rf»r-.pnnsp t>f indu-'trial and scientific L-uders to the 
challenge of new ideas and concepts is of great importance to those of 
us who are responsible fcr malntfilaing the competitive position of our 
nation in coping with those forces that are a continuing threat to 
our existence.    The rsspo-iie tc  ttil challenge is indicated by the 
magnitude .and scope of your effort in this new field and ■'n evidenced 
by your presence here today.    This acceptance of the challenge ic 
indicative of the forward thinking attitude that is u murk of strength 
in American ei;terprlt>e.    We are heartened and our faith in the ability 
of our industrial leaders to take full advantage of the very latest 
techr-olcglcal advsnorc tc prosote our econoiu^ Id reaffirmed by the 
wide-scale recognition  of the significance of fluid amplification 
techniques. 

The Army Materiel Command has the reapouslbllity for th»* 
scientiilc research and development work  tbst is the basis for the 
design,  production,  and procurement of Army weapons and military 
mrteriel.    We,  therefore,  fully appreciate the necessity for sound 
scientific investigation and fcr good comciunlcation between scientists. 
Such investigation and communication is particularly important in the 
prosecution of fuudaaental research li   z. stimulating ncv fluid auch aa 
that uf processing control signals in fluid systems having no moving 
parta. 

That is,  of course,  the object of this symposium.    We encourage 
you to question, to chailenge, to contribute.    In this field which 
has,  thus  far,  limited literature and limited sxploltatlon there are 
few experts.    We all have unsolved technical problemB and unexplained 
experimental phenomena.    Only by active participation can you exchange 
idecs and leain what others have done.    The enthusiastic response of 
governmert agencies,  universities, and private industries to the 
request for papers for this Symposium,  coupled with your individual 
participation as workers in this tremendously interesting and exciting 
field,  should guarantee a profitable and stimulating meeting for all 
of us. 
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WALL EFFECT AND BINARY CEVICfiS 

by 

R.  W.  WARREN 

of 

Dltunond Ordnance Faze Laberntories 

In genernl/  there are two approachef-  to fluid amplification.    In 
the first approach th^ large power jet is deflected by a small control 
stream,  the amount of the deflection oeing proportional to the mooentum 
of the streams.    The second method iz to use the entralnment character- 
ictacs of the stream and bounding w^lle to effect the deflection. 

This  ii a short introductloi. M the way the flows and walls are used 
to obtain a  bistable amplifier. 

In Figure ],  a submprged stream is seen issuing from a nozzle 
between bounding walls.    The stream entrains fluid from the Interaction 
region,  lowering the pressure.    The entrained fluid li> replaced by a 
counterflow of fluid from tne ambient pressure.    This is an unstable 
situation.    Any small perturbation,  turbulence or mechanical misalign- 
ment, will incline the stream closer to one wall than the other. 

The stream entrains essentially an equal amount of fluid on each 
;.ide.    However,  as the area available lor counterflow ie less on one side 
than the other,  the pressure is reduced on that side creating a pressure 
difference across the stream.    The pressure difference inclines the 
stream toward the low pressure region still further restricting the area 
available for counterflow.    Thus a regenerative action la instituted which 
rapidly force.-; the stream to the wall, as ^hown in Figure 2,    There is 
tunbr-ent pressure on one side of the stream and a low pressure separation 
bubble on the opposite side of the stream which is denied fluid to 
replace the entralnment.    The differential  pressure across the stream 
curves the bLream to the wall.    Where the stream contacts the wall the 
m&jof '■ ty of the flow is diverted toward the outlet wlt?i a resulting high 
pressure on the wall,    A small amount of the flow it. curved back toward 
the RQMle '..'here  it eirculLtes es a vortex to be reentrained by Ute 
streaa. 

The bistable amplifier is shown in Figure 3.    If flow is introduced 
into the separation bubble through th1 right control, the point of 
attaohmant will move downstream tut i main attached to the wall until 
the entralnment character t-sticp of **• mtommm »»•» "^if-fl^.    Vhcr. there 
is sufficient control f.1ow to satisfy the entraimnent, the stream will 
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move to the center of the interactioii rogion.    tntralnnent will lower 
the pressure on the left side of the stream and the atrosm will attach 
Lu the left wall. 

An alternative method of üwitchlng the ctream is to remove fluid 
from the left control.    This,  in combination with the .= ntrainn>ent, 
lowers the pressiire 00 the left and the stream attaches  to the left 
..all.    If the control openings are large enough to admit sufficient flow 
t'rcT the atmosphere,  the unit can be shifted by closing one control and 
opening the other.    The stream move^ to the side of the closed control, 
as the closed control limits the entrainment on that side.    If the 
outputs of the unit are  loaded, the pressure in the interaction region 
increases and the?'e is an outflow fros: both controls.    In this instance, 
if one of the controls  is closed the stream attaches to the opposite 
wall.    In other words,  the controls have reversed.    Actually the operation 
of the unit is the same,  as the flow out of the OpM control limits the 
cntrairjacnt on that side and the stream attfichtr.-.  bo tlM MOXJ 00 «M .c1dis 
where the ertrairunent is limited. 

There is always a question as to the range of Reynolds numbers 
over which a unit can be operated.    It was  found that a stream of 
eir wouM attach to the wall at a power pressure of .2" of water 
above atmosphere.    This  is approxiuiately  .007 PSIG,    A Reynolds number 
was calculated for this pressure »isi.ig the wetted perimeter of the nozzle, 
for L in the fonmu . for the Reynolds number R  - aVL.    A Reynolds number 
of 200 was obtained by this method.    The units        ^     have also been operated 
with a Reynolds number of over one million.    The high lovol oi' operation 
occurs when the stream expands outside the nozzle sufficiently to 
attach to both boundary walls, as shown in Figure 4,    The stream can still 
be controlled by admitting a control flow but the unit is no longer 
bistable, 

A flow model of the stream is shown in the upper view of Figure 5, 
The power stream is issuing from a nozzle into the Interaction region. 
There is a central core where the pressure is eccentially unchanged from 
the source.    This region has not felt the effects of the entrainment and 
the lower pressure in the intereotion region.    There is an outer mixing 
aone where the stream is entrainir» fluid, and an inner mixing zone which 
contains fluid entrained from the reparation bubble or from the control. 
The middle view shows the velocity profiles of the stream across the core 
region at a point on the wall Just downstream of the attachment, point, 
T      j..jer view xivnui the static pressures along the wall to which the 
stream is attached.    It can be seer that there is a low pressure in the 
jeparailot. bubble which rises to the higher pressure at  Lhe stream 
T-eattachment point.    The pressure goes still higher as the stream is 
d'-'erted to flow along the wall and then the pressure decreases in the 
boundary layer to essentially the exhaust pressure. 

When a unit is being loaded,  the prpseure in the boundary layer must 
rise above the pressure which exists Just beyond the re attachment point 
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before  it can affect  Uie sepbration I' bbLe and separate the stream from 
the wail,    k  picLüridl view of a loaded unit  IJ sho-jn in Figure 6«    The 
stream was originally going out the right outlet.    When this outJet was 
Llocked  th^ press'ire rose in the outlet and an Increase in pressure 
proceeded down  th'- boundary layer.    The stream flov-'ed around  the splitter 
and out  the  left outlet.    The split ^r irj far enough dewnstream so there 
Ifl no turbulence at the reatttc-hment point and the piessure in the right 
outlet does  not exceed the pressure at the reattachment point so tliat 
the strtfMI remains  locked to the  -ight wall while exhaustii^ out the 
left üü„lit.    As can be seen from Figure 6,  a vortex is formed on the 
left side of the stream in the interaction region, which aids materially 
in stabilizing the   flow.    This  feature of the unit is called mHmory, 
and is a  function of the splitter position. 

It is well known that a stream can become over-expandea and separate 
from the wall of a diffuser.    This  characteristic gives another mode of 
operation for a sipersonic bistable °lemcnt.    In Figure 7, an over- 
expanden 'itream is seer, which is separated   from the  left boundary wall 
by an oblique shock-wave.    The oblique shock-wave adjusts the flow bctweei: 
the over-expanded region ir. the stream wl.ish is between 2 and 5 psla 
(pounds per square Inch absolute) and atmospheric pressure on the other 

otherwise  introducing flow into the right control will flip the power 
stream to the  left wall. 

There are many parameters which car. be varied in a bistable fluid 
element.    Tn addition to the pressure and flow,  physical pa.rjneters can 
be  varies also.    The effect of varying some of the physical parameters 
is shown on Figure 8.    On the right is shown the effect of moving the 
splitter downsti-eam,  increasing the receiver aperture,  increasing the 
wall angle,  and Increasing the nozzle area.    On the left is sham the 
effect ■.. ' Increasing the Interaction region width and  Lucreuslng the 
dcp-:h Oi  aspect ratio.    Tue effects of increatslng the loading and the 
power jet pressure are also shown on this  figure.    Additional work needs 
to be done  in '•'vqluating th^ i^latlonship of these variables. 

13 
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Figure 1.    \ciital fluid flow between parallel walls. 
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Figure Z.    Final fluid flow betweer parallel walls. 
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Figure 7.    Schlieren photograph of bistable reaction jet. 
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AN  IlJTRODUCTIOK TO PROPORTIONAL FLUID COKTPOL 

by 

Silab Katz 

of 

Ditaond Oriinarice F'aze Laburatoriet; 

* One of the  object.!.vro,  lie-re  it DOFL,   Is to develop a proportional 
fluid control syste::; wit.iouL mechanical BOVing parts.    To accomplish 
this requir"; b   ' !. active and passive eoapODnata  '.dthoat Tiechanical 
moving parts. 

The active  component,  which is the basic tadldiag block of the 
control iiystom,   is the proportional flold ai.plifier.    This device 
nrovlips R  IftnK  flulU  r\}'-*-r*.-'i    *' ^•'^1 that  is ^rc^crticnul tc a cmallcr 
fluid Input signal.    A basic     . .gle stage proportional araplifier is 
shown in flgUN  1.    High energy fluid from the power Jet lb  directed 
into the Inttraetios region.    Control or low tn«m fluid is also 
directed into this region from Jet.-; on each side of the power jet. 
The direction that the ponw Jet assumes  after interacticii with the 
jntrol Jets depends on the momentum flux of the power Jet and the 

force? exerted by the control Jets.    At some distance downstream the 
Jet is collects . by two   .<",;tput apertures.     There is an optimum 
position for these outputs.    They must be far enough ciownstream to 
take advantage of the stream deflectior  and close enough to recover 
a reasonable MOUBt of stream pressure.    When the control pressures 
are equal,  the power stream is not defiectea.    Then each ourput 

{aperture eoUeeth the same quantity of fluidt    f  small change in one 
of the control pressures  deflects the pow^r streaiu smd cauoes uiM 
output to collect more fluid than the other.    Since the output 
difference is greater than the eootro]   difference which caused it, 
this is a stage of aapl-'flcation. 

The UTiOäual   shape of the interaction chambe- shown in Figure 1 
van   ^.-i'.berc.tely chosen to prevent the p.wer stream from locking-on 
to ■,"v,e nlla and making the amplifier bistt.ble.     The shape and 
dimensions of the BtttCUt areas hwt a considerable influence on the 

, perx'ormance of tne amplifier.    Any fluid that is not clcked up by 
the output collectors iiust be removed as efficiently and with as 
litile dlsturhence as possible.    Vhn dlsturbunces are present they 
may be reflected from t> e walls of the cutout back toward the power 
stream to produce a feedback effect.    This could result in unstable 
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operatlor;, oscillatioü, or reduced gain. In practice the two cutout 
side chamberti are cotinected together to equalize the proscure aer^se 
the power stream. 

Figure 2 shows a Sohlleren photograph of a power stream being 
Reflected by a co-itrol strerau.     The deflecting force of the control 
ntreams may be K^'erated in two wayr.     The force may be either a 
pressure  force or a momentum flux force.    Both force  types are present 
In any proportional amplifier.     In general,  the low frequency input. 
Impedance of an amplifier with predominantly pressure type force is 
high.    When the forces are predominantly momentum flux type the low 
frequency input impedance is low.     In the particular geometry shown 
In Figure 2,  momentum flux forces predominate.    However, by bringing 
the controls in closer to the edges of the power Jet,   the pressure 
force is increased and the momentum flux force is decreased. 

A more complex type of fluid amplifier iii shown in Figure ?.. 
Two stages of amplification are cascaded with one power supply.    Power 
is supplied to the first stage only.     Jhe second stage obtains its 
power by pj eking off part of the first ataga  flow at the collector 
station.    The outputs of the flrttt    -    e become the Inputs to the 
«pn^nri o+ofro.     In operation nr: inpu,   jlgncl at  the OO&tNl  iv  UK TlrbL 
stage ic received amplified itt the output of the second stage.    Th^ 
advantage of this configuration is increased amplification without an 
additional expenditure of supply fluid. 

Passive components do not require a aeparate power supply.    They 
produce their effects solely because of the fluid properties and a 
particular geometry      Some passive components  are shown in Figure k. 
In dealing with passive components it is convenient to use the 
electrical analogy.    Thus, pressure is  analogous to voltage and flow 
Is analogous to current.    Resistance is represented by an orifice or 
porous plug.    The magnitude of the reslntance depends on the visco"sity 
of the fluid and the diameter of tne orifice.     Iiiertanoe is obtained 
with a length of tubing.    Its magnitude depends on the density of the 
fluid, the length of the tubing and the crobs  sectional area of the 
tubing.    Capacitance is obtained with ■ tank and depends on the volume 
of the tank.    The function of these passive componentR is to operate 
on the slgnaJ   waveform and produce some desired effect.    For example, 
a combination of resistance and capacitance gives an output pressure 
which is approximately the iiitegral of the input pressure. 

At prcFcnt the techniques described aLove are being used to build 
a high «ain operational amplifier.    In order to acconipllsh this several 
stages of amplification must, be cascaded.    The stages are directly 
coupled.    That is, the outputs of a stage are fed directly into the 
inputs of the succeeding stage.    Using this procedure amplifiers have 
been built wi+h measured pressure gains tn the neighborhood of 500. 
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Figure  1.    Proportional amplifier. 
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Figure L.    Deflected Dower stream. 
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Figure 3.    Two-stage open proportional amplifier with cas- 
caded power inputs. 
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FLUID AMPLIFIER DEMONSTRATION  VEHICLE 

by 

R.  Richard Palraloano 

of 

Diamond Ordnance Fuze Laboratories 

Abstract 

A Jet-propelled vehicle has been built which demorstrates the 
practicality of "luld-ampliflcation for thrust vectoring.    An account 
is also glvpn of a S.gtagf   proportluual fluid amplifier which is 
capable of amplifying control aigncls over 100,000 times.    The 
amplifier output is used to steer tne vehicle by deflecting the 
propelling Jet stream.    Both propulsion and f.teering ot the vehicle 
are achieve-  without tha use of rrr;chanicttl linknM«. 

Reqi.ärementg 

In order to demonstrate the practicality of fluid amplification 
in guidance ö>ct,cms a suitable test vehicle was sougm-.     Although the 
initial demonstratioD was intended to show the feasibility of fluid 
amplification M a means of thruct vectorii^g.  a versatile conveyance 
was nee''0'"  which could be readily modified to tect and demonstrate a 
variety of fluid anpllflcation devices  ander development.    Since the 
av«11able types of rockets and r.urface water craft were considei'ed 
'.insuitable,   It wai, decided that an attempt should be made to bv)lld a 
demonstration vehicle having the following characteristics: 

(1) Initially,   it shoula be a dlractionally unstable vehicle 
which could be stabilized by a driver who operates the control sysl-em. 

(2) Ir  should be an air powered vehicle not requiring rocket 
AMI • 

(3) Tixc vehicle should be capuble of giving a 2-dimensional 
demonstration on land. 

(k)    The demonstration should run for a relatively long period 
of time and be repeatable. 

(5)    The vehicle and control system should allow for future 
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changes and modifica^ionr-  to  peiwit  ttsLlng und demonstrating othei' 
fliaid uii.pliticat.ion devices and systems under development. 

Demonntration Vtrl-ilelo 

The  vehicle built to meet these  requirements  is  shown in Figures  1 
BBd 2.    üSlil  e50-pcund vehicle carries a turbo-compressor powered by a 
t^as turbine engine vnich has a governed speed of 1+2,200 RPM.     The 
compressor supplies air at a constant pressure of about U0 psig and at 
a steady rate of about.  122 pounds per mim.te. 

A 28-vult starting battery is mounted near the front of an eluminum 
JUfnm chassis.    Tlie engine fuel is JPU and i13  carried in a 12-gallon 
tank wnich is mounted centrally on the chassis,  next to the battery, 
'lliis fuel capacity is sufficient for 12 minutes of operation.    A driver's 
seat was imprcvlsed on the fUftl tank«    The turbo-compressor is mounted 
next to the  fuel tank toward the rear of the vehicle. 

The front wheel of the vehicle rotates about a fixed axis and is 
therefore nonsteerable.    Since the vehicle  is piopelled by a constant 
thru::* ,  the  front  wheel is f^uippe-d with a buoe-t>i"- biuki; which provides 
the r .■ ■ y means fox- the driver to keep the forward speed of the vehicle 
vrlthi'1 scfe limits.     This broke can be applied by the driver either 
through in air cylinder uperated by a valve on the deo.h panel or by a 
foot-operated mechanical linkage which overrides  the air cylinder.    The 
two rear wheels are oversized castors,  free to swivel in any direction. 
To further Increase the instability of the vehicle,  these rear wheels 
were equipped with narrow st^ol bands.    Very sight imperfectloriK on the 
surface of the runway would therefore tend to throw the vehicle off its 
course and require a corrective signal from "he driver.    Since the CG of 
the vehicle was far to tht  rear,  its intentloml,  inherent instability 
was further increased. 

Propulsion and steering are achieved without the uf;e of mechanical 
linkage. 

Figure  2 shows the oil tank in the foreground,  compressed-air Intake 
screen to the left,  and the ? irge exhaust duct for engine exhaust gases 
to the right.     This exhaust contributes very little toward propelling the 

! -.'rhicle.    On the far left, mounted on the wash panel (MM two preEciiT 
regulators with corret,ponding pressure gauges.     It is by means of -ihese 
regulators that the driver «?"nds directional control signals to the 
5-st.ag;.' amplifier. 

The output of the compressor,  i.e.,  the compressea air for propelling 
the vehicle,  passes througü the 3-inch diameter stainless steel fl^x-tble 
tube.    The major portion of this flow of air passes through a converging 
nozzle wlu.cl. has a throat oponing l/2 inch wide by 2 Inches high.    The 
flow of air issuing from this nozzle provides the thrust required to 
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propel th« vehicle. A-l-1/4 - ■ ter copper line shown In the 
gro rn\ B\ipplie8 ulr to t^ie ^-^tage aionlifier which ic ai-jonted beluw 

the  thrust  '1 .'.zlc. A close-up     ' thfl throat nozzle assembly nay be 
D  In Figur.    3. 

The thruBt-veotoriQg system Including the reletl ve flow ralec IG 
Nti in Figure k-    ^'^ Ixow through the thrust aozaie is estimated at 

abou*   ,     ]    ..      per /inute,  f1- Lag ;. sustained thrust of about 
kh pc;und3.     A.~   prevl   U   Ly   I     '     '      .  air  is   supplied to the 5-stagt 
proportional amplifier through a 1-1/1+ inch Jlameter copper line.     The 
amplifier output 13 directed to either side of the  thrust nozzle output 
by two curved passages whose   TORS sectljn Is 5/lß inch x 1-1/2 inchef. 
OptiauB position of the react a  Mfl  dotennlned experimentally in 
field tests. 

It should be noted that the maximum input aignal to the 5-stage 
amplifier ic  only   .0<0tiw poundr. air per minute.     These mlnut.p Input; 
signals arc  eapabls of continuing tLs nuch larger flews issuing fmn 
'-lie  two amplifier outputs.    Th-te amplifier outputs are in turn used to 
deflect  (vector)  the main Jet iss üng from  ti»-  thrust nozzle which propels 
the  vehicle. 

Proportional AmplLfler 

A line drawing of a 2-Btage proportional «mplifiei  (Figure 0) shoe's 
how the outputs of the first stage cer%'e W<  controls  fr»r shlftilig the 
inpat of the  second stage.    Zhe U«a of each succeeding nozzle or 
passa3e is four times the area of  the preceding nozzle.     (This also 
appilos to  the  output nozzle.)    Thf   concave   ramps  help overcome 
instability by pro'/ldint^ proper chamber feedback. 

The O-stirie proportional amplifier {.'eslgnrtl by B. M.   Horton and 
S.  J.  Peperone and used ir? steering the vshlcle Is  shown in Figures 6 
and ".    The assembled UBlt is approximately 3 inches wide x 2-1/2 inches 
high x 18 inches long "rid when built of aluminum weighs t-.bout d-l/h 
pounds.    A redesign cf this unit indicates that in equivalent amplifier 
may be built weighing only 3-1/U pounds should the need arise. 

The exploded view of the- cjaplifler (Figure 7) shows hw» air is 
supplied to ell the power Jet nozzles fmm  one line,   a l-l/'t inch 
diameter copper tube shown •'t the upper left hand corner.     The  nenifold 
pl&te  supplying air to the first three stages also contains the control 
signal Inputs to the first, stage.     The outpo..ts of the first stage serve 
as control inputs for the second stage.    The outputs of the second stsge 
serve as control inputs for the third stage,   and so  on to the final stage, 
i.e.,  the outputs cf one stage are used to deflect the input of the 
aucce'.ding ^ta^e.    The gaskets separat'? the  flow in  one stage from the 
Other.    The thvoatt of the first control nozzles are   .GO'i  inch wide x 
.090 Inch high.    Ax previously noted, the final output passages are 
5/16 inch wide x 1-1/2 inches high. 
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■Pcmonstratiop 

The work of. thlt;  first  phase of tlM project  culmlnatt.-d in a 
deuionstiaLiun givon at Andrevs Air Force Basp for personnel of 0C0.    A 
short 16im film strip of this AeaoMtlWtlaB Ja Bvailable.     WM) first 
nart of the film phows a restrained-type test in which the rear wheels 
were equipped with stops  to limit their swivel movement and the front 
wheel was locked.    This demonstration showed that a maximum control 
signal of less th-in 1/2 ps4  transmitted through the pressure regulators 
LO the 5-ttare amplifier was all  that was required for a complete 
reversal cf the vehicle's turning direction. 

The second part of the demonstration film shows the vehicle in 
mot: on.    With the rear wheel rt-atrainers removed and with control 
signals  transmitted to the 5-stage amplifier through the two pressure 
regulators,  the cart is  seen advancing in a straight line with the 
operator controlling the  vehicle.    This action demonstrates the 
feaslbiilty of employing fluid amplification as a means of stabilizing 
a directlonally unstabie vehicle while in motion.     As ths vehicle 
advanced in a straigh-: line, the  front wheel brake was locked and the 
vehicle was put through a number cf turning manoeuvres. 

The third part of the demonstration shows manipulation of the 
vehicle when  Lhe control pressure regulators were by-passed by means 
of flexible plastic tubes.    IMs enaLlt.d one to transmit the signal 
to the amplifier by placing his   thumbs at the open ends of the two 
plastic tubes and vn^ying the pressure i;j  the line by control]in«: the 
amount of air allowed to bleed off.    This action gave one the opportunity 
to actually feel the small magnitude of the control signals transmitted 
to the amplifier.     Using this "thumbs" technique,  the vehicle was steered 
in a straight line and then put  though a serJef of turning manoeuvres 
as in fart Two of the demonstration. 

Since the vehicle was propelled by a constant thrust (of about 
kk pounds) from the nozzle, a safe forward speed of about 15 mph was 
maintained by applying the front vheel brake.    The braking action on 
the single fixed axle front wheel located on the ccnterllne of the 
vehicle had no effect on the steering. 

Ccrclugjons 

Tht- inportcnt feature In demonstrating this vehicle was not to chow 
that thrust vectoring is posbibl-»; this has already been achieved In 
missile flight through the use of auxiliary fluid sources and complex 
electro-mechanical systems.    The significant achievement,  it is felt, 
lies in the fact that an extremely low-level signal has been amplified 
»-•ver 100,000 times in a 5-Btage fluid amplifier without the use of e 
single moving part an^   without the use of an auxiliary power source. 
This clearly iadlcates the direct usefulness of these techniques to 
other hot-gas propulsion and control systems. 
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AIR SUPPLY 
TO 5-STA6E AMPLIFIER 

\ 

5-STAGE  AMPLIFIER 
OUTPUT AVAILABLE FOR 
DEFLECTING  THRUST 
(FLOW * 33.7 LBS/MIN.) 

REACTION VANES 

INPUT CONTROL 
SIGNAL (FLOW «i ,0045 
LB/MIN. MAX.) TO 
5-STAGE AMPLIFIER 

AIR SUPPLY FROM 
TURBINE COMPRESSOR 

5-STAGE   AMPLIFIER 

THRUST  NOZZLE 
(FLOW*75.7 LBS/MIN.) 

THRUST*41.3 LBS 

Figure 4.    Thrust-vectoring system of jet demonBtratJon vehicle 
using a 5-stage proportional fluid amplifier. 
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34 FigureS.    Two-stage closed proportional power anplificr. 
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Air  supplyA 

•f 

/»th  Stage 5tll   StHge 
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It^-^-N Manifold plate for Ist three stases 
Figure 7. Five stage amplifier (exploded view) 
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THE HYDRAULIC ANALOGY 

by 

Ralph Si  Barclay 

of 

Diamond Ordiiancp Fuze Laboratories 

Introduction 

The hydraulic analogy is the analogy Ihat exists between two- 
dimensional compresaible-gas flow and open-channel liquid flow.    Open- 
channel liquid flow is flov; of a liquid with no confining plane above 
the liquid.    That is to say the surface of the liquid Is open to the 
atmosphere and bo all practical intents is a fx-ee surface. 

DOPL Fiu^rbju la Hydraulic Analopy 

DOFL has an internal effort, and supports IB external effort at 
The University of Maryland. In both cases the emphasis is on using 
the hydraulic analogy to investigate various fluid-amplifier designs. 

References 

The feature article in the June 19^2 is«"« of Applied Mecnanlcs 
Reviews Is,  "The Hydraulic Analogy for Compressible Gas Flow" by 
J.  Ha  Koyt.    It lists 126 references.    The article gives the early 
history,  tells of the general surveys  and studies and mentions 
current applications of the roialogy. 

Use of Analogy in Study of Fluid Amplification 

The main contribution of the hydraulic analogy to the study of 
fluid amplification is in providing a means of flow visualization. 
Complex flows can be observed with the hydraulic analogy using models 
which are very easily made and very easily changed.    In this wny the 
effect of varioui; shapes can be quickly appertained in a qu^lituclve 
aMUMTi     VisuELiize.tion IP aided by the fact that the speed of flow in 
liquid is approximately a thousand times slower than the corresponding 
flow In the compressible gas.    Transient flow condltioni can thufi be 
observed by the naked eye. 
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At the Bympcsl'jni a color movie was ehown of various flow situations, 
Stl]l pictures In black and „'hite tn-e inadequate x-epresentations uf the 
phenomena shuvm.    With this In mind we reproduce here only one of the 
scenes  from the color movie. 

Discussion of Accompanying Photograph 

Tue picture which accompanies this write-up shows a hydraulic model 
representating Ibe injection of a secondary flow into a primary 
propulslou nozzle for the purpose of changing lae direction of the 
thrust from the primary nozzle.    The liquir?  In use here is water which 
is dyed heavily end Illuminated from below with diffuse light.    The 
degree of shading cf a particular poinL in the flow indicates the 
relative depth of the water.    The depth of the water is analogous to 
the density of th3 gf.s in the corresponding compressible gas flow. 

The light area v.hich is roughly Uwinnd-shaped to the right of 
the plPtDre is the primary nozzle with the fluid flow directed upward 
on the page.    The light tone tsdiostM that the water in the ^ozzle 
and downstream of the nozzle lu mlltlvlj  tlMtlOV« 

In the left lower part of the picture there i« e bistable fluid 
amplifier.    The power jet for this amplifier is directed at an angle of 
k50 with the binding-edge of the page against a splitter which has a 
rounded point.    One output channel of the fluid amplifier is directed 
straight aft or upward on the page so when fluid Is directed thru this 
output chanueJ  there 1;; no appreciable side thrust.    The other output 
channel of the fluid amplifier is directed into the main nozzle and is 
shown carrying the flow.    A build-up of water-denth in the output iP 
shown by the progressively darker tone of the flow in the output 
channel as it approaches the primary nozzle, and after it has entered 
the primary flow.. 

In the region of the power Jet (lower left) there are two areas 
of approxlinately crescent emape.    These are the control-flow reeervolrs. 
There are channels (not visible in the picture) connecting these 
rebervolrs to the interaction chamber of the fluid amplifier.    The 
upper coritrol reservoir has a darker tone which shows the presence of 
deeper water.    This indicates that the control signsl le being applied 
to this reservoir.    The lower contx'ol reservoir shows the lighter tone 
which is tne result of fluid being entrained away by the power Jet. 

Appraisal ox the Analogy 

The analogy is based on InviscJd flow for both gas and liquid with 
only negligible vertical accelerations allowed In the liquid.    The ratio 
cf the specific heats for the "analog gas",  as it is called, is 2. 
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Naturally these llmiLatloas fiffect  the  quantitative results  that can be 
ottaiaed.     However,  since the analog regixen arc so Blmllar (flow of a 
fluid in each case) it seems possible to violate the strict requirements 
of the arialc^ and s^ill produce r.cceptabl'.' correspondence.    We are able 
to produce th    basic phenomena of fluid amplification in open-chnnnel 
liquid flow.     This yield! a valuable preliminary evaluation tool for 
geometric investigations and Idea generation. 
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PUiai D'üRATinN MODl'LATION 

by 

ft.  W.  WARREN 

of 

Diamond Ordnance Fuze Laboratories 

Conventional digital control lyatMM apply the ful.l  correctJoii 
whenever the error signal is above a minimum threshold.    If such a 
system were used with reaction Jets to control a missile,  there would 
be considerable overshoot, which would re.sult in the application of the 
control signal   la the opposite direction.    Thus  the missile would 
oscillate about the desired line of travel.    To overcome this, an 
electronic system ij  in use wherein ar. oscillator MMMWII th«. roopMon 
Jets  to alternately emit, from either side of the missile at cotwtnnt 
frequency.    When an error signal is Introduced,  the oscillating Jet 
PMCC« for a longer or shorter tine on either side to produce a 
reaction which is proportl^äl to the desired correction.    Thus,  If the 
missile were to deviate to the right,  +>ia error would cause the reaction 
Jet to remain fur a  longer time on the right and a shorter time on the 
left to produce the desired correction.    When the error signal is oinill, 
the difference in time is small and when the error "fff^ u laige, 
the full correction is applied.    If the frequency of oscillation Is 
greater  than twice the natural frequency of the missile,  the osclllnHons 
are smoothed by the response characteristics of the missile. 

An ali-fluid pulse-duraticr. modulation system has been developed 
which accepts  fluid signals proportional to the error.    An outline of the 
system is shown in Figure 1.    It consists of an oscillator driving a 
buffer amplifier which drives the output bistable amplifier.    The 
particular oscillator used is of an explicit feedback type.   A jmall portion 
of thp mitniii   <- d^erted into a capacitor.    As the pressure in the 
capacitor increases,  the flow In the control Increases.    When the 
control flow reaches a sufficient level, the oscillator switches to the 
opposite output.    A portion of this output is diverted from the opposite 
leg Into another capacitor and the process repeats.    The frequency of 
oscillation can be varied by varying the capacitance.    Instead of /arylng 
the volume of the capacitor, a bleed Is used to delay the rise of 
pres.-ure in the capacitor, thereby varying the tljne constant. 

Like electronic oscillators,  fluid oscillators normally change 
frequency as they are Icw.ded.    To overcome this, a technique similar to 
thai ^mplo^eu with electxunlc oscillators is used.    The oscillator Is 
ui.ed to drive a buffer amplifier, and the buffer amplifier drives the load. 
Thus the OGolllator only sees the comparatively constant load of the buffer 
amplifier.    The outputs of the buffer amplifier are introduced into 
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capaoitort:.    Th'   capacitors are connected  to the controls ot  the  Mstc.ble 
arrpilfier.    A3  the output from tba buffer amplifier enters the capacitor 
Uw {reosurt rises and the  flew into the control increases until there is 
sufficient flow tc satisfy the entrainment characteristics of the bistable 
amplifier so that the stream swiLches to the opposite wall. 

All of the output, of the bistable amplifier issues  out of one 
output,  either the  loft or the right, and can be used os a reaction jet 
COT purposes of control.     If the error of the missile  is sensed with a 
gyro,  an air  Jet  from *he gyro can be divided between  two adjacent orifices 
when th- missile  is on course, and as it deviates from the true course 
the  flow will be more to on0 orifice than into the othp-r.    This variation 
can be  fed into the  Lift and right control   inputs of the pulse duration 
modulation system.    As shown in figure I,  the control inputs an; connected 
to the capacitors on the controls of tnc bistable amplifier.    As the contro] 
sign«!  on one side  increases,  the control signal on the other side will 
decrease. 

t 
For purposes of explanation let us assume that the control signal 

un  ..he right.  Increases ana tne signal on tne left decreases.    The 
increaseri flow into the right capacitor increases the control flaw into 
the right OOntTOl sooner and decreases  it  later as the output of the 
oscillating buffer amplifier «ntori and  leaves this capacitor.    The 
decreased control signal in the left capacitor delays the build-up of 
pressure and t«ikes a longer time to fC9ft€$ the control flow to switch 
tb» pou»" stream from the left wall.    The net result Is,  that while the 
unit is  oscillating between the two outputs at constant  fpiiyieH8y|  the 
cycle is not divided equally but instead the output reaction jet pauses 
for a longer time on the left and a shorter time on the right.    This is 
bhowti by the output charts at tne output of the unit.    Flow increases upward 
and time increases to the right in each case.    The level of flow from a 
pulse is constant at all times.    The frequency is also constant as is shown 
by the time dots ,    When there is equal signal into the  left and right 
capacitors the duration of flow is equal  in each of the outputs.    Kor the 

Iea^e cited   with a decreasing signal in the left control and an increasing 
signal in the right control.  Figure 1 shows the full output flow remaining 
for a longer time in the left output, ana pausing for a shorter time in the 
right output. 

The experimental setup is shown in Figure 2, with long leads and 
'"imperatively Inr^e oapneitors.    This system was operated at a frequency 
of from 30 to 100 cps wnen it had capacitors at the control inputs cf the 
(Mtput amplifier.    The system gain (that is,  the change of output signal 
with the change of input signal) varied between 3 and 4.    In an operational 
systeir additional amplifiers could be used at the output. 

To increase the operating frequency, an experimental setup similar 
to Figuri 3 was used.    In Figure 3, the capacitors and the buffer amplifier 
have been deleted from the system.    The error signals are fed directly into 
the separation bubble of the bistable amplifier.    The separation bubble 
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serves as the    apavit.or.    As Ulla is a BOB*idW%fcly MMlln* capaciLur  than 
was previously usea,  the operating frequency  Increased  to 2^0 cps, even 
with the  long iMds.    With flciw go^es on the outputs as rhovm in Figure 2 
there was a very p.roooth change of output flow pr-nportional to the error 
signals. 
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Figure 1.    Pulse duration modulation (low-frequency) 
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Figure 2.    Experimental set-up. 
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This piper is concerned with the field of fluid amplification, 
the control of fluid streams by mean.? of othei   fluid streams of less 
energy.    This paper describes digital pirnunatic elements,  which are 
CfitSSded 80 Sm  '»- obtain a hleu ^uwer output wnicn can be controlled 
by means of a stream containing 10"' of the output flow—a system 
consisting of three units in a cascade is discussed. 

Introductiun 

One of the basic elemenLt; of fluid amplification is the boundary 
layer digital unit vMch is characterized by many parametpra.    It is 
the purpose of *hls paper to discuss some of these parameters In 
connection with a digii.nl unit which is part of a three-otage digital 
system having a very high flow gain and a reasonable pressure recovery. 

A boundary layer '.mit works on principles some uf which have not 
yet been completely explained by classical fluid dynamics.    Hie most 
iiuyvrliuil of these arc wall-jet Interaction and entralnment of fluid 
particles from the surrüiindings-1-  .    Although a boundary-3 ayer unit can 
jperate in all three ranges of flow:  subsonic,  transonic,  and aupersonlc, 
in this paper we are mainly concerned with the subsonic range of 
operations. 

when a Jet exhaustt; 1'rom a nozzle, turbulence is generated at the 
border? of the Jet.    Due to friction from shearing stresses against the 
surrounding flui 1,  the Jet undergoes lateral diffusion and decc?■oration, 
iin* a+ the camo time fluid parLicl^s are entrained by the Jet.^    Hie 

♦Numerical superscripts in the text refer to Item uumbers In the list 
of References which fcllowR the text. 
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process of the mixing of the jet with the Surrounding fluid causes 
the velocity distribution of the Jet to change 30 that at a distance 
of about 6 nozzle widths thp velocity profile approaches a fraussian 
distribution.    During the diffusion pvcc^.sa,  the kinetic energy of the 
Jet traioforas into kinetic energy of turbulence,   which in turn is 
converted Into heat energy.     In. this process the Jet is decelerated 
while the surrouadlog particles are ..t.celeratea.     Thl.s results in a 
net Increase in the output flow.    Even though bhe velocity of most of 
the Jet decreases  with distance fru:ii Llio nozzle,  thert is a zone called 
tue core where the maximum velocity is constant.^    This region is very 
evident In a bunsen burner where the bluish flame represents the core 
region of the burning gas.     In this region the energy of the Jet is 
the highest since no mixing with the outside has yet taken place. 

The digital character cf the boundary layer unit is brought about 
by the existence of a wall or fixed boundary.    The Jet emerging from 
the power nozzle attaches to one of the walls lowering the pressure 
between the boundary of the nozzle and the pulr-t at attachment at the 
wall (Ccanda effect).    The static pressure distribution of the attached 
ugT      '_•„   ♦"  sc^il    t   ftülßtiaXS  Of  +v'"   Bfil   y■r■■•,'   '■■•'d  »Ka   mm*rtm   nf 
Inclination of the wall.     (See Fig.  1).    The pressure varies from below 
-imblent up to a maximum,  and then drops slowly until at a long distance 
from the nozzle it approaches ambient.    (See Fig.  ?).    The trajectory 
of the Jet around the low pressure region or bubble is nrproximately 
the arc of a circle.    The pressure within the bubble varies with 
distance from the Jet because particles are constantly being takfeii Away 
from the main stream.    This bubble plays a very Important rnle in a 
boundary layer element.    The pressure in the bubble muot be iücreased 
öufflclently by flow frou. the control nozzle before the Jet will 
detach from the wall and move to the opposite channel.    Thit  is the 
factor responsible for the digital characteristics of these elements.. 

It is well known from classical aerodynamics that the presence of 
a wedge in u atretuu will CaUijc the Jet t; oscillcte ao vac   "irot 
observpd by Lord Rayleigh. Consequently the presenje of the- splitter 
gives rise tc resonant frequencies with ascoelated harmonics,  the cause 
and magnitude of which have been the subject of numerous investigations. 
This phenomenon increases the noise level of the unit.    The oscillations 
are decreased b^  rounding the wedge,    when this is done a higher 
pressure is obtained in the vicinity of tie wedge vhicn seems to reduce 
Borne of the modes of acoustic frequency oscillation associated with a 
Jet-^dge syntf-m. 

A most Important IMJMtlfltHttrn in building these units is efficien 
We mean that there shouT.d be only a small loss of the total energy of t 
powei  Jot.    From Albertson's data for free Jets in the atmosphere,  it 1 
evident that up tc a distance of 6w (w = nozzle width) from the Jet 
source the total energy decreases rapidly, and at large distanced of 
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approximately lkw or 20w it decreases faccordii^j to some exponential 
law.    Also from the same data,  it is evident that up to 6w the maxlmun 
velocity in the direction of the Jet flow is co:.stant arid then further 
downstream it decreases exponnntially.    From ouch information one may 
conclude that in order to construct efficient units it ia necesaary to 
maintain tho expansion chnmbcr of the Jet as small ac posslule and 
also have the divider no rurther dUMdtrMM than 6vrr     filnce h^gh 
pressure efficiency in required at the output,  the stream can be 
diffused very efficiently with a 12° angle.    The diffuser muflt N 
kept short so as not to obtain separation of the stream from the wall 

i and also to transform the volnrity of the stream to pressure in a 
distance not over c.w.    Elemenca  fulfilling tbes«  conditions have been 
built and pressure recovery of about 70^> and instar.     ieous  tiXM gains 
greater than 15 have been achieved in Lhe subsonic range,  up to 15 p^lg 
input pressure.     (By pressure recovery is meant the amount of loading 
that the unit can sustain,  measured in terms   )f the input pressure.) 

A unit witn tno above characteristics is sensitive to rather small 
signals applied at the controls.    In other words,   it is easy to change 

energy expended in this procesj is small.    /U:tually,  in some of the 
elementr. atmosphere  eao supply sufflclout flow and pressure to the 
controls to achieve bistable operation.    This is possible because the 
pressure in the bubble 01 the attached stream is only 9 to 3 2 psia 
and the pressure surrounding the unit is over Ih psia.    Conspiiuently, 
if the control port id open,   flow win  enter from the atmosphere.     If 
the flow is greater than the stream can entrain,,  the pressure in the 
bubblf will increase until it becomes higher tho^i  tnc one existing on 
the opposite side of the rtream nni the Jet will attach to the lower 
pressure wall. 

Unfortunately an element of this type works very well only as long 
as no load is present at its output.    If a small load such as another 
UiiX U      XO     JJi. l ' 0^44 U      C40       0.44-      v^ 44 4. 4i 44 U,        w.41..      o^CkoXo     ^4^^^    4-    -       C4 V.       V.444.      w 4A 4. M U 4. 

increase:,  and this pressure propnuites upstream in the Jet,  shifting 
the point of attachment of the jet upstream.    This  shrinks the 
entralnmcnt bubble,  and its pressure increases also,  un^il it becomes 
higher than that on the opposite side of the Jet.    The stream will then 
shift to the other channel or,   in some designs,  will split between the 
two channels.    Such affoetC are very unieslrable if cascading of units 
is necessary to  obtain the required gain. 

3... .^.^4.4.4 4^      w„        U4..X  U43 

In cascading units one must consider the function each amplifier 
performs in the system.     Also it is imperative that the final operallonal 
characteristics  of the system be known.    In a high gain system,  high 
in.-tantaneous pressure efficiency of intermediate units is not so 



important as the efficiency of the final t-tage.     In a thive-sta^s 
ssyBtem where units are stjp^ed up In flow capacity ^eometricaJJ.y by 
3. factor of 10,  a flow gain of at lenvt 100C ic expected.     In nnch 
a cystem if the first two stages are made very efficient,   it is found 
that the  system is unstable. 

It  is,   Lhtreiore,   necessary that the  r ^essure efficiencies;  of 
intermediate stage," be sacrificed and the   .^/iders of these  '..'-.ages 
moved to n ^-'Sition further downstream.    This "hange increases the 
memory of the units.    AerodjTituiiieally,  this means that the stream is 
caused to attach at a puöition further downstream.    Then if the static 
presste Is raised by loading the output,   evu ohough the point 01 
attachment will move upstream a.ong  the wall,  it  can move  further 
..efort  the Jet detaches from the wall.    Thus, stability f^r a largp 
surge of input pressure is  still possible.    With the splitter down- 
stream,   the amplifier has a press-,ire recovery of about 30^ and an 
Instantaneous gain less than 10.     In using such units in a system, 
some efficiency is lost but .stability is gained. 

kx, this point,  IT. is necessary to say a lew more vords about 
memory unltfl since they play a very Important role ir. the system und^r 
coüsideruLiou.    Memory is   obtained when the splitter is moved 
suffi"'.ently downstream to allow the stream to turn and exhaust out 
the opposite outlet without creating turbulence at the attachment point, 
'The stream remains nttachea to the wail even with the output of the 
amplifier completely blocked.    The flow will exhaust froia the opposite 
channel,  but the pressure will remain in the blocked channel.     If we 
reopen the blocked channel,  the stream will exhaust from that channel. 
A memory unit is very important in a system since it in usually used 
as the driver for the subsequent units. 

Positive feedback loops may ha present «hen two iinlts  are coupled; 
proper use of this can increase the flow gain of the system.    For 
example,   In the three stage amplifier the  system without feedback 
should have had a flow gain of 1000, but the actual gain obtained was 
greater tttHD 2000.    The feedback loop arises from the motion of 
particles interacting with the irÄln stream.    This entrainment becumes 
quite high as the splitter is moved downstream find approaches that 
of a free .iet above 6w.     This process can best be explained if we 
consider Figure 3 which shows three units  connected together.    The 
filled in region Is the region of flow.     In region 1 the pressure ic 
low since the sti-eam In the third stage is continually entraining 
particxes.    Tnis lo« pr^ssure will propagate down to region 2.    At the 
same time,  the stream in the second stage will also try to entrain 
particles from the leg having no output and to reduce the pressure 
there even further.    If a condition of equilibrium exists between the 
two stages whereby the whole process cancels out,  then stflble operntlon 
is BSiaUdMdf    But if the entrainment required by stage three is 
such that stage two will be affected by it,  then the outcome of the 
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process will be such that UM stream la stage two wl]''  be detached 
from the wall and Instability will occur,  I.e.,  oscillations NiU take 
place,     dla Is also tr-ue between stagpR  '-np nnH tvo. 

Hie syc^em under consideration consists of three units differing 
one from the  ythex by a factor of 10 in nozzle area.    The  firft., 
Mooed    rui '„hi ra itagM  Have RTCU öf   .001,   .01  and .1 square inches 
respec-. ively.     Theoretically,  according to geometrical analysis alone, 
we should have an instantaneous flow gain of 1000.    By experiment it is 
found that the insttaitmieous flov «aln for the subsonic range is 
greater then 2000.    This  is uuo to the fact that the feedback from 
the third stage to the  seconu nelps to detach the stream from the 
Wlli    The splitters in all  units are positioned in ascending manner, 
the first one being 16w,  the second 6w,   and third Iv from  'rhe power 
nozzle. 

The pressure recovery of the system as a whole is about 70^- 
This means that the system can operate Into a raixlmum active load 
equivalent to 70^ ot the yystem input pressure.    Thiü system operates 
praffcrly only Is UM ouu^. /^j.^ range (up  co j!-, psig) anü in that range 
can be controlled by access to the atmos^hore, 

tu the present, Investigation,  all. the expel Iments  are conduced 
on two systems.     One cunslstrf of three elements  connected together 
by means of flexible hoses,  the other w.-is built as a single unit wfth 
each digl-ol element of the unit e:'Jiausting directly into the controls 
of the sub.-pent nae.     Tt.e controls are holes  In which flow passes 
from one stage to the other by means of a vortex motion  (Fig.  k). 
The vortex principle ^n the control has been chosen as a result ot 
experiments conducted with vuter. 

The test tet up for the syctcm consisting of three elements 
connected by means of tubing is shown in Flg.  5A.    Pitot tubes 
üurrouuded by static pressure tap nolet;   (Flg.  5B) are placed along 
each leg cf the system,  these pltot-static tubes help to determine the 
pressure distribution throughout the system.    These probes are also 
important in determining the static pressure which is crtn+pd ■( the 
output of one unit when exhausting into the controls of another. 

The knowledge of this static pressure build up Is  very Important 
In that It gives information about the load existing at that point. 
Fig.  6 shows a curve of this static pressure plotted against the input 
pressure;  aa is evident Ctcm this plot the static pressure   '■ *he 
hlgaest between the second and Lhlrd stages, which shows that the area 
of the control nozzle of the third stage is not large enough to 
accommodate all the flow.    The stntic pressure Is least at the output 
of the third ^tage since the unit is exhaustli^j into the atmosphere. 
The static pressure between the first and second stages Is relatively 
high due tu the statii   pressure build up previously mentioned.    Fig. 7 
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shows the total pressure In the outp -i ot euch stage.    The total 
pressure ifl  the hJghoßt at the third stage since the very largo flow 
itomentiKi more thai» makeup for the low static pressure In the passage, 
it ID weJi to note tlWt the total pressure between vhe first and 
second staöt:^ is actually almost aJX statl;,   since the motion of the 
fluid Is very clow.    Fig.  8 shows the Mach number distribution at the 
outp-t of the rxcond and  third stage.    Fin.  ü shows a photograph of 
the apparatus used to measure the pressure distribution te oieahe 
of the statlc-pltot tubes.     Tne three units are shown connected in 
rcrles and a probe is shown -nounted in each jeg of the system.    In 
th1  exptrlment, the three units had a coirmon input pressure and the 
flows were measured by Broaics ixowmcters or rotameters.    Two flownwtcre, 
good within 2$ over the whole range,  were connecteü in parallel to 
accommodate  all the flow. 

The system which is discussed in the remaining part of thia paper 
is -.-^presented in Pig. 10.     This is a three  btoge amplifier where each 
stage is connected by means of a vortex cylinder type output to the 
subsequent one.    The whole system has a common input.    A top view of 

varies from SC^t to 7Ü^.    The pressure recovery Is measured with the 
aid of a gate valve placed at one of the outputs of the unit.    When 
the v»0.ve is partly closed loading the output of the third stage> some 
of the dynamic pxessure OA   uie stream is transformed into static 
pressure which is measured In a tank with a gauge connected to It aa 
shown in Fig. B«    In Pig.  11 two curves of pressure recovery are 
presented.     When rr^a'-'irlm? nrpssure recovery,  as the valve was being 
closed at the output, the static pressure was building up in the upper 
portion of the diffuser in the third stage.    When this pressure became 
equal to that at the entrance to the diffuser, a resonant effect caused 
oscillations.    When the resonant condition was eliminated,  the final 
pressure recovery of the system was measured.    The lower curve In 
Pig.  11 represents the pressure recovery for loading Just short of 
s\f*n4^^rt + Arsn T.r.,fl.-»      ■♦■V^rt     iT^T^r» •*•     ^>*^ <-i      ■»•^»»■\^«»f" ^»*"i+ f»       + Vlö     TV T**-! C* BUS'S     5f*8 ÖflrtPRS*V     ^ rtl^ 

a completely closed valve when the region of oscillation has been 
passed.    Pressure recovery is given as the re.tio of output to input 
pressures. 

Output loading curves  (flow vs.  pressure) are shown in Fig. 12. 

By means of the curves of Figs.  11 and 12, it is possible to 
compute the output power of the system.    The output flow is msaBured 
by mpariB of «  f>.owmeter.     Since the flowmeter is exhausting 
into atmosjihere it reads mar.r-. flow directly.     This mass flow Js 
transformed back to volumetric flow at the pressure existing In the 
tank at the output, uf the system assuming en isothenual process. 
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Then,  using the subscripts  (1) to donote condltlom» in the tank and (2) 
%Q denote ♦hone in the flowneter, the output pover (P) is given by 

p   - pQ 

Pi Qi -   ^     f Pi Ha     , (i) 

Pl  (abs) (gaUge) 

where p^^ is the gauge pressure of the air in the tank (Fig. 13). 'Hie 
pressure pi (abs) appearing in the ratio is a density correction since 
the flov Qp  is measured with  rerereiiu--   to the  atmosphere. 

la relation (l) ve have assumed an Isoxhermal  process, hence 

;>. PP 

pl ^1 

Tnc max-Lmum power output has  been plotted against the input  pressure 
in Fig.  Ik-    It is evident from the graph, that the maximum power 
output is about a horsepower.     By the  same method the power input of 
the syrtem was calculated,  ani the power efficiency as a function of 
input pressure is plotted in Fig.  15.     The power efficiency is about 
6C$ over the range considered.    The losses are due mainly to pressure 
and flow degradation because some of the flow goes out the opposite 
cnannei wnen tne t-ystcm is loaded. 

At this point It is necessary to Introduce the term "switching 
power."    It denotes the rate at which work must be done In order to 
detach the stream from the wall and switch It to the next channel. 
In order to measure the switching power of a system,  an apparatus 
cimllar to the one described at the output Is employed (see Fig. 5). 

• The flü" is measured by means of a Fisher and Porter flowmetcr whose 
maximum range is  .5 SCFH.    A valve Is provided after the flownwter 
whereliy the Tlow can be controlled.    Following the valve Is a small 
tank with a combination gauge connected to lt.    ühe pressure In the 
tank is measured Initially when the valve is  closed and then meHsured 
a Tvtmber of times aa the valve is opened slowly; in particular at 
the time when the unit is at the point of switching.    The f3ow at 
swlte'ilng lb also measured.     Hence,  the instantaneous power to switch 
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is  -icfined as 

PI Qa  = —--t!n- PI(«^») Qg (2) 
Ai,i(.bs) 

This p^;wcr i:; that which pacr.t.^ out of the small needle valve at the 
inctant of "wltchinf;.    In order to calculate the real instantaneouE 
switching power.   It wouJ.d he   .ecessary to know the total pressure at 
the output of the  control nozzle at the instant of switching.    This 
is not pogsiWe at present.    But if It is assumed that the losses 
from the valve to the nozzle are very small and t.hat the density of 
the gas doesn't change very much,  then the switching power calculated 
Is  close to zhe correct one.    In equation (2), p^   is the gauge pressure 
at the instant 01   switching, while     Äp^    appearing in the ratio Is the 
difference between the pressure existing in the tank before the valve 
Is open and the pressure in the tank at the instant of flipping.    In 
our case the source of power is  the atmosphere.    Since the pressure 
in the tank is below atmospheric,  when the valve is opened the pressure 
J.I   X».*».    .,-„«_      V-^..  _„. 3 # _       _—       .. _t.      X_        .....X-       4.1. .       X»T   -.-     .......  

to switch tiie system.    It 1? axso post-ible to obtain switching power 
into the contrulr.  from a supply llnf tliruugh a reguluLor. 

SwiLwliing power as a function of supply pressure is shown .'n 
Figs.  17A and I7B in different units.     From these curves,  it Is eviden+ 

that little povcr is needed to control the whole system up to 15 pslg. 
The switr-hinc power is only a verj ■*«li fraction of a watt.    If we 
look back now at the yuver output (Fig.  14),  we find that the 
Instantaneous power gain incrvases rapidly and at 15 psig,   is about 
9000.    The plot of power gain against input pressure is shown in Fig.  16. 

Now that the power of the system has been discussed.  It appears 
necessary to say a few words about the flow of the system.    'The whole 
system has a flow capacity of 61+ oCIW at 15 psig (see Pig.  20 -Acre 
the variation of flow with respect to input pressure Is shown). 

Hhe flow gain of the system,  i.e.,  the output flow divided by the 
switching flow.  Increases rapidly with pressure (Fig.  18)  imtll it 
reaches maximum (3000) at about 8 psig and then drops slowly as the 
pressure is increased to 18 psig.    Ttui  switching flow noimalized In 
terms of the output flow Is shown in Fig.  19 and this shows that the 
relrtive flow to switch the whole system lecrcaseö rapidly up to 
about 3 psig and then remainb essentially constant up to 15 pulg. 

Pigxtti t'.± shows one experimental set up which may be employed to 
determine the basis characteristics of each of tbn Individual elements. 
The pressures at the Inputs and outputs are measured by means of 
transducers.    The inpu+  nuct   jutput flows are measured directly by 
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floMi;eter.3 mi. cJso computed from the pressure differences measured 
across orifice platen.     The signal outputs  from the trHUödu-'ers are 
plottpd on (tn X-Y recorder.    By this method plots are obtained 
dirt'Ctly by changing the Input press-arc. continuously with a motorized 
valve.    Once the  characteristics of the elements are known,  then it 
is a simple matter to mt.tch them together for given requirements. 

Figures Z2.A aud 2?B show another Mt of apparatus by which the 
pressure distribution of a jet is measured with static taps placed 
one nozzle width  nnurt along the wall.    With this  apparatus, it is 
possible to find the point of Attachment cf the jet and also to 
determine how it chnnges as some of the parameters are varied.    The 
pressure distribution is read by means of manometers. 

Some Further Problems 

Although digital systems can be built and fluid amplifiers can be 
staged to  obtain  very high fluw gains and power gains, more research 
in Lhe following areas Is necessary In order that theoretical analysis 
can be correlated  with experimental results:    Tne measuremenL of 
pressure profiles before entrance into a diffuserj  the measurements 
of static pressure rrofilpri along thp b""ndarlcs of the amplifier; 
and the reduction of acoustic noise generated in Jet-edge otcillatlons. 
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tOBOS THRUST VECTORING 

by 

Allen 3.   Holmes 

of 

Diamond Onlnance Fuze Laboratories 

Abstract 

An experimental program is being conducted at DOPTi to Investigate 
the characterlstlcc of a supersonic fluid «inpllfler discharging air at 
high Mach numbers Into the expansion cone of a rocket ^ozzle for thrust 
vccLur cuutrol.    Preliminary static firings of a cold gas Mach 3.2 
nozzle with fluid aüipllfler controls were made during September of this 
year.     Direct measurements were made of the amplifier lupat flow, 
induced lateral thrust,  and switching levels. 

Introduc Lion 

Today rockets are designed for maximum propulsive efficiency, with 
maximum payload, and to follow extremely ap^vrate trajectories.    At 
lift off and in outer space, external aerodynamic surfaces are Ineffective 
as control elements and some other means is required. 

There are five ma.lor methods of controlling a rocket's trajectory. 
These consist of:    Jet vanes,  .letevators, glmbled or «wiveled nozzles, 
vernier rockets, and secondary fluid Injection. 

The first four of these have disadvantages such as exposing mmring 
parts to high temperature exhaust streams,  requiring high actuating 
forces, and having a relatively low frequency response. 

A rocket Is a thrust producing system which derives its thrust from 
the ejection of hot gases generated from material carried In the system. 
It has already been previously shown that a portion of this gas can be 
ble^ froc the combustion chamber and fed back Into th« er^ansion cone of 
the propulsion nozzle for effective thrust, ■W+AT »»«?>+-»^I      w.w«'..-»».^ 
present hot gas Injection systems require valves that «re capable of 
bleeding gas directly from the combustion chamber.    These systems also 
have the disadvantages of exposing moving parts to a high temperature 
high pressure stream, and In the cast, of flolid propellant motors the 
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lüLemlttent operation of valves con tuiect the burring rate of the grain 
and cause a reduction in combuetton pressure and overall performance. 

DOFL's effort in this field is directed tcwagli the utilization of 
fluid amplification technicjues as applied to a chamber bleed thrust 
vector oootypfl   oystem.    IMs type of eyetem has the advantage of not 
affecting combustion pressure and of ha-zlng higher response rates, low 
actual.ing power requirements, no moving parts, and increased reliability. 
Proportional control can be attained vl ;h either a bistable unit which 
is pulse duration modulated or a proportional type fluid amplifier. 

Object 

Cold «as testing is presently underway on the prototype fluid 
amplifier which is shown in Figure 1.    The unit was designed to have the 
following characteristics: 

(1)    No moving m-ichanical parts; 
(^)    Bistable operation; 
(3)    A flow gain of 500 (Flow gain In this case is defined as the 

prlxüry nozzle flow rate divided by the oontrol   let. fl.iw rate 
required to produce a given lateral to axial  thrust ratio); 

(k)    A lateral to axial thrust ratio of about  .05 for a secondary 
to primary flow paftio of .025. 

Test Set Up 

The amplifier was designed with interchangeable parts In order 
that changes cculd be made without interrupting tests.    (Figure 2) 

Vae power Jet was designed to diverge In a plane normal to the 
interaction region.    This WHS done to Increase the aspect ratio of the 
nozzle,  and therefore cut down en the vlscoua effectu, due to the cover 
plates. 

flgWt 3 shows the amplifier mounted on the JTiyilrtr" uu*»le. 
The primary nozzle was designed with an expansion ratio of 5.12, and a 
primary flow rate of 3.5 lbs/sec    The theoretical axial thrust without 
injection was calculated to be equal to 22C lbs. 

A three component thrust stand (Figure k) was designed and bullc at 
DQFIi.    Ibis stand Is a framework In whicn three load cells are located 
in a single plane to determine the axial and lateral components of 
twMMäS»!     Sä* «<W<.M.<; cwscwwl^  la uela i,u yLtxisa ug ixexure bappons.    inese 
flexures behave efreuölvely as pinned Joints, but provide high compliance 
In all l*ter«1 directions.    The spring constraints they impose on the 
system are very small relative to the forces being measured and can 
therefore be neglected. 
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Tests 

It Is to be noted that the purpose of these tests is to develop 
techrdques for Injecting the output of a fluid amplifier luto the 
supersonic exhaust of a conical propulsion nozzle. Emphasis vas placed 
on the compiling of Information on the relative ch.nracterlstlcc of each 
test system. A number of basic simplifying assumptluut; were made. 

The basic assumptions were: 

(1) Adlabatic l^cntropic flow thrnughout the entire system. 
(2) Constant nozzle discharge coefficients. 
(3) A constant location of the induced center of pressure on 

"the primary nuzzle wall. 
(1|) At secondary to primary flow ratios less than 0.05, the 

effect of th^ axial thrust component of the fluid amplifier 
was assumed equal to zero. 

Test Results 

Figure 5a is a schematic diagram of the fluid amplifier and nozzle. 
The general performance characteristics of this fluid amplifier thrust 
vector control system -„^ be aummarized in Figure 5b. This is a curve 
which plots induced Interai thrust against left and right control Jet 
flow rate. Hi? arrows indicate the order in which the procesb too* 
place. 

The best overall performance of the system occurred with an over- 
expanded power Jet  Performance was determined on the basis of maximum 
Induced lateral specific impulse. Lateral specific impulse can be 
defined as thi Induced lateral thrust per pound of total injected flow. 
A comparison was made between the Induced lateral specific impulse and 
the specific impulse of a hypothetical nozzle expanding under ideal 
conditions at the jaiuc power Jet pressure and flow rate. The lateral 
specific impulse with injection for this system was found to be about 
x.co  limes as greai> au tu Ideal iijrputueLlutil uua&le. 

A point by point explanation of Figure 5b goes as follows: 
(a to b) the total power Jet flow is ejected out the rear of the 
amplifier. At (b) there is Just sufficient flow to switch the power 
Jet flow into the primary nozzle and cause an abrupt increase in Iwteral 
thrr.st (b to c). The control Jet flow is then reduced to zero (c to c'), 
causing a slight decrease in Icteral thrust. When a small control flow 
^c" to a; is introauoea, tnere is a sxignt increase in .uaenu. uuruai. 
which a. linear with rc3pc?t to the increase in control flow. Bils flow 
switches the amplifier flow out of tho primary nozzle, causing a sharp 
decrease in lateral thrust (d to e). The control Jet flow is reduced to 
zero, thus completing the cycle. 



Shadowgraphn 

The chadowgraphc,  Figures 5 and 'J,  correspond to points d and b 
on Figure 5b.     The output of the amplifier produces a shock wave oy 
appearing as a discontlnvlty to the primary stream.     la effect the 
injected flow foms a wedge near the point of l&J^OtloB f-nd causes the 
primary streom to separate from the nozzle wall.    As the stream pasaes 
through this Induced suock wave it oerreabes in velocity,  increases in 
pressure,  and tends to turn in the direction of the snock wave.    This 
build-up in pressure in the separation x-egion,  plus the pressure and 
momentum of the injected stream, gives a resulting lateral thrust 
greater than a similar injection nozzle exhausting at the same pressure 
and flow rate,  at 90° away from the primary stream. 

Summary 

In summary,  the measured characteristics of the amplifier system 
were: 

(1) The most efficient vectoring was achieved at a pever Jet 
pressure  of  11 f. pslaj 

(2) A 'naxinum lateral to axial thrust ratio of O.OlU was 
measured for a secondary to primary flow ratio of 0.01. 
(This uuiimiur ti   tj a force amplltlcation factor of 
about l.U.); 

(3) The system had a flow gain of about 700; 
(1+)    The tuuplifier had bistable operation at pressures up to 

300 pslg. 

It is to oe emphasized that these results are not indicative of 
optimum performance,  but serve to Illustrate the feasibility and 
adaptability of fluid amplification principles to Rocket Thrust Vector 
Control. 
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Figure    3.    Fluid amplilier and thrust chamber assembly. 

Figure 4.    Thrust stand assembly. 
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A FLUID-AMPLIFIER  ARTIFICIAL HEART PUMP 

by 

Kenneth E.   V.'oüdward    (l) 
Lt Colonel Timothy G.  Barlla (M.C.)    (2) 
Captain Dunj^l E.   Nunn  (M.C.)   (2) 
George Men    (l) 
Henrik H.   "traub     (l) 

Plui :   ■•:::;.llflcation,   a recont  Army Invention concerned with the 
control of flowing fluids  wlx;.        ,.   /Ing nnrts,   nas been applied to the 
powering and control of an SXtraeorporeal  heart pump.    Except for an 
artificial veiaricle, two artificial heart  valves  and a flapper to 
control sue-iija,   the fluid funpiifler . baa uaither Braving control 
partc nor electronics«    Trie output  in rul.satile,   arid its  average rate 
of flow varies directly with filling pressure and inversely with vascular 
and other resistances,  to achieve flow regulatio:..    III.jL .vllcl illty, 
long life and low cost are achieved.    Early evaluatlcr. tests sugges'' itc 
performance capabilities  and hemolytic characteristic^ are a^ least 
equal to those of the better available heart pumps. 

The  Probleoi 

Tlie advent of open heart surgery has  presented to the medical 
profession the opportunity of repairing dam.igr,; ,or riseased hearts  that 
otherwise might soon fail  completely.    Many devices ait involved in this 
type of surgery.     One Important apparatus  is a pump that can ac'ume the 
heart's role while the heart is beinK reüaireri.     Exlötlng numnp »y^ 
rainy complicated both in design and la the methods of control. 

livid amplification offers the possibility of design and control 
simplification for pulsatile  types  of extracorporeal heart pumps and a 

(1) Diamond Ordnance Fuze Laboratories,  Wa^hingt'an 25,   D.  C. 

(2) Walter Reed Army Institute of R-snarch, Washington 25, D.   C. 
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rnovo accuratij  daol'oatlcn of the heart's physiological pumping functions. 
Becauue  •IsotZOBtM can De eliminated and n.ovlng parts minimized, 
re.Mablllty can be measuratly impi-jved ajid production costs can be 
significantly reduced.    These urusual qualifications  recommended such a 
pump to the Army Medical Corps   for field use. 

Application of the pump might be expanded t^ include regional 
perfusion and the support of damaged or diseased heprts which if supported 
could recover. 

Consequently the problem was to design on extracorporeal heart pump 
powered and controlled by fluid amplification principles.    This paper 
describes the development effort to late.    The pump,   called the Army 
Artificial Heart Pump,   is being Jointly developed by the Walter Reed Army 
Institute of Research and the Diamond Ordnance Fuze Laboratories. 

Design Requirements 

The requirements  for any extracorporeal heart pump may be broken 
down into three major categories.    The pump must: 

a. Duplicate ♦he heart's essential pumping   'unctions; 
b. Possess adequate reliability and Ultej 
c. Be appropriately packaged. 

Each of these will be considered in detail. 

a.    Physiological Requirements 

The pump must obviously possess enough of the r.eaemtal 
functional pumping characteristics of the himan heart to f.utitaln life. 
F ir the mure,   irreveruible bluud uamage uau not be tül^rated either aurlug 
or after the pumping run.    From an examination of the literature and 
existing pump designs, it appears that a single set of functional 
 ■* * -   J*—   —4 , .M.*..-..! IMM.    j «.    mmiiMmrf   v»M   ,. ~4>   v ....-    AM4.Hvnj*v*j 
▲ c VJUX X c:iUC:iAbU     -.-/A      UA UX UL^A L/~      • -. . I      ^/MMtuu     AX*    ft, ^ .*\-A >^-fc    ..^»w      *-.w w     www**     ww Wb.W^AM**W\* . 

Ihe authors in developing the fluid amplifier pump considered the 
following heart functions important: 

(1)    Output Pressures and. Flows 

The pump must be capable of adequate perf urion 
of the subject.    Moreover it seems desirable to have a single pump 
OU-UXiv-LJ       UJLiC     XACCUO     UX      O.     XCXOWXVCa.jr     -»-tl4-e>'-       XCUJ^C      WX      iXXMJV.WWtf     X «.(^«XX\X^«.0|J     >^X 

age or size.    The pertinent cardiovascular pump parameters (pressures, 
flow«,  age,  size, pulse and activity level) for the buman male from 
age 1 through 80 are summarized In Figure 1.    The ordlnate Is a cardiac 
flow index relating mean blood flow rate to total body surface area. 
Since the parameters of Figure 1 are collated from several medical texts, 
the information lacks a high degree of statistical significance.    However, 
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it does ectabllüh t.he general output requirements for the pump.    For 
operating room application, only basal or resting conditionti are of 
concern. 

(c)    Loa!-Matching Capabilities 

Reference 1 suggests that the human heart  exerts 
Just enough myocardia1   (muccle) force per stroke to achieve the necessary 
blood flows.    Excess force causes excessive blood damage.    An index of 
juch trauma is the increase in red cell destruction.    This index is 
called hemolysls.    To control hemolysis and other blood damage the pump 
should be designed to propel blood with minimal force application. 

(8)    Pulsatile Blood Flows 

Dicagreement exists among ^ar'iiovaecular experts 
relative to the need for pulsatile blood flows for extracorporeal pumps. 
The technically more easily constructed nonpulsatile pumps are currently 
most popular but both pulsing and steady-flow pumps presently function 
successfully for short periods - one tc two hours only.    It may be, 
however,  thttt long-term Bi>ffWl0H PMMlVfMi pnlspri  T'DOK.    Reference 1 
suggests that resonant principles may operate in the cardiovascular 
system.     If so,  the pumping system (including the cjtheter) mist then 
be capable of duplicatl.iö UM oubjecfö normal pulse to exploit the 
elastic responses of the circulatory systems. 

{k)    Vasomotor Coneiderations 

The heart is a relatively constant myocardial 
force pump because of vessel distensibillty and the vasomotor character- 
istics of the cardiovascular system.    Flow resistances are made to vary 
autonomously by the nervous and endocrine systems to buit the physical 
and emotional needs of the individual.    To minimize the pump forces 
propelling the blood and to allow the pump to regulate |ifl output iu 
response to vasomotor changes in flow resistance, output flows must 
decrease vlth increased flow resistance and vice versa.    To preclude 
pHCA-ilig  or  uepletxun  ox   turr   ^wu   exx uixxatxi'ü   öjrötcuuj,   \.A*£   wutyüo   rXOIf 
must also be made to increase with Increased filling pressures, as In 
the case of the human heart. 

(5)    Other Functional Requirements 

Filling of the human neart ventricle is achieved 
mainly by the difference between atrlal and ventricular pressures during 
tne periua tne omerence IK wmMMM » huwever, auxial IMUMMUMWIU ^/lajrc 
a small but significant part in the filling process (Ref. 2, p. 2kk) and 
serves to Increase the flow rate of the heart by both Increasing 
ventricular dlstentlon and compensating for valve resistance.    For these 
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■:•.',,  it irilght be 
ise the  pa-r.p to suck  sligl diastole.    Mdltiorially 

is to bo lised as an a-jgment.ation device for failing het.rt 
be capable of synchi-onizlng Its p'olses with 

olic phase eart.     By pui;u)iug blood during 
••   ;       . peaK rayocardiul forces and  the worK  of the  heart are 

. 

The pump should also cause as little blood 
damage as  that caused by presently available eoonerolal pumpt.    Blood 
damage r.rises not only from the use of muwoessarlly large pump pressures^ 
refem I r/o, but  also fron a variety of other phenoiüeaa,   r.uch as 

Jence and shear,  that are Influenced by the nechanical  design of 
the pump. 

b. Reliability and Life  Consideratlovs 

High reliability is  an  obvious  neiessity.     It snould bp 
and pr md as  i.'.;:epe:.ient as  possible  of operating 

.  tiie type of personnel responsible fur  Lh« p'UT.p, and the kind 
of power ..in tne event  of power failure,   the pump ebould be 
designed to uperate on store, y.     me pump should require minimum 

c. P'-ckagirig 

The followl.-v; design attributes woull be generally 
ble  for the pump.     It sho'il i be: 

(.)    Simple to operate and rnaintair. 
(y.)    Cor.trollabie with respect to pulse shrpe and 

rate 
(3)    Fabricated out of trar.sparent materials  to 

allow visual observation of performance. 
(impending ventricle  failures can be 
:fe3brved.) 

{k)     Sterilizable preferably by autoclave methods 
(c)    FuBCtiooal with r.egligibie hoat liberatluu 
(■ )    Fabricated out of materials  compatible 

HI   b   the bluod 
(7)    Easily transportable 
(6)    Pee.lnblc to preclude blood eoatesttnation 

a..l air embolism 
(.-)     IrieynenalVP  t.o manu'facture 

(10)    Operable with low audible noise levels 

♦Cannulae  are small tubes inserted Into the body cavity through which 
blood passes from and to the pump. 
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Existing Designs 

Existing pumps ord their pevfomance capabilllie? offer to the 
designer a valufa,ble source of experience and knowledge.     Their advantages 
and disadvarvtcges are considered in this  section. 

Present extracorporeal  pumps may be claosified with respect to tlie 
type of flows they produce,  i.e., pulsatiit ot esseu+ieiliy nonpulsatllo. 
Nonpulsatile pumps are the more uniform in design.    They usually consist 
pf u plastic or rubber tube or sleeve wrapped around or Pithla c non- 
flexing cylinder.    A roller driven by an electric motor squeezes the 
tube as it rolls around the cylinder.     Blood is   forced ahead of the 
roller.    This type of pump has the following advantages: 

1. Valves are eliminated 
2. Minimal propelling pressures exist, 
3. Control mechanisms are relatively simple 

Ditttdvantages may be; 

1. A   rrlRT.I vel y short, vpn+.i-f rOp  life 
2. A lack of compactness 

Pulsatile pumps are litt ".üiifonn in design.    TTiey usually consist 
of a plastic or rubber ventricle squeezed by electric motors,  pistons, 
electromagnets or pressurized fluids.     Valves are required to control 
the blond flows.    Such pumpt; have the  following advantages: 

1. Compactness 
2. Long ventricle life 
3. Pulse duplication potentialities 

Disadvantages may be; 

1. Excess propelling pressures 
2. Valves which are both hetuolytlc and short lived 

'.UlXiJUlt^ 

Exceptions certainly exist for both classes* of pumps.    Consideration 
of existing designs was found valuable in the development of the fluid 
amplifier pump particularly with respect to factors affecting nemolysis 
aat ventricle life. 

ru iix J. x v-xtx L 

Fianrp ? RVIOWB « recent Aray Artiflciol Heart Pump design.    It 
consists of a fluid amplifier attached to a housing containing a plastic 
ventilule and two plastic tricuspid semllunar vtilves.    Two gages attached 
lo the houping measure the amplifier and power supply pressures.    Control 
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Figure •!■•    The Army artificial heart pump. 
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■ ilate systolic pressures and pulst  rite have also been 
sed as well as a control to adjust the duratlo'. of the sysnolic 

p-^lse.     'Ti\ccc permit adjustment of the pump's output to the individual 
needs  of the subject prior to or at the beginning of the pomp run.    (If 
the pump was  Intended to  pc-rfuse only a  ■ifigle  subject  Vitfe known 
peripheral resistances,   ehe esstntlai elements  for satisfactory operation 
would be those snown in Figure  3.    In this case  the aoipl 1 fier would be 
designed to acccrniodate the needs of the subject and the power supply 
vlthout regulating valves.) 

a.    Operational Description 

With the aid of the pump schematic  shown in Figure k, 
oper&tl  n may be described as follows: 

A fluid (air) enters the fluid amplifier after passing 
through a valve  (the systolic amplitude control-A) which regulates the 
amount  of air flowing.    Upon leaving the power nozzle as a high velocity 
■treui«   the flowing air begins to entrain additional air.    Because 
entralnatflt en either side of the stream does not  occur at equal rates 
iue either to uneqvial spacing of boundary '-'alle or perturbations of the 
stream itself,   the stream is forced to deflect  toward the side cf Icabt 
entralaoent by virt-e of unbalanced pressures.     Replenishment of air on 
the side now closer to a bound-r.,  wall is further impeded by this Initial 
deflection of the power stream creating still lower ambient pressures in 
this region and  greater stream deflections.    Eventually the power stream 
la cauöci tu "lock on" to the closer wail.    The pump will star*   to pulse 
regardless of the wall chosen by the stream to lock on Initially. 

If the power stream locked on to the left waJ 1 upon 
admission to the Interaction region, it would subsequently flow through 
the left receiver into the housing where the increase in air pressure 
squeezes the ventricle,   as shown in the side view lr. Figure k,  until the 
upper port is  uncovered.     Mr then flows through the deflection control 
line and by virtue of an exchange of momentum between It and the power 
str*3'"'",   the power stream is deflected to the right  receiver.    In this 
prCCAfifi  jf o^uet-i-ljig  cue   veulriole by air pressure,  a cardiac  systole 
has been duplicated. 

After power stream switching has occurred, blood, 
forced by gravity,  begins  to fill the ventricle and in so doing clones 
the dafläetiOB port.    The entrainment process begins with air being 
drawn both from the row closed deflection control line and through the 
left receiver  from around the ventricle.    As long as the ventricle is 
^Ayaiidliit)  ■»ir is  bupplxea in sLUiicient  quanti Lies to satisiy entrainment, 
and the power stream remains locked to the right wall.    When the ventricle 
has been completely filled, air replenishment is  1-ipeded on the left bide 
>f tho power stream.    In the opposite control Jet the pulse duration 
control  (5) permits a metered amount of air to enter to prevent entrainment 
from dropping the pressure below a predetermined level.     A pressure 



Figure 3.    The disassembled purr.r 
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dJlference builds  up between the control nozzles.     When it becomes 
sufficiently ^reut,  a flow occurs in the right  control nozzle great 
enough to deflect the power streexn back to the left receiver.     The cycle 
ll now complete. 

The pulse rate control (C) In the right receiver 
sprves   to create an adjusLaul« load for the amplifier,  and_. as  a 
consequence, pulse rate can be controlled.    The fixed bleeder bypassing 
the pulse rate control precludes back pressures from building up ^-eat 
«•.•nnugh to switch the power stream.    Control is achieved over the pump's 
systolic pressures by metering the amount of air entering the ventricle 
chambe-".    The pulsp duration cuntrul, by regulating entralnment.  in the 
right control Jet,  allows the power stream to remain locked in the right 
receiver for adjustable periods  of tinic thereby aU.owlng the duration of 
the systole to be varied.    The pulse duration control,  the fixed bleeder, 
and the pulse rate control are open to atmospheric pressure.    Adjustment 
of any individual control affeccs the functions of the others to some 
degree. 

Output blood flowB are maae to vary directly with 
iiliiiig preaüureb bjl causing corresponding changen In the filled TOlSM 
of the ventricle.    By limiting the residual volume of the ventricle in 
systole,   the desired effect is produced.    This characteristic prcvldea 
a fftgOlstlOB ot filling pre"'—res without electronic or other level 
sensing devices.    Because of energy conservation,  the output flows vary 
inversely with the flow resistances presented to the pump. 

Minimal propelling pressures are re'-J.izai by having 
■ehe power stream produce flows which vary directly with the loads 
presented to the pump.    The fact that stroke volume and pulse rate are 
coQtrollcJ by the power stream offers the possibility of exploiting with 
a fair degree of precision the elastic responses of the vascular system 
by duplicating the appropriate stroke volume and pulse rate for any 
particular load and flow rate.     "Hie present pump cttu be made to approxi- 
mate this for a variety of human situations by changes in ventricle 
stiffnefs. 

Atrial contraction during diastole con be approximated 
by having the power stream entrain air through the left receiver from 
around the ventricle to produce slightly ncjjative pressures.    By allowing 
the power stream to suck air both from around the ventricle and from the 
ofTnosphere through the suction control,  ventricular sucking can be 
regulated from near 0 mm Hg to much greater values. 

pumpiiig mode similar to ventricular fibrillation can be produced.    For 
power stream flows above certnln energy levels  (these levels can be 
varied),  the power stream switches from receiver to receiver rapidly at 
about fibrillation frequencies because of insufficient ventricular 
filling time.    Blood flows fall to zeT*o. 
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b. Reliability and Life Characteristics 

The fluid amplifier pump design should result in improved 
reliability and longer life  for the follovlng reasons: 

(1) Only four moving parts are involved.    There are 
no electronic components to fail.     The passageways in the fluid amplifier 
are too large to clog easily. 

(2) The basic fluid amplifier components can be 
reproduced with consistent accuracy. 

(3) Maintenance is minimal.    Lubrication is 
unnecessary. 

c. Packaging 

The packaging aspects of the pump are excellent.    It 
consist? of a minimal number of busic parts exclusive of assembly screws, 
pressure gages nnd valves.     Apart from the fluid amplifier,   dimensional 
tolerances are large.    Woth the housing and amplifier can be fabricated 
out of clear sterillzable plastics.    Molding techniques can be used in 
the prod iction o*' all pump elements.    If required,  the ventricle and 
valves can be thrown away after each use because of their low coat. 

The present pump weighs 10-l/U pounds and has a vol^ine of 
(about) 150 cubic Inches.    These can be reduced considerably.    It 
produces a muffled audible pulsing noise when operating.    Quantity 
production costs for the complete pretested pump in Its final design 
should be quite low when compared with the costs of available pumps. 

Performance Results 

Neither the engineering nor medical evaluation tests of the 
pump's capabilities have been completed.    The pump appears to have the 
following performance characteristics: 

1. It can produce blood pressures from near 0 to about 
500 mm Hg. 

2. Blood flows of about l/2 liter/minute to nine or ten 
liters/minute are possible depending on circuit flow resistances and 
the vt&ti'lcle design used. 

3. Pulse rate can be varied from about 30 cpm to 180 cpm. 
The upper limit depends on fl^v resistance and the ventricle design. 

The hemolysls rate appears to be less than that caused by two 
commercial pumps employed In comparison tests.    Trie promising features 
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:   lesl^i discussed ubovo hav« pi n   i Puactional tuid adeiiuute duri.ig 
both partiaJ   eu I   I ital heart bypass proof teat experiments  with  animals. 

It has been observe 1 that autonomous changes in the peripheral 
resistance ^T the VIIBKI cause  the output of the pun:p to change 
acc^rrllngly without   MijuEtmcnt of controi-S.     Increases in peripheral 
resistance cause ilf>creases in the pump's pulsing frequency and  vice 

■■.     uccluded veinous lines cause the pump to stop pulsing. 

Decreases  la filling pressure cause the pump Lo slow its pulse 
rste with a corresponding reduction in flow rate. 

Through adjustment of propelling pressures and right control 
entrainment,  (the pulse duration control), both the duration and 
amnlitude of the pu^p'o systole can be varied.     These changes have been 
observed in the arterial system of an animal. 

Frjblem Areas 

Apart from de sign improvementt inLended for future production models, 
three design problems need better solution in the RU) prototype described 
nerein.     One problem cjneerns valves.    The life of the tricuspid serailunar 
types produced for the y^uy is x-elatively short,  although their hemolytic 
characteristics are good.    Other valve designs are being considered.    The 
second problem involves the stability of the material used in the 
ventricles.    Apparently the leaching of plRsticizer from the material 
used causes the pulsing character of the pump to change.    Thirdly a series 
of ventricles  need to bo designed to accommodate a range of subjects. 
Unfortunately a single ventricle design can not satisfy the range of 
needs between  small aniaals and large humans. 

rjiicliision 

A heart pump using fluid amplification principles has been deüi^ned 
UUkt etui approximaüe many or the humsn heart's pumping functions.     It 
operates with few moving parts and no electronics.    Reliability and life 
are consequently increased and proiuction costs  significantly decreased, 
P'umplng and hemolytic characteristics are at  least equal to those of 
available blood pumps. 

Of purticular importance to the Amy in tnc field are the facts that 
t.^p p-.:mp can be transported by hand,  it can be  completely disö^sembled 
auä iian«ean;j.ea in minutes,  ana except for ventricle« and he'       valves 
all parts can be autoclaved.     Its rugged construction permits     deration 
of rotlgb handling,    fenttt e-tuu be provided by tanks of compressed gas or 
eventually perhaps even by exhaust gases from internal, combustion engines. 
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SURVEY ON COANDA FLOW* 

by 

Paul K.  Chang 

of 

Aerophysics Co. 
Th« Catholic University of America 

SUMMARY 

A survey of 31 available references of analyses and experiments was 
made on Coanda How which clings to a curved or deflected surface and in- 
creasts mass rate of flow.    This survey may be useful to better understand 
the mechanics of this type of flow and for its practical use of fluid amplifi- 
cation. 

Henri Coanda, a Rumanian engineer«  conducted an experiment of jet 
flow using the following sketched device equipped with a curved surface in 
the form of an ogive cap. 

Ambient 
Air 

Fig.   1.     Coanda No.-.zle 

♦ This work was supported by O.N. R. Contract Nonr-2747(00) with Aerophysics 
Co.,  Washington,  D.C. 
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Air  flowing through a channel was led to a slot and then to the upper 
curved surface.     Coanda observed the following phenomena:  (Reference  1) 

The itir jet is delN'ried toward the wall surface and jet flow clings 
to the rap.     The ambient air over the Jgi'.e cap is depressed and 
is emrained  to th(   jet fluid,    if the curved surface is deflected f ir- 
iher at a proper length to a new direction,   the same phenomenon 
occurs again,   although less  strongly.    Hence,   by repeating the same 
deflection process  it  is possible to deflect the jet-flow direction to 
a large angle and to increase the mass rate of flow considerably. 

Coanda invented useful gadgets exploiting these flow characteristics but did 
not elaborate to investigate scientifically. 

The jet fluid  flowing on from tue narrow slot has a small thickness layer 
of Iliad.    Due to the limited thickness of tiie fluid layer the centrifugal force 
plays a role by pressing the jtt flow toward the wall as the fluid accelerates 
along the curved surface reducing pressure.    At the samu time due to the vis- 
cosity of the fluid the ambient air is entrained to the jet.     Dowuotream due to 
jet flow dissipation the jet flow deflects less strongly- 

The   jet flow issuing from a nozzle can be deflected and its mass rale of 
flow will be increased also by placing a single deflector or multiple deflector 
of straight plates joined at onr end to the nozzle exit.    In this case,  jet flews 
over an inclined straight wall and remains attached up to a point of detachment 
vvnere jet flow leaves the surface.    This detachment point is located where the 
loc'T surface pressur«.' approaches the ambient pressure.     These facts were 
observed by Von Gla.hn (Reference t,   3) who investigated them scientifically. 
At the 'ips'ream of the detachment point,   the surface pressure is lower than 
the ambient pressure,  thus flow attaches upstream of the detachment point but 
downstream of the detachment point flow detaches from the surface because of 
higher pressure than that <jf ambient air.     When the j^t flow turns a sharp curve 
at fhc lcidiii6 '-dgi, uf a di rieclcd ylcue,   tiie velocity of flu!" increases and con- 
sequently pressure decreases causing a ?i'Ction effect.    Therefore due to this 
suction,  the surrounding air is rushed to the jet and because of viscc. ity entrain- 
ment occurs.    Put pressure rises reaching th,- ambient air pressure at a certain 
distance from the leading edge and pressure increases further as the ßtltd ap- 
proaches the trading edge.   (Reference 2) 

The   a Viovp - mont inni-H   i-»V,n""»~ir.r^ a   r-,i^\r   Ko   r-o^lrt^t   OCÄSldS   -ff^Ct.      t*CS*CC|    ti.v. 

''Coanda flow" can be defined as a jet flow which clings to a cuived or deflected 
surface and increases the mass rate of flow along the flow path.    A nozzle, 
where Coanda effect is applied to gain the large mass rate of flow is called a 
'Coanda noz,^ie. ' 
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The entrainment of ambient air to the jet or absorption of external  fluiH 
to the jet is aimilar to the effect on aerodynamic sink.    (Reference 4). Hence, 
the phenomenon of Coanda flow is that of an essentially wall jet involving sink 
effect,    if Coanda flow IF well understood and applied for practical use,   a sig- 
nificant contribution to the development of fluid amplication can be made be- 
i ause wall jet is widely used for this purpose. 

A survey of up-to-date available and pertinent references on Coanda flow 
and related subjects is briefly Tiade here. 

in order to compute performance of Coanda nozzle thrust of jet flow must 
be known.    Since thrust ir. connected with dissipation of jet flow the following 
information may be useful. 

On turbulent dissipation of jet flow,  Caille (Reference 5) found that when a 
jet flows over the curved wall then,   because of intensified secondary flow mixing, 
the dissipation rate was »ucreased several times. 

08 turbulent jet flow through a nozzle Sigalla (Reference b) observed that 
jet core begins to dissipate at a distance of about eight to ten times the test noz- 
zle height downstream from the nozzle.    Because of this dissipation the perform- 
aiicc may be well defined based upon undeflected jet flow at or immediately near 
the exit nozzle. 

Ey defining the performance of the Coanda nozzle an a ratio of lift to unde- 
flected thrust,   FL,  or as the ratio of axial undeflected thrust,   Fz,  and express- 
ing it in the following simple equations,   a good agreement among the experimenta 
and theoretical values was obtained as shown in Fig.  Z, 

The equations of the performance are, 

FIJ    -   sin    « 

and   Fz    -   1  - sin    0 • tan« 

where 0 is th» angle of the deflected plate. 

[ 1   ] (Reference 2) 

These equations arc; derived from the momentum equation of jet flow under 
the following assumptions: (Reference 7} 

Trie wnoie primary jet expands to ambient pressure before intercepting 
the plate,  which is two-üimensional,  and only the surface affecting the 
flow.    Counteracting moment as well as ejector secondary flows are 
negligible. 
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I.     Analysis ol lun'mpressiLjle CoanJa Flow 

The analyses comprises invisoid and viscous fl^'w solutions. 

a. In>i.jcid fiow solution 

Coanda flow was first analyzed by Metral (Reference 8),    By using a tech- 
nique of ronformal mapping,   Metral was successful in showing that the air jet 
flow along a single sharp-edged bend increases the mass flow rate.    This result 
was verified by an experiment on automobile  and motorcycle engines equip;)''^ 
with Coanda nobles. 

Voedisch's analysis  (Relerence 9) verified Coanda's findings    •"   the in- 
creased mass rate of flow issued from a nozzle and flowed along an inclined wall. 
Furthermore,   Voedisch showed that the stationary ambient air is entrained along 
the primary    -it. 

Stratford (Reference 4).  by analyzing the jet flap,   found that direction of 
ambient air velocity is perpendicular to the jet boundary. 

Lighthill (Reference 10) studied the clinging characteristics of an incompres- 
sible flow on a smoothly curved surface and applied his theory to the b»*"^- it a 
wind tunnel.    Yen (Reference 11) applied the concept of free streamline and the 
Schwarz-Christoffel technique to the Coanda flow and extended Metral's work. 
Yen found that his analysis led to Metral's formulation when the smooth curve is 
reduced to a sharp corner and the Coanda effect is increased if the sharpness of 
the corner is  increased. 

These results of analyses with ideal fluid arc not exact,   and often are of 
little practical u»e,   s'nee the real flow differs from the ideal flow because of the 
viscosity of a fluid.   Based upon the nonviscous flow solution,  the viscous phenom- 
enon such as jet tlow detachment from ehe surface or reattachment to the surface 
can not be predicted. 

b. Viscous Coanda flow 

One of the essential features of Coanda flow is the ability of a narrow jet 
to attach to the surface,  therefore the length of attachment or location of incep- 
tion of detacbTicnt is an important problem to be investigated.    The similar 
phenomenon to this is separation of flow with thick fluid layer.      ThiC problem 
has been studied much more extensively compared to the detachment of jet flow. 
Henct;,   a comparative study of these two phenomena,   detachment and separation, 
may serve in the investigation of Coanda flow.    In the following pages some of 
the differences of these flows are shown and in order to distinguish them,  the 
terminology "detachment" is referred to as a narrow jet flow leaving the surface 
and "separation" to ordinary wide layer flow departing from the wall.    Since 
separation is characterized by its velocity profile,   the velocity cUstribution of 
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jet flow is studied Hrst,     The two-dimensional jet velocity distributions have 
been solved by dauert (Reference 12) and Gbrtler (Reference 13). 

H 

Half Jet 

^   *        Boundary 
*"' """ ■     Layer 

Clauert was successful in obtain- 
ing solution for la.minar and tur- 
bulent radial and plane wall jets. 

As shown in Fig.   3, the mean 
velocity profi'e of turbulent wall 
jet consists of an inner boundary 
layer ( y<ym ) and outer half jet. 

iB. 3. 
(Reference 19) 

Two-dimensional Turbulent 
Wall Jet 

The approximate solution is given 
by a matching procedure of boundary 
layer lluw for whioi the eddy vis- 
cosity varies with   y  to the outer 

flow for which eddy viscosity is assumed to be constant. 

The inner profile given numerically by Gdrtler (Reference 13) is shown 
in Fig.  4. 
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Fig. 4.    Boundary Layer Mean 
Velocity Profile of Tur- 
bulent Wail Jet 

(Reference 19) 

The outer profile which is similar to the free jet is given by 

UM 
=  sec>)   , 

\ Uli u} 
12 ) 

This velocity profile of wall jet is different from the ordinary wide layer 
flow with its boundary layer velocity profile approximated by   u/u-t ■ f %'j* 
on the body surface submerged fully .;n the fluid.    Thus,   it can be seen that char- 
acteristics of separation and detachment would be different.   For example, the 
position of turbulent flow separation on a sphere is at 110 degrees measured 
from the stagnation point but the turbulent jet detaches further downstream at 
135 degrees (Reference 14).    The flow behaviors downstream of separation or 
detachment are different too.    Using a paper flag attached to the surface in the 
region of the separation bubble,  Bourauc (Reference 15) observed that reverse 
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flov- occurred in the  separation bubble since,   because of reverse flow,   the paper 
littg turned from the original position to an opposite direction.    On the other hand 
Gates (Preference 16) observed that there is no reverse flow in the detachment 
region of Coantia flow. 

For jet flow it is known that the detachment point of jet flow is located at a 
position farther downstream as the deflection increases.    This characteri.stic is 
shown by experiments of Von Glahn and at the Catholic University of America 
(Reference 17). 

Von Glahn found further that the jet detachment point is not affected by the 
downstream conditions and is dependent only upon the upstream condition.    How- 
ever,   the point of jet detachment of the Coanda flow is independent of nozzle 
height parameter il (p - p0)/Pj is plotted verus l'/hn,  where   p   is the local sur- 
face pressure,    p0   is the atmospheric pressure,   P;   the total jet pressure (gage), 
1'  is the surface distance measured from the nozzle exit to a point on rtw Hofier- 
tioi'i plate,   h  is the nozzle height,  and   n   =    -aO-^-   b(a and b are coefficients 
determined for each normal pressure ratio   Pn/po-  where Pn is the total jet pres- 
su.-e (abb) and 0 is the plate deflection angle) (Reference 3).    For flow separation, 
U 'S known tbat ♦!■-.> point of laminar  separation is a geometrically fixed position 
and is independent of Reynolds numbers in tbf region of laminar flow (Reference 
18).    But a test for a jet Uowing around a small   b/a,   (b is width of the slot and 
a is radius ot circular cylinder),  b in.  diameter cylinder shows that th^ detach- 
ment angle measured from the jet exit ^slinearly dependent to Reynolds number 
defined by ReCyi ■ (P - p   ) b a/f /  *J ,   up to 4 x 10  ,  but in regions of 
the Reynolds numbers^larger than 4 x 10  ;   the detachment angle remains independ- 
ent ot" Recyj.     P - p       is the supply pressure relative to that of the surroundings, 
f is the density of the fluid and   •     is the kinematic viscosity of the fluid.    The 

parameter   b/a is relatively unimportant because the experiment shows that with 
three dilferent values oi b/a,   equal to 0.0067,   0.020 and 0.040,   the scatters 
among the measured values of the detachment angles with respect to Reynolds 
numbers are small (Reference 19). 

If discrepancies between the viscous phenomena of narrow thickness jet 
flow and thick layer non jet flow are clarified then knowledge gained from bound- 
ary layer theories and experiments on non jet flow may be used for Coanda flow 
and a  faster development of Coanda flow theory could be obtained. 

ii.    Analysis of Viscous Incompressible Coanda Flow 

Now on the analysis concerning viscous Coanda flow several references are 
cited. 

Yen (Reference:  11) pointed out the analysis of viscous Coanda flow is too 
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difficult to bo solved.    However,   for two particular cases:   Jet flow around a 
cylinder and two dimensional jet to an incl'.ned flat plate,   simple analysis in- 
cluding viscous effect» a» well as experimental measurements were rn^dc. 
{Reference 19).    In jet flow around a cylinder,   m the region of Re     />    4 x 10   , 
Newman (Reference  1 V) used the following assumptions for his «irrhle analysis. 

1.       The effect of skin friction on the jet momentum is small and 
negligible. 

£.      The radical velocity is very small compared to the circum- 
1'ereiiUa.l velocity  (boundary-layer approximation). 

3. The velocity profiles u/um against y/yin/2 are the same for 
all angles 0 measured from the exist slot of the j^t,   where u 
is circumferential velocity,   u,^ is maximum va'ue of u at a 
given station,   y is distance measured perpendicular from the 
wall and ym/2 is larger value of y for which u  ■ 1/2 um.    Thus 
velocity prol'le may be replaced by a uniform velocity profile 
of the same mass flow and the same momentum. 

Newman (Reference 1?) then computed surface pressure and the static 
pressure across the flow at 0  =  90°. 

Tne comparison of Utslytic»! Jesuits with experimental data shows that 
although the theory correctly predicts ^ri adverse pressure gradient at the sur- 
face,   the measured pressure is about 30 per cent low and the calculated pres- 
sure is too small near the surface but it bernmes too large further out at 0 = 90   . 

Jr. a two-dimensional 'in impressible jet flow to an inclined flat plate, 
Bourque (Reference 15 and ^0) has developed several theories by using the prin- 
ciple of momentum and making allowance for the velocity distribution in the jet 
and its rate of spread.    His theory is one of the simplest and gives the best re- 
sults for valno« of free jet parameter at angle   X     ,   between the inclined 
plate and the axis of the slot,   larger than 20°.    For the analy .is ""».r^iie uied 
a flow model of the reattaching jet on the flat plate and mndc the following as- 
sumptions to obtain the solutions; 

1. The jet entrains fluid from the separation bubble in the same way 
a; a fully developed free turbulent jet 

2. The pressure within the babble ir. constant and the center line of 
the jet is a circular arc. 

3       E..tiäijiiuciil within tiie bubble ceases and the flow divides where 
the extended center line of the jet meets the surface of the plate. 

4. The force parallel to the plate due to the skin friction of the fo-- 
ward and backward flow is negligible compared with th« jet mo- 
mentum. 

5. The jet momentum is the same as that for a fi tc jet discharging 
to atmosphere. 
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The variation of pressure within the separation bubble,   the poaition of re • 
altachment,   and the variation of mass flow from the slot with ex ,   all at high 
Reynolds numbers were measured and computed.    The comparisons of analyses ana 

oxperiments   show that the pressures differ by about 30 per c^nt,   at high values 
of g ,  the position of reattachment agrees fairly well,   and for 6 ■ 30,   and o( ? 15 
agreement on variation of toAM flow is good.    Bourque's theoiy presents an im- 
provement of inviscious flow analysis of Metral (Reference 8). 

For the future dsvelopmcnt of viscous Coanda flow analysis the existing 
work of Murphy  (Reference 21) may be useful.    Murphy solved laminar two- 
dimensional boundary layer along a curved surface including curvature effect. 

HI.    Analysis of Compressible Coanda Flow 

Metral and Zcrner (Reference 22) noticed that a supercritical pressure is 
caused at the crest of surface,  which is a function of a ratio of lent nozzle height 
divided by tH« design nozzle height and supply pressure,   and the 'jiipsrconic Coanda 
flow is easily obtained. 

As of this date,  no direct analytical investigation of compressible Coanda 
flow has been carried oui.    However,   some related problems are worked out in 
the past.    Yen (Reference 23) studied the two-dimensional mixing problem of 
laminai  flow and induction phenomenon by injecting a high-speed straight jet into 
a stationary fluid.    His study shows that,   »f an asymptotic expansion and change 
of independent variables is introduced,  two ordinary boundary-layer equationä are 
reduced to a single ordinary differential equation.    As a first approxinmliunt   Yen 
indicated that with the present knowledge of turbulent flow this solution of laminar 
mixing is applicable to a problem of turbulent mixing if the coefficient of viscosity 
is suitably modified.    For turbulent flow eddy kinematic viscosity £   : 134.7 cm-'/oe» 
at jet length   x -  17 mm with a reference length   L : 1 mm.    This value is 1950 
times larger than typical values obtained for the laminar coefficient of kinematic 
viscosity.    This order of magnitude of ratio of turbulent eddy kinematic viscosity 
to laminar kinematic viscosity is the same for low subsonic as for Rupc-rsonic 
flow (Refercii.e 24).    Yen (Reference 25) analytically studied two isentropic,  two- 
dimensional,   supersonic,  parallel flows,   consisting of primary flow near the sur- 
face ctnd secondary flow above the primary flow.    It was found that the Coanda 
effect could be utilized to improve the flow mixing. 

IV,    Experiment on Incompressible Coanda Flow 

Several experiments on incompressible Coanda flow have been conducted 
in Europe, the United States,  and Canada.    In France,  Henri Coanda,  as previous- 
ly stated, found and tested the Coanda flow, the results of which are reported in 
Reference 26.    In the United States, the Coanda flow was tested at Purdue University 
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by Boyer  (RefernnCC -i?) ind Marwood (Reference Z8).     Then- test results ver- 
ified thai iwo-dimensional Coar.da flow ding! to the surface.    At Con ell Aero- 
nautnal  Laboratory the expcriment by Foa and Markstein (Reference 29) on 
two-dimensional flow over a amoothiy curved surface showed that it is possible 
to obtain thrust augiiientaUoii by tht   Coanda effect.     Thrusts were measured 
normal to the jet,   and measurements showed that the thrust" measured in a 
direction normal to the jet were i.7  times higher than those thrusts measured 
in the direction of the nozzle axis with the surface rcinoved.    Sproule and Robin- 
so'i's data (Reference 30) showed that the augmentation ratio (Coauda nozzle 
thrust/simple nozzle thrust)  reached it« maximum at 2.7 with an external ejector 
with a i'J'J-mm throat diameter and with larger throat,  augmentation ratio de- 
creased,   but the throat diameter less than bb mm decreases this ratio less than 
1. 

Gales  (Reference 16) tested both the two- and three-dimensional Coanda 
nozzle,   which he calls the external ejecto.-,   and nhtamed the following results: 

1.      Turning efficiency is high, 
1.      With two-dimensional Coanda noz/.le,  ground effect is negligible 

to vertical lift,   but gi ound effect increases the horizontal thrust 
by a faclur of three. 

3. Entrainment of ambient fluid is not vigorous and its direction is 
normal to the primary joli This fact confirms Stratford's find- 
ing (Reference 4). 

4. No static thrust augmentation can be obtained by a Coanda nozzle. 
5. Supersonic velocities can be achieved inexpensive]«/ as Metral and 

7.erner noticed. 

In the range of his tests Gates did not obtain the thrust augmentation although 
Foa and Markstein, as well as Sproule and Robinson, measured augmentation 
in certain flow regimes. 

Young and Zonars (Reference 31) tested the Coanda nozzle and Coanda 
wing and found results similar to Gates' data.    Although the Coanda wing reduced 
the drag,  better results could be obtained by boundary-layer control. 

Von Glahn (References 2 and 3) investigated two-dimensional Coanda flow 
with both single and multiple deflection surfaces and also with curved surfaces. 
In addition to the previously mentioned findings his lift measui ements showed 
that the maximum ratio of lift to the undeflected thrust could reach 0. 48 with a 
single flat plate,  but that this ratio increased to 0.88 with many flat segments 
deflecLing the jet flow to 90 degrees.     The optimum plate length,  which gives the 
maximum ratio of life to undeflected thrust,   was found to be defiiitd as that length 
whose surface pressure is equal to the ambient pressure at its downstream end. 
The optimum plate length also gives the maximum deflection angle with no de- 
tachment of jet flow from the surface. 

V.    Practical Application 

Coanda claims t'iat Coanda flow devices might be used for thrust augmenta- 
tion,   high lift,   low drag wing,   VTOL,   and STOL. 
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Uaines Chansson,   a French motor-i^-r radiator manufacturer,   reports 
a gainful application of the Coanda flow wherein the flow is used to scavenge 
the exhaust gas in inducing air flow th/ough a radiator and directing the exhaust 
gas through an annular Coanda nozzle.    The flow augmentation,   on a four- 
cylinder Citroen car engine,  was about six Utnesi.  and mass rate of flow was 
20:1 with a 150 mm diameter nozzle (Reference 8).    Coanda applied the Coanda 
etfect to a rotary pump which was used a vacuum pump or compressor; as a 
vacuum pump,   it was reported that 99.8 per cent vacuum was produced at an 
efficiency of 98 per cent (Reference 27). 

An experiment, in which a Coanda sloi. was placed at the nose of a cigar- 
ette-shaped body which was submerged in water, showed that a reasonable pro- 
pulsive efficiency was obtained (Reference 30). Metral and Zerner (Reference 
22) found that a supercritical pressure cU be obtained at the crest surface if a 
proper ratio of test-nozzle height divided by the design height and supply pres- 
sure are selected. Therefore, this phenomenon could be used as an inexpensive 
source of supersonic flow. 

Henri Coanda (Reference 26) investigated both theoretically anci experi- 
mentallv the "Aerodyne" wherein the Coanda etfect was applied.    The Aerodyne 
is an -jector in which the primary air is delivered through an annular nozzle 
around the inlet periphery.    The primary jet flow adheres to the curved wall and 
changes its direction to become axial.    Then,  a viscoub entraimnenl ircreascs 
the mass flow to a high degree.    The purpose for which this Aerodyne is used is 
not known. 

Noz'.le Opening 

c if C=£] 

Exit 

Fig.   5.      Aerodyne 
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VI,     Fui'aru Üevul'jpine.it 

Coanda flow,   as a jet flow cling ng to tli»; aurfaco and entraining the ambienl 
«ir,   is a wall jet over a curved or deflected surfare,   involving a sink effect. 
Although it is  very difucult to analyse the viscous Coanda flow when the distinc- 
tions on detailed mechanism of narrow jet and non jet viscous wide layer fluid 
flow on the curved surface are clarified,  tl.cr. /r.^hematical eolations on viscous 
Coanda flow mav be obtained.     Tho solution of viscous Coanda flow will contribute 
ti"atly,  accompanied by experience,   to further devuiopment of mechanics of 
fluiQ amplification. 
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FLOW VJFUATJZATION 

Jorma R.  Keto 

of 

Diainond Oririance Fuze Laboratories 

Abstract 

Construction details are presente.'i or. two schlieren systems which 
have been used at DOFL,  together with Illustrated results of typical 
Images obtained.    A method of sealing interchangeable pure fluid 
elemenLK to optical windows,  permitting repeated use without renewal 
of materials or contamination of windows,  is glvon.    Techniques for 
aiding •visualization in difficult situations are discussed. 

Motion pictures are presented to illustrate the various schlieren 
techniques and the use of high speed photography in cne visualizatlc.. 
of transient phenomena. 

Introduction 

The sub.Vct of visualization of compressible fluid flow has been 
well covered in the literature (see bibliographies in References cited); 
consequently,  this paper will discuss that technique which has seen the 
greatest use in DOFT.,  I.e.,  the RchTieren system. 

Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of a Toepler schlieren system 
using ienses.    Ths following arrangement is used.    Si is a suitable 
.Tight source  (usually lung and narrow);    Li is a oolllmating lens that 
renders the light from a point source parallel before passing through 
the test section at 0;    L2 is the "schlieren lens" that converges the 
light to form an image of the source at 8% where a knife edge or 
"schlieren stop" is located;    lens L3 which is not always required,   lb 
used in combination with Lg to image the test section at I.    With 
proper adjustment of Lhe Knife edge,  an image is produced in which the 
ligh'1"  intensity at each point 1= proportional to the density gradient 
at the corresponding point in the test section. 
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Lens Schlieren System 

Figure 2 shows the arreu^ement for a schlieren rystemj lenses L^ 
through L5 ore 7-in.  f:2.5 Aero Ektar surr "'us lenses.    The light source 
shown Is a 0.010-ln.  diameter Llbessart-type spark gap with a 2b-v 
zirconiMx Bodeliflf light,  focused through the gap by means of condeuBiug 
lenses.    The zirconium light is used for visual and motion picture 
observation; the spark is used for microsecond stl^l photographs.    The 
schlieren objective lenses Li and Lg must be chosen for high quality, 
■ince surplus lenses are sometimes defective.    Lens L^ colllmates the 
light parsing through the fluid element beln^ observed.    Leus Lg focuses 
the light on the schlieren stop (knife edge or filter) and,  in combina- 
tion with lens L3,  images the fluid element on the ground glass.    The 
ground glass,  used for visual observation,   is removed for photography. 
Lens L^ images the pressure gages into the plane of the ground glass by 
means of periscjplc mirrors.    The composite iiabge Is then relayed to 
the film by the combination of lens L5 and the camera lens. 

The sensitivity and quality of this  system is relatively poor due 
to aberrations,    /ilthough supersonic flow Is readily observed,  other 
techniques  are used to Improve visualization,  and are discussed below. 

DOFL Mirror Schlieren System 

The initial program of research in pneumatic devices set forth 
requirements that could be satisfied best by a schlieren system of 
greatex- o^phistl''atlon than the lens system described above.    IMs 
system had to be designed to permit resolution of flow la passages of 
0.010 in.  to 0.030 In. wide, with a maximum field of 8 in.  in diameter. 
It was to be versatile enough to permit variations such as directional, 
nündirectional, phase-contrast, color,  or monochromatic schlieren; also 
utilization as a polarizing or a diffraction grating-type interferometer. 
Tnoogh a very high sensitivity was demanded,  it was necessarily re- 
stricted to 10"6 radians deflection as a practical limit. 

Figure 3 shows a schematic diagram of this system.    The components 
to the right of section A-A in the diagram are shown in Figure k.  (The 
component parts are identified with corresponding letter designations 
in Figures 3 and k.)    The t-onsole and electronic equipment shown in the 
left foreground of Figure h are used In operating the light sources. 
These sources consist of a high pressure mercury arc lamp (type BH-6) 
wuid a pulsed gaseuao discharge lamp (type FX-12).    The BH-6 is operated 
on alternating current for visual observation, or or direct current *'or 
motion pictures and photoelectric scanning of the image.    The FX-12 is 
used for still photographs and high-speed motiuxi pictures.    Its ability 
to pennlt microsecond (01 shorter) exposures at rates as high as 6000 
per sec 1? necessary for the study of troueient flows in the small 
passages ot the pneumatic devices. 
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Visual observation can be made of the image on the ground glass 
of the  5x7 view camera^  identified by (S) in Figure k.    This  camera 
is adjustable to give a wide range of aiügnil'ication and permits the 
use of either Polaroid packets or roll  film and cut film (4x5 or 
b x 7)  for still photographs.    Additional photography is available 
with either a 35-mm still ^as;cr.i;   or a motion picture MMWj  which 
can be mounted at position T.    Tht motion picture camc,"';'R ""ually in 
this position are equipped with reluctance pickups to permit synchro- 
nized p-olsing of the FX-12 lamp. 

A photoelectric readout device can be installed in place of the 
motion picture camera.    This consists of a single photomultiplier 
tube with a small pinhole window.    The camera mount can be adjustrd 
to perciit any area oi the schlieren  ima^e to fall on the pinhole. 
The pinhole can then be translated laterally wt.th a cruss feed,  to 
which is coupled a precision potentiometer.     In this manner a plot of 
image intensity versus distance can be made by ai analog recorder, 
for steady-state flow. 

Schlieren Test  Section 

The test section J (Figure U) is shown in more detail in Figures 
5 and 6.    The light beam is divided into two paths at the test 
station - one through cue pneumatic element being tested,  and the 
other through a calibr&tinn standard.     The standard is one of several 
long focal length lenses,  the angular deviation of each being known 
across the diameter.    (The focal lengths used are 22a,  3^0,  and 
1600 ft.)    A correction vo^ge is used to balance ouc any errors due 
to lack of paraldclic:. cf the windows used to cover the element being 
tested. 

The pneumatic element to be tested is clamped between the windows 
by means of • "floatiiig" annular hydraulic cylinder to attain a 
controlled unifonn pressure.    The window holders are removable to 
permit the use of a variety of round or rectangular windows.    Figure 6 
shows one type of window in which the air passes to or from the element 
by means  of ports drilled thrju^h the windows.     This method permits 
ran-'d exchej^gc of low-cost elements produced by etching a photosensitive 
glasr  (Coming Fotoform B). 

Sealing Pneumatic Test Elements 

The behavior of a p-ire fluM element is dependent upon flow in the 
small area in the immediati.« vicinity of the control Jets.    Consequently, 
the flow In this area must be cdsciplinedj  leakage cannot be tolerated. 
Originally,  units were supplied with tightly claaped transparent plastic 
windows  that sealed well but introduced strong ochlleren.    Heavy glass 
windows Vv-re then tried, but the surface of the fluid element (made of 
brass) could not economically be rendered sufficiently flat.    This 
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problMB wfctü  iv;t;uj.vea oy macninlruu the anlt initially to ordiiiary shop 
t-jleranc'-'t;,  thon  coatiri^ It with a gar.Ket of 0.010 In.  extruded 
pol^-styi-ene foam hhctlng.    The gasket is applied with a water eitulslon 
of vlayl aoetatc to provide a pressure-sensitive bonding aiäterlal.. 
I'he passageways are then cut tree of the (jasket with a hot wire. 

Tue gasket material Is composed ^ c:-1ose',  (unhrckTi) bubbles of 
polystyrene;  consequently.  It has an extremely low bulk modulus that 
permits it  to conform to an uneven surface without areas of high stress 
In the windows.    Also,  the gasket has a good recovery and does not 
scratch the window;  therefore,  the unit can be  clamped repeatedly, 
which permltr.  frequent window leaning.    With a 30-pslg pressure across 
a 1/16-ln.  wald.,  a leak rate of less than 30 x 10      scfta was measured. 

Sahllt-ren  Images   Obtained 

Figure r{ shows  i tvpl^al- image obtained with the mirror system. 
Those who are n 5t familiar with the Interpretation of schlieren photo- 
graphs may find the following methori helpful.     If one imagines the 
fluid within the passaged. a.o a milky llviuld bclflg lHumlnated at a 
grazing incidence from the direction of the knife edge (from above  In 
Figure   (),  the flow will appear to be in relief in such a manner that 
th<* higher the  relief above the plane of the photograph,  the greater 
the density of the gas.    Various regions which give infonnation of 
flow conditions can be seen in the photograph.    Attached to the splitter 
is a shock wave.    From the shock angle and the splitter angle one can 
determine flow Mach numbers before and after the shock, pressure 
coefficients,   flow deviations,  etc.    In the nozzle one con see Macli HKwlC 
from which flow characteristics can be determined and no^zls design 
modiflnci.     The fact that flow Is filling both exit passages equally 
IndlcateF that for this nozzle the backing or exhaust pressure was too 
low relative to  the input pressure. 

Figure 0 shows the same unit operating properly,  with the flow 
separating within the nozzle,  attaching to the wall and exhausting 
from one p^'-'-^./je only.    Details of flow separation within the nozzle can 
be studied as shown In Figure 9.    In each of the flows ILiustrated the 
conditions are identical in regard to mass flows and pressure ratios. 
The nozzle Is operating overcxpanded, with flow separation and a shock 
occurring in exactly the same manner at the left side of the nozzle. 
Note, however,  that the flow leaves the nozzle verticaUy In one case, 
and directed to the right in the other.    Examination will show that 
fjov reparation ^CCUTB on the light  Mil of the nozzle also,  ^nd the 
final direction of flow iz determined by the net effect of the deviated 
flow from both walls.    The variation In separation at the right wall is 
caused by changes of backing preesir-? affecting the boundary layer 
buildup.     In an actual unit the separation can be stabilized by allowing 
the flow to become attached to the downstream wall. 
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Alda  t^ Lnprcvü ViruallzaLlon 

The schlieren pictures diseuiWKl thus  far wore take;1, by the mirror 
system of supersonic  flow,    In the case of a low yencltivlty system or 
for ''incomprt sj'.ble" flow,  techniques  can be used to aid schlieren 
'/I s ual 1 zat 1 on. 

By Introducing a volatile  Lransparont  liquid onto the  -.urface of 
the window of a unit being tested In the schlieren system,  the flow 
pattern can be vlsuallzeJ within erroro  imposed by Inertia! effects. 
figura 10 shews B fluid element adapted with a hypodermic tubing 
aspirator nozzle for Introduction of trichloroethylene.     This technique 
works extremely well and requires little sensitivity of the schlieren 
syptem Itself.     Because of this,  color can be used  to enhance the 
visualization.     (Chromatic aberrations of lenses and diffraction impair 
color schlieren when high sensitivity is required.)    A point source can 
be u_,ea with a concentric green and red filter (similar to a Relrberg 
differential co]or filter for microscopy).    Figure 11 shows a h-c-lectec 
fram^ from 16-am movie sequences taken at ISO fMMMl/sae« 

Flow lines can be visualized Ir. the case of steady-state flow If 
"shop i.ir" is used and oil vapor !« present.     The  flow is left on and 
schlieren photographs taken of the traces that remain from the condensed 
oil as the droplets follow the flow in the glass-to-air boundary layer. 
Note the results of this technique in Figure 12.    By taking time 
sequence movies  at frame intervals nf the order of six seconds,  a 
complete flow pattern can be seen as the droplets  creep along the 
boundary layer.     It must be remembered,  however,  that thil method shows 
averaged boundary layer flow,  and not a complete time history of internal 
flow;  furthermore flow in the boundary layer may be appreclally different 
from flow within the 'unit. 

In some canes it fl possible to introduce a "tracer gas" with an 
Index of refraction differing from the  flow being investigated.    Heated 
air,  or a gas such as helium can be used.    Figure 13 shows the primary 
air being out! Incd by helium which is allowed to drift into the unit 
through the control orifices and is entrained by the primary flow.     In 
this example,  which was taken with the lens schlieren,  the flow is 
Incompressible, being at approximately Mach  .(Jk.    One must remember, 
however,  that In using this technique the flow visnallzec is the 
boundary between tne tracer and the primary air rather than the over- 
all flow taxing place. 

Tx^e discussion at the Symposium waa followed by a five minute 
IG-mn film shewing examples in color or black and white of units in 
action.    The scenes were as follows:    l)    a fluid occillator,  taken 
with a very simple lens schlieren;  ?.) a momentum exchange unit Uidng 
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helium:  .•";) o memory uiilt, vi:uallzcd by ^rcxs of trlchlornothyiene; 
k) H uistable element phototrrat'lied at 3,000 frames per Becoud, using 
the BII-6 mercury arc with direct current ao a light  aource;  5) the 
.:>ame   "eqiicnce and  frame rate  as in scene  5,   except the FX-12 lamp was 
used, giving an exposure of ebout one microsecond per frame;  6) a 
convergent-divergent nozslc, taken at 6,000 frames per secord with 
the BH-6 operating on D.C.j fj a time sequence movie in which the 
oil condensa+lon technique is illustrated,     /approximately two hours 
running time were compressed into fifty seconds projection time. 
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Figure 1.    Schematic of schlieren system. 

Light source 

Pratsurt £*».. rarlicoptc ■Irroc* 

Fluid 

Figure 2.    DOFL schlieren system using 7-in F:2,5 Aero 
Ektar lenses. 
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Figure 3.    Schematic of DOFL mirror schlieren system. 

Figure 4.    DOFL mirror schlieren system. 
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Figure 5.    Test section of schlieren system. 

Figure 6.   Exploded view of pneumatic element and test section windovs. 
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Figure 7.    Supersumc unit '        approximately  ,07,   no control, 
* o 

throat = .030 in. wide. 

Figure 8.    Supersonic unit.     Pressure ratio adjusted for proper 
operation (no controli. 
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Figure  10.    Method used to introduce trichloroethylene into element. 
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Figure 11.    Bistable element, trichloroethyleue aid. 
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igure 12.    Boundary layer flow visualization by condensation of 
oil vapor. 

Figur 
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Figure 13.    Primary air from power jet made visible by use of helium. 
P/'. = .9988 
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FUM  VISUUJZktIM A..!)   ;<i-'-,.t C'l/.iTAL STiT-IES  GV A PKOPORriCHAL ^UID AMPLE^IER 

by 

R.J.   Koilly 
J.A.  Kallevi« 

of 

MinnpapoH 3-Honeyvell RtgalfttW '^onpany 
Military Products Group Research 

Abstract 

Expwircntal data taken on a particular type of close!,  proportional 

fluid anpüfier did not a.^ree with analysis based on two different mathematical 

models,    visualization studies and detailed raeasurenents In the interaction 

region of 3 fluid jets show that the power stream is accelerated after leaving 

the power nozzle.    This fact is not predicted by either mathenatical model and 

must ha considered in future analytical investigations. 

I.arly developnent of the proportional fluid anpiififir was pritiarlly on an 

exp?rLnent.il basis lirwd toward dcfccmination of RMMNft oporational character- 

istics ind applicability of devices of thia type.    The need for analytical 

guidance in device optir.ization and syster. synthesis received early rocoi:nition. 

Horton and other early investigators based their mathenatical description of 

th* dovi"» on analogy to the subnerned fluid jet.    initial work by I'inncapolis- 

;ioneywell investigated a rfifinenent of the submerged jet model as well as other 

nathenatical formulations.    (Reference l) 

IJone of these nathenatical models cave a really satisfactory prediction 

of the performance of the devices tested.    In an effort to achieve a bettor 

undcrstandinf: of the  interaction of three T.ui'1 jets a seiles of flow visual- 
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iMtlOD oxporinonty were porforme'i.    ThaM sUHios in-iicpt--   that thp flow within 

the flui'i M^>lifiar  Uffers sinnificantly fMM the subnnr.'-fi jet.    In 

articular, the flow patteitia uUwrved iiif^est the acceleration of the cjntr'il 

portion of the power stroain rather than the degradation o'" bhB velocity pronie 

wMch occurs in UM sabnerr.ed jet. 

ro verify the observation nadc in visualization ntudinr^a larr'e,  three 

jet,  interaction "lodcl war constructed T.H inrtrunented,    Prclinlnary "easure- 

ments nade with this nodel which chow the o"istance of an accelernt'd core 

velocity are presen'.ed. 
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Section  I 

Prv1-u of rTonortional  taplifier Canting p-harncterisbi'"! 

"urinr the oail;/ [jhiarse of 'iovnlopnpnt w! evaluation,  propori/ional 

Bmpllflnra of widely varying size an^ nonfi'vjrition wore operated nn several 

diffarent typos of flnH.    W Lie the perfoiwioe CL'" each varied somewhat, 

nearly all shewed pprromanco characteristics sir.ilar to that sh^wn in figure 
< 

1.     Fhlfl   0i"nrr   i.-lot-  the  chanc?  in output non^ntun versus the change in input 

or control mnentun fop a typical flui^ arplifier.    'juLp'at nonentun is based 

on an averaco •.oiuuity over the rr-ccivin-- aperture area and power stream • 

nomentun is chosen as the non-'.inensionalizinr: par.ameter.     OH linearity of 

the central portion of thjs curve is itriking«     (hat this portion uf the 

curve is truly linear and not wwrely ■ irtahful line dra'.m thron^i the data is 

remonstrated by figure 2 'Jiu'Jb .-I.OWü I'. •-;  oer:"or»".ance characteristic which 

results when the output flow of one proportional anplifier is used as thu input 

signal of the second.     Tne two amplifiers are Identical  pvi-ept for size and 

not selected  for  cor.pensatir.c characteristics. 

Analyt'cal 7ormul." tions 

• Very early in the Bcnajwrtl   fluid ar.plifier propran it was evident that 

an analytical description of the proportional iinplifier was necessary, both 

to i^ui^e the wa.v toward optisnff donign or devices and to assist in ori'anizing 

the exeerinental   'ata according to rirtn:ficant flow and neonotric parameters, 

"^r first anal.:rtical attempt fcllo-.'cd the work of Horton (deference 2) 

utilizinr; the analogy to the latnergtd jet vlth minor inprovenents by nunerical 

inte -ration of the subnerfred jet -'elooity profile.    In andition to the usual 

aaawapwiona or two dLiensiona]   flow,  steady flow and inconpre-'sibie  llui-f,  the 

■ubnercad j*t ^naloQr assures that there  i3 I complete nixing of the power 

stream with the control strears and that no significant charge in fhe syrmetry 

of the volnoity profile r-^s'.ilts from the asymetric   distribution of conti"ol 
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flow reemlreH for H-^fl^ntion of thfl flui^ jet,  ri-uro 3« 

iho BubnorRcd jet- nathtwitical T-C'OI Ati not jfltld BI '■yi':',"'-:!■>^.^;'■ .ifTccont 

■•'ith the oxp'.Tinent,:; L rcsultfl on the TO-'IJIL;  t^tc1, honce,  to bnetalt thn 

probleii, a nathirrntloal no^ol, postulating an  knvlsoi^ flui^ ;:nJ. no nixinj; 

of the control in^ (MfMer Jtrf-ans, •Wfl analysod,   flf^irQ !•«     3oth of ^v'.•l', above 

analyses arc 'bveloueH in   -otail In rcfororce 1. 

A comparison of thn sr.al.ytical renults 'äbh   'at? taken on one narticul-T 

closed proportional tnpliflMT OOnfiRuratioa is ahoMi in "i-ure 5»     "ontlnuit" 

requires that all of the fluiH entcrin" iich a ^c/irin rust exit through the 

receivinr aparturgti    I'ei'.her t'.ie liilll'i.ail jet nor the invisci^ Tiodel rives 

a really acreptah'Je pre^l^tion of tl» perCorrr.incc of fie actual -ic^-ice.    fhl 

moat notable discrepancy botwaoB axporinmt -n-4 theory la t?c fact that wan 

the invisci^ flow mo-'-el ^oes not vial4 an anplifioat' on rhich is as hi^h as 

that Hetcn ine'i by oxperinnnt.     RN invisci'l »-odel -'oes, howc/cr, provide tlr 

linearity required bv the central portion of the erpcrirnontal n^rforiancc 

curve so it is worthuhile to explore 'rtiat iz OMfSMTy in or^or that I linear 

performance -;m-ve is pro-'ucefl» 

It is shcx/n in ref-rence 1 that the arplification or ~ain of ■ proportional 

amplifier can be written as 

Gs- *'(n-ti±* W 
where; 

K is the rntio of the total control r.ass flow to the pa'cr strean nass flow, 

k ij L'ne ratio of a control nozzle area tc the  power nozzle area, 

L is the distance fron  the pover nozzle to the splitter, 

f is the distance through which th« jet is deflected perpendicular to the 

center line af the device, 

R is defined as i? -     M»**   "   ^utt f ?) 
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the. -üfforcncü of   the output MStl flow,';  tl-riied by the tot.il RMM tlOK 

throifh tho device.-    For a s,/metrlcal volo^ity nrofilo, R can bu written 

in the followint: foms: -{!^ 

(^ <*) ^ -v-—   ^ 
This int-'fration was por^orr-.e^ in reforenro 1 anfi  is presonted here in 

.'"i^ure ft for convenient roferencc. 

Inspection of equation 1 nhow«; thqt for a linear oprfomance curve to 

exist,,  i.e. G« - a constant, I nust be a linear function of y/L.    liquation 3 

then shows that for I to be linear with y/L a uniforn velocity profile nust 

be prcsento''. to the rcceivinf aporturos,  or t1'« velocity profile must be 

ehnglllfi in so-ie nystTious way to rake it appear so, 

'.vith the forenoin^ relationships one ray work backward from eTperinental 

Hata to sea what is rcq'iired of  the natbenatica]   nodel if the performnce curve 

of figure 5 U to be duplicato-J.    An "x-^-riicntal velocity  profile is oonstructe^ 

bjf '''tnr^.inirr, U fror the erporinental Jata an! t'-."n -!ifferentiatin,'; H 'rith 

WtpBOt t>o y/L to obtain a velocity profile,    rim  v'.loclty profile tQ obtained 

is shovn In fi(;ur^  7, reoro^uce^  'ro-? peJoflCil 1«     Sill flfi "■ s'-iorr th"l 

in or'ior to satisfy the or^.rinental curves un^or tht ISMWl constraints it 

is necessajry that the velocity prof lie presented at UM receiving apertures 

not only be uniform but also accelerated rather than reduced in velocity as 

predicted by the subreri-ud jot hypothesis. 
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Section II 

'."low ''inualizatim '"tu'lies 

To acnist in  tho  ''omulnt1 on of I norn raiWbXfl mthcwtlc»ll  -.cHr;! an'^ 

to fptHAn the eeuTM of futarc i.,x(.Dr:r.or;t3 a Boritfl of flcdf vis-isii^ation 

Glaiior twro eon^ootod on a KnowiMt l.'r^'.r but foor.ptricaYly Himilor pro- 

portional b-"an deflection anplifier.    Rlifl mc'el,  siioim in firuro 0 use'"' 

■   uT an a NOrkins  riuid «nH had provision for dye inj^otlon into tic poNW 

str'an and the control stream to Ma'<n  '^hoir rc.jp^ctivo flows visible.    At 

the  fomal prcr.jntation •">   series of  jolced slides "ere shown which dcronstrated 

the flow patto r.s obtained in a closed proportional fluid arplifior.    Die 

li itations of blaok and white reproduction processes precludes their 

presentation here. 

In the first series of ftj^ffl rhowr,   the ratio of the control nozzle 

area to the pewtr äozzle area is approxinat-ely .57 and the ratio of the total 

control Mrwntan to power "-.orentur ai- null  is approxir^tel" 0«12T«    I',  t:;e 

ratio of the to'al control rass flow to the power nozzle nass flow,  is .3"« 

Reynolds number based on power nozzle width is of the order of 12|000 to U ,000. 

It is evident fron this series of slides  that nothinr; approach in;, -»npleto 

rixinc of the tlMPM stroa^.G occia'E within this device,    «y close WllftlOB 

of the slides tV.e identity of the  3 strears can be discerned several channel 

widths downstrew of the receiving apertures.    7ui'ther, what appears to be a 

slight contraction of the [jcfror -trea% can bo obpnrve' In the intometion 

rscion.    ihis contraction could be A'c to nbdnf. of the Surearis or be a "ir- 

leadinp; phenomenon •■''ue to beainligr la.-rr effects on tlic top surface,  or an 

a-'celeration of the central portion of the power "trean as ir,'Lcated by the 

above set of exporinents« 

A second series of photonraphs is shown for the sane model lodified so 

that the control nozzle areas are half t/hat they were in tho previous case, 
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The "S"- flow ratio vis •pprmdrattty the  sane,  K ■ P.39, anl UM nionontur, 

ratio rises to Mc /H0 = ,27.    This srrios of exprriments shw: a pronounced 

contraction of the power stream and, perhaps,  somewhat more mixing of the 

3 stroans.    Since a «somewhat hi^Mf pressure was required to maintain the 

nass flow of the power stream at its previous level it beeane a natter of 

reasonable conjecture that the contraction or the power stream in the inter- 

action region in^icate^ a corresponding acceleration of the central portion 

of the stream after leaving  the power nozzle.    It is interesting to note, 

however, that the momeniun r,ain was virtually identical in both cases. 

Section III 

'Jetailed Jet Interaction .Ttudies 

lasci on the flow visualization studios erperinents a large variable 

geometry,  three jet  Ififen^QtiOB nodol "as fabricated to permit detailed 

studies o'" the interaction region.    This model Is shown in fißure 9 and is 

of eufficient size to pcrr.it easy instrumentation without concern for the 

effect of the neasnrer.ent probes on the flow field.    The studies to be 

conducted on this model have bc^un with detailed traverses of the 3 Jets 

alone and will proceed in orderly fashion, progressively adding downstream 

pieces until a configuration of the desired flui 1 anplifer is obtained. 

Measurements will be made after each MdiffoatiM or geometry to determine 

its effect on the interaction. 

Some preliminary results of pitot static-static traverses of 3 interacting 

jets are shown in figure 10,    The mass ratio, K, for these profiles is 

approximately 0.6.     fhe area ratio, k, is 1,0, resulting in a momentum ratio 

of the two streans, H^^Uf equal to 0.18.   Plow measurements were mad? vith 

rotametcrs and the control flows balanced as well as possible, however, in 

the actual case, the curves of figure 10 were displaced somewhat fror the 
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ceiüt^i  line of th» «iftvice,    "or proSfntation parpOMM  tiicy havn been 

centered but the iisfcortion of the profile Tor oven this  snail asynnetry 

of the control lows is noticeable. 

i''or this pnrticular con*'iruration, nacs flow r.itio and r.oncntuin ratio 

the  suhnprrod jet nr.alo.'^r of Albrrtnon cor.p.iros quitn i;ell with  the 

experinental ''ata ao shown in f inir« il.    Since a nass ratio or one corrcinovwig 

to a subnerrod jet of lenpth 7.3 conparison oouli be Taade tfitti the 6 Do and 

the 8 D, experimental data only (D2 defines the width of  the jWWWf nozzle), 

Figure i2 shows 1 r.nrits 0" velocity nrofilcs tal.ea fcr r-iass  flow ratio 

equal to approximately 1,0 with the sane ^eo^etry as above.    This «tives a 

nonentun .-'"tio I'c /l'0 equal to ^.S,    'inr* it nay no seen that the acceleration 
t 

of the central portion 0^ the stro-'.n in-'icated in the visualization studies 

appears,    The naxinan velocity Persia«! by tho central core of the  profile 

exceeds the initial velocity of the power nozzle by 20.J at the largest value. 

It is intcrostin" to note that a total pressure survey of  the center line 

velocity in this case shows an cv.-r iecrcasinf total -iressure.    In a nodel 

as lar~o and open as  "Jis one,  it is often easy to rationalise that the static 

pr?s-ure should be nearly constant everyw*iere except in the inrc'late vicinity 

of the nozzle exit, an^ tho ^eclininr pressure S'jrvey should indicate a decrease 

in velocity,    'towever, when the static proc-ure is reasured, it is f und to I« 

declininc* r.ore rapiJly t^ar. the total pres-ure and honof; an increase in the 

center line velocity is observed. 

Cünciusk'ns: 

1. liatheratlcal models of oroportional  fluid anplifier-s based on subnerred jet 

theory are not suitable for some a-plifier conl'irurations. 

2. Interaction *i the control streams w'th t'^e po./er stream ca:   produce 

acceleration of the pover stream after it leaves tho power no«»le» 
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Abstract: 

A pri'sentatiou   is MUla  of   the results of a  study of   the 
applicability   IL optical  fabrication  techniques   to  the 
pro-Juction vi  flui^ amplifiers. 

Advantages  ai.d   ii,r.i..ationG of Focoform i.iaterials as   they 
art  rela^-tu   to   the   fabrication of  fluio  systems are dis- 
cussed,  c.loab with data  relating process variables and 
performance. 

Designs  subr.iitteu  by Tiie üiai.ionu Orai.ar.ct  Fu<:e  Laboratory 
v;ere optically  transferred  to MMtttMd ^la^s  plates,  and 
the  resultant  patterr.s were  chemically m^citined   to   the 
desireo depth.     A sufficient number of   identical   units were 
produced  to  permit evaluation of  the effect of process varia- 
tions on amplifier  performance. 

Variables  inherent in  Che process were measured prior to 
sealing,  and a  table of dimensional variations and  siae wall 
and  channel  bottom roughness  is shown.    After  sealing, opera- 
tional  characteristics were determined,  and  curves are pre- 
sented.     In  this program,  nozzles  in the dimensional range 
of   .Ü2Ü" x   .080"  to  .030" x  .090" were used with air as  the 
fluid.    All  flows were  subsonic.    Production equipment was 
utilized  for all  fabrication, and the ranges of variation 
shown are   typical  for volume processing. 

i 
Results  indicate  that it is possible  to fabricate  the complex 
fluid amplifier designs rapidly and relatively  Inexpensively, 
ard  this can be done with a material which is dimensionally 
stable,   capable of high  temperature operation,  unaffected by 
nuclear radiation, and  impervious  to most corrosive  liquids 
and gases. 
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Introduction: 

Although  the  process  for making Fotoform products  has  been  in 
commercial  existence  for more  than  five years,   few applications 
Uave been  investigated during  that  time which are mort'  naturally 
suited   to   the  process or Mf Mil   than  the  fabrication of puie 
fluid systems. 

As indicated by the titlo, the primary purpose of this presentation 
is to discuss the production of fluid amplifiers by optical fabrication 
techniques.  Production of a difficult product has been demonstrated 
with a proven process in a material which is uniquely suited to 
durable aid reliable systems. 

In introduction, it shou'd b^ pointed out that a substantial part 
of the work leading to this discussion has been sponsored by the 
Diamond Ordnance Fu^e Laboratories, and that all of the fluid 
amplifier designs discussed were submitted by DOFL personnel. 

It is generally conceded that if the theoreticalTy en.ni concept 
of pure fluid systems is to become a factor in the ccnUoI and 
computation Industries, an economical manufacturing process must 
be developed.  Complex designs, such as the DOFL Test Pattern shown 
in Figure I, are not readily fabricated by high speed mechanical 
machining metnods. 

FIGURE I 
DOFL Test Pattern - Average nozzle size approx- 
imately 0.020" 
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The problem is further complicated by the fact that highly min- 
iaturized devices such as the reproduction of the test pattern in 
the si<.e shown in Figure II are a prerequisite to maximum component 
density and minimum system power consumption. 

FIGURE II 

DOFL Test Pattern - Average nozzle  size approx- 
ir-ate.ly 0.005" 

Noszies as  small as  five  Ly  twenty  thousandthb of an inch,  such 
as  the one  shown  in Figure  III,  compared  Co a  human hair, at fifty 
times actual  size, must be readily and precisely reproducible  In a 
material which  is durable and  thermally stable, and which can be 
processed at a cost which will permit competition with established 
electronic and mechanical devices. 

FIGURE III 

50 X magnification of cross section of nozzle 
chemically machined In Fotoform glass and compared 
to a human hair. 
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Perhaps   the  most  difficulu   step  encountered   to  aate   in   rhc   fabrication 
of high density   fljid  systems   is  the asser.ibly of a Tnultipie of rain- 
iafuri^ed  sub-plates  coniaining active  elements,   through-holes  and 
crots-over  channels.     Uesigns must be reproduced  precisely  to permit 
accurate  registration of   the   through-holes,   and iny   leakage of  fluid 
within  the  lytttn would  quite   probably render   it useless.     Not oi.ly 
is  it necessary   to  guarantee   the  seal at  fabrication,   it must be 
guaranteed  for   the   life  of   the  device. 

Digital   type  devices will  not  function  if a  short circuit  e::ist.s 
between  the  power  nozzle and either of  the  control channels;  and 
in  truly miniaturi^ec  systems,   tue partition  separating  these 
-,i    -i.-.s  would  not  be  over    .010"  wide.     Assciubly  mub t  be   such   that 
the  systems will operate   for years without  the  fear  of a  seal 
failure due   to   the   loosening of bolto,   the  deterioration of  gaskets, 
M   the warpage and  shifting of   the  laminated plates  under   thermal 
stress. 

fabricatioii Techniques: 

The  process   for making fotoform plates consists  essentially of  two 
steps:     optical reproduction and chemical machining.     Any design, 
no matter how complex,  winch can be drawn  in black and white and 
photographed,   can be  reproduced.     Light  is  passed  through a  standard 
negative   into a   sensitized  glajs  plate which  is   then  subjected   to a 
tueruidl  di'VflOftmerit   cycle.     Tue       f.-iJuaL-ü   pui Liun   ib   L i an blur med   iulu 
a  crystalline  phase which  la approximately  twenty  times more  soluble 
in dilute hydroflouric acid  than the base  glass.     Since  the rate of 
solution of  the crystalline material  is known,   it  is possible  to 
machine   to accurate depth by  regulating the  length of time  Che pattern 
is exposed  to  the acid. 

Miniaturization of  the patterns  can be accomplished optically by 
simply reducing the negative,  and design modifications can be made 
on  the art work without fear of disturbing the acceptable  portion 
of  the circuit. 

One of the really outstanding features of  the process relative  to 
the  fabrication of  th» complex,  miniaturized fluid systems  is  the 
ease with which  thruugh-hules  can be  introduced  into  the  plates 
for  interconnection  to cross-over channels and other circuits  In 
a iruiti-liycr  larsir.atcd  syslem.    The glass can be passed completely 
through  the process more   than once; and  it is,   therefore,   possible 
to process  the plate  first with only the holes, and chemically 
machine  them entirely out.    The circuit pattern may  then be super- 
imposed on  the hole  pattern, developed, and chemically machined  to 
the desired depth. 
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Due to Liie cin.e consur.iing rhermal dcvtlopnntC cycle, the process 
Uiue is approximately twelve hours fro.a art work to the finished 
piece; but in quantity production, continuous lehrs are used and 
an etonowical  rate  can  be maintained. 

For  applications  where  e.-.treine  enviionmentai  conditions  of  shock 
or heat will  be  encountered,   it  is  possible  to convert   the entire 
machined  plate   to a  ceramic  phase.    This conversion  is accomplished 
by  flood exposing  the  entire  plate and  then passing  it   through a  some- 
what hotter   thermal cycle   thnn  that used  to develop  the  pattern.     The 
resulting ceramic material   is  three   times as  strong as   the  glass,  and 
will maintain  its shape at  temperatures as high as J00

O
C. 

Although not directly associated with optical  fabrication of  fluid 
systems,   it  should be noted   that both Fotoforn and  Jfotocerau pieces 
are  capable of being fuzed   together  into a monolithic  structure at 
temperatures which will not destroy  the basic  pattprns   in  the machined 
plates.    This  property of  glass makes  it possible   to  ccal any number 
ot plates  so  effe-.tively   that  they become a  solid,  honeycombed mass 
which cannot be mechanically  separated. 

Although  the  process or   thermal   lariiLiälion precludes  the  possi- 
bility of disassenbly of  components  for repair,   it also  sub- 
stantially  lessens  the   likelihood of  the   laminated  plates  separating 
under   the most extreme operating conditions.     In answer   to   the 
obvious question,   if  the   systems  should  show a   tendency   to become 
touied with  .foreign matter,  any material,  with  the  exception of 
glass,  can be  removed  from  the  nozzle areas by  flushing  the  entire 
system with on appropriate  solvent,  and  this  can be  done   in   less 
time than would be required  to disassemble,  clean, and reseal,  and 
with more assurance of  success. 

The  final  step   in  the  fabrication of such a  system is  the attachment 
of  the  inlet and outlet part  to  the device.     Since these  couponent 
devices must be readily assembled and disassembled in  the  field, 
thermal  fusion  is not possible,  but glass  to metal sealing has been 
developed to the poinc that high temperature metal tubes with 
adapters to any standard tubing system can be firmly attached 
during fabrication. 

FotoLortn and Fotoceram Materials: 

Although glass  is generally considered to be a fragile material 
which must be handled with extreme caution,  it becomes one of the 
most durable materials known when properly utilized. 
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It will maintain  its  integrity under entrein«  corros^jn,  vibration, 
and  thermal  conditions,  and when converted   to   the  ceramic phase, 
will withstand  relatively high  levels of   impect. 

A Fotoceram fluid system will retain its shape at temperatures 
in excess of iU0oCj and if thermally laminated, heat will tend 
to strengthen the seal, rather than weaken it. Both the glass 
and the ceramic are Impervious to most liquids and gases, are 
not affected in this apolioation by nuclear radiation, and are 
dimensionally  stable over   long periods of operation. 

Single fotoform plates which have been etched  to a substantial 
depth are admittedly weak and  must be handled with a reasonable 
amount of  care,   but  single  plates are used  primarily for develop- 
ment and  testing, and  the addition of each plate  to a  laminated 
system substantially   increases  its strength. 

Dimensional  Tolerances: 

Almost the entire hlatory of  the process for making Fotoform 
products has been associated with products requiring only  through- 
etching,  in which the entire pattern is removed by machining 
from both sides biiuulLaneously.    As a result of this,  limited 
data are available  to establish dimensional  tolerances for 
partially machined fluid amplifier patterns. 

Efforts are underway  to establish tolerances  for fluid ampli- 
fiers, and these will be discussed later.    For the present,  it 
can be said  that dimensions are generally beln? held as well as 
or better than  in Che standard process. 

For the standard process, holes and channel widths up to 1/4" 
are maintained  to £  .001",  and diameters and widths between  1/4" 
and 1" are held  to £ .002".    Center to center dimensions are 
held within £  .003"  in a 5" I 5" plat;, and  the  tolerance main- 
tained in depth control  is £  .002" throughout a 5" x 5" plate. 

In general,  no dimension should  vary by more   than   .002"   from 
the  target value, and  In miniaturized systems variations 
from element  to element are  substantially   less   than   .002", 
and within a  given element are measured  in  ten  thousandths. 
For example,   the noz:ie  shown  in Figure  III v/hich was  Sülecttd 
completely at  random from one of  several   elements  fabricated 
for testing, was  intended  to be   .005" wide, and   .020" deep, 
with a nozzle area of   .0001  square inches.    As  fabricated,   it 
measures  .0045" at the bottom,   .0062" at the  top, and   .0193" 
In depth.    The actual area  is   .000103 square  inches, or approx- 
imately three per cent from the intended area.     Measurements made 
on the other  two nozzles of  this bi-stable device  show no 
variations over   .0002"  In any dimension. 



These  tolerances are   for  Fotoforn materials only,  and  cannot be 
extrapolaL'"J  to  sizes ov'.>r  5" x V.     During the   thermal  cycle 
used   to convert  to Fotoceram material,   temperatures are reached 
which peruit  tOBW  sacrifice of dimensional control during ceraming. 
Dimensions within an element are  reasonably stable,  but center   to 
center  tolerances  for  spacing over   three   inches might approach 
£  .003". 

The   Lhickest glass  sheet  currently available  is  1/4",  and  there- 
fore,   the  thickest  plate which  can be  made  is  somewhat   less   than 
this.     With simple  patterns which can be  chemically machined 
completely through  the  glass w.thout any  segments becoming de- 
tached,   it is possible  tu etch sevtiral identical patterns entirely 
Cnro'igh,  and  srark  the  plates one  upon  the other   to an almost 
unlinitod depth.     For all  practical  purposes, however,   the 
maAimun depth  to which  th«  pattern  can be recessed   is about 0.125". 

As  previously  stated,   the   rate of  solution of  thp  crystalline 
Material  is appro^iwiLtely   twenty   tlaM   that of  the  glass,  and 
this means  that,   for  every   .020" of  depth,   the  surface  side 
walls will etch away   .001".     This  results  in side wall  taper of 
approximately  three degrees   in all nozzles,  channels,  and holes, 
and  places certain   limitations  on  pattern design. 

Referring to Figure  IV,  which  is a DOFL Pattern designed  to 
determine  ttc  extent of   these   limitations,  several  facts are 
immediately obvious. 

FIGURE  IV 
DOFL Test Pattern used  to establish fabrication 
process  limitations. 
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In  tlif  (.äse oi.   Llie  uarrow glass  partitions Sfparatlny  the 
machini.-a out recLaii^li.'" ,   tue   .Oül" and   .002" walls  disappear 
alMO&t 3s rapidly as  the  pattern,   oml   the   .005" wall,  whicli 
is   inadequate   for   sealing as   is,   do«!  not   last  much   Innrer. 
The   .010"  partition   i.s nar^inally adequate  for   the   shallow 
miniaturized  Eyscer.is",  but  for all  practical  purposes,   it is 
necessary  to separate all  channels which operate  under a 
pressure differential  by a  partition   .020" wide.     Obviously, 
the  same  situation   is   true-  for any posts which might be 
desired   in open  areas. 

Socles  must be designed at  least   .010"   longer   than  necessary, 
because   they v;ill  erode  troi.i both   the   interaction  chamber 
side,  and  the  noi;:'.le  cnamber  side.     In   the  pattern,   the  two 
extremely  small  nuzzles disappeared almost  immeuiateiy, and 
the  small nozzles on  the  opposite  side of   the  chainber   soon 
lost  thrir   identity. 

int.   Most  uifiicuit  area   to  competibate   £oi   is   that  uf   the 
sharp wedges,   used  as  splitters,     i.s  thi-  pattern  is dissolved, 
the wedge   is attacked  from both   sides as well as   the   leading 
edge and  so'oa   loses   its  shape.     If  possible,   sl.arp  protruding 
angles  must be avoided,   bui,  when essential,   they can  be 
obtained  by designing a  radius  on   the end of  the wedge which 
is  calculated   to disappear at  the  desired depth. 

Narrow channels  and  small  holes  also present somewhat of a 
probleu.     In order   for   the  ch»;riiral uachinin^ process   to  taht- 
placo,   it  is necessary  to maintain a supply of   fresh acid at 
the   interface.     With  the   long narrow channels,  and   the  very 
small  holes,   this   is not possible;  and   the erosion  rate  is 
mar;edly ieduc?d.     Blind holes and channels with a width of 
less  than   .010" will  lag  in d.?pth. 

The   .003" nozzle maintained  the  desired  rat? because   it  is 
?..posed  on  two  sides   to relatively  large  chambeis which permit 
the  free   tiow of acid  through  the  nozzle opening. 

To date,  no process   limitations  have been encountered which 
miic»-   VIP   nwrrrtnw   hv   maif.r   rf»»Ri-.'n   rhancf»«;. 

Design Tolerances: 

An extensive program is underway to determine the effect of 
proceos variations on fluid amplifier performance so that 
improvements can be made to better adapt the process to the 
production of pure fluid systems. 
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Several   proportioilftl pressure ampij.ficrü  of a design  supplied 
by DÜFL personnel Wi-ie  fabricated  ever a  period of tiire by 
different  techniciens   to  establish a tjroup of devices  repre- 
■entctiw  of   the  process.     These  uudt rkvciit exhaustive   testing. 
The  procedure was repeated with a digital menory device,  also 
dail^ned  by DOFT., 

'itn of  each of  t.'.t^se devices were   selected at  random and  com- 
plete dimensior-T 1 data were   taken on a   traveling stage  optical 
co.-pai,    or  capable of r.ieasurement   to a   few ten   thousandths  of 
an  incu.     These Measurements were   listed   in order of magnitude 
to pennit  rapid  correlation with  perfonnance data. 

In addition,   traces of  surface contour and roughness were 
^eiuraled  on a  proficorder  and  listed  in order of magnitude 
iot  the  MOM  purpose. 

Glass  cover  platts were  sealed   to   the units holh mechanically, 
v.iili  various   Ly.ier, of gaskets,  and  ser.'.i-perr'.ancntly with cpu.\y 
S«u*aC  Jiitil  it was found   that better reproducibility frow 
seal  to  seal  could be obtained with  the   latter method.    Thermal 
sealia^ el  the   cover plate  was not employed because  the  per- 
manent  nature  of  such a   seal does  not  permit disassembly of 
the device aiter   te.sui.ag  lor   inspection. 

Standard   static   testing devices,   including manometers,   labor- 
atory  type  ivt,i gauges,   rota meters,  pressure   transducers, 
and X-Y   type  recorders wt-re   Installed,  and procedures were 
established for   the Oeneration of  curves  which would be rep- 
resentative of  the device,   as well as  the design, and which 
could  be  used  to establish relative   levelc of operation for 
comparison with fabrication process variables. 

Proportional Pressure Ampllfiei Ferforniance: 

Figure V  lacludes a silhouette of  the proportional device;  a 
normalized curve representing the  test data, and a summary of 
test  conditions. 

The device was  fabricatea exactly as shown, with relief 
holes completely  through  the  units  centered  in  the circular 
ar«»ps just downstream of  thp control nozzles.    The power 
nozzle   is  nominally  ,020"  wide,  an"   .060" deep,  and  the 
control nozzles and receiver apertures are  ,030" wide and 
.üoü" deep. 
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FIGURE v 

Siluouerte  of  proporLional pressui-p  gain amplifier 
and  chart showing r-ange  of pressure  gain curves 
for   ten units. 

For   purposes of   this comparison  it was decided  to  generate   a 
curv« of control  pressure differential vs.   output  pressure  dif- 
ferential,   the slop? of which  is  the  pressure yain of the  unit 
for   the particular  set of  fi::ed  conditions  chosen. 
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Fowr   jet  pressure   (F-.)  was  set at  3  psi^.  ana   the   left con- 
trol   jet   (Pci)  was set at 0.543 P&ig.     The right control  jel 
Pcr  was driven  from 0  psig  to   1  psig.     Bac:; pressure was 
developed   in  the  output  le^s by placing restrictions of an 
crea equivait-nt   to  the  area of   the  receiver  apertures down- 
stream.     Air was  usefi  as  i he   fluid. 

Ten  pressure gain curves were  generated,  and values of output 
pressure  uifferential   (Pür"

p
0i)  were  determined  for different 

values of  control pressure differential   ('«»"'a-)«    These 
values were normalized  by dividing by   the  power  jet pressure, 
and  plotted.    The outside  poinLs wei-.-  connectpd resulting  in 
the broad  curve  shown.    All of  the curves were  not parallel 
to   tiicce   lines and a  pressure  gain range of 4,3  to  3.7   is 
repretiented. 

The volume of dimensional and   surface  roughness data  taken  is 
such  that  it is  not practical   to  include a  complete analysis. 
However,   the power nozzle variables   listed  in Table  I are 
representative  of  the  units   tested,  and  clearly   show the 
lack of  correlation between  the process  vaiiables and  the 
pressure   gain. 

ifSLE 1 

Proportional Pressure Amplifiers,  A Summary of Pressure 
Cain,   DlBBASlOBttt  and  BlUTZAM  Ruughuciia  Delta. 

Power Nozzle 

Unit Gain 

Dimeusions in inches 
Width 

Average Roughness 
In micro inches 

Top Bottom   Average Depth Sidewall Bottom 

390 5.5 

309 3.1 

393 5.0 

396 4.9 

393 4.9 

394 4.8 

399 4,7 

494 4,6 

393 4,4 

508 4,3 

.0230 

.0239 

.0238 

.0237 

.0236 

.0238 

,0233 

.0238 

,0234 

,0237 

.0185 

.0199 

.0183 

.018S 

.018H 

,0185 

,0191 

.0202 

.0188 

.0204 

0203 .060 124 

0219 061 105 

0213 ,063 89 

0213 ,060 90 

0212 .060 102 

0211 ,062 93 

0213 ,060 100 

0220 .061 94 

02il ,060 105 

0220 .061 92 

18 

14 

16 

15 

I 

19 

9 

12 

3 

10 

is: 



As   indicated,   Lhe  unit   is  slightly unbalanced,  and  a  control 
pressure  ditferential   in  the  range  of   .03 pounds,  or 0.6% of  the 
power  jet,   is  required   tor balancing.     Throughout   the central area 
of   rhe  curv^;  tue   ranye  of control pressure differential  for  the 
ten units,  required to establish a given output pr-^ssure dif- 
ferential,  waü  under 2% of  the  power  nozzle  pressure or  less 
than 0.1  pound. 

Even  though all   ten of   the devices  behave  quite  similarly, 
it  is nou  possible  to establish a relationship between perfor- 
mance and  process variables    and  there  is apparently a varia- 
tion   In asseiably   technique which is over-riding dimensional 
and  surface variations. 

Bi-Stable Amplifier Fcrforsance: 

Figure  VI   includes a  silhouette of   the  bi-stabie device, 
curves  reprcüenting the  test data,  and  a summary of  test  conditions. 

The device  was  fabricated as  shown,  with all   three nozzles 
.020" wide, and   .000" deep.    The receiver aperture areas are 

U   )00:; wide,  and   .OSO1,  deep. 

For  purposes of  compai rson  it MJ decided   to  plot  the  control 
pressure  differential  required  for  switching against power   jet 
pressure. 

With  the   left jet   (C,)   open  to   the at.iosphcre,   equal resistance 
applied   to  the output legs  (0^ and 0r), and  the stream locked 
to  the right wall,  the right control jet was  increased until 
the device  switched.    This procedure was repeated at I psig 
increments of power jet pressure  (P>)   from 1 psig to 11 psig. 

All of  the points were plotted, and  the extreme points were 
again connected   to show  the range.     In   this  case,  however,   the 
curves differed   in slope only,  and did not cross as  in  the 
case of  the proportional units. 

As  indicated,  the range of control pressure differential 
required  for switching Increased from  .04 pounds at a power 
jet pressure of one pound  to 0.34 pounds at a power jet pressure 
of eleven pounds,  and substantial room for  improvement exists 
at the liigliei pressures.    However, when  the control differential 
values are reduced to a percentage of the power jet pressure, 
as was done  in the lower curve.  It can be seen that the control 
pressure differential required to switch one pound of power 
jet pressure remains quite cc.istant, and  that all ten of the 
units fall within a range of 4% of the power Jet pressure. 

No correlation can be established between fabrication process 
variables and performance variables with these devices, as was 
the case with the proportionals, and again it appears that there is 
an over-riding variable which must be detected and eliminated. 
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FIGURE VI 
Silhouette of Bi-stable amplifier and  chart showing 
lan^e ul cunLcul pressure differential required tor 
switching.    Data taken from ten units. 

Conclusion: 

Optical fabrication  techniques make  possible   the fabrication of the 
extremely commie:, patterns associated with pure fluid systems, and 
the availability  of Fotoform glass MkM it possible  to fabricate 
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these  systems   in a ruateriai which  is uurable,  ^tablu, and can be 
tuzed  In;o a monulichic stiucture which cannut be separated at 
the  seal  to permit bhort circuits. 

Fabrication techniques '.iave been developed  to  the point  fhat 
process variations in  the sub-plates have  less of an effect on 
Performance  than assembly variations, and  the  total variation 
has been reduced  to the point that economic production of pure 
fluid systems will become a reality as soon as adequate func- 
tional desi^'is  become available. 

Any fears that fabrication costs will retard  the entry of fluid 
systems  into the control and computation markets should be 
quickly dispelled by the fact that  the process and equipment 
used  to  fabricate complete fluid amplifier plates are In use 
every day supplying the electronics  industry with circuit boards 
for mounting expensive con.ponents. 
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"OPTIFORM", OPTICAL MACHININf; OF PURE FLUID SYSTEMS IN PLASTICS 

by 

Romäld E« Bowles 
John R.  Colston 

of 

Bowles Engineering Corporation 

ABSTPACT 

Optiform is a low-cost, fast, production technique for machining con- 
stant-depth Pure Fluid Systems in plastic.   The optical machining Is accom- 
plished by using a master silhouette to define the areas of a conditioned Pheet 
of plastic which are exposed to ultraviolet light and consequently polymerized. 
The uncxposcd direas remain soft and are washed away using a sodium hydroxide 
solution.   From the ctrr^roint of Pure Fluid Systems, Optiform has limitations 
as to maximum temperature {150oF) and minimum bize ol components which can 
be processed as a production line product, i.e,, with limited inspection.   The 
bMiC cücuit pleite tl abÄuniuitju with d Udusier pldie and a manifold plate to 
provide a rugged package having a thick aluminum surface front and rear and 
can be further protected by addition of an aluminum channel like a picture 
frame to protect the edges ot the assembly where the plastic edge is exposed. 
Standard Clippard fittings tapped into the aluminum base plates provide an 
easy means for connecting the system inputs and outputs to auxiliary equip- 
ment.   With Optiform and a file of silhouettes of components of known perform- 
ance characteristics, one can assemble a pure fluid control system at the 
drawing board with high probability that the first of the resulting low-cost, 
short-lead-time production models will function properly. 

INTRODUCTION 

Optiform is a low cost process for machining constant-depth forms in 
plastic.   It has been developed specifically for production of Pure Fluid 
Systeius.   The plastic can be used with most gases and fluid hydrocarbons (but 
not with water) as a working fluid.   The paper covers the following points: 

What is Optiform? 
How is the Optical Machining Accomplished? 
What are the Limitations from the Standpoint of Pure Fluid Systems ? 
How does an Optiform Plate Become as Assembled Pure Fluid Control 

System? 
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WHAT IS "OPTlfORM"? 

Optiform is a Jow-cost process for machining constant-depth forms in 
plastic.   It is suitable for production of Pure Fluid Systems.    The plastic can 
be used with gases and tluid hydrocarbons but is not recommeaduü foi u3C with 
water as the working fluid. 

The raw material is a DuPont photopolymer widely used in the printing 
industry under the trade name of Dycril*.    The printing industry process is not 
suitable for Pure Fluid Components cr Systems because the resulting sidewall 
slopes are excessive and there is wide variation in channel depth.    The Opti- 
form plates are designed for use in Pure Fluid Systems.   The raw material is 
available bonded to aluminum or steel in several thicknesses and sizes; however, 
we havp standardized nn one class for the present time.   The standard Optiform 
plate is 9 
of plastic, 

K 12"« .ibl.".   The .ISO"! . 002" thickness includes .042"+ .002" 
an adhesive layer, and a .100" thick aluminum base plate. 

HOW IS THE OPTICAL MACHINING ACCOMPLISHED? 

Four Steps of the Process 

Condition ina 

The plate is first conditioned in a controlled atmosphere to establish 
the plastic sensitivity to ultraviolet light as a function of depth (Fig. la). 

Setup and Exposure 

Next the "master silhouette" 
is clamped to the unexposed plate 
in a vacuum frame and the assembly 
is exposed to ultraviolet light (Fig. 
lb).   The silhouette areas which 
are clear permit the ultraviolet light 
to Irradiate   the plastic and poly- 
rneiize it so that those areas be- 
come hcjrd.   The silhouette areas 
which arc opaque shadow the plastic 
so that those areas remain soft. 

U V LIGHT SOURCE 

CONDITIONING 

■-ft 

St TUP AND EXPOSURE 

»nwi 

WASH 
AIR DRYING AND 
POST  EXPOSURE 

Fig. I      OPTIFORM    "A    PROCESS 

* Donald B. Hurd, Printing Plate Laboratory, E. I. DuPont De Nemours and Co. 
Photo Products Department, 1309 Noble Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 
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Next the exposed plate is sprayed with a sodium hyurcid*^ sulution Lo 
remove the soft unexposed pldstic and thus create the desired channel'. (Fiq. 
1c). 

Drying and Post Hardening 

Finally the washed plate is 
air dried and further exposed to 
ultraviolet light so as to achieve 
maximum strength and hardness 
of the remaining plastic (Fig. id). 
Figure 2 presents curves Dased on 
very limited data showing how tht 
plastic's strength is iffected oy 
temperature and humidity.   We 
recommend use of this plastic 
below 15ü0F.    Shon quality air is 
acceptable as a working fluid ai 
arc most gases and fluid hydro- 
carbons.   While we have operated 
Optiform systems for short periods 
using vvater as a working tluiO, we 
do not recomnend such use for 
extended periods of time as the plastic 
strenalh. 

ui a. 
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Fig    2    EFFECT  OF  TEMPEHATUBE AND HUMIDITY 
ON   THE   PHOTOPOLYMtR   PLASTIC 

appears to softer, swell, and lose 

The Master Silhouette 

Preparation 

Conventional automated machine tools use punched tape, magnetic 
tape and punched cards as a control to establish the machined product contour. 
Similarly, in optical machining a slide or silhouette is used as the control. 

develops a uuisponent of known performance cnaracteristicb, its ru.'_d   V! 

silhouette can be duplicated (large scale) photographically or on an ozalid 
machine using cieai transparent staole base film.   With time, a file of 
silhouettes of such components is readily established and can be used to 
construct the silhouette of a dssired system on the drawing board.   Inter- 
connections can be inked in and the large sccile system silhouette is then 
ready to be photoreduced by a precision process to provide a full-scale 
moolv-i silhouette. 
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Lxample 

Figure 3 shows the sil- 
houette of a standdrdized binary 
counter stdye component and the 
silhouette of a lubeysten      -It 
up from such standard ■     .ouettes 
of components as described above. 

Suitable Material 

//Mr'.^ 

he final full scale sil- 
houette must be on a mdtcrial which 
is suitable for the production lino. 
The Kodak Autopositivo film on 
.ÜÜ4" clear estar base is a suitable 
material for an Optiform process 
"master silhouette. "   This film is matched to tne "Optiform Process A" pro- 
duction line.   The transparent öicub transmit the correct amount of ultraviolet 
light and the opaque areas are properly opaque in the ult.'avlnlet spectrum. 

Mtf 

Fig. 3    MULTI   STAGE   BINARY   COUNTER 

rms transparancy is the "suitable master silhouette" which should be 
furnished in a standard 10" x 12" size for production of a standard 9" x 12" 
Optiform plate. 

WHAT ARE THE LIMITATIONS FROM THE STANDPOINT OF PURE FLUID SYSTEMS? 

Per foriMdnce 

Fir^t, it is emphasized that this procesa has been used to make working 
pure fluid components and systems.    Some comparison and performance data 
are presented in the papers of Humphrey-Metzger, Dexter, and Bauer which 
aro part of this symposium,    units are unaergoing operation lilu tests.   The 
outpm wave form of a logic element is being monitored and has shown no 
change in ever 70 r.iillion cycles.   No change is anticipated. 

Changes in silhoüeL'.t; are sometimes necessary in making a transition 
from a machined model to an Optiform model.   In particular such changes may 
be necessary if the aspect ratio (nozzle height t nozzle width) is different 
in the two models.   To bypass such effects wc now do eimest all of our experi- 
mental work using Optiform models, cutting away material and filling with clay 
to make q"ick contour changes.   When the final design is reached, a photo- 
graph is taken to use as a guide in drawing the master silhouette.   As would 
be expected there are limitations as to v/hat configurations can be repeatlbly 
reproduced by the process.   These are discussed later.   The overall Optiform 
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procpss is a COfOpronlie based on the performance characteristics of beam 
deflection type pure fluid amplifiers.    Some component desiyns may be more 
critical dimension-wise than those already tested even though they have the 
same sc?le.    Therefore we cannot say Optiform is suitable for every type pure 
fluid clement.    We can say that Optiform has been suitable foi the pure fluid 
components we have tried, wherein the acceptability is based on performance 
as a fluid component. 

Tolerance 

Standards 

Let us contidei each dirm-nsionai tolerance which affects performance 
and assign numbers to these tolerances.   This has advantages when one must 
mrike PI transition from one production technique to another.   In a pure fluid 
component the critical regions from a performance standpoint are associated 
primarily ^'ith characteristics of the nozzles, interaction region, and divider 
leading edges (Fiquies 4 and S).    In the following,two numerical values are 
presented for each physical characteristic which currently appears to be 
important.   In each case the value A represents the current evaluation of 
reliable repeatability for Optifuim Process A and the value B represents an 
idealized gcncialized goal, i.e., if we had such a capability we would not 
feel justified in spending money to further improve the process based on what 
we currently know and forcast about pure fluid systems.    This does not mean 
that the "B" values are required by Pure Fluid Systems but lather that such 
dimensional control would open up many additional areas of application.   It 
is emphasized that the "B" values are only an opinion and are not based on 
detailed teste . 

Sidewall location 

It is necessary that one be 
able to predict sidewall location un 
a basis of the master silhouette 
dimensions.    It is rilsn necessary 
that sidewall location not vary 
excessively with height above the 
channel floor. 

Figure 5 indicatei> the 
character of sidcwalls which 
result from the Optiform Process 
A. 

Fig. 4   CROSS SECTION  OF  FLUID AMPLIFIER 
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"Ar In Uptitcrm the Wall center- 
line is displaced +.001" from the 
edge of the opaque silhouette. 
This displacement is a character- 
istic of the process and is repeat- 
able as a result of our production 
line quality control.    If desired 
one can allow for this displacement 
in the nozzles and critical areas 
of the silhouette.   We normally 
do not compensate for this feature 
when nozzle  width is of the order 
of .020" because the units can 
be scaled undersize if desirpH 
without hurting their performance 
characteristics. 

0421 002 
PLASTIC 
ICC 
ALUMINUM 
008 
ADHESIVE 
.I50±.U02_ k 

Film •mulnlon 
locoiion   lunng 

 ..   eipowir«—rr 

ASSEMBLY 
THICKNESS 

OOI MAX L 
•Mit   1 

^.OOMI 
r-Od 

AM 
♦ m Wmi Jtooi 

Fig   5   PROFILE   OF  OPTIFORM    PLATE 

"B"        In an iHealized process the waii cerileiline sliuuld be identified within 
+ ,000i " of the edge of thn opaque silhouette. 

Deviation of sidewall fium the vertical 

"A"        The sidewall contour is subject to both process effects and batch 
effects.   Process effprts depend upon how rigidly the piuuucLion line is con- 
trolled and is therefore part of the Optiform process control.   Batch effects 
are a function of the raw muterial available and ^re beyond control process. 
For example, in Figure 5, it is illustrated that the sidewall of an Optiform 
channel will have a . 002" radius fillet at the root of the wall.   This is a 
function of the process.   It is also shown that the Optiform sidewall may 
deviate up to +3° from the vertical.   In such case the root of the sidewall may 
be up to .001" closer to the opaque silhouette and the crest of the wall up to 
.001" farther from the silhouette than the wall centerline.   In Optiform the 
sidewall does not have a constant slope; however, by process control we 
maintain sense of the sidewall slope.    Sidewall slope contour is definitely 
also a function of the batch of raw material which we receive.   We have tested 
batches wherein the sidewall i* vertical within ± .OOOS " for a .042" wall 
height.   As the raw material supplier becomes better acquainted with the needs 
of Optiform and the relationship of his proce?1; controls to these neeas we 
andcipatr an improved final pioduct.   Batches which test to less than t .001" 
are felt to he acceptable for .042" deep Pure Fluid Sybtems.   This is a mean 
slope of less than +3°.   Batches with greater deviation are not accepted for 
the Optiform process. 

"B"       In an idealized process this slope would be +1/10°. 
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Surface roughness 

This is an unknown factor which affects the character of the boundary 
idyei liow. 

^idewall_ roughness 

"A"        16-63 microinch in Optiform A. 

"B"        C-5 microinch idealized goal, useful in laminar flow conditions. 

ItoJJ:om_of _channel_roujhne3G 

"A"        0-iö microinch in Optiform A 

"B"        0-5 microincn idealized goal, useful in laminar flow conditions. 

Fillet radius at .oot ot wall 

The importance of a fillet at the root of a wal3 depends upon the aspect 
ratio.   For large aspect rctios such a fillet has little importance; however, we 
have encounterea measurable performance changes apparently due to slight full- 
width fillets when using aspect ratios of 8.   These effects appear at the extreme 
hign pressure operating limit ot the device.    In a digital unit the result is to 
lowei the maximum operating pressure limit. 

"A"        .002'' maximum in Optiform process A. 

''B"        .0001" idealized goal. 

Minimum channel width;   short channel 

In optical machining the minimum channel width is limited by aspect 
ratio, (channel depth *• channel width).   As a rule of thumb one generally 
avoids an aspect ratio less than two and would like an aspect ratio of the order 
of foui in Liit- noagja ihtoat.   Such aspect ratios provide a jet which is sub- 
stantially two dimensional and which is not spread unduly by top end bottom 
wall friction within the inreraction chamber.   If the nozzle throat v/idth is 
.010" or greater no dirt problem is anticipated for shop quality air.   With an 
aspect ratio of four or greater it may be feasible to reduce the throat width 
to .005" without a dirt problem.   With a "clean" system nozzle a throat width 
of . 002" is of interest.   The area of a component is proportional to the square 
of the throat width.   Thus a reduction of nozzle width from .020" to .010" 
increases the component density on a plate by a factor of four.   In addition 
the power consumption of a unit will be reduced approximately by a factor of 
two if nozzle width is reduced from .020" to .010".   All of the above assume 
no change of channel depth.   If the aspect ratio is keot constant than the 
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volume density of components it. pioportional to tne cube of nozzle width and 
power consumption per unit is roughly proportional to square el nozzle width. 
System speed capabilities are roughly proportional to nozzle width in thai the 
distance over which a signal must be transmitted is approximately proportional 
to nozzle winth.   Thus the minimum channel width is important on a basis of 
cost, weight, volume, system power requirements, and system speed. 

Figure 6a illustrates a con- 
verging nozzle.   The dimension W 
is the nozzle width and the length 
indicated as 2W is a straight 
section desirable for ccntrol of jet 
direction. 

"A"        For a shoiL channel of .042" 
Jeplh and length 2W, minimum 
width is .020" in Optifcrm process 
A.   We have worked with Optiform 
nozzles down to .010" wide; how- 
evei, they do not yet havp the 
repeatability we believe necea&ci;y 
for a production process. 

a) NOZZLE b) WEDGE 

^^^^ 

e)WALL d)K>STaHOLE 

Fig. 6   QUALITY    CONTROL   POINTS 

"B"        An ideulized goal is W= 
.002".   This would permit a major 
improvement in component density and system speed.   Pure Fluid Systems hdve 
a built in cooling pystem and do not encounter the heating problems often 
associated with high component density electronic packaging. 

Minimum channel width:   long channel 

"A"        For a long channel of .042" depth, minimum width is .025" in Optiform 
process A.   Narrower long channels sometimes result in spotty full width 
fillets at the root of the channel. 

"B" .0005" is an idealized gocl uselul in precision resistor designs. 

Mir.irr.^m ooiner radius 

Male wedae_ 

The exit comer of a nozzle effects direction of jet flow and the sen- 
sitivity to control signals.   If the exit comer is very sharp it is easier to 
repeat fluid performance characteristics than it is if the comers are rounded. 
Thus from a nozzle exit standpoint, see Figure 6a, it is desirable that such 
90° wedges have extremely sharp radius of curvature at the comer.   The divider 
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"ii the other hand is normally a sharp mal   wedge.   At such a sharp apex one 
a problem of structural strength and ability to predict location ot 

the div. iing edge. 

CJonsequently while Optiform provides a male corner radius capability 
of .002'" or less, a sharp wedge should be artifi-jally blunied as shown in 
Figure 6b it the included angle   oc  is less than 30°. 

A male wedge is illustrated in Figure 6b with an apex blunted by a 
flat "b".   It is recommcndc-H that in Optiform Proceas A if the mole wedge 
angle    oe is less than 30°, a  .010" bluntness be designed into the wedge 

■ .   This firmly establishes the apex Icration and provides ample strength. 

.   02" in Optiform process A (see recommendation above for  QC < 30  ). 

"B" .0001" idealized goal based on .002" nozzle width. 

]_ jnaio wecl£e_ 

The corner radius of a female wedge is usually less critical in a pure 
fluid system design.    C^..acquentiv this capability has been sacrificed in 
compromising parameters of the production line. 

"A"        .010" minimum raaius in OpUforn process A. 

"B" .001 " idealized goal. 

Minimum wall thickness 

Walls arc used to guide the flow of fluid and to separate two channels 
of different pressures.   As wall thickness is f'ecreased the well becomes less 
stable structurally and the top surface becomes harder to seal against leaks. 
In Optiform, wall stability and location become a problem before one encounters 
poor top surface problems. 

Fui a . C"i2    '.vdii height me .Uli "minimum or a J- nuaiinum wedge 
angle is recommended on a genera' basis for Optiform, sec Figu-c 6c. 

"B" .002" minimum is an idealized goal for a structuially stable sealable 
wall. 

Minimum Post diameter 

Posts are used both as support columns and to establish particular flow 
conditions in a system. 
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"A"        For a heiqht of .042" we are able to provide a stable full height post 
down to a .012" ininimum diameter ;.n Optiform process A. 

ii n li B"        .OOi" diameter capability would be ubtiui £01 current designs. 

Minimum hole diameter 

Isolated small holes are not used as often as holes adjacent to and 
coimected with larger open areas.   The isolated full .042" depth hole is 
indirntivp of such a capability. 

"A"        .030" minimum diameter is recommended for Optiform process A. 
Smaller diameters do not always >vash the full depth. 

"B"        .0001" minimum diameter is an idealized goal based on the .002" 
nozzle width goal. 

FliVblcdl yiopcrties 

"A"       Optiform plates have serious limitations.   In particular, they cannot 
tolerate high temperature and cannot, for any length of time, \i^ wütei M a 
working fluid without change in dimension or strength.   Figure 2 illustrates 
some of the effects of temperature and humidity on strength of the plastic used 
for Optiform plates.   The following physical properties are based on very 
limited data and are approximate values for 770F and 50% relative humidity. 
The raw material supplier is assembling additional data. 

tensile strength 9,500 psl 
comprcssive strength 9,500 psl 
compressive strength at yield 9,400 psl 
modulus of elasticity 100,000 psi 
compressive bulk modulus 150,000 psi 
surface hardness D82 to D86 shore 
density .042 lb/in3 

thermal conductivity 1.61 BTU in/hr ft2 F0 

"B" The ideal material for a pure fluid system depends upon the individual 
application. A generalized ideal material does not exist; however, stainless 
steel looks very good. 

Limitations on idealized goals 

The above capabilities of the Optifoim Process A and the idealized goaJ:^ 
(our opinion only) offei a guide as to generalized dimensional tolerances which 
one might encounter in pure fluid systems work.   They have not bcun fiimly 
tied to the component operating characteristics.   Indeed one component might 
tolerate ± . 1" tolerances in the interaction region whereas a different type of 
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component might exhibit an unacceptable chengc of chdracteribtics unless 
tolerancep of t .CiUl" were maintained.    The values presented are generalized 
very broadly and should only be used within this limitation. 

HOW DOLS AN OPTIFORM PLATE BECOME AN ASSEMBLED 
PURE FLUID CONTROL SYSTEM? 

Parts 

Figure / shows a front and 
rear view of an Optiform circuit 
plate.    This particular sample is 
the result of an exercise we con- 
ducted some time ago to establish 
the problems of transition to a 
finished piece of hardware. 

,    M 

The as^füibled system con- 
sists of:    (i)   a circuit plate,  (2) 
a transfer plate (having ♦H-^ugh 
holes appropriately located at P+ 
locations to supply power to each 
elumeril, and iiuies at PQ lucctions 
to extract a components output Fig. 7 
sigpfll for transfer as an input to 
another component in the circuit 
plate, önd holes at the corresponding Pc locations to insert control signals 
being transferred), and (3) manifold plate which both distributes P+ to the 
correct cansfer holes and provides channels which connect the output signal 
transfer holes to the appropriate control signal transfer holes. 

FRONT  AND BACK OF  OPTIFORM 
CIRCUIT 

Assembly 

These three plates can be assembled by clamping using gaskets.   Care 
■hould hr exercised, as with any plastic ittodttlSi dial the clamping pressure 
is not so high as to cause cold flow of the plastic.   We prefer to bond the 
three plates together using adhesives.   This avoids cold flow of the plastic 
and we think also provides a greater reliability than is obtained using gaskets. 

Connections to Other Equipment 

The aluminum backup plate is readily punched and tapped for more con- 
.   ntional fittings.   We have found that Clippard hose fittings* are very suitable 

* 10-32 to 1/0 hose fitting, Part # 11752.   Clippard Instrument Laboratory, Inc. 
7390 Colerain Road, Cincinnati 39, Ohio. 
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as input-output rnnnections to either plastic tubing or rubber hose to connect 
the assembled pure fluid system with other apparatus. 

The Final Package 

The completed assembly presents a strong structure with rugged alumi- 
num exterior surfaces except at the edycc.   If desired ü picture frame type 
cl.c'nnel can be wrapped around the 9" x 12" package to protect all of the plastic 
mateiial from external damage. 

SUMMARY 

OptiforTi is a low-cost, fast, production technique for machining con- 
stant-depth Pure Fluid Systems in plastic.   The optical machining is accom- 
plished by using a master silhouette to dtiine the areas of a conditioned sheet 
of plartic which are exposed to ultraviolet light and consequently polymerized. 
The unexposed areas ren.din soft and are washed away using a sodium hydroxide 
solution.    From the standpoint of Pure Fluid Systems, Optiform has limitations 
as to maximum temperature (150oF) and minimum size of components which can 
be proccsssd as a prcauctjon Vne product, i.e., with limited inspection.   The 
basic circuit plate is assembled with a transfer plate and a manifold plate to 
provide a rugged package having a thick aluminum surface front and rear and 
can be fuilhei protected by addition uf an aluminum channel like a picture 
frame to protect the edges of the assembly where the plastic edge is exposed. 
Standard Clippard fiUinqs tapped into the aluminum base plates provide an 
easy means for connecting the system inputs and outputs to auxiliary equip- 
ment.   With Optiform and a Me of silhouettes of components of known perform- 
ance characteristics, one can assemble a pure fluid control system at the 
drawing board with high probability that the first of the resulting low-cost, 
short-lead-time production models will function properly. 
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INSTRUMENTATION FOR RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT IN PURE FLUID SYSTEMS 

by 

Ronald L.  Humphrey 
Eric E. Metzger 

of 

Bowles Engineering Corporation 

INTRODUCTION 

Some flo'.v and pressure measurements in Pure Fluid Systems can be 
made with instruments adapted from other fields others require new types 
of instruments.   Examples of both are discussed in this paper. 

THERMISTOR ANEMOMETER 

A hot thermistor anemometer has been developed and shown to be very 
useful as a Flow-No Flow indicator with the themistor mounted in a channel 
type probe.   This instrument has been designed as a visual (light) flow indica- 
tor for use with displays and as an indicator of the existence or non-existence 
of flow in very low-puwer fluid devices and systems.   This instrument also 
has pioved useful in development work and production checking. 

Figure I shows the Flow-No Flow indicator and a channel probe.   The 
indicator is» simply a bridge using a single transistor as both a bridge balance 
detector and a switch to turn the iignt on and ott.    ihis msirument is constant- 
current operated and needs a direct-current power supply. 

Figure 2 shows the indicator's typical sensitivity curve of flow versus 
level adjust setting.   The instrument is usable over a velocity range of 0.5 
to 500 ft/sec.   The steep slope seen in Figure 2 illustrates the capcibility of 
the instrument to indicate the difference between two flows from 0.5 to 5 ft/sec 
in approximately 0«S ft/ser increments.   The frequency response of the instru- 
ment is DC to 10 cps.   This is quite satisfactory considering that the typical 
response of the human eye is 12 to 14 cps.   The device may be used with most 
gases, excluding only those which would attack the probe body, thermistor or 
wire materials.   Operation has been found satisfactory over a temperature 
range from zero to 30oC for ambient and gas. 
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The stancarJ probe body used is made of pk-xiglas or epoxy and design- 
ed to fit 1/4 inch o.d. tubing and insure a smooth transition from tubing to 
probe.   Th.? flow sensor is a standard thermistor 0.007 inch in diameter.    The 
thermistor could be mounted in any channel, such as in Optiform models, where 
qas velocities are within the instrument limitations. 

One of many applications was a series of flow indicators displaying 
<.i\a outputs of a five-stage pure fluid binaiy counter. 

A LOW COST HOT WIRE ANEMOMETER 

A hot-wire anemometer has also been developed and become very use- 
ful as a Hot-WJre indicator with the wire mounted in a channel probe.   This 
iiisuument has been designed to be used In conjunction with an oscilloscope 
for displaying pneumcTtic w^ve forms. 

ligurc 3 shows the Hot-Wire indicator and a channel type probe.   The 
indicator is simply a bridge with a balance adjustment.   The instrument is 
constant-current operated and needs a direct-current power supply. 

Figure 4 shows the indicator's typical sensitivity curve of velocity 
versus output voltagr in millivolts.   Figure 4 also shows that this instrument 
can rcacuiy inaicate small changes over a velocity range of one to 500 ft/sec. 
With this instrument the DC v/ersus AC velocity may be easily measured and 
compared by simply monitoring the DC output of the device when it has been 
initially balanced to zero at zero flow.   The frequency response of this instru- 
ment is DC to 300 cps (-3db) at a velocity of 160 ft/sec.   At lower velocities 
the response is less (approximately DC to 115 cps at a velocity of zero ft/sec). 
These curves are shown in Figure 5.   The frequency response was obtained by 
using the standard square-wave calibration technique.   This instrument may be 
used with most gases, except those which would attack the probe body or wire 
materials.   Operation has been found satisfactory over a temperature range of 
20 to 250C for ambient and gas. 

The standard probe body is the same as used with the Flow-No Flow 
inuicator.   The flow sensor is a 0.0002 inch diameter gold-plated tungs'.en 
wire approximately 0.300 inch in length, with an approximate Redd of 15 ohms. 
Tungsten wire offers needed strengtli for mounting, while the gold plating 
reduces oxidation of the wire surface and allows a more reliable R^irf.   The 
length reduces end effects of the mounted wire thereby increasing the frequency 
response of the uncompensated wire.   Hot wires are not limited to this type 
moupting and have been mounted within the plastic elements being monitored. 
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Fiqure 6 is d block diagram of a .switchinq time measurement circuit 
using three standard Hot-Wire indicators for measuring the switcning time of 
a pneumatic "OR" gate,    This diagram shows the "OR" gate in a pnjurnatic 
circuit operating under true loau ccr.uitions. 

Figure / shows the oscilloscope trace of the switching measurement 
made on the "OR" gate shown in Figure 6,    The switching time was measured 
to be 0.5 milliseconds, witn a point-to-point switching time of approximately 
0.2 miliiseconds.   Point-to-point switching time is the time that it takes the 
power jet to switch from one side of the divider point to the other side of the 
divider point. 

Figure B shows the output of a pneumatic "OR" gate made of Optiform 
as measured with a standard Hot-Wire indicator.    The sweep rate is 20 milli- 
seconds per centimeter 

The Hot-Wire indicators have also been used to measure signal-to- 
notM ratios and output wave forms of various pneumatic elements and systems. 

In many applic^tiors of this Hot-vVire indicator, the DC flow was 
sufficient to saturate thf "••ire and thereby make it less sensitive to small 
AC flow changes.   However, a technique was developed which reduced the DC 
flow and mainly passed AC flow, therefore extending the useful range of the 
iioL wiif.    This invoivea placing holes and slots along the length of pneumatic 
tubing leading to the hot wire.   Very little AC flow distortion has been noticed 
due to the holes and slots being present in the tubing. 

MINIDUCER 

A miniature piezoelectric transducer for aerodynamic and acoustic 
pressure measurements is being developed.   The transducer is made from a 
modified lead zirconate titanatc ceramic material.   The size of the transducer 
is 0.030 x O.ööO x 0.250 inches with 0.030 x 0.060 inches being the size of 
the sensitive area,    fhis area is important where resolution is a problem. 

Figures 9 and 10 show the Miniducer in three states.   The pressure 
senior <<: shown unmounted, mounted in a pneumatic flip-flop, and as an 
acoustical transducer. 

Figure 11 shows the sensitivity curve of a Miniducer mounted as a 
pressure senbur in a pneumatic flip-flop.   Sensitivity checks were made at 
various points from 0.1 to 10.0 psig.   The instruments used for this calibration 
curve were a Kistler Charge amplifier and a Brush recorder. 
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Figure 12 shows the free-field f'-pquency response of 3 Minivlucer 
mounted for acoustical rnpasuroments.    The acoustical driver for this measure- 
ment was a DuKane tweeter, and the output of the transducer was fed into a 
Kistler Charge amplifier and then to a Tektronix cscillcscope. 

Figure 13 shows the Miniduce'- output while being driven by a 30 KG 
signal from the DuKane tweeter. 

FIBER OPTICS MONITOR 

A Schlieren system has been adapted to make high-frequency measure- 
ments in small elements and systems.   The Schlieren field was examined by 
a Fiber Optics Monitor, consisting of four channels containing light guides, 
photomultipliers, and amplifiers.   The Monitor is shown in Figure 14.   The 
time of arrival of pneumatic signals was measured with this instrument by the 
detection of the change of illumination in the Schlieren field produced by varia- 
tions in density gradients in the air flowing through the pneumatic element 
under test.   The sensitivity and bandwidth of photomultipliers made them ideal 
fur detecting small changes in light level in these experiments, but they are 
unvvieldly when small scurces c* l-.ght must be examined.   This difficulty was 
overcome by using the light guides to conduct the light from the Scnliercn 
field to the photomultiplier cathode.   These light guides consist of many 
optical iioers ounaied together to form an efficient and flexible light conductor 
3 feet long with a light, mobile entrance aperture 1/16 inch in diameter. 

Figure 15 shows the experimental arrangement used, with the observer 
looking into the exit aperturp of the Schlieren.   The focal length of this 
Schlieren is 80 inches with an aperture of 6 inches.    It was manufactured by 
the Unertl Optical Company of Pittsburgh for use in our laboratory. 

A plastic Pure Fluid element is shown in Figure 16.   Figure 17 shows 
the element under test.   The solenoid valves shown on the slide were driven 
by a cycling timer, so that they were nearly 180 degrees out of phase.   No 
particular effort was made to insure exactly 180 degrees phase shift, nor to 

*.ii>    i        ...    •i...i--^^v-   .- v. - -t.jr».r>i.M   _,._.*.._;   ■-^ ■■.■■■■  ■■^.■tfa« esiauilsu f.'Ao'.Liy  '/vuat  tiic yjnasx:  AUIIL ui UIC  i.unir'_»i jet i/rcjaurco aClUBUj 

was during the experiments.   The timer was run at 1-1/2 cps, with a separate 
trigger rjls^ for oscilloscope synrhromzrition.   The two states of the cv/itch- 
ing element are shown in Figures 18 and 19, which are photographs of the 
Schlieren image.   The position of the light guides in relation to the channels 
cut through the element is shown in Figure 20, which is the image of the 
channels with two light guides in place.   These images were masked to 18 mm 
to exclude ull extraneous parts of the fluid element, which left the sections 
shown here magnified 4x by the Schlieren system itself. 
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The change in output of the Fiber Optics Monitor when the elemetu 
was switched is shown in Figuies 21 and 22,   The ripple is 60 cycle from the 
iSrhlieren light souicc.   An analysis has not been nriadc of the structure of the 
switching transient.   The data shown indicates a switching tine of less than 
7 milliseconds.   The signals iiidicatc, however, that the first effects or both 
the output channel flows appear in a much smaller time. 

SUMMARY 

The field of Pure Fluid Systems has been somewhat handicapped by a 
lack of suitable instrumentation.   The general problems have been related to: 

(1) small passageways 
(2) cost per channel 
(3) sensitivity 
(4) high speed transient characteristics 

Each instrument discussed in this paper was designed for a specific 
purpose.   For Gxamplc: 

Thermistor A&üUUNMlM A visual indicator for quickly checking 
a large number of flow passageways. 

Hot Wire Anemometer Indicators used in conjunction with 
oscilloscopes.   They can be used to study the wave forms of various 
pure fluid components. 

Miniducer — Miniature piezoelectric pressure sensors for use in 
small channels. 

Fiber Optics Monitor — Combines high response with small sensors 
for the study of transients of density in the air flowing through pure 
fluid elements or systems.   (Used cooperatively with shadowgraph, 
schlieren, or interferometer.) 

With the previously mentioned instruments it is economically feasible 
in monitor a large ivai..bei of channels, i.e. , locations pn a qualitative or 
quantitative basis. 
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"ig   19   CLEVENT   WITH    FLOW    SWITCHED 
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CllARACTEKISTICS OF TWO-DIMENSIONAL 

COMPRESSIBLE AITACIIEL' JETS 

by 

K.   E.  Olson 

of 

United Aircraft Corporation 
Research  Lcboratories 

ABS^ACT 

Analytical and experimental studies of the characteristics of two- 
dimensional,  uompressible Jets attached to an adjacent boundary wall 
were conducted with air as the working fluid.    A theoretical flow model 
is presented and methcic  tox prcdlcLing the Jet characteristics based 
on ihia model are discussed.    Experimental measurements of the flow pro- 
files within the Jet at various axial stations both upstream and down- 
streara of the reattachQcut, location for Mach numbers of 0.90 and 2.0 are 
presented.    Correlations of the experimental results on the basis of 
the analytical concepts are made for certain regions of the Jet.    Measure- 
ments of precEure recovery characteristics of a diffuser located down- 
stream of reattachment are presented and compared with pressure recoveries 
calculated on the basis of average condit ons at the diffuser inlet. 

INTRODUCTION 

An evaluation of tlie performance of pure-pneumatic elements, particu- 
larly digital elements,  requires information regarding the characteristics 
of two-dimensional attached Jets  (i.e.,   Jeto originally unattached which 
subsequently attach en one side to a boundary wall).    The flow profiles 
ttoooghoet the Jet and the pressure recovery characteristics of diffusion 
systems capturing portions of the Jet are of particular interest since 
these characteristics determine the powe^ efficiency of an elcaant.    Quan- 
titative procedxires for predicting flow profiles in Jets attached to plates 
are not available and related work is generally limited to subsonic flows 
(e.t,.,  Ref. l).    Furthermore, although previous studies of diffusers for 
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subbonlc  and supersonic wind tunnels and propulsion systems  (e.g.,   Refs.  ? 
i  end h)  have provided analyticul procedure  I'or predicting diffuser pres- 
sure recoveries,  the r.pplicabj'llty of these procedures to diffusers having 
extremely nonu-:lform inlet profiles,  as would be the case in most pure 
pneumatic  components,   has not been demonr.t.rnr.pd . 

Accordingly,   iiivesti^ntions have been Initiated  to study the ffluv 
profile development characteristics of two-dimer.i/ional attached J'.-ts and 
the pressure rc?ov«»'-y characteristicb of diffusion syatems capturing Jets 
of this type.    The results presented herein represent the Initial portion 
of t.iese  investigations,  which were undertaken  as part of u general invest!- 
gatlOD of the performance of pure-pneumatic elements being conducted for 
the Diamond Ordnance Fuze Laborato-'ies under Contract DA-49-186-0RD-912. 

ANALYTICAL CONSIDERATIONS 

A theoretical   flow model   for ■ two-d'aenclonal attnehed Jet  Is pn* 
sentcd la ^Lg.   1.    In this model tiie .'c-t exhausts from a nozzle and reattaches 
to one of tne bounding walls thereby enclosing a separated region or separa- 
tion bubble.    The upper portiua 01  the  figorc  shows the Jet  divided into 
four zones:    the core,  the inr>;r and outer mixing zones, and the boundary 
la;.er.    Viscous effects predominate in the inner and outer aixing zones 
and in UM toundar;- layer,  wl.ereas the core can be consider d to be inviscld. 

Also shovn in this portion of the figure are typical velocity profiles 
at the various axial stations in the stream.     Between the nozzle exit and 
the reattachment point,  the Jet entrains  fluid  from the separated regions 
bordering the Jet,  and the turbulent mixing which results produces velocity 
profiles f aracteristic of those  for i free Jet.    At  reattaohaent  2. por- 
tion of the flow in the Jet is not able to withstand the associated preseur*? 
rise  (shown in the lower portion of the figure)  and is reversed back into 
the sepnratinn bubble.     If flow is introduced into this eepa.-atiori bubble 
from an external source,  steady-state cuxditions will still exist  if this 
additional Tlow can gain sufficient nonentum by mixing with the main stream 
to negoi-iate the pressure rise associated with reattachment.     If this is 
not possible,  the amount of fluid in the separation bubble will contlnaa 
to increase Oiioll i-he entire stream separates from the wall.    This mechanism 
will cause the flow to switch and become attached to the opposite wall.    At 
the reattachment point the velocity profile near the wall in chara^(.eristic 
of that for incipient sepTs-Mon  (i.e.,  the velocity gradient is zero at 
the wall).    Dowretream from the reattachment point the high-energy portion 
of the stream mixes with the low-energy flow near the wall, and a typical 
power-law type boundary layer velocity profile is established in the portion 
of the stream aear the wall.    The inner mixing zone diminishes In height due 
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to the  boundary   Layer  'Towth and the sprefidliif of the outer mlxir.'j; zone. 
•.e ouLer nixing gone wh^re tr.e prol'lie is similar to that for e  free 

Jet,   flow Is Continually  being entrained  '.:loric, the outer boundary thereby 
causing  this  region to spread,     At  lOW  Aownntreaa station the  inrier 
boundary of the  outer mix''-;; zone Intersects vith the outer cdrc of the 
boundary  layer and the mixinj', zone  beoomee  nonexistent.     At subsequent  down- 
stream Ptations,   co;nplete velocity profile  similarity exists with the  pro- 
file for  the upper portion of   the stream he1r,t~ similar to that of a free 
jet and the portion of the stream near the well having a power-law type 
profile. 

Presently,   the velocity profile development   in these various zorc-o can 
only  b«  qualitatively established.     Quantitative  procedures for bOBputing 
these characteristics requires ndd1t1nr:nl   knowledge of Jet miv'ng lu  the 
presence of pressure gradients and boundary walls,  and know],icge of tne 
boundary layer growth characteristics of reattached .'lows. 

EXPEHIMENT>-.L &":ilDiES 

A schematic diagram ana pnotop;rnphs of Vrc   •"c:'. rlt: employed for these 
tests are presented in Figs.  2 and 3 resp'ctiv/y       The test rig was two 
dimensional throughout  lie length anc1 '.-r  p'-zided with hinred  -idewalls 
3 in.   apart.    A portion of these ■idk'valX?   • :;r rlaas to onubig schlieren 
observation.    Kemovable nozzle bloefca »or« provided to obtain both sub- 
sonic and supersc.iic Jet Mach numberr.    . ubsonic  Jet Nach numbers were 
obtained with a  smooth-approucl   Ktver tat nozzle.    Con'/ergent-divergent 
nozzles designed for uniform fh v at the exit were employed to obtain 
supersonic Jet Mach numbers.     '.ie exit height,   w    ,  for all nozzles was 
equal to 0.50 in.,  thereb .■ p oviding an aspect ratio (rHntaiir-e between side- 
walls divided by the i.r;    .e height) equal to 6.0.    The boundary walls down- 
stream of +ne nozzle t •   .AS were adjustable to vary both  setback and wall 
angle.     Ali .'low   .a,   implied ot an upstream total praaaura of ajproxlaately 
22 psia and a  .;otfti ten^ierature of 00 F for all tests and was  ?xhausted 
through labor.'   Ty vacuum pumps. 

Fifty pressure taps were provided along one of the boundary ml\a to 
■Mttur»   011   wail static pressure distribution.    The variable-position pitot 
prF ^    r-f, p:_,   -. shown in Fig.  3 ws-s employed to obtain S'Jrvcys through the 
stream without a diffuser instf-lled.    Tnis probe was motorized in the 
direction perpendicular to the boundary walls and  in   the streamwise direction 
but was positioned manually In the direction perpendicular to the side plates. 
The position of the probe in the motorized directions was recorded by an 
automatic dai,«-recording s./stem on punched cards. 
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•:TH  PROBES  INSTALLED 

\^. PR0!UÄ ^.     j 

• iTH   DIFFUSER    INSTALLED 

FIGURE   3       PHOTOGRAPH   OF   TEST   RIG   FOR   ATTACHED-JET   TESTS 
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Thia rip wns ripslfned  bo nfcmiraodfilo diffi.ser models attached directly 
to the'  boundary wrJ.ls.     A t^jilo«! diffuser model  ia ciiowi. by the Aasbsd 
liueü in Fig.  2 and ■ photograph of the model eraployed for the tMfefl reported 
herein is presented in Fig.  j.    SealinR of the SiffliMr at the side plates 
wns accomplished with flat rubber gaskets.     For tests with the diffuser 
InstPiied,   a flow-raeasurinr Dellmouth was provided between the diffuser exit 
and the  VMSUUI supply.     Diffuser back pressure wtic  controlled with a throt- 
tling valve downstream of the bellmouth. 

In deteruiining the velocity or Mach number profiles in the jet without 
tiie diffuser installed,  both the pltot and ctaLic pressures at each point 
must  be  known.    Conventional proues  for obtaining static pressure could not 
be employed because of the extreme  smsitivity of these probes to flow 
angularity  and the  adverüe   Interference effects caused by the probe  support, 
particularly at transonic Mach numbers.    Therefore,  a special probe was 
developed to obtain  static  pressure ■MMIVMMnti alone, the J9t centerllne 
(defined as the locus of points of maximm stream veiocity).    This probe 
comprised a slotted hypotube which was bent  to the contour of the jec cen- 
terllne.    The location of this ce-.terline was determined  from the position 
of the maximum pltot pressures obtained from limited pitot pressure surveys. 
A second movable hypoV^" vlth a static pressure orifice was contained 
within the first.    The slot in the first hypotube was oriented so th-'t 
the static pressure orifice  faced the side plate.    The hypotube extended 
upstream iutu the plenum cheunber and downstream to the end of the boundary 
walls.    This technique eliminated the probe  body Interference effects and 
'•'?'i,"'el the adverse efiV^Lt. uf flow anguxarity.    Both the pitot and static 
pressure probes are shown in Fig.   3« 

The approximate equation of motion in the direction perpendicular to 
the stream shows that the static pressure gradient is zero at the wall or 
outer extremity of the Jet where the streamwise velocity is zero.    Ry dif- 
ferentiating this equation  it can also be snown that the curvature of the 
static pressure prof11"  is zero at the point of maximum stream velocity where 
the velocity grad^nt is equal to zero.    These static pressure gradients 
and the measured static pressures at the outer extremities of the Jet and 
or. the Jet crnterllne wex-e employed to establish the static pressure pro- 
fiJes.     On the outer boundary of the  jet, the static pressure was assumed 
equal to the measured pltot pressures.    On the  Inner boundary of the Jet, 
the measured wall static pressure was used.    Typical static pressure pro- 
files together vltu tiicir corresponding measured pitot pressure profiles are 
presented  in Fig.  h for stations both upstream pnd downstream of the reattach- 
ment point.     It should be noted that ail pltot pressure surveys were taken 
perpendicular to the Jet centerllne.    The Much number auJ velocity distrib:- 
tlons were computed using one-dimeneional compressible flow relations assum- 
ing constant total temperature throughout the stream. 
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iclty profiles obtained ■■'     irioue  listaneei kluns the Jet eent<   'iru 
ar    | .■ .■■ nted   In  fig,  ', .    It sir    .-.i to*   noted that tno profiles r.hown W«.TO 

tained  perpend)   ular to  the ,1       uenterliM and   for cuet upstream of reattao''       -^ 
Bent or near reottAChment i    • not peipendiculur   i.o the wall.    The charac*  ^I^SL 

velocity profiles at thf    ..-i ms slut ions tliroiigliout the Jet,  mentic      -•! pre- 
viously under "ANALYT   "    .   '0NSIDF3^ATA<jNä"  ai e '.'Vldent  Ln this  firy"'1 '•     The i"- 
cresse  in the Als* to reattachment as feh« Mach numuer is incj/  ased can also 
>«  seen. 

■ 

Statl-     rsesure distrlhutlnn-- on the wa.M   to which the     stream is attached 
an-* shov    .a FM«  ",    Tho pesttaehssat point locatlcns  :-Jy I* the figure were 
deter»1      4  by t   "»*•<"• «  mivt^re  nf ?'.mpblaok and  oil ejf   "iy on the snrface Jt 
the       .nssry wall and subsequently maintaining test </   fldltlOPi for ■ r^^i^ of 
+ ,. .;-y to estsbllSil a  flav pattern.    Usiaf/   'i5 technique,  the  lamp- 

-ad  oil nurture  Is "wiped  away:'   in regions jr      'liüh velocity ai.d deposits 
bsgnstiM repionr.     The sffect of Macii rumba/    on the reattHchmeat location 

• .tioned previously is more clear]y evident 'f     this figure.    Two additional 
shsmetsrlstlcf of in':erpst are also shown. /    ^^ first  is that the  ratio of the 
pressure at r. attachment  to the minimum j>ry   SMTS upstream of reattachment in- 
creas'."- as the Jit Mach   number  increasee./   Tula characteristic is consistent 
with  '•'•attach-,et.t data for a SMd-lnftnJr  <* stream flowing over a rearward-facing 
•tep  'Ref.  5).    The second is  the char^   "»tSf of  the static press" -   ■ liitrlbutions 
loimStrsM of reottsdusent.    For the/   .upersonic  Mach number,   the wavy character 
ol  the pressure distribution indlcf/  ••  the presfnee of oblique shock waves. 

Mac-  numoer dlstrl.: itlons a/ jnß the .'et centerline sn presented  in hig. 
7,    The existeneo  of Die  repctiy   'vc shock and expansion patterns for the- super- 
sonic Mach number J>.t Iz  clear/   / evident in this figure.    These theck patterns 
which are characteristic of U'   ^t»0 for an imperfectly expanded Jet arise because 
of the  flow turning re-quired/      The effect of this tttrnlsi fox   the subsonic Mach 
uumber Jet is  i"dilated  by;'  *«  v^riat'   n in centerilne  Mach number .or  /aiues 
of   i/n <6 . f 

/' 
Integrnted average  tV •''•ai pMSSUTC  characteristic.-;  of the Jet ^t  tv    .»xial 

stations are presented  l/i • ^ß«  'Q' for the two Jet feck numbers invest'   >ted. 
'All pr-'osurcs are aosol   lte values).     For a Jet  Vach number 0.90,     .c maximum 
SVnvgs total pressure *   ■nat eould be obtained  Of capturlrrr .=1 pcT   .on of the 
lot It, biiüwn to decreac   e v,'th  increasing dlKtane« from the no    ie exit as would 
be eroecttd since  the t    snM— tocal pres:';re in  Uic Je'   .s    .creSöing,    For a 
Mach number 1."), howevc   r»  tjhf: maximum P^eTSfii  total      «p« .±e available is ap- 
prcxl-.^tely c-qjal  for     the two axial stStiOM«     Bill w    -J's since the station 
with the lowest   x/w      i* upstream jf rssttSChnsrt  ar    therefore inclu.l^s a por- 
tion o:' very low ene'   gy fluid    IOS-J to the w-ll       .-rcby decreasing the maximum 
sversgs total prescu   'e avaJ'-xle.    in additior      the maximum average  total pres- 
sure available in  tl    -  ftr ^ at a given  :;tr     iwlse station downstream of rc- 
attaennent is seen    '0 '    -ftt&» with incre    xr.g Mach number.    The major portion 
uT this decrease c* '    ^p attributed to  '    .ck losses. 
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o tlie opT »ell  •       Lowed into t) Miaust plenum« For each 
- Lght 'Jow and diffus« r 

I,  From tli' ' ■ *'•• ■  font (""ity-average 
r exl1 wuü calculi 

In gi     . ■    ■  "lach number p.ppruaohing the j-ip ol" the dlfl'user hau 
a relatively low subsonic value, one of three flow regimes ('termed Ruse I, 11, 

For Case- I, tl      «iC flow approaching the 
r lip Is entraj    Lr from the region outside the undisturbed stream- 
. . , • ■;. was at the location of the aiffuser lip wiLhout 

' .     M ffuser captures all of the flow 
Lon without the diffuser installed; for Case 

tilled ar the diffuser. With high subsonic or 
lip 'i.e., with the lip moved from the 

 , ■ .•-■': ..    ■ • ■■), ouly  'Jasea il ana ii± 
■ . ly -hoked, 

Presented in Fig. 11 are the results of tests with the diffuser installed 
• " . • .  '       • >8ta the dlffuaer was located innf 

reao o!' reattachment. Results arc presented for two diffuser 
•.■its, hj)/* , relative to th< ^«"»«jndary wall. For an ^Q/»» ■-- ?,h  the entln 

stroan was captur--. -;      or a;. >,. .\  L,3 only a portion of the strearr. was 
......        .:.,.;..   .   'aicuiatea oy integrating the m^as- 

■■ ; flow profiles ob-1-,'' I without v-.  Ilffuaer installed out to the diffuser 
lip position.  For an nD/v» = 2,6  the open symbols to the left of the dashed 
lines represent the     ITT flow regln . Ko data were obtained for Case I 
with this eonflgiu • '  ■• saui of limitatlonr, on the alr-bandllng capacity of 
+ he exhaust-plenum bl«  . live which was installed during this series of test . 
The solid symbols were obtained by Integrating the measured total pressure pro- 

>n without the  '    r install'--] to obtain average total pressure, f'alcu- 
lat« . • :". ■c Vur  vario'.s assunied subsonic diffuser efficiencies are shown. 
With the diffuser lip located closer to the wall so that only a portion of the 
stream was captured, the flow approa :hi;ig the lip has a hiph subsonic Mach num- 
ber and Case I flow was rot obtained because the diffuser was effectively choked 
as shown cy the vertical array of open data points-  For this diffuser position 
tne stream separated fro'.-i tne wall Just upstream of the diffuser for diffuser 

■ -flow ratios slightly less than those for the lowest values plotted. 

The integrated weight flows obtein^d from profile measurements without +.he 
diffuser iribtalled are in excellent agreement with the weight flows measured 
with the diffuser installed. The degree of agreement between the open and closed 
sjmbols with respect to critical diffuser pressure recovery (highest praaaure 

Ytry  with nc flow spillage) depends on the subsonic diffuser efficiency, T^ . 
The best agreemert is obtair  with ij > 0.40 for hD/w = i.j and 17  = O.kO 
for h0/w = 2.6.  These relatively low subsooic diffuser efficiencies can be 
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attributed principally to thi   poor inlet profiles existing near reattachraent 
vnere the diffuser was located.    The somewhat poorer diffuser efficiency with 
the greater capture height is probably due tu the poorer velocity profiles at 
the diffuser Inlet existing on the outer boundary of the Jet. 

From the preceding discussions of the tests with the diffuser installed,  It 
is se^n that th« diffuser pressure recoveries for no flew bp'llage can Lie pre- 
dicted by employing the average flow properties obtained from measured profiles 
in the ,1et without the diffuser instalxed and an assumed subsonic diffuser effi- 
ciency.    The values of diffuser effi 'lency obtnlned for the tests reported herein 
are slightly lower than those obtained with well  designeü diffusere hevlng well 
developed  inlet profiles.    It is bnil^ved that improved diffuser efficiencies 
can be obtained with more refined diffuser designs.    Additional experimental and 
analytical  investigation::, however,  would be necessary to obtain these refined 
designs. 
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'.IGT OF RYM301S 

D Pistance  from boundary wall  measured perpendicular 
to jet centerllne 

!.- Diffuser inlet height measured  perpendicular to 
boundary wall 

I Length of subsonic di   ."user  section 

LQ Distance between nozEle exit and diffuser inlet 
measured parallel to nozzle cen^   rllne 

Lw distance along boundary wall 

M Mach muter 

Mr Mach  r.'jmber on ,iet centerllne 

p Static yietman 

Pe Static pressure on free boundary of jet 

p Average static pressure at diffuser inlet 
Dv 

n Pitot pressure 

p Total pressure 

p Diffuser exit total pressure 
'ue 

p Avorag« total pressure at diffuser inlet 
'or 

p Boundary wall static pressure 

r0 Diffuser inlet radius of curvature 

S Distance between boundary wall and inner contour 
of nozzle at nozzle exit 

u Velocity parallel to jet centerllne 

uc Velocity on jet centerllne 

w Total htight of nozzle at exit 
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I.IST OF SYMTOIS 
(Tont.) 

wc Control Jet weight flow 

Ä,, DiffUMr weight flow 

Kg Initial  Jet weight flow 

liistance along Jet centerline 

y r'istance prrpendicular to Jet centerline 

Subsonic diffuser effldency,       ■ "'    -  m /    I 
P.     P„. \ //   P 'oe     Dt I ft •* 

9 Angle of boundary wall relative to nozzle centerline 

^ Angle of subsonic diffuser section 

Subscripts 

t Denotes final subsonic diffuser section 

L Denotes upper boundary wall 

» Denotes lower boundary wall 

s Denotes initial subsonic diffucer section 

r Denotes throat section of sjbsonic diffuser 

o Denotes conditions at nozzle exit 

Superscripts 

• Denotes cnndltions where u/Uj. - 0.5 

l-; 
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THE APPLICATION OF KREK JFT MIXING 
THEORIES TO FLUID AMPLIFIER ELEMENTS 

Glen W. Zumwalt 

of 

School of Mechanical Engineering 
Oklahoma State University 

INTRODUCTION 

It is often possible to debign fluid amplifier systems on the basis o£ 
fxperimentally-detived component characterisi.ics; without recourse to jet- 
mixing theory.  But thio :'s becoming increasingly dir ticil t--and dangerous. 

ating temperature varied, Reynolds number effects may appear.  If transition 
to (ut from) turbulence is involved, discontinuities or instabilities in 
component characteristics are likely.  When secondary flows are present 
(e.g., control jetsj, extrapolations of operating characteristics becomt; even 
less justified.  Multiplied complexities accompany multiple-3tage amplifiers. 
The effects of differine combinations of fluid properties ..n the two inter- 
acting streams demand an understanding of the basic phenomena involved. 

Jet mixing analysis is not, of course, a new field.  Several veil sub- 
stantiated theories txist which have been successfully applied to various 
aerodynamic, duct-flow, and ejector types of problrius.  It would seem reason- 
able to adapt these to use with fluid amplification elements wherever possible. 
We must anticipate, however, that the peculiarities of fluid amplifiers (e.g., 
small sizes, rapid transients, extremes of temperature) may not permit direct 
application of the theories. 

It is the purpose of this paper to examine the status of two well-accepted 
mixing theories, one laminar and one turbulent, in order to (1) make immtdiate 
application where possible, (2) delineate Inherent limitations, and (3>) suggest 
profitable extensions of the theoretical treatments.  The discussion shall be 
limited to two dimensional, perfect gas jet-flows, where the jet "core" is 
supersonic. 

REQUIREMENTS FOR A THEORY 

Figure 1 shows a basic model for a houndtry layer type of fluid amplifier 
component (Ref. I). A theory which would adequately treat thic flow type must 
meet the following requirements: 
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Figure 1.    Basic model for boundary layer type component. 
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Figure 2.    Effect of transition location on separated pressure,  (M ~ 3). 
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1. S^ecity  the  turn mechanism at  the  separation corner:     tlow frcm 

2. Define  tlie mixing region characteristics  in region  fSl   to ^Hj 
e.g.,   velocitj   profile and pressure gradients. 

J,     Specify  the  recompression mechanism at   the wall  reattachment  (if 
any):     region (jjj   to Qu. 

if.     Relate  the above  to secondary mass  flows. 
5. Consider  the effect of   the  initial  boundary  layer at  (T)  on the 

above  four  phenomena. 
6. Consider   the effect of   laminar-to-turbulent  transition  location. 

In order  to be  generally useful,   it would also be desirable  that   the  theory: 
7. Apply  to various  gases 
0.     Consider  the effect of  temperature differences  in primary and sec- 

ondary  fluid  streams. 
9.     Be  applicable when  different fluids  llow  in  the  two streams. 

Many of   these requirements  are met,   or  are  capable of being met  in the- 
ories developed  to  treat  base pressure probloT.E.     The general   theory of 
Crocco and  Lees  (Kefs.   2 and })  dealt with the entire spectrum of compres- 
sible  free  jets  from purely  laminar to purely tuibulcnt.     By  this  theory, 
it was possible  to predict  the qualitarive relationship between pressure on 
a back %tMf auu  UM  cuibuleiiL  transition location,  as characterized by 
length Reynolds  number.     Fl^.-re 2 shows  this relation,  with  its  strange ie- 
v^rsed trend  in  the  transition region,  providing a warning to those who 
would d*tt§B wicliiu  Llilo  ifcgiou.     The  theory,   however,   suitered in practice 
from its requirement  of up  to five empirical constants or   functions.     Iheie- 
fore,   it has not been widely used for quantitative work. 

THE CHAPMAN-KORST APPROACH 

The two theories wiiich have proven to be most useful  in external flow 
base pressure analysis  are  those of H.   II.   Korst  (turbulent)   and D.  R.  Chapman 
(lainir.ar).     These were developed  independently and almost  simultaneously In 
the early  l^pO's.     They utilize nearly identical   theoretical flow models 
shown in Figure 3.     Here  the flow is divided  into three  sections:     (1)  a 
frictionless  free-stream,   (2)  a dissipative layer consisting of either a 
guided or free bcindary  layer,  and (3)  a dead-air region formed by the sep- 
aration of  the boundary  layer due  to a sudden recession of  the guiding wall. 
For sonic or supersonic  flow at the separation corner,  a Prandtl-Meyer ex- 
pansion takes place  in the  free stream from yl)  to (2).     In region ^2), pres- 
sure equality is assumed between the free-stream and^the dead-aii   -egiun, 
i.e.,  constant pressure across  the Jet mixing region.     A pressure gradient 
or ,f'ow direction change between (2) and (3)   can result from the impingement 
of interference  lines from other  fTuld boundaries.     The direction change at 
nearly constant pressure can be tolerated by  the  theory.     At  the end of  the 
free jet, wall reattachment and recompression take place.     The pressure In 
r*§tQa nT)   is  impressed upon the viscous  layer by the adjacent free stream. 
chapman assumed  this recompression to be that resulting from a reversible _ 
compression  turn from (y)   to \k).    Korst used an oblique shock turn from Q) 
to (jy.     These differ only slightly for  low Mach numbers  (less  than 3 at 
section {3))   since  the  turning angle  is  «mall, 
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A streanline,   j,   can  be   IH^ntified which divides   the amount of mass 
passing over  the  corner  at   (T)   trom  that mast;  tlow entrained by  the  viscous 
action of  thu  free  jet.     A second  streamline,   d,   car. be   identified which 
has   just sufilcient  kinetic  energy at  ß)   t0 penetrate  the pressure  rise  to 
''').     Streamlines  above  this  one have higher  kinetic  energies  and  enter  the 
rccompression zone \V\  with a remaining  velocity.     Streamlines  below have 
lower  kinetic  energies and  art   unable  to escape  through  the recompresslon, 
but  are  turned back  to recirculate  in the (nearly)   dead-air  space.     If  there 
Is   no  secondary  flow,   the  conservation of  mass  In  the dead-air  region re- 
quires  that  the     j     and d    sueamllnes  be  Identical.     Chapman did not  in- 
clude  the pos«ibi1it"y of   ^condary  flow^  but  Kirst distinguished between 
these  two streamlines   and  pictured   the  space between  them as  a  sort  of  cor- 
ridor  through which mass would   flow   into or out of  the   trapped "dead-air" 
space.     All  that  remains   for a  stable pressure solution  is knowledge uf   the 
velocity profile  in the viscous   layer  in tne vicinity of  the reattachmcnV 
Fortunately,   the profiles  approach  a  fully-developed  shape,   independent of 
streamwise  location  I except  for  width)   if  the  jet  is   sufficiently  long cora- 
paicü  LO the boundary   layer   thickness  to allow the  influence of   the  initial 
boundary  layer   to die  out.     This  "thin boundary  layer"  situation gives  a 
unique pressure-geometry  solution  independent of  scale  for  two-dimension»! 
back-steps.    The mixing  theories were derived to provide profile  information 
tor   this  solution. 

IURBULEHI FREE-JET MIXING   (KORSi) 

A theory  for constant pressure,   turbulent mixing of an isoenergetic free 
jet wa?  developed by H,   H.   Korst at   the University of  Illinois  (Ret.   k). 
Application of   this  theory to two-dimensional,   isoenergetic base pressure 
type problems were made in Rets,   j and 6,  and tables were computed  to make 
secondary flow problems  tractable  (Ref.   '(),    Extension to non-isoener^etic 
jets  (differing stagnation  temperatures  in the free stream and "dead-air" 
regions) was made by Page  (Ref.   8),  by including energy equation  in the 
basic development.     Tables  and curves were  then published  to permit  rapid 
calculations for  general   non-lsoenergctic back-step  type flows,   (Ref.   9) 
and  the methods presented  in Ref.   10.     Further extensions were made  to in- 
clude the streamwise momentum of a secondary flow (Ref.   11 and  12)   and  the 
interaction of  two supersonic  strcair.s  separated by a rearward-facing surface 
(Refs.   12 and  1;'.).     Similar axl-symmetric problems were  treated in Ref.   14. 
The most complete resume of all  this work is given in Ref.   10.     Transient 
base pressure situatioiis have also been successfully  treated (Refs.   I1?  and  16). 

The mixing theory starts with an equation of motion simplified as  in 
must boundary analyses.     Since  turbulence is present,  the eddy viscosity 
'or "tUfbulnt  tXclMllCf cn-rffiolent")   tsri" MMflTC,     A fur-ctlonal  fori is 
given for the eddy viscosity,   following Gortler,  and a transformation of 
co-ordinates  is  introduced  to simplify the differential equation.     A solu- 
tion is  then obtained for  the velocity ratio (local velocity divided by 
adjacent free-stream velocity)  as a  function of a position parameter 
Y1   ■ (Ty/x where    x and    y    are  intrinsic co-ordinates  in the streamwise and 
normal directions,  and    9    is a similarity parameter.     The    a    parameter 
rrpresents th^ ratt of  jet spreading with length and  is a function of Mach 
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pumbfi"   dad   I luid.      The  resulting  "fully developed"  profile  which   is  asymn- 
i   ticaily  approached   In 

u/up =  -  ( 1  +  erf Yl  ). 

A second  term added  to  the   right  side of   the equation gives   the  decaying 
initial boundary   iayci   contribution, 

Conservarion  of  mass  and monenti'Tn ait   »uiticient  to  specify  the    j 
rtreaniline  velocity   ana  ehe   location  of   the   intrinsic streamlines  with res- 
pect   to the  boundary of  an   inviscid  jet having the  same  properties  as   the 
free  stream.     Tables and  charts  giving  integrated  mass  flow below i given 
streamline   per**f   secondary  flows   to be calculated.     These   integrations  are 
functions  of   the   total   temperature   ratios   of  the   two streams   fet  non- 
isoenergetir  cases. 

For  fluid amplifier  application,   the  above can be  summarized as 
follows: 

TUKui'LL^ri"  MIXI N'G THKORY STATUS   vKüKST^ 

VATIATIONS  WHICH  HAVE BEEN  TREATED: 
1;    iiccendary PloH at  2*jiu MoinciiLui». 

)     Heat Transfer  to  Dead-Air Region. 
Various Gases. 

i)    Interaction oi Tv;o Struss 
Transient Conditions. 

TREATEP JN SPECIAL CASKS ONLY: 
1) Momentux Effprt of Secondary Stream. 
2) Influence of Oncoming Boundary Layer. 

LIMITATIONS: 
1) Constant  Pressure Along Mixing Region. 
2) Empirical  Data:     For Secondary Flow Solution Jet Spreading 

Parameter Needed.     This   is Function of   Fluid  and Mach Number. 

LAMINAR FREE-JEi  MI "INC THEORY  'CHAPMAN) 

The  theory of   laminar  mixing developed  by Dr.   Dean R.   Chapman of Ames 
'^boratory,   NACA/NASA,  was   presented   ir. Ref.   1,',   and applied  to base  flow 
problems  in Ref.   1   .     More   extensive  application  and evaluation  is  given 
oy Chapman  lit Rel.    19 dud  nore  recently by  Beheim   in Ref.   20.     The method 
has  net  been developed  to  nearly  the  same  extent  as  the  turbulent  theory 
tor   two reasons: 

(a)     Laminar   separated   flows  are not   so  likely  to occur,   since  they 
are notoriously unstable.      At atmospheric  conditions and moderate  super- 
sonic   velocities,   laminar  mixing regions  experience  transition  to  turbu..ent 
within a  few  tenths  of an   inch.     However,   Chapman warned  (Ref.   19)   that 
high  altitude hypersonic   flight conditions  would return  laminar  free  jets 
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to  prominence   in aerodynamics.     Similarly,   small  sizes,   low densities,   and 
high  temperatures will  tend  to present fluid ampiifiei   designers with stable 
laminar   Jctt. 

(b)     The  spcond cause  for  incomplete  development  came  from a   fortui- 
tous  simplification  in  the   solution  lor   simple  back-step  base pressure. 
The velocity ratio of   the     j    (dividing) streamline was  found  to be almost 
constanL  Lor air,   ueai ly   independent of   adjacent  free  stream Mach number 
ai.d only  slightly  influenced by  the  specified  temperature-viscosity rela- 
tionship.     This   permitted   the expressing  of base  pressure  in a  simple equa- 
tion dependent  only ua Mach number   dtiü pressure  of  the  oncoming stream 
(section  MJ  of Figure   !•).     Thus,   part of  the  incentive  for detailed de- 
velopment  was   removed. 

Chapman also began with a siirplificd  equation of motion, 

pu —    + pv -=r— =     — V  ^—) p   ax        p     rDy        Oy      «^y' 

This,   togerher with  the  continuity  relation and a simplified energy equa- 
tion,  was  solved with  the  fliH nf-   i-hp follnuino   approximations  cr  simplifi- 
cations : 

a)     Perfect  gas. 
h'.      Prandtl   itumhHr    i ^   unity, flj 
c) Viscosity  is  related to  temperature by -^ » C (r-)   ,  where    C    is 

a constant depending on    T    and     TJJ , ^p '   2'       and    üü    is 
a constant. <    The  exponent, OJ,   is 0.76  for air,   but  little effect 
is seen on the  velocity by  the  use of oi =  l.Oj   a  simple   linear 
n. laLlon, 

d) The boundary   layer  at the   separation corner  is  negligible  in thick- 
ness  so  that  similar profiles exist in  the separated flow mixing 
zone. 

A transformation of  co-ordiuates was   effected by use of  the  stream 
functTon a"H a   solution for   the velocity  profile  could be  found by numeri- 
cal   integration.     The resulting velocity was expressed as  a  function of  a 
modified stream function.      No single profile resulted,   but a family having 
M;.,   the adjacent  free-stream Mach  number,   as the parameter.     The profiles 
can be  converted  to physical co-ordinates  by means of a  simple quadrature. 
(See Ref.   17 for profiles, ) 

mu 
Alchougn  secondary   rlow problems have not  been considered  in  the  for- 

lation of the  theory,   Che possibility of doing so is  intrinsic  in the 
theory  (Ref.  21).     A brief  development of   this   is given  in  the Appendix, 
further  extension lo be applicable   to gases other than air requires only 

• This exponential relation for viscosity  temperature haj  since become 
quite widely used  in boundary layer  analysis. 
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a   sal i slactory  viscobit v-ttMn|jcratiiri-   relation.      Trie   interaction of   two 
supersonic  streams  ihouU JISO  be capable of   treatment.     Although much 
more difficult      the non-ism1?,,. r,i;et ic   laminar  jet  mixing  should be  possi- 
ble   to analyze  by  the  Chapman  approach.^     Experimental   verification  should 
be   stiu^ht,   however,   hol ore confidence  cai. be  t J tablialitü  in  each of   these 
extensions. 

One   feature  of  the  Chapman-Korst  model requires   some discussion.     The 
d     streamline which stagnates  at a reattachmer.t wall   is pictured as  per- 
rorming  this recampression isentropically.    When one  notes  that  the  strean- 
line  It   in  a viscous  region with  thermal  gradients,   it  seems  clear   that   the 
1 low along a streamline   is neither adiabatic nor reversible.     Yet experi- 
mental verification seems conclusive  that   isentropic  relations  describe 
the pressure-velocity  exchange.     In Kef.   lu.   a  discussion and  explanation 
appears,   in which the   isentropic,  but  diabatic  and  irreversible,   process 
is   blown   to be   likely   for turbulent,   isoenergetic mixing.     However,   it  re- 
mains questionable for   highly  non-isoenergctic  mixing and for   large  secon- 
dary flow  rates. 

In  surnmary.    then,   for  fluid  amplifier  usage: 

LAMINAR  MIXING THEORY STATUS   (CHAPMAN) 

NTOT WELL  DEVELOPED DUE  TO: 
1)     Limited  Occurence. 
l]     Simple  Solution kesuited lor  Base Pressure. 

VARIATIONS  WHICH  SHOULD BE TREATABLE: 
1) Secondary Flow 
2) Heat Iransfcr   to Dead-Air Region 
3) Various  Gases. 
4) Interaction of  Two streams. 

LIMITATIONS: 
1) Constant  Prpssure Along Mixing Region. 
2) Simple  Viscosity-Temperature RelaLiuu. 
3) Prandtl   Number  of One. 
4) No Initial Boundary Layer. 

EXAMPLE OF  APPLICATION 

An example  of  the  application of  the  turbulent thenry to a boundary 
layer  typr-   component has  been calculated.     The configuration is  shown  in 
Figure -i-.      Here  a M =  2  air flow separates  from  the walls of  a nozzle  pro- 
ducing unlfnrni    n^rallol   ftotf,      J or  this   cxj.;:plc,   the  urr.biciit  pi'cäsuie lids 
been made   equal   Co  the  nozzle  t-xit pressure.     If   this were not   true,   dis- 
turbance   lines would originate at the opposite   (top)  separation corner, 

* Chapman ha» suggested rhat this  can be done.   (Ref.   Ijf,   p.^) 
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and   the   free   Jpt  would  be  curved.      The  curved path  ot  dn   inviscid   jet 
boundary   under   similar   condicions  would   then  be   found by   the  method  of 
character i sM <v;,   .ind   rhp rprnmprossion  turning ai:gle would be given by 
thiJ path. 

For   the straight   jet boundary  assumed here,   the reattachment  point  is 
a   function of   the pressure and  the  geometry.     For  fixed wall fjpometry  the 
pressure   in the   separated region can be  increased by adding a secondary 
flow of   mass,   thus moving the reattachment  point  downstream.     When   the 
center   of  the mixing  region *   reaches   the wall  termination,   break-away of 
the   let   from the wall   is eminent. 

The  calculations  can be performed with  the aid of standard  isentroplc 
flow  tables plus Figure  l;j of Ref.    Ij.     The  effect  of secondary  stream mo- 
mentum  is  not   incbided   in this  analysis,   but would cause  the break-away  to 
occur  at   slishtly  lower G    values.     Such a  calculation can be performed 
for   laminar rcj'icms by utilizing  the  relations presented  in the Appendix. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The   two jet mixing  theories  discussed  herein can be applied  immediately 
with confide;:;:;.-   tu many plane  flow  fluid amplifier  problems.     In order  to 
treat a  wider  range ot   such problems,   it   is   the aufhor's  recommendation 
that  the   following work be attempted by  those conceinfd with fluid   ampli- 
fiers; 

Experimental Work: 
1. Vrril ic ..t ion of   the  predicted   laminar  jet  entrainment rates. 

The  theory predicts   that   laminar  entrainment  is proportional 
to the  square root of   the  jet   length,   rather  than being pro- 
portional to the  first power of   length as  is well verified 
for turbulent  jets. 

2. Determination of jet spreading rate parameters for turbulent 
free jets for gases other than air, and for air at high tem- 
peratures. 

J.    Evaluate  the effec0f   secondary flow on the  laminar  jet sta- 
b'lity. 

4.    Evaluate  the effect of heat  transfer across  the jet  (non- 
isoenergetic mixing)   on  laminar free  Jet stability. 

Analytical Work: 
1.    Alter Chap.nan's  theory  to include  L'tie  Influence of 

(a) the  initial boundary layer. 
(b) differing stagnation ter\r»pratiir»"s   (non-1 soenergpf^c mixing). 
(c) various gases. 
(d) transient conditions. 

Actually,   the  "d" streamline. 
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2.     Study  the  effect  of   ImplnRing  rnmpression or  expansion WJVPS 
on   turbulent profllus.      (may be  experimental,  also.) 
Calculati   houndarv  layer   influence deray  rafp«   for  several 
representative cases. 

k.     Attempt  to  include  the  tffect^of   transverse momentum of  sec- 
ondary  flows  in  the analysis. 

b.     Extend  the analytical model   to   include  the "fully developed" 
jet,   i.e.,   no remaining  isentropic  cere. 

6. Define  the range of applicability of  the  assumption of   isen- 
tropic  recompression of   the  "d"  streamline 

7. Explore   the possibility of m>(kii'i& a similar analysis of  sub- 
sonic   free  jets. 
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APPENDIX 

An exLonsion  of  the  Chapman  lamlndr  Jet mixing theory can be made  to 
permit  the  calculation of mass  passing between  two  streamlinbs  in  the mix- 
ing region.     This   calrulatlon  is  necebsary   ior j;i"oblcnia   involving  secondary 
flows  or   transient  conditions. 

Referring to  Ret.   1Y,  we shall adopt   the  simple viscosity-temperature 
relation 

■A   - C 
Pi fö". 

where    ^t     is  the  absolute  viscosity,     T     stream temperature,  and    C    and 
OD    are constants.     The subscript   co    refers   Lü the  adjacent free  stream 
and  the unsubsc.ipfed symbols reter to  local  condition in the mixing region. 
Uimensionlesj variables  used are: 

u 

5 'vCCxc 

Here    v     is  kinematic viscosity,     x    the   length of   the separated  flow,   and 
i|f    the  stream function.     Thus, J^   is a medified stream function.     In Ref. 
1(,  a plot  of u*  vs.  P   is giveh. 

The mass rate  per unit width flowing between  Che two  streamlines "d" 
and "J"  is , ^ 

6ß   = 
J 

pa d^ 
IK 

where p  is density and u and v are velocity components in the x and 
y directions. 

From the definition of the stream function, 

& '-kv 
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From  the definition  of P  , 

^x/c     - - y-x— 

$1 - ^lü^c 
Thus 

*        X 

With    x    held  constaMt,   dy can be expressed: 

Subtf tittftlnfl   LQ  • *•'* "iii^ ■•flux «■»'i";-»' r OB * 

 ' "" A """"' 

Some values of  C  for air are suggested in Ref. I7 as functions of M», . 
Ref. I9 presents ■ discussion of the UJ value, which for air is almost a 
constant 0*$d7 tor  Mach numbers between 0 and 5.  Thus, Sj can be found 
from Figure 2 of Rcf. 17 to be a sraall negative number (about -0.01). 

Thus, for known free stream conditions, C. and u. ■ f ( ^d) are In d 
fixed relationship.  The recompression pressure, which must be matched 
with u  provides the accompanying free stream condition. These must be 
satisfied simultaneously for a stable secondary flow solution. 
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IMTERACTIOfl OF TRVISVERGRTY IMPINGIHG .TETE 

* 
rwrshan 8«  Doconjh 

M 
WilJiaii J.  Gheeran 

Mechanical  Kngineering Department 

Syracuse UniverbiLy 

Guniim.ry 

Exppfiments on the  interaction of transversely impinging jet i'iows were 

performed in whi^h a  low pressure control Jet  flow interacted with a rela- 

tively 'n i «rh  rrreRsiire power  'ct  riov.     'Phe ratio ot the control ,5ot to the 

power jet supply chamber gauge stagnation pressure was varied.     Both two- 

dimensional and axisyrranetric jets were used.    Ghadowgraphr of i-'ie power jet 

alone as well as of the corresponding  interacting jet flows were  recorded to 

establish the nature  of, and changes  in,  the shocK structure.    The two-dimen- 

sional jet flows were  traversed by a pitot tube to  rtCOid pitot  pressure at 

various looations downctream of the power jet exit. 

it was  observed r.hct the  impingement of only two per cent control Jet 

flow was sufficient to change the normal shock  front of the highly under- 

expanded two-dimensional  Jot  flow to a repetitive oblique shock  structure. 

A considerable Increase  in the corresponding maximum pitot pressure down- 

stream of the previous   1ccation of the nomal shock was  recorded.    Possible 

importance of this phenomenon to fluid amplifiers using such highly under- 

expa-ided power jet flews is pointed out. 

* 
Professor of Mechanical Engineering 

Graduate Student,  Mechanical  Engineering Department 
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1     ■ehavior of the  impinging axisymmetric Jet flows wac observed to 

be   considerably different   from that of the tun lUtlUlnf'  ^aco.    This as 

well as other observation5=   euch as  th»^ deflection angles,  prjssure recoveries, 

entralmnent  characteribLics etc.,  of the interacting jet  flowc are discussed. 

Symbols 

a Jet  flow deflection angle measured with reference  to transverse 
pivot  point of x/w ■ "25. 

b Jet width 

c.J.       Control !«t 

d Jet nozzle exit diameter 

6 Jet  flow dp flection angle measured with reference to intersection 
point of power and control Jet nozzle äACS . 

ü Pressure gain of pneumatic amplifier 

P Static  pressure 

P Ambient  pressure 

P Stagnation pressure 

P. Control Jet settling chamber rtagnatior. pressure in psla 

P, Control Jet settling chamber stagnation pressure in psjg 

P^P Power Jet settling cliamber stagnation pressure in pal« 

P„„ Power Jet settling chamber stagnation pressure In pslg 

PT Local Jet flow pitct pressure 

P. p Local Jet flow centerline pitot pressure 

P.J. Power Jet 

p Density 

T Coiitrol   Jet   5<=ttlli4<   cJjämuci    Stä^iiätiuii   tciiipciätül'e 
OC 

T.p Power Jet settling chamber stagnation temperature 

0 Angu.'ar location 

u Velocity 
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x •enterline I I 
xiL 

hlong c '.ozzle oenterline frum 
■ 

Introci'ictJon 

In  the   Last m associated vith the interaction of Jet 

..iny importance.    Such 

B ar        !   .rtant  In ti f noise from rockets and high speed 

2 ! aircraft   .     Lfl   augraei 'atlon •cechnlqucs   ,  cooling ol' re-entry vehicles  , 

k 
atB in pi mglnea   ■ st vectoring or rocket 

■austs .    More  recently tb^re has  been the development  of fluid operated con- 

5 ft 
I and computation systems,  both hero  In the United States and in Russia"   . 

The basic sub-system of Byste*»   IR the-  fluid anpHficr which 

■;■      ectronlc ■ .   Lflar In that it diraeta and 

controls the fluid  flow energy.    In a pure pneuiiatic amplifier a lew energy 

jet  flow  (inprt  or control jet) is used to direct a high energy jet  flow 

wf Jat) to a rp^plv^r or transducer.    TTT? pressure sain, G, cf 

such a pneumatic amplifier may be deiined as: 

r. _^ Ir.crc"icrit&I prcso^rc dell vt.:.itLd t '  i^ccivci  
Control jet  pressure needed to direct the power jot to the receiver 

Frrm the existing experimental and analytical   literature on free jet char- 

acteristics,  Jt  tray be proposed that  for the  p-.eurnatic amplifier 

G  - G(Pnp  ,  Poc  ,  x/w   , 5   ,  b   ,    ) 

TB F.p and P  are the absolute stagnation prMSUWS in the rupply chambcrG 

of Lhe power and control jets, respectively; x is the axial distance frcm the 
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PITOT   TUBE 

Is  INITIALLY DEFLECTED 
c /      POWER  JET FLOW 

i 
CENTERLINE 

l- r TRAVERSE 

DEFLECTED      \\ 
MIXED JET 
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y/w--2 

PIVOT  POINT 
FOR  TRAVERSING 
MECHANISM 

X/W=l 

Figure 1.    Illustration of interactiiig jeta and important flow parameters. 
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:• Jet exit; w is the ,jot nor.zle width; B is the aii^le of deflection; ard 

b it the .jet 1'lcw width. (See Hß. i for this notation as applied to one of 

the krrangenents used in these studier..)    If the interacting Jet flows are 

monic with their attendant shock structure, additional complexities 

arise in attempting to predict the behavior of such an amplifier. 

To ched some  lißhl.  on  these priblerM5 basic iiiveGtipatlon^ of the inter- 

action of l.icli speed Jet flows have been carried on in the Mechanical Engl- 

neerll pcrtmnt at Syracuse University,  on an off and or. basis  for the 

two yeftrt«    SM  studii.-^  \mt iultiateu under the support of the  uiamond 

Ordnance Fuze lAioratories  in order to evaluate the interaction of high sneed 

Jets  in relation to their possible use in pneurratic amplifiers.    Under DOFL 

Ruppnrt.  fr-i:Ti .Tnnp  i ofri +^ Jone   1961  the e.v.perlrr:Qr.tc.l fccility vs..'"-  COfiuUTUCtCd 

and preliminary data were taken. During July and August of 1961 experiments 

were continued under support of th* Mechanical Engineering Department.    More 

recently a ten week study was  carried  on by Mr.  Jeff Asher an undergraduate 

at Syracuse University and a holder of a. National Science Foundation Under- 

graduate Research Stipend.       A complete account cf the experimental work done 

frotn -Jasie  lybü to August  1961 was  reported in the Syracuse Unlvorrlty Research 

Corporation Report DSL R-6>,   "Interaction of Confined Two-Dlmensionau Trans- 

versely Impinging Jets'" which was submitted to DOFL in August of 1961.    The 

present paper Includes some of the basic experimental findings of the past 

two years including the behavior of the shock structure, pressure recoveries, 

«stmoant charicterlctloc, and duflyctiuii angles of the interacting jet 

flows. 
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E/porirr.cnta]   Facl illy 

J.     CompreGsed Air facility and  Pressure Control Sysiem 

Tho schematic tmoflMltBt of the compressed air 1'aclllty titmi In these 

studies,   including the conpressor,  storage tanks,  oil filter, and dryer is 

shown in  Fig.  ?.    The two-stage air compressor has a pumping capacity of 

270 cfrn with a maximum obtainable pressure of 550 psig.    The compressed air 
1 

storage tanks have a total capacity of 'OC ou. it.. The air flowing from 

these tanks passes through an oil filter and an electrical "ly reactivated 

dryer which employs silica gel and molecular sieves as drying agents. As 

a result of the long flow pain involved between the storage tanks and jet 

nozzles, the air supply process was found to be isotherrra1. From the throttled 

iBotViermal nxpancjnr. flow relation, and for Lhe .let areas involved, it was 

found that for Just choked J«t MoHi almost B hours of run time is aval Table 

with this system. 

In gathering the experimental data on the interacting jets it was im- 

perative that the supply pressures of the power and control jets be inde- 

pendently controllable to any level and that this preasurf remain uüribUmL äi 
I 

the desiicJ setting evsn when the main storage tank pressure falls over an 

extended range, say j'jß  to 5 psig, during t'e run. Micro-flow diaphragm 

control valves were used for precise control of the stagnation pressure In 

the settling chambers of the Jets over the entire anticipated range of operation, 

0-550 psig. The arrangement of the control valves alorg with their control 

cyn+em is shown in Fig. J. ^'ith the l/32" x ?/' " jet exit area 'ised in 

these studies, a maximum weight rate of f'ow of I».} lb/min at a settling cham- 

ber pressure of 500 psig was to be controlled. Since it was planned tc use 

smaller jet exit areas and subsonic exit velocities, fie range of possible 

weli^ht flow rates necessitated the use of two different control valves for each 
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of the two ,iel,D. A hi.-h ttans flov rate VSlV» which could control from G.'' 

to •'..  ; 11; was installed in pu«ll>] with a low mass flow rate va've which 

could control L.OOJ to 0.9 ppm, for each Jet supply system. Since the power 

and control jets were used at various independent settings thay had independent 

control systems. One [ rescure pilot was irxLtilled to control both the high 

and low i'ßss flow rate valves in each Jet supply line since only one of the 

two VR1VC3 was to be used at a time. 

2.  Jot Arranceriients and Test Ijcction 

The details of the two-dir.er.sional Jet nozzles used in these studies are 

shown in Klg. U.    All the two-dimeösioral nozzles used were identical in con- 

struction having small ■" x •/' '" x j/u>"  supply chamoers which convsr^ed to 

the l/52" x •'/'■" (aspect ratio of 12) nozzle exits. The leaking of air and 

the deflection of the converGing nozzle side elcr.r-T.tc, with the attenrlant 

increase in exit area, at tne h'gher pressures offered the main deslfrn prohTe.TiS 

for the nozzles. After much trial and error a suitable groove-^asket arrange- 

ment was found to completely seal the nozzle blocks.  The converging pieces of 

the final design were buch that only a 2.[j  per cent increaae in the exit area 

occurred at a supply chamber jrebsure of 200 psig. 

The sketch of Fig. 1 shows cue of the Jet arrangements used and Fig. h 

shows Vbo  test section used ir. conjunction with this particular arrangement. 

The power Jet and control Jet nozzle centerlinej w-crv.- uerpendicuinr to each 

other, as they were in ail the arrangements, with the control jet nozzle axle 

lortttsd "t y./\:  ■ 1 downstr^'ir'. of the power jet exit and the control Jet exit 

located at y/w = 2 from the power Jet nozzle axis. The Jet width w is the 

l/j)2" exit dimension, x is measured along the power jet nozzle axis from the 

Power jet exit and y is measured along the control jet nozzle axis from the 
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DETAILS OF THE   CONVERGING NOZZLE SEC. A-A   WITH  PROBE   NOT SHOWN 

Figure 4a.    Jet arrangement and probe traversing mechanism. 
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control .ji-i. exit. AE showi in the sketch, no ^ap vr.s  pi-ovided for 1'ree en- 

trsinmat of air ..otween the power and control jet nozzxes.  Since the other 

side of the power J«t vas anobttructed, the resulting entrainment to the jot 

flew was asymmetric for this particular arrangement.  This arrangement was 

referred to ab the 1-.--I arrungement; Lhe iirtL figure, 1, refers to the x/w 

dlstanee from the power jet exit to the control Jet nozzle centerline; the 

second figure, 2, refers to the y/w distance from the control jet exit to the 

power jet nozzle centerline; nnd the letter, I, stands for insert which indi- 

cates no entrainment allowed between the nozzles. This arrangement along 

■(.H+V *}*'*  ^^Vrt-».^ ^r^ 1c Also i1 ^'^rtrst^d *ß WQJt*  ^• 

To  elifilnate the entrainment asymmetry of arrangement i-2-I some data 

were recorded with a dumniy Jet nozzle In position as shown in Fig. ',), this 

arrangement being referred to as 1-2-ID. The other arrangements shown in 

Fig. !? were used in a different test section than that showr. in Fig. '', vir.iih 

was for the 1-2-1 and 1-2-ID arrangements; however, the jet nozzle constru- 

ction was similar. The flew characteristics of the 12-12-0 arrangement 

(letter Ü Indicates free entrainment between nozzles) are compared with those 

of the 1-2-1 and 1-2-ID arrangements. The raajcrity of the results discussed 

in this paper, however, were recorded with -he 1-2-1 and Its associated 

1-2-ID arrangement. 

Wie test section and traversing mechanism for the 1-2-1 and 1-2-ID jet 

arrangements are shown in Figs. k.    A curved pltot probe was emnlny«>d for 

pressure measurements so as to minimize obstruction to the flow by the probe. 

The sending portion of +he  probe, the tip of which could be located at various 

axial distances, x/w's, downstream of the power .jet exit, was 5/8" long with 

a 0.02iJ5" outside diameter. The outside diameter of thip sensing portion 

gradual!;' opened in a distance of 1 l/H" to the full ?/l6" outside diameter 
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Figure 5.    Jet arrangements. 
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ol" the main p-itot tube ntem. It wat5 found that any intorlerenfe by the curved 

probe itseir on the recovery jet i'low plLu'. pressures was neßliglble compared 

to the pressures actualiy recorded. A strain gage preüsure ti-tuisducer was 

mount.pd either directly on the end of the probe, as shown in Figs, h,  or re- 

mote from the tube; the particular arrangement depending on the ""ignitude of 

the pitot pressures encountered. For recovery pitot pressures less than 100 

pcig a snalier transducer mounted directly on the end of the probe cuuld be 

used, while for pitot pressures greater tlian 100 psig a Mglier capacity trans- 

ducer had to he used. The larger transajcer was tec heavy for the traversing 

flexible high pressure tube. The  traversing necharlsm fnr this t,f>et section 

pivoted about the point x/w - -2'v (see Fig. l), giving a nearly straight 

pitot tube traverse at right angles to the Jet flow centerJine, for most of 

the flows encountered in these studies. 

To avoid the very difficult problem of affecting a leak proof seal 

between the glass windows and UM metallic nozzle blocks for high operating 

pressures, and to avoid stressing the interferometric quality optical glass itself, 

it was decided not to have the glass cover the nozzle exits. Also the 

impingement point of the interacting Jet flows was not exposed. The test 

section used in connection with the 12-12-0 and its associated arrangements 

(Fig. '))  was simil-ir in construction to the one shown in Figs, h  but did not 

have the glacr KlBfOM for photographic work. 

3. Instrumentation and Procedure 

The e/parimental arrangement for recording pressures and Lemperatures is 

shown in Fig. G,    The general arrangemont of the overall Instrumentation Is 
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shown in Flg. 5- However the int^-rferometer vac not  usjci in these investl- 

gations;only Dhadcrwgraphic dat-a were recorded. 

The power and control Jet r.upply chamber absolute stagntttj->n preBSures., 

P0p eini Pn„ respectively, were measured in large settJing chambers connected 

to  the jet nozzles by short rigid fittings. Calibrations revealed that, the 

losses in stagnation pressure occurring between these large settling chambers 

and the curresbonding small nozzle supply chambers Just ahead of the jet exits 

(see detail drawing of Fig. ha)  were negligible (maximum loss, l/h  per cent of 

sett ling chamber pressure). The large settling chambers vere constructed from 

heavy h"  diameter steel pipe about 2 feet long with outlet transitions which 

Lttpered smoothly in a conical shape from the k*  diameter down to the 1/2" 

diameter connection to the two-dimensional nozzle bJock. 

The pitot tube strain gage pressure transducer arrangement was discussed 

earlier in connection with the test section. The pressure rc-:jrdir.g instru- 

mcntaiion iz  shewn in Fig. 6. The transversing mechanism (Figs, k)  moved at 

such a slow speed i-hat when the smaller transducer mounted directly on the end 

of the prob?- was used the response time of the pressure recording system was 

confirmed to be fast enough to allow the automatic recording of the jet pitot 

pressure as a function of angular location (see Fig. 15 for an c Initial x-y 

rXMMTli»! üaua sheet). The angular location was indicated by the output of a 

potentiometer attached tu the Lransversing mechaaism drive shaft. When the 

het-.vier transducer, mounted remote from the pitot tube, was used the pres- 

sure rGr.p"""* of the systerr. was slowed noticeably so that a point to point 

traverse, rather thtn a continuous one, was ncceccary. All the transducers 

used in the studies were calibrated frequently under all expected ran/res of 

operatiui». If an independent chec*. on tne x-y recorder data was desired a 

manually operated pitot tube - manometer or pi-essure gage combination was used. 
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Stagnation temperatures In the settHng charmers  ol" both Jets,  T-p and 

T^p, viro recorded at frequent intervals durin« the operat'nn of the jets by 

thermocouples mounted at the midsectlotie of the  large settling chambers.    It 

WHS established that these stagnation temperatures did not  vary much from the 

ambient room temperature.    However,   the smaller supply chambers of the indi- 

vidual Jets gradually cooled when the jets were operated)     quanLltative 

measurements of this clfect were not made. 

During the course of these investigations spark shadowgraphs of the 

interaoticn of the Jet flows were taken.    Recently it was found that Kodak 

Cuni-mijt. fcwMMM Ortho liim developeä ax. higher temperature ana xonger time 

than recommended gave high contract shadowgraphs.    In previous studies the 

very fast ICodak Rcyal X-Ifcn film was used with an attendant loss in contrast. 

To emphasize the shock a+WCtaM in the flows the  film was mounted as close 

as possible to the flow while to emphasize the turbulence and sound enJasion 

characteristics of the Jet flows It was mounted farther away.    Considerable 

difficulty was experieticed with oil in the air supply during the photographic 

observations,  particularly for the shadowgraphs taken this past sunmer.    Art 

of this oil comtaminatlon has been traced to the oil In pressure gages used 

for measuring settling chamber pressures. 

Experimental Obeervatlor-s and Discussions 

1.    Collapse of Normal Shock in Highly Underexpanded Power Jet Flow 

During the course of the Investigations with the 1-2-1 arrangement and 

convergent nozzles, power Jet settling chamber pr^ssures of 200 and JOO psig 

were used.    The usual shock jtructure present in highly underexpanded Jet flows 

was observed '   '     .    Tha shadowgraph of the power Jet flow alone for P _ = 200 

psig, as shown in Fig. 7a, illustrates this shock structure   which consisted 
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cf intercepting shocks which extend irom the nozzle exit downstream to the 

location where they are connected with a nomal shock. At P-p - 200 and 

^00 psig ^his type of structure esEcntlally consisted of only one cell; it 

did not repeat in the dovnstrean direction as it may in IOBS highly-under- 

expanded flows. Indicated in Kigs. 7& and b are the power and control jet 

nozzle axes as well as the approximate positions of the jet exits which are 

not exposed by the optical window as stated earlier. The reference thread 

indicates the power jet nozzle centerline. 

These rtuAlM revealed that vhen a relatively low energy control jet 

flow was transversely impinged on the highly  underexpanded two-dimensional 

power jet flow, with the  impingemenL  point between the location of the normal 

shock and the jet exit, the shock structure of the highly underexpanded power 

jet flow was radically cnanged.    The nonntil shock disappeared yielding the 

far.iliar npctiti.'c oblique shock or diaiaond  itfttetUTC observed in less 

underexpanded jet flows.    This behavior Is Illustrated in Fig.   ^b where a 

10 per cent control flow impinged on the power Jet flow shown in Fig.  7a. 

Fer cent control is defined as 100 ?,-„/?,.„. 
UC    Or 

For P0p = 200 psig the normal shock was located at x/w = 7.7 and the con- 

trol jet flow impinged at x/w = 1. It was observed that as little as 2 per 

cent control flow addition was sufficient to cause the normal and intercept- 

ing shock pattern to change to the oblique or diamond shock structure for 

Prp = 200 psig. The  shadowgraph confirming this is shown in Fig. 8b; Figs. 

Eb M4 e correspond to Figs. 7a and b for zero and 10 per cent control. TTi.e 

heavy dark line appearing in Figs. 8 is a reference line which is parallel to, 

but not coincident with, the power jet nozzle axis. The  shadowgraphs of Fig. 

8 wtiC taken with Kodak Contrast Process Ortho film which gave much better 

contrast than UMMH of Fig. 7 which was tdken with Kooak Koyal X-rtin. however 
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Figure 8b.    I per ceni control. Figure 8c.    10 per cent control 

Figure 8a.    Shadowgraph of interacting two-dimensional jet flows. 
Oper cent control Atmospheric pressure - 29.46" of Hg. 
PQP = 214. 47 psia Room temperature = Tl'F 
Arrangement 1-2-1 
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in l'Itjs. 8|  the ctreakc due to the oll in ehe sujipi^ air are apparent. 

In order to record the effects  of thle shock structure change on the 

jet flow pressure distribution for P~ ■ 200 psig, pltot tube traverses were 

taken at x/w = 10 (i.e. dovmstream ol' the normal shock location at x/w = 7»7 

in the power jet flow alone).    A shadowgraph taken with the probe at x/w = 10 

did not r^^eni »ny detectable change in the shock structure shown ;Tn Figs.  7 

and    .    The plot of the ratio of the local jet, flow pitot pressure to the 

power jet settling chamber pressure,  P   /P0p, versus the angular location in 

the jet flow, Q, is shown in Fig.  9.    The angv.lar location, 9, Is measured to 

cither slue u" Vim zero per cent control power jet flow centerline and with 

respect to the pivot point of the traversing mechanism at x/w = -2^,   (see 

Fig.  l).    The negative angular locations are measured toward the control Jet 

side,  the direction of luyl^^ivexit of the control jet flow being Indicated on 

the plot by an arrnv.    The  location of the tictual power jet nozzle centerline 

was at 9 = +1.2? approximately, indicating that the zero per cent control power 

jet flow is InitlaHy deflected towards the control jet nozzle because of the 

restricted entralnment from the control jet side. 

The central low pltot pressure region in the zero per cent control curve 

corresponds to the jet flow that passed through the normal shock.    The pressure 

in this region is only about 21.5 psla indicating a large loss in the Jet flow 

stagnation pressure across the nonttal shock,    'me higher pressure peaks on 

either side of the central region correspond to the flow that crossed the 

intercepting shocks at very oblique angles and therefore experienced a rela- 

tive!.;' less severe entropy rise (stagnation pressure loss). 

The effect of the addition of 2 per cent control Jet flow on the shock 

strvet.ure for P0p = 200 psig and the corresponding effect on the pltot prea- 
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cure at x/w = 10 arc shewn In FIRS.  6k and y respectively.    A smooth, almost 

frmisElLn,  pltot pressure distribution results with a large Increase, from 

21.^ pela to almost 111' psia, in the Jet centeriine pitot px-essure.    Due to 

the srrall deflection angles, this could be utilized in a single-receiver 

pneumatic amplifier yielding a pressure gain of 2k.1.    With the disappearance 

of the normal shock, the mixed flow at ;:/w = lö because supersonic causing a 

bow shock wave to form at the probe tip, resulting in the probe sensing a 

lower than actual Jet flow local stagnation pressure.    For the zero per cent 

control power Jet  flow,  however,  the centeriine pitot pressure of 21.^ pela 

is very nearly the actual  Jet stagnation pressure at x/w - 10 since the Jet 

flow downstream of the normal shock is tMlWuiiif ai.d thuc no bow shock is 

formed at the probe tip.    Thus the increase in the actual jet flow centeriine 

stagnation prersure is even greater than Ufa psia.    Tlie addition of 1.5 per 

cent control flow was not mffleSMrt to make the normal shock disappear but 

it did alter the pressure distribution somewhat, particularly on the control 

Jet side. 

It ühuuld be mentioned that the peak pressures on either side of the 

center for zero per cent control in Kig. 9, are different than those recorded 

earlier and reported in Refs. 7 and 11.    This could be due to an initial mis- 

alignment of the probe for the transverse shown in Fig. 9.    However in the 

central region of the flow (more Important to present investlgatlonB), the 

observed pressures agreed with the previous ones. 

Iltct pressure prof 1 lee were also recorded at x/w = 5 which is upetream 

of the normal shock location in the zero per cent control power jet flow.    At 

this location the zero per cent control plot again Indicated a low pressure 

central region with peaks on either side.     At this location, however, the low 

pressure central region corresponded to T,he uniform flow between the Inter- 
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ccpLiiie- ijiiockb.    Since the flow in this centrax region was  supersonic the   low 

pitot pressure recorded was due to the   LOSCGG through the pitot probe bow shock 
a 

wave.    Considering isentropic expansion into this  region    the actual Jet flow 

stagnation pressure should have been P.lh .lj peia as compared to the pitot pres- 

sure of 55 psia recorded there.    The higher pressure peaks again corresponded 

to the  flow which crossed the intercepting .-shocks at very oblique angles,  the 

stagnation pressure losses being less severe than through the probe bow shock 

wave in the central region.    The only effect that the addition of the l.j and 

2 per cent control had at this locatior was the slight movement toward the 

center by the pressure jeai; on the control jet side.    The centerline pitot 

pressure and the pressure distribution on the far side of the jet were un- 

affected.    T:ils behavior indicated that at x/w = 5 the addition of the l.J and 

2 per cent control just affeoöcü a slight relocation of uhe intercepting shock 

nearest to the eoncrol jet.    (For a complele discussion of the 10 and 19 per 

cent control flow addition at x/w = 10 and 5 for P0p = 200 pslg, along with 

the proposed mechar.lsni for the normal shock collapse,  see Ref. 11.) 

The minlmur, amount of control jet flow iieeded i,c cause the cuj.iapbe of 

the normal shock at various power jet settling chajiiber pressures was shadow- 
• 

graphically determined.    Itie minimum ^nC/PQp needed, decreases linearly with i 

increasing ?__, in the range of power jet settings used (Fig.  10).    Howevar, 

the absolute value of the mlniimim P^ (or mass flow)  increaeec. with jncreasing 

P.p.    "ftie experimental observatlcns were limited to P0p > 115 psla because 

the nomel shork structure is not   present at lower pressures.    With these 

experimental observations as a guide, analytical prediction of the minimum 

control flow needed to cause the collapse of the normal shock structure is 

being attempted. 
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The collapne of the normil shock structure in highJ.y uiidciuxpana'"! flow 

with the corresponding substanti»? 1   IneriM in recovery Jet flow ctugnatlon 

pressure, could have  important applications   In noise reduction devices, dif- 

fusor and tv.rbine design., thrust vectoring, etc, as well as In the design an^ 

operation of pneumatic amplifiers.     In f^ct one may generalize and state that 

tnis phenomenon ma,y  have important  practical applications in fluid flow systems 

when due to the necesrl.y of high operating pressures the dissipative normal 

shock front is unavold'-ble while at the same time it is imperative or idvan- 

tageouc to recover the maximum possible flow stagnation pressure. 

2.    Jet Centerline Kecovciy Pitot Pressure Variation with_Per cent Control 

The behavior o.'" the mixed Jet  flow centerlinc pltol pressure,     Pm.r> 

as a function of per cent control,  at x/w =  10  for arrangement  1-2-1,  is 

shown in Fig.  11.    Due to the Gaussian nature of the pressure distribution, 

the centcrline and MnrtiW pressures for F      - l^.l psig were  identical. 

Since for this just choKed Jet flow there was hardly any shock stricture 

present in the flow,  the slight increase in P^.p with the addition of the 

2 per cent control is the result of the added control Jet flow momentum to the 

power Jet flow.    The subsequent steady decrease of P   „ at the higher per cent 
EJG 

cunLrol flows may De due tc Increasing mixing losses,  through  Increased tur- 

bulence, nullifying the momenLum contribution by the control jet flow.    The 

measurement of the turbulence characterlstlep of the individual and intxed jet 

fluvc are necessary to ascertain the actual mecbanism for t.Ms decrease in 

the oentorTlr.c pitot  pressure. 

Fo:  PQP - 50 psig, where repetitive diamond shock structure vas observed, 

there was again a slight increase in the jet centerline pitot pressure with 
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the addition of 2 per cent control flow.    With tho addlLion of Increased 

per cent control  flow the  centerline pltot pressure then remained essen- 

tially constant.     For this case the jeL centerline pi tot pressure was not 

the maximum pltot pressure recovered In the Jet.  flow.    For zero and 2 per 

cent control,higher pressure peaks on either side of the cenLcr were present. 

The pressure difference of 2 psi between the peaks and the centerline, however, 

is not as  severe as  for P0p = 200 T?ig.    With increasing per cent control the 

peak on the control Jet side of the Jet  flow was observed to decrease  until 

at 20 per cent control an almost Gaussian shape was achieved for the pitot 

pressure distribution in the mixed Jet flow.    If the maxinrjiR pressures were 

plotted versus per cent control, they would chow an almost constant value 

from zero to 20 per cent control.    These observations seem to Indicate a 

slight change in the weaK diamond structure,  but not  the radical effects on 

Mie pitot pressure distribution noted lor the 200 psig case. 

For a power jet settling chamber pressure of 100 psig, there was a 

strong but still repetitive diamond shock structure present in the power Jet 

flow.    In this case the addition of the 2 per cent control Jet flow resulted 

in a nearly 10 per cent increase of centerline pitoc pressure.    The influx 

of the control Jet  Uow into the first diamond structure cell increased the 

static pressur" there, thus weakening the shocks and Increasing the recovered 

downstream pitot pressure.    With further control Jet addition, increasing 

mixing losees steadily reduce the centerline pltot pressure until at 20 per 

^er.t cor.'orol it was only slightly higher than that for zero control.    At this 

I'     and x/w the Jet opnterline and the maximum Jet pitot pressures were the same 

for all the per cent contiols.    From the shadowgraphs It appeared that the 
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vertex of one of the periodic diamond shock stnicturec was   located at x/w = 10. 

Travorsinß throu^li the vertex rather than the cell would account  Tor the 

absence ol' multiple poaks.    The  P-p ■ ^00 palg catit: Is also showr.  on this 

plot to illustrate the large increase in ctnterline pltot   pressuie, as dis- 

cussed tarlier. 

As would be expected,  the Jet flow pltot pressure distrlbutionB were 

affected by the cntrainment characteristics of the different nozzle arrange- 

ments  (Fig.  12).    At x/w = >, for P0p = 'jO pslg,  the centerlme pitot pressure 

was not affected by the iutruduction of the diunray Jet; the possible reason 

being  L'nuL close  to  the  power jet exit the reducTion in entrainment nae not, yf>t 

teen toV   In the center ol the Jet flow.    However,  by x/w  = 17 lower pitot 

pressures were recorded for the dummy Jet arrangement.    For the 1-2-ID arrange- 

ment the addition of more tHt: 17 per cent control deflected the power Jet 

flow euch thut it became attached to the dusimy Jet nozzle wall;  no pressures 

were recorded ence this attachment took  plp.ee. 

Due to the entrainmen".  between the nozzle blocks, a larger V  .„ was 

recovered in the 12-12-0 arrangement, at the lower per cent, controls, than that 

for thp  1-2-1 arrangement.    However, the addition of increased control Jet flow * 

steadily reduced  this pressure until at BO per cent control a much  lover value 
I 

was recovered than for the 1-2-1 arrangement.    "Hie behavior at the higher per 

cent controls may be the result of the control Jet flow impinging at a point 

further downstream of the power jet exit  (x/w ■ 12 instead, of x/w = l).    Thiü 

has the effect of Increaslnft both the spread of the mixed Jot and the uixlng 

losses.    It was  seen from the pitot pressure plots that for this arrangement 

the 2C per .-ent  control mixed jet  flow had almost twice the spread of the  zero 

per c^t control power Jet flow. 
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Another point worth noting 1B  thnt at  x/w ■ 5 the centerllne pltot 

pressure steeullly  increased with Increasing per cent  control   (see Fig.  12). 

This differed from the behavior of the centerline pressure for P.- = 50 psig 

at x/w = 10, as shown in Fig.  11.    Ttila difference may be because at x/w = J 

the mixing losses, which seem to increase with increasing per cent control, 

have not completely nullified the aonentum contribution of the control Jet 

flow.    At x/w = 1? the centerline pitot pressure does  follow the same be- 

havior as at x/w = 10. 

J.    Entrainment Effects of Power Jet Flow 

The entrainment effects of the power Jet flow alone, in the 1-2-1 

arxtuifcetiient. were recorded.    Ttie preccure in the control Jet settling cijamber, 

when the supply line to the chamber was shut off, was measured for various 

settings of the power jet sectiing chamber pressure  (see Fig.  15).    Ihe 

power Jet settling chamber was set at a desired constant value.    "Hie power 

Jet flow then entrained air from the control Jet settling chamber; the result- 

ing pressure in chis chamber being recorded.    It should be noted that when 

these data were recorded, at no Linie was the power jeL aclually «llacheu Lo 

the control Jet nozzle as it would in a Coanda type attachment.    'Hie inter- 

esting point shown by this plot is the sharp increace in the entrainment 

demand of the power Jet flow (as evidenced by sharp decrease in the control 

jet settling chamber pressure)    at the power jet settling chamber pressure 

of approximately 115 psig.    As mentioned earlier, this is the power Jet oper- 

ating prscsure at which the normal sheck pattern is first established, r.'eplac- 

ing the repetitive diasand shock structure. 
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Once the nunnal and intercepting shock structure is established,the 

steadily increasing pressure in the control Jet Milt 111 chamber with In- 

creased power Jet pressure (i.e. decreasing entrainment demand of the power 

jet flow) can be given a simple possible explanation. At mentioned in Ref. 

12,the intercepting shocks divide the Jet into two regions; the outer region 

between the intercepting shocKe and the Jet boundary being the one Influenced 

by the ambient conditions while the inner region bounded by the nozzle exit, 

,       the normal shock and the intercepting shocks is unaffected by the ambient 

conditions. TKese regions of the highly underexpanded power Jet flow are 

shovr. in the insert sketch in Fig. 13 where the solid lines repitsent the 

shock waves and the dashed lines the Jet boundiiry.  Tt is the outer region 

of th?. Jet "low which regulates the entrainment demands of such a power jet 

flow. As UN power Jet settling chamber pressure ic Increase^ the Jet as a 

whole expands, while ct the same time the extent of the outer region decreases. 

This  decrease of the outer region would explain the decrease In ert.Tninaent by 

the power Jet flow as settling chamber pressure Is Increased. The positive 

pressure which eventually made Its appearance In the control Jet settling 

chamber at the higher power jet settlings was the result of the power Jet 

expanding to such a degree that some of Its outer flow actually entered the 

control jet nozzle. 

In the normal and Intercepting shock pattern, the Intercepting shocks 

are nearly parallel to the Jet boundary thus creating n large Inner region 

of flew rfhlch is not exposed to the ambient conditions. Howeveij In ehe dia- 

mond shock structure, present fur PQ- < 115 psig, the side shocks are much 

more oblique to the flow and as the power jet settllrs chamber pressure Is 
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increased a  'arger and larger mass of the power Jet flow is exposed to the 

ambient- eunaiLions, increasiny  ehe mixing entrairunent to the jet.    Thiö would 

explain the steady deorease in the control Jet settling chamber pressure with 

Increased  power Jet operating pressures which correrpond to n. diamond type 

shock sl.ructur'*. 

The sharp increase in the entrainment de.iand of the power Jet when the 

nonr-j.!. shocr; structure was first formed at 11^ peig is most   'ikely due to the 

intercepting shock structure not extending far enough upstream toward the 

nozzle exit    (at least not as far as the shocks of the diamond structure) to 

effectively establish an inner and outer portion ot the Jet flow.    Tnus a 

larger amount Of the Jet  flow it exposed, increasing the entrainment ovjr that 

for a slightly lower 1'     when Kb« diamond structure was present.    As the power 

jet settling eteribOT pre««....- i.-, fux i/nar increased, the intercepting shocks 

exv nded farther and farther upstream toward the power Jet p»it as well ai. 

outwards to the jet boundary,  creating a larger and larger Inner region of 

Jot flow and thus raducing tha portion of the Jet flow effective in entrain- 

ment . 

The reduced pressure in the control Jei, settling chamber on one side of 

the power Jet flow and atmospheric pressure on the opposite side results In 

a prf ssure gradient aerüss the power Jet flow.    The dependence of the magni- 

tude of this pressure gradient on P0p is reflected in the varying deflectlone 

of the power Jet alone toward the control Jet nozz,1«.    It was found that for 

p~ =11^ nnia (i.e. maxlraum pressure gradient across the pow»^ let flow) the 
or 

anKle of deflection toward the control Jet nozzle was the greatest.    A very 

slight lowering of ?__ to a value corresponding to the diamond shock structure 

resulted in a sharp reduction In this initial deflection angle.    This corre- 

sponded to the sharp decreas«? In enirn-lnment In going from the normal shook 
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structure to the Olanond type etmcture.    TncreaElng the power j3t settling 

eiuimLcr jptHBurv nliovi   11;  pe'a r.;ii,xlted In a iäteady  reduetion lii tne deflec- 

tion angle due to the steady reduction in the entrainment deinandB of the Jet 

flow as shown in Kig.   1% 

h.    Deflection Angles 

The deflection angles, Q and 5, were measured between the centerline of 

the power jet flow alone, which was considered as zero deflection, and the 

centerline of the mixed jet  flow at  the corretpondlng per cent control.    Tlie 

tangent of these deflections angles  is plotted versus per cent control in 

Fig.   Ik.    The deflection angles, a,  M moncured directly from the pitot pres- 

sure versus angular location plots,  such as Fig.  1^, were with respect to the 

nivot point at x/w = -2^ for the  1-2-1 and 1-2-1D aTranRements. 

To ohtaln a truer picture of the deflections involved, the deflection 

angles should be measured with respect to th° effective turning point of the 

particular Jet flow, rather than with reference to an arbitrary point such 

as x/w = ■39«    From purely ohysieal considerations it would seem that the 

effective turning point for the deflected mixed Jet flows is at the impinge- 

ment point of the power and control Jet flows  (x/w - 1 for the 1-2-1 and 

1-2-ID arrangenKnts).    Plots of the deflected mixed Jet flow centerlines 

confirmed this (Pig. l6), showing that for vZ2 - 100 psig the effective turn- 

ing point wftB  lccst*4 at approylnvRt.ply x/w = 1.    For P.p = IJ.l peig the effec- 

tive turning point appeared to be at x/w = -1 while tt/T ?„_ = 50 psig it was at 

around x/w - + JO.    Desuite the fact that not all the effective turning 

points were at the actual impingement point, they were much closer to it than 

to x/w = -2l> so that the deflection angles 6 were calculated with respect to 

■ 
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the impingement point.    The formula for converting the deflection angle a 

to the  larger deflection angle 5  can b6 entah Hshed,  ap given in Fig.   17. 

/. so plotted on Pig.  Tt Iß the tangent  relation: 

»a 8 = ziz + A (1) 
P
OP 

where A is a constant. Tlie heavy solid line represents this relation where 

for zero deflection angle (i.e. power jet flow alone) it is assumed that there 

is zero per cent jontroi (i.e. A = ü). however, as is evident in Fig. 15 there 

JE actually whet :r.cy be thought of as a negative per cent control at this point 

due io  the entrainment of air from the control Jet settling chamber. For 

P p ■ 100 pcig it, wir -1.2 per cent vhifh 1B taken into account ir the heavy 

dashed line. In relatio.. ^1/ 1L is assumed that the ratio ot  the-Jet luomenta, 

(pi2)   /(pu2)D  , at the point uf impingement is equal to the per ct.it 

cor.trcl, Fnr,fP^Z,    However, this equality only holds for incompressible free 

Jet flows where no static prcccurc gradients occur. In high speed compressi- 

ble Jet flows, (used in these investigatlonp) the tangent relation does not 

hold because ou'VS is no longer simply the difference between the stagnation 

and static prerrumc and because static pressure gradients occur In the Jet 

flow when shock structure is present. Thus it would not be expected that the 

deflection angles measured experimentally would follow the behavior Indicated 

by the tangent relation which was included simply to provide a point of 

comnariRon. The fi deflection angles, as "alculal-ed from the experimental 

d&Li, were found to be larger than predicted by the tangent relation for all 

P  values used in the investigations with the 1-2-1 and 1»2-ID arrangements. 
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no. 17   BLATIOI nTNio $ wc Dtruorioi ABOLU 

Pivot Point 

woe re 

5   - sin"    (5) 

cln 
•1 ( (C ♦ D)  »in a 

L(D2 + R2 - 2 DR COB a)1 72 

' 32       32 "    32 
R    - D + C 

and C Is determined by the location of the probe tip fro« the power Jet exltj 

11  ML"     ±C 
32 , 32     or 35 . the values used were C »   32 , 32     or 3; 
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*l.Jftf. 

■-•- 

. 

-   . lid not appear 

..•' ■■   -    . 

bhe caw fcr the lorrfer power 

■ cent con- 

to the fact that 

•ceptlble t 

■.he dunny 

' ic pher.cr.er.cr. vac 

ent of ' • et flow to 

. 't settling chainl/er pres- 

■ 

-    arra       ent, Bhown on this plot, ex- 

■■      an  Uiose of the 2-2-1 arrangement. 

m not cni .;.ected b3nause of the coriBiderable entrain- 

•':■.•    two arrangements.    At the lower per 

cent conl roli ingiea of the  12-1P-0 arrangement appear to follow 

tne tangent relation. However, at the higher t>er cent controls there appears 

to be an. increase in slope vtileh vould indicate an increase in et'fectivt; cun- 

trol.    A    ook at tha pi tot pressure tZWerSM   for this arrangement reveal^a 

ior f^p = 100 psig at  1]   at.J 20 per cent control, the Gaussian nature 

of the plots was completely destroyed and Instead very greatly spread, almust 

flat, profiles were recorded.    Thus the deflection angles at these  larger per 

cent controls really had no practical meaning. 
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5. Axlsymmetrlc Jet Interactljns 

Preliminary shadowgraphs of the interaction of perpendiruxarly inpinging 

axis^inmetric jets vcrc taken to compare any chfixge  in ehock structure with 

thit observed with the two-dimensional jets. Axisyitmetric converging nozzles 

(d = C.12") having the same exit area as the two-dimensional nozzles were used 

and were arranced with their aids intersecting uL x/d ■ 1 and y/u = k.    In 

this axisymmetric arrangement the power Jet flow freely entrained from all 

sides while for the corresconding two-dimensional arrangement, 1-2-1, entrain- 

ment by the power jet flow from the control jet eiue was restricted. The 

axisymrietrlc arrangement could then be referred to as a 1-2-0 arrangement. 

As '.ittle as 2 per cent control Jet flow was sufficient to cause the 

disappearance of the nürmal shock in the two-dimenBlonal jet flov for 

PQP = 200 ptlg« However, !fl *ft  case of axlsjiimetrlc Jets, as can be seen 

from Figs. 18, the iiripingcment of 10 per cent control flow did not effect J 

complete disappearence of the normal shock. In fact the control Jet flow does 

not ceer. to even penetrate the cell formed by the normal and intercepting 

shocks, but only appears to distort and relocate the intercepting shock 

nearest to the control jet exit and in doin^ so reduces the extent of the 

normal shock disc. Even the impingement of 20 per cent control does not 

completely collapse the normal shook. The above behavior of the shock struc- 

ture was also noted for I'  = 500 pslg where in the two-dimenfilonal case 10 

per cent control was again more than sufficient to completely collapse the 

normal shock structure. It is felt that the difference In shock structiTe 

behavior between the three-dimensional and two-dimennlonal cased could some- 

how be the result of their different entralnment characteristics of their 

arra^ements. 
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i-ipure  18a.    0 per rent control 

Figure 18b.     10 per cent control Figure  löc.    20 per cent control 

Figure  18.    Shadowgraph of interacting axisymmetrir tree jet flows. 
Atmospheric pressure = 19.55" of Hg.    Room temperature ■ 7ifF 

PQP = ZM.Ifi psia TQP = 7]'F, OP = 71'F   x/d - 1,   y/d = 
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.    Misc< 1 lancous 01 oei y-g-tlons 

S )     r.l.Mhlr-   fvp;-.ni3re Mf!ar.i;r'':-entp 

Attenptl were mtide to nea^ure the static presisure ä^ßtrlbutions in the 

mixed Jet flow ror various  Pnp's,  per cent controls and x/w's  by the use of 

•it: ire  probM.    However,  the response of ti standard  static probe is 

great .enced by It« do3l6ii ', the turbulence level of the flow, and 

r5 i^t 
the directional changes -yf the flow '  . Even a few degrees inclination 

between the probe and the flow direction can cause the recorded static pressure 

:o be In error . Moreover in supersonic flow the presence of the bow shock 

at the static probe tip changes the actual ,]et flow static pressure. Because 

of a     e raotors the static pressure meastirementc vere not used in any 

calculations. In such flow fleias tne density measurements by inttrferometric 

technique offerr a BBtbOd free of thp ahnve difficulties for obtaining the 

     rrlbutior. . 

b) Coanda Effect 

It was observed that the power Jet flow attached itself to the control 

jet i.ozzlc. TMl attachiT..':;.t va.E established soon 5fter thA st.nrt. nf the jet 

flow (i.e. when the F p, and thus ."»y-'oidR Numhfr, war? still small). In the 

1-2-1 arrangeme'Lt this Coanda attachment was dett-Ched by increasing Pnp to a 

value greater than l6r,  psig. A shadCTfgraph of the Coanda attachment of a 

high-^y underexpanded, F^,  = loO psig, power jet flow to the control jet nozzle 

Mxl is shown in Fig. 19. For P _ < ift psig the Coanda attachroen*; could 'OP 

detached by simply applying control jet flow or by sufficiently restricting 

the entrainment on the unrestricted side of the jet flow as well. Once this 

Coanda attachment was detached the power jet flow did not reattach. The only 

tine the Coanda attachment caused any problen*. rfds at, the higher per cent con- 

trols in the 1-2-ID arrangement at F^'s of 'jO and 13.I psig when the deflection 
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Figure  19.    Shadowgraph of Coanda attachment of power jet flov* to 
control jet nozzle.      0 per cent control;     Pa 

- 2-9,57 in.  of Hg. 
POP ■ lo0 Pslg; Ta  ■ 770F; Arrangement 1-Z-l. 
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with l8 per cent control wao sufficient to cause attachment to ths duiumy Jet 

nozzle. Also the Coanda attachmem. was so severe in the 12-12-ID arraris^mera 

that no syctomatic results could be obtained. Whenever the probe was traversed 

toward the dumny Jet In this arrancenent It caused the mixed jet flow to attach 

ilself to the drnirny Jet nozzle wall, even at zero per cent control. 

c) Jet Noise and Turbulence 

As was mentioned earlier in the paper, it was possible to shadowgraphi- 

cally emphasize the turbulence and the noise phenomena occurring in the 

interacting jet flows with the fllir farther from the test section. This is 

shoiwr in Pigs. ?Oh anr r  where in Kig. 20c the film was as close as posfible 

to the axisymmetric jet flows (arrangement 1-2-0) and thus the shock structure 

is emphasized in the shadev^raph. In Vlg. ?0h the film was mo-jnted approxi- 

mately 5 inches from jet flow axis, and the turbri«""»e »nH MMnl waves are 

emphasized, fhe apparent pitting of the nozzles in rig. 20b is due t-o the 

light rays being greatly refracted by the large density gradients in the Jet 

flows at the exits. In Fig. 20c this apparent pitting does not appear due to 

the clccsr.ecs of the film. FTOE
1

. these shadowgraph£• (Figs- 8O/1 the fcOirwrtng 

general conclusions can be drawn. 

1. The sound field emitted by the power Jet alone (Fig. 20a) has two modes. 

The first mode is comprised of spherical discrete (a ciugle ',h,>.r?.cterl6tio wave 

length or frequency) wave frontb propagating in all directions. Thib is often 

called the screeching frequency of the choked Jet flows. Tor the possible 

xoochanism of generation of this type of sound field see Ref. 1^ . Theee 

retjular patterns of wave fronts seem to be strong in onl^ two quadrants on 

either side of the Jet flew In the downstream direction. The dominant average 

wavelength X« .062" (i.e., \/d m O.^).    The second mode is comprised of 
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Figure ZOa.    Sound radiation from the power jet. 
0 per cent control,    PQP ■ 21 1.5 psia;   Pa ^ 1-4.5 psia 

Film loca'.ed 5"  from jet centeriines. 
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Figure 20b.    Film located 5" from jet cenltrlines. 
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Figurt- IQz.    Film located as close as possible tc flow. 

Figure 20.    Sound radiation from the interacting jet flows. 
100 per cent control;    PQP ■ 114.S psia;   P    - 11. 5 psia. 

Arrangement 1-2-0 
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irreguiar,  much  higher  frequency Bound waves generated by the turbulent 

mixing jet  flow Held. 

2.    The  sound fluid emit.ted by the interacting Jet  flo^s   {tig. 20b) also has 

a predominant eharactei-istlc wavelength,  or  frcciuency.    In thic case  the 

average  >. «  ,15"   (i.e.  \/d •  l.l) which Is aljnost twice that  for the power 

Jel. flow alone.     TTie discrete sources of (.he predominant radiating wave 

fronts were tmced and found to be distributed along the cellular reRion of 

the mixed Jet  flow.    The spherical wave fronts from these discrete sources 

irteract   in an interesting pattern.     The radiating sound field is strongly 

evident  in only  one quadrant.     In fact even when the  film wac   :loße to the 

jet flow  (tig. B0e}4 the relatively stronger wave fronts are still evident. 

Due to the penetration of the control Jet flow across the power Jet  flow 

an extreme asyrranetric spread  of the turbulent tnlitel Jet flow Ic caused.    The 

sound wave system propagating through this quadrant of extended turbalencj 

is dlssijRted.    In this prelLrdnary work no systematic quantitative measure- 

ments of either the sound emission or turbuleixe characteristics of the 

interacting jet  flows were taken. 
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AN ANALVTirAL AMD EXFERZICRAL STUDY OF 
rWO-DIMFNSIONAL CONROaSIKX SUBMERGFD JETS 

by 

R.  E,  Olson 

of 

United Aircraft Corporation 
Research Laboratories 

ABSTRArT 

Analytical   and experimental  ctudleb of compressible,   two-dJmpnslonal, 
turbulent  sibratigeJ Jets were conducted with air as the working fluid.    A 
theoretical flow model  is presented and a momentum Integral analysis is de- 
VPloped  based on this flow node!.    The analysis employs constant exchange co- 
efflclent  rr.ixing theory  lo express the turbulent shear stress and assumes a 
Oauuian  velocity distribution in the mixing zone.    Relationships are presented 
for the length of the inviscld core and the  ccnterllne velocity decay in the 
fully dcveloppri  portion of the Jet In terms of an empirical shear stress con- 
stant.    Experimental results obtained for Jet Mach numbers between 0.66 and 2.0 
are discussed and e-nplcyed to evaluate the  shear stress constant which appears 
in tht; analysis.    ThtM  values of shear strer,.-. constant are correlated with 
Jet Mach  nurnhpr;   ar.d the- significanoe of this correlation is discussed. 

INTRODUCTION 

In the evaiua-,ior. of the performance characteristics of pure-fluid ele- 
ments the  characteristics of two dl:r.cr.iional submerged Jets are often desira- 
ble.    The  Jet spreading and centerline velocity decay rates are of particular 
interest since these characteristics effect the size and location of receiving 
apertures  and the power efficiency of these elements.    Previous investigations 
of  two-dimensional fubrr.erged Jets, however,  have bMB limited to Incoiapressible 
flow 'e.g.,  Pef.   I) and can only be eiiij.do.you qualitatively for coirpressible 
riaids.    consequently, the investigation reported    herein    was performed to 
Ptidy the  aerodynamic characteristics of two-dimensional compressible submerKed 
tpt.!? ond was undertaken as part of a general  invest!gntion of the performance 
of pure-pne ;rnatic elements being conducted for the Diamond Ordnance Fuze Labo- 
ratories under '"ontract DA-'^-l;%-0RD-912. 
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Tn Eq.   (K) K   Is a constant  refprred to as the  shear  strebe constant,  u,.  Is the 
Jet ccnterllne velocity, and  4*   Is the value of  C    at u/uc     = 0.5.    Substl- 
tuti;ig Eqc,   '3)  and  (h) into Eq.   (2)  and nondlmenslopRlizlnf. yields  for t.hp 
momentum integral equation. 

_d_ 
dx 

2pcuc   \Jtk*Cß. 

dx 

(5) 

where   U i uc/u0 . 

Assuming the  velocity profiles in the mixing zone to have a Gaussian dis- 
tribution as was  found for an incompressible two-dimensional Jet In Ref. 1, 

(6) 

where,    B i 0 6931   FOR   u/uc   = 05   AT  (/£ i I 

from the perfect-gas equation of state and the energy equation for isoenergetlc 
rr.ixing  'constant total terapernture), 

Po 

where   p0   =  pe = i for a perfectly expanded Jet. 

Employing Kqs. (6) and (7), Eq.  (5) normalized with respect to the initial 
Jet height,    h0   ,  becomes. 

{c     1 

it) 
0 5V 

(t) if-*- 
+  U-0.5U) ->cf3(UI (8) 
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where, 

VU) 
J0   P^o 

r U*{JL\« 

i + ^-M„2 (9) 

and, 

t2(in '-r(^) 
I + ^^   M0

2 \\- ?1d^ WT^ 
(10) 

f,(V) 
2 />. 

u« 

From Eq. (l) the momentum, eq'.mtlon In nondlmensional form becomes. 

(11) 

c h* 

u(v> (12) 

where, 

f      ^2 
♦a'.U)   ■   /       T-d ,4.J). ^(^) r< 

VI 'I 

o/0     ^0-° ^   '      -'o ' + V^o"    ''^luTJ   I 
l(« (13) 

For the oorp  region  UM, M'J),  ^(U),     fjlU) and    f4(U)    are constant, 
"onseq .entlj1,  combining hqs.     B)   and  '12)   it can be deduced  that 

ht 

and thereby Eq.   (l?)  enn  be written as 

I ■ 

» 
ho 

Also Eqr.   (8)  and   (12)  yield. 

(I»») 

(15) 

05 [f2(i)   t   f4tl)]   - Mi 111     I 

V1' V" ] (16) 
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w1 !■■'   expressea  the  length of the core region  Ln t^rma of an eniplrlcaliy de- 
termined  shear  stress  c.or.ntnr.t,  K    ,  and a constant wht'-h  Is de-nendent on the 
Initial  jet  Mach nuniber and  the asoumea profile  shape.     On'^e   «r/h0  has been 
determined  frow Eq.   {X6)t y"   can be determined  '."rom Eqe.   (l4)  and (15)  noting 
that   y" «   hx + £'   . 

For the developed  region,   h, = o ;  and  comninlng Kqs.   (8)  and (12)  yields 

-^[q^U)] -0 5U  -^    jgjlli^    - |ff$(Vl (17) 

\h?l [Kl 

where, 

•.'«"• "^ «-       ^"-^ 

ploying  the  relation   ^- " ~   ~        Eq. K,    -_•,-.! i i 

{^■[q:lU)_i-übü^J[qclU)J!}^--<f3(Ul (18) 

•ufitting. 

g, (U) ■ 0.9V««(U) 
F(U) ■   —I ^  (19) 

wh^re  the 4«rlv>tlVH   f.tUI      and    g   (U)    can be determined grar>H1cally,  Eq. 
'l3)  Decomes, 

i: % "c   / 
(20) 

■rfhere / riUldtf    can be evaluated numerically. Therefore, from Eq. (20) the 
c^..icrllne velocity decay can be determined in terms of the eniplrlcaliy deter- 
mined value of shear stress constant, K ,    Once the centerline velocity is known 
as a function of axial distance the corresponding variation in  y*:{*can be de- 

termined from Fq. (12). 

Although the above derivation is valid only for the case of perfectly ex- 

panded .ets (i.e.,   Pe 
: P0 )> the anelysis may he made applicable for the case 

of slightly underexpanded Jets by substituting Meq for M0 and he,  for h0 
where M   is the Mach number ■jorresponding to iscntroplc cxpunsion fro' the 
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jet  total preRsurp to •nbicnt static pr^Br.ure and    heq     Is  given by 

""■fU.)('-*H(Ä)> 
which fjllovc from conservation of momoniura. 

KXTERIM'rJTAL INVESTIGATION 

A  sch'Tiatl ■  diai;ra:;i and photograph  of  the test  rl^ employed i or these  tests 
arc presented  in  Fi^s.   3 Rnd 1+, respectively.     The test ric was two-dimensional 
throughout  its length and was provided with hinged  side plates 3 In.  apart.     A 
port.in-  of t.hes»-  side platot; war. glass to enable schlitren observation.    Remov- 
able nozzle blocks »/ere provided  to obtain both subsorlc and supersonic Jet Mach 
numtfrs.     oubsonic  or sonic Jet ite'-h  numbers were obtained  with a smooth-approach 
convergent nozzle.     ('onverp;er.t-diverre;;t nozzles designed   fnr uniform i'lnw at 
the exit were employed  to obtain Jet Mach numbers of  1*5 and 2,0.    The exit 
width, >•   ,  for all nozzles was equal to 0.25  in.,  thereby pruvidinr, an aspect 
ratio  'distance between  r.idf plates divided  by tfce nozzlf   width)  equal  to IP.O, 

Air having a stagnation temperature of approximately fX) F anü a dew point 
of  ier.5  t.han -20  F war.  introduccc.  into the pleium chamber ucstream of the  mt?.- 
zle blocks  from a  'lOO psia conyressor capable of continuously delivering 5 
lb/sec.     For these tests  the air wa? throttled to provide  total pressures of 
approximately 2S psia.    This upstreara pressure corresponds  to Reynolds numbers 
based on  the exit  width of the Jet ranging fr.-rv i.k  * 105  (r,,,  ■ Jet Mach num- 
ber of 1*0)  to 1.2 x 109  ^for a J«t M.,rh nnmnpr of 2.0).    The air was exhaueted 
tbrough nozzle bloelcs in thp r-ont-er of the test rig into the downstreait. plenum 
ehsäber evacuated by  Ihboi'atoiy vacuum yamps.    The relatively "dead air" re- 
C.ior.s ori either side of the Jet were vented  together for pressure equalization 
on the two bidc.s  of tl.c  Jet.    Both the exhaust bellmouth and the vent, line be- 
tween tho  two unbounded sides of the Jet were  required to maintain the Jet cen- 
terline parallel  to the longitudinal centerline of the test rig. 

The  variable-position pitot rake shown In Fig.  k was employed to obtain 
surveys through  the Jet.     This probe was located midway between the  side plates 
and was motorized   In the directions perpendicular and parallel to ihe Jet OM« 
t.erHr,o,    Thp position of the probe was indicated on a Moseley voltmeter which 
recorded  the output of potentiometers located  on the probe actuating mechanism. 
The probe pressures were measured on mercury manometers. 

Tests were conducted at Jet Mach numbers of 0,66, 0, '95,  1.0,  1.5 «»nd 2.0. 
F"1" all  tests except those for Ma'h 1.0, the ambient  static pressure was equal 
to the static pressure at. tiM nozzle exit.     For the Mach 1,0 tests,  the nozzle 
exit atatic prenfsure rat.ln (rntlo of the exhaust static pressure to the nozzle 
exit static pressure) was equal to 0,37 and 0,50.    Exit static pressure ratios 
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lower than  1,0 wiTt> selected  to provliie InfOrtaailOd  rej/ardlnR thf> characteris- 
tics yf under) xpanded J ■'.;;. 

»«? each Jet  Mac!, number, pi tot pressure- tunwyi  were obtained at axial 
stationc between 2 and 16 nnvrU'  width« riownut .•r.nm of the nozzle exit,    Tbett 
pitot pressure  surveys were obtained  from tne thrr-e-tubo rake shewn  in Fi?.  h 
will ■(  was traversed perpendicular to the Jet Oenterllae in the vertical plane, 
A.   tw.   loutionr,  in tiie Jet  (one above and one below the centerline),  readings 
Wc-e rjftaiiifd with both the outer proof 3 and the center protr.    A comparison 
of these readings provided a rarans o!' f-iatching the profiles obtained  from the 
three probes  to form ■ contir.uous  single profile and  ai;-,o enabled an evalua- 
tion of probe   Interference effecta.    The static pressure in the relatively 
"doad air"   region on the unbounded  sid^s of  the Jet   was adjusted by  varying 
♦'.•   [•.•.•...   ■•e  in  the plenum dovr.ntjvam Of thr   rxhauct  bellmouth, 

Tfie Mach    .uaber and velocity distrlnut ions  in the J^l   wert   computed from 
the -.casureu pltot profiles usltg or.e-dimfnfionnl   ^omnT-ocjible-flow relations 
ascu^'^.p a eonstan    GtatK- pi-t-bsure and total tei.iperaturc throughout  the 
tiLrean,     For all  cases the static pressure   througout  the Jet was assu'.ied equal 
to the ambient pressure ana  the total  temperature was  taken equal to the tem- 
perat .re or the  supply air, 

A compariaor. of the cxpe-ii^ntal  nondlmenslonal   velocity profiles in the 
mixing  zone of  the     ore and developed  regions vi'h  the  profile   shaue assumed 
in the analycii:  ic presented  in Figs.  5 and o,    Presfcuted in the upper por- 
tion of Fig,  5 ar^ the profiles  for Mach number 0,66 at various axial  sta- 
tions within the core and  I:   the lower portion are the profiles for various 
Mach numbers at one axial  station In the core.    The  nondlmensional  velocity 
profiles for the developed region arc  presented in a  similar manner in Fig, 6, 
For both the core and developed regions, Rood ■graewent  is show:! between the 
expcri-r.cr.tal profiles and  tii.   absumtd CSeUMiei   profile except near the outer 
edge of the Jet,     Tr.  this portion of the profile,  however,   the  scatter in the 
experimental velocities precluües any valid ccmpirlson,    Tnis scatter is prob- 
ably due principally to the extreme sensitivity of thr cal.-uiated velocltleb to 
the values of static preosure employed, 

A comparison between the theoretical and eype-irr.ental centerline  velocity 
decay characteristics for all  the- Jet Mach numbers investigated  is presented 
l.i Fig,  ",    The theoretical decay curves wore calculated using Eqs,   (16'' and 
'20),    ^oexi pgreement  is showr between the anuly.ical  and experimental  values 
of centerline  velocity ratio excep- near the transition between the core region 
and developed  region.    As would be  expected,   this transition  is not discontin- 
uous as assumed  in  the analysis but occurs over a finite distance, 

A  ".jmparison between the theoreti -al  and experimental Jet velocity spread- 
ing characteristics is presented in Fig, 8,    The theoretical values of   y"/w 
presented  in this   figure were eelettlAted  frOK Kqs,   fl&O  and   (15),  crgpikying 
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the l.htoretifal results presented In KIK. 7. fOK  the underexpar.ded jets, 
Eq. ^21) wac used to define an equivalent exit, height of the nozzle.    Good 
agreement is also show, between the analytical and experimental values of Jet 
cpreading rate for the subsonic ,)ets and for the- slightly underexpanded Mach 
1,0 Jet. Somewhat pooler agreement is chovr, for the higher Mach number «uper- 
sonif jets.  It is believed that the disoropapoies shown for the supersonic 

Ma?h number Jets are due principally to static pressure distributions existing 
in the ^et which were not accounted for In either the calculation of the exper- 

tlon for computing the theoretical Jet characteristics. The static pressure 

gradients could be caused by small inai-curacles In the nozzle contours or pos- 
sibly by increased shear In the Jet. The effect, of Rtat.l" pressure gradient Is 

even more pronounced for the underexpanded Mach 1.0 Jet having an exit static 
pressure ratio, Pg/pQ, equal to 0.^9,  For this case the static pressure gradi- 

ents are caused by the series or shocks and expansions characteristic of the 
pattf-rn for an underexpanded Jet. 

For each Jet Mach number the value of shear stress constant, K    ,  employed 
In the determination of the theoretical results presented In Figs. 7 and B was 
the value whi-h produced the best match to the data. The values of K    used 

are presented in Fig. ? as a function of equivalent Jet MMk number, it is 

c^cr. from this figure that different values of shear strcr.G constant were em- 
ploye ', for th* "ore and developed regions. The reason for this difference Is 
not completely understood. Two poGclblc rxplanatlonc arc 'i) that these dlf- 

f«r«uu«l (»rise LccauGe ui the Ulu^ptiOM maac in tne integral analysis employed 
or f2) that actual differencer. Mist In the momentum exchange rates In the two 

regions. These differences are also suggested by comparing the results of the 
in ompressible analyses for a Jet noundary and a two-dimensional Jet presented 

in Ref. 2.  More detailed Investigations of the mixing processes involved are 
required to resoive tnese differences Indicated above. 

The Jnoreasp in K    with increasing Mach number in both regions indicates 
that the increased momentum transferring ability of the Jet with increasing 

Mach number is apparently greater than that preditl,cd by the analysis which 
assumes «•  Is a constant. This dependence of * on Jet Mach n'.mber has also 
been shown for axisynuretric Jets in Ref, 3. For the axisymmetrlc Jet studies, 
however, M was found to decrease with Increasing Mach number. It should 

also be noted that the value of *   for each Mach number could be appreciably 
efroct.eH by the Reynolds number. This effect of Reynolds number for n two- 
dimensional incompressible Jet is shown In Ref, W  where the core length vac 
found LU ln:rcase with increasing Reynolds number. This increase In core 
length corresponds to a decrease in the value of K   , Further investigations 

are r cecsary to dctcnalne the effect of Reynolds number for compressible two- 
dimensional Jets. 
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In suii.mary, it has been shown that thf integral aualybla presented herein 

provifies a quantitativ!- method Tor predicting the velocity profllefi for perfectly 
expanded and slightly underexpanded two-dlrr.onsional, turbulent, compressible 

suü:,.ergtd Jets over a range of Marh numbers. As poirted out previously, however, 
additional investigations are required to determine the effect of R(=>ynnldB num- 

ber on the values of the empirical shear ttltiM constant emp.oyed in the analy- 
sis. 
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LIST OF SYMBOLS 

B lonstftnt In Eq. ^6) 

h, Distance between ,jet centerllne and outer boanaary 
of core 

fi0 ristance between nozzle centerlino and Inner contour 
at nozzle exit 

M Mach number 

0 Static pressure 

Pe Static pressure on free boundary of Jet 

u Velocity paraiiel Lo jet center!me 

uc Velocity on Jei centerllne 

U Ratio of 1c. :ii cei.tLTilne velocity to initial Jet 
velocity 

* Total helRht of nozzle at exit 

« Distance along Jet centerline 

t* DlRtnnc^* between r;ozzlc exit and rnd of cere rcgicn 

t ListaiiC-r perptudicuiar '-u jet centerline 

y Ratio of specific heats 

f Turbulent exchange coefficient 

* Shear stress constant 

i Transformod coordinate perpendi -ular to Jet centtrlirc 

p Density 

p Jet centerline density 
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1,1 ST OF SYMHOI.S 

(Cont.) 

Subücrlpt.G 

•q PenotfS c?qulvalont conditions 

o Penotos conaitlons at nozzl<r exit 

T-upers; rlpli: 

• Denotes conditions where u/uc - 0.5 
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A SOLUTION OF THE 1VO-DIMEMSIONAI. TORBULENT VISCOUS CURVED JET 
USING THE IBM 7090 CCMPUTER 

by 

PrnfeBBor ft,  D    3oehler 

of 

The Catholic University of America 
and 

Aerophyslcs Company 

Washington 6, Tl. C. 

ABSTRACT 

A numerical soxutlon uf the tvo-dlmenslonal curved turbulent 
and incompressible Jet flow, using the IBM 7090 computer. Is presented. 
IMs solution is a straight-forward pxtermlon of the classical straight 
Jt-t MluiloB«    It» <Jü1X liuiltation is that it BZS-JSOCZ clsilar velocity 
profiles. 

Cie solution in obtained by reducing the Navier Stokes partial 
differential equations of the curved Jet flow to a third-order total 
differential equation of the Jartree-Skan type.    This equation is 
Integrated numerically on the IK! 7'^W f»mnpijt.*»r using a Runge-Kutta 
buuroutlne.    The boundary conditions are carefully established and 
discussed.    Typical numerical results. In the form of velocity and 
pressure distribution across the Jet are presented and discussed. 
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CHARACTERISTICS AND CONTRDL OF FREE LAMIMAR JETS 

by 

Alan Powell 

University of California, Los Angeles 

The operation of certain Classen of fluid flow devices depends upon the 
character ol and response to applied disturbances of jet flows," This paper 
describes some relevant basic features of laminar incompressible Jet flows as 
a separate element free of the effects of adjacent solid walls. The charac- 
teristics of the steady flow are well established, theoretically and experi- 
mentally. Results are given showing how the main jet is deflected by side 
Jets, the deflection angle being dependent upon the geometry. Classical 
instability theoiy of periodically disturbed "psuado-laminar" Jets has been 
supplemented by recent experimental work which has disclosed the fre^rMmcy 
range for disturbance growth is real, spreading, laminar Jets. This w^r\ is 
now extended to the case of the main jet being disturbed 'y periodic (modulated) 
side Jets. The classical oscillatory feedback of edgetontr. frr.« a wedge-like 
obstruction lying in the Jet back to the orifice, is discussed, as is also the 
case when a resonating element is in the feedback path. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The gc9*l atlMMilfM uf Lhe wide class of fluid flow devices as typified 
by the fluid amplifier is their extreme physical simplicity; it is somewhat 
ironic that the challenge of thoroughly understanding the details of the flow 
is one beset with great complication. Progress so far has been along almost 
purely empirical lines, in that singularly few characteristics can be pre- 
dicted by entirely theoretical reasoning, or even with the aid of the limited 
experimental observation of that typ* mn  tjmlnal tn flviA  mechanics. 

This paper concentrates upon the fundamental properties of one of the sev- 
eral major flow phenomena Involved, namely upon the behavior of the jet flow. 
The most simple situation is taken, in that the complicated (and admittedly very 
inUsrestingl) effects of side walls are presently deliberately avoided. Further, 
attention is limited to laminar flows, so that this area nay be reasonably 
explored before entering into questions of turbulent or compressible flow fields. 

2. THE STEADY LAMINAR JET 

The steady two-dimensional laminar jet is one of the few flow problems 
which have been solved explicitly and exactly, even though this concerns flow 
from an infinitely narrow slit.l For this flow, the cross-sectional velocity 
profiles are similar, actually like secant curves. The only variation from 
cross-section to cross-section is the decay of the centerline velocity with dis- 
tance raised to the inverse third power and the corresponding spread in the jet 
width with distance, actually to the two-thirds power so that the momentum flow 
remains constant. 
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In practice the Jet must emerge from an exit of finite width, so a trans- 
itional region occurs between the exit velocity profile and that of the theoiTT, 
UM latter being found some distance downstream. Careful experiments have 
shown that thi? transitional region must unfortunately be considered to occupy 
certainly most, if not all, of ths distance of greatest interest in the?fluid 
amplifier field, say up to a distance of ten slit widths from the exit.' Never- 
theless, the existence of the explicit solution has enabled much theoretical pro- 
gress to be made on the important and highly relevant question oi' Jet instability, 
to which we return later. 

If a steady laminar Jet flows into a field of virtually unlimited extent it 
always sooner or later loses &ti steady character and becomes turbulent. Even if 
very carefully tfuarded from disturbances, very minute disturbances are inevitably 
communicated to the jet ana .re carriad along with it, sooner or later to reaach 
an area of the Jet where the width is such that these disturbances are highly 
unstable. They then become enormously amplified into violent eddying Motions, as 
can be seen in the drawing of Fig. 1 (which was prepared from a photograph^of a 
smoke Jet); this is inmediately followed by collapse to ragged turbulence. 
Here we are concerned with the flow region prior to such transition to turbulence 
(which occurs less spectacularly and very close to the exit for turbulent Jets.) 

3. DIRBCTIONAL CONTROL BY STEADI SIDE JETS 

The main Jet flow may be deflected by imparting lateral momentum to it fay 
the impingement of a side Jet, «tuen in fluid amplifier language is termed a 
control jet.-^ One geometry to achievs this is shown in Fig. 2, together with 
the resultant local flow pattern. The momentum flow in the original axial direc- 
tion is virtually unaffected by the presence of the control Jet; however the con- 
trol Jet, in pushing the mair. Jet from the adjacent wall, results in a modified 
pressure distribution on that wall, so that the lateral Jet momentum is not sim- 
ply that of the control Jet flow itself. 

The experimental results of Fig. 3 show how the deflection angle depends 
on the flows of the two Jets, the main Jet and the control Jet; the geometry 
for these results is that of Fig. 2, the main Jet being 0.635 cm wide and the 
control Jet C.05CS cm wide, both of them having a length normal to the paper 
plane of 15.25 cm. 

A second control Jet may be placed on the left side of the main Jet of 
Fig. 2, but then the presence of the upper lip of the second control Jet clearly 
impedes the deflection of the Jet by the first control Jet. Further, the con- 
fined flow from the control Jet causes an effective narrowing of the main Jet 
flow, and this may be considered to be an undesirable feature for certain appli- 
cations. With this geometry the control Jet flow must be doubled to achieve the 
same deflection a« when the second control Jet nozzle is absent. These MM sit- 
uations are represented by the uppermost and lowest curves in Fig. k. 

The constriction in the main flow caused by the pair of control Jet flows 
may be relieved partially by set-back of the upper lip of the nozzles; but the 
deflection angles are still considerably less for the single control Jet of 
Fig. 2, oven with only one set-back nozzle present. This is also shown in Fig.'t, 
the curves marked 2 and 1» being for two and one control nozzle with set back 
respectively. 
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If both the top and bottom of the nozzle (see Fig. 2) Is set back then 
the apparently favorable pressure distribution on the wall is lost,  so the 
curve narked 3 results.    But now the presence of a second set-back control 
nozzle results in a loci flow pattern in the additional flow cavity so formed 
ir such ■ way th'^t the deflections achieved, curve 5» are almost as large as 
for the single control   jot cy«*«;» 0f fig, 2. 

The question naturally arises as to what amount of set-back results in 
maximum deflection.    The LndiMtiOM are that there is such an optimum, for 
FIR.  "J shows how.  f-r a mwhw n1' r!2i.". jet flcvc, the control Jet XIJ* nrast 
vary with set-back in order to maintain a constant flow deflection of 20°.    The 
-linimum occurs at almost the same value of the set-back for all the flow rates 
CuiiblJerod. 

h.    QUA3I-STSADY RESPONSE 

If the flow rate of a control Jet is varied very slowly, the resultant jet 
flow is almost straight for a distance of several nozzle widths:    this we may 
call the quasi-steady :ase.    Thp angular deflectior., at any inctant, in the 
imediate neighborhood of the orifice is virtually the oame as if the control 
jet were a sLoady one of that instantaneous flow rate.    4n example of the flow 
is svnwn in Fir;. 6:  here the jet is swinging from right to left.    In this partic- 
ular case the flow rate varies in mere sf a square-wave fashion than sinusoidally. 
As the nltdlini action commences a vortex PofW where the jet begins to move 
from the oxlreme porition. the vortex naturally mcvlng away from the nozzle exit. 

The «itr^'hal number Is a very important factor ir. the dynamic case.    It 
if ^»fired i: the product ;f the fie^uency -ind the jet width cnviiled by the mean 
jet velocity.    Thus, a high Gtrouhal number indicates closely spaced Jet dis- 
turbances, and a low Jtrouhal number indicates a relatively large spacing.    In 
the case cf Fig. 6, 8 = O.OOtfS« 

5.    DPJAHIC RESP0:;S5 

'.vhen the flow of the control jet or jets i? cycled relatively rapl'Iy, 
two new effects appear. Firstly, because the control Jet interacts with a fin- 
ite region of the main Jet, some local averaging cut must be expected. Secondly, 
anH much nore important, is that the combined jet takes on a wavy form, and this 
is very unstable for wavelengths of intermediate length, the instability being 
greatest for wavelengths equal to about six jet widths. In other words, the 
inherent instability of the Jet results In a nearly exponential growth of the 
disturbance amplitude far in excess of the almost linear one arising from the 
Jet merely being directed ir. differing directions. The Strouhal number is a 
crucial parameter In determining the flow pattern. At a value of 0.073 the flow 
Is unstable, but not greatly so, and the wavelength is long. Thus th'. ./low pat- 
ter, rig. 7, Is virtually thii of a quasi-steady Jet. 

At S = 0.27 the flow is extremely unstable. Fig. 8. 

At higher Strouhal numbers the Instability decreases and then becomes stable, 
see Fig. 9 and 10 where S ■ 0.71 and 1.9 respectively. The Strouhal number for 
the neutrally stable ease is difficult to locate exactly, since the degree of 
instability actually varies along the length of the spreading Jet, and in any case, 
the overall effect varies rather slowlj» with frequency. Under different conditions 
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of excitation a value of about 0.5 was found to correspond to neutrally stable 
cunditiors. 

6.     HHB C? 0B3TAC:Lfe; ^ STREAM . SELF-EXCITED CSCILUTTONS 

rr in nhjp.'+ i« plP"?1^ on the initial ccnterlinc z- as to divide the flow, 
one of several flow patterns may result even in the absence of flow from the 
control Jets.      If the object—a cylinder or wedge—is relatively close to the 
edge the steady flow may become completely bifurcated even if the object is 
quite small:  if the oblect is very «mall, hnvwmr. t.ViA flnw win re^ombir.? OB 
the downstream side.    Fig. 11 illustrates thes-; basic flows. 

But if the spacing between orifice and object exceeds a certain critical 
distance,  violent, self-excited oscillations ensue.    This action takes place 
both in a liqaid and in a gas;  in air the fluctuating force on the object 
results in sound generation k.iown as the ed^etone.    This is a natural feed- 
back,  the interaction of the addying flow at the object disturbing the Jet as 
it leaves the orifice,  see Fig,. 1?.    A? one would expect,  such self-excifced 
oscillations occur in th? frequency ranje of greatest jet Instability.    The 
condition- and Mplltudc of the oscillations h-ive receive"1 riuch attention at 
low speeds.5»o    pcr exanple,we now know thit the amplitude of the disturbance 
caused at the oxit may be amplified several thousand times before reaching the 
obstacle in the stream.    rTie of th** interesting ftttOffM Is tMt  s-iioth varia- 
tions of the frequency with jet velocity an:! with cpaclng are seourated bv 
quite sudden diaoeatiBVltlM; *h*W  'ccur so as to bring the frequency back 
closer to that for maximum instability. 

7.    FSESACK VIA A RESONATOR 

A second feedback path may be introduced in several way;,.    One method 
is shown In ^Ig. 1U, In which a cylindrical pipe resonator reminiscent of an 
organ pipe has been added to the b?sic 5ysten.    In this case, the working 
fluid  is air.    V.'ith the Q-factor of the resonator high enough, the oscillation 
Is not only forced to occur very close to one of the resonant frequencies of 
the nine,  but f.hp "elf-exciteo opcillati^r SWVIt over a much greater rar.gc 
of parameters.    Although t*e organ pine is of ancient origin, it has --nly very 
recently become possible to predict uhich of the several resonant frequencies 
will be generated and with rhat power?;  the action at the upen ends of the 
resonator is, of c-.urse,  greatly ampliflea. 
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PNEUMATIC UNgAR CIRCUITS 

by 

Beatric- A, Hicks 
Evelyn 5. Jetter 

of 

Newark Controls Company 

INTRODUCTION 

The Importance of demonstrable analogies between pneumatic and 

electrical and mechanical systems is that we can apply the same kinds of 

circuit theory to predict the MMWIM of a given pneumatic system and 

to design for desired performance characteristics« 

FLOW OF GASES 

Flow rate of gttn in pneumatic circuits corresponds to current in 

electrical circuits or velocity in mechanical analysis.    It is the rate 

of movement.    In a pneumatic circuit which is in temperature equilibrium* 

flow rate is the number of cubic inches of gas passing a given point in 

one second when that gas is measured at unit pressure.    For exanplei if 

30 cubic inches at 12 psia pressure were to flow past a point in 3 

»econds tiiue, the flow would be 35 in? x 12 Dsia/psi« ■ 140 cu. in./sec. 
3 sec. 

In multiplying directly by 12 psia/psia to obtain the cubic inches of 

gas at 1 psia we assume the application of the perfect gas law PVsNRT, 

which is a linear relationship. 

Flow rate may vary with time and be an alternating flow Just as 

current or velocity in electrical and mtchariical systems may.   Alter« 

nating or variable flow rate is symbolized by u(t) and steady flow 
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ratH by U« Its integral, Charge, is symbolized by X and x(t), the 

equivalent volume at unit pressure In a specified geometric volume. 

To compare two linear circuits each of which is «t a different 

temperature, it is convenient to convert the quantity of flow to molal 

uiiiL3. For exampiei a flow rate or ttJ cu.xn./sec. at 70oF. Th» volume 

Is transformed by use of the equation PV"NRT, 

N « FV where P > unit pressure, psla 
Rf 

V ■ vclune, cu. in* 
N 5 1  x 80 

13,510 x (4t)CH-70) T ■ Absolute temp. "Rankine 

M > teli « 10'6 Ib.mols N * Quantity of Gas, Ib-iaols 

T'nertttuie 80 cu. in./bec at R s G«s Constant, 
TO^F is equivalent to 8.16 x lO"6                     18,610 lb in./(lb-inols)-<>H 
lb-moIs/sec. 

Analysis of pneumatic circuits that are not in temperature 

equilibrium muii include this factor.   As an example, analysis of a 

system involving the movement of a hot gas to a cooler volume must 

■tftott the ettcct ot temperature transients.   Elimination of the 

consideration of temperature and temperature transients from the 

equations and measurements in a linear pneumatic system is treated 

separately in molal units.    The principle limitation in the application 

of this approach has been the lack of adäquate measuring instruments* 

PREGaUKfc 

Pressure or, in the English system, the pounds of force exerted on 

each square inch of area corresponds to voltage in electrical circuitry 

or force in scchiaical systems. The net effective pressure, or the 

differeoce in pressure between two points, may vary with time in the 
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same iwrnier as voitage and is symbolized by p(t), or by P for    steady 

iion-varying pressure.    The basic reference pressure does not h«ve to be 

absolute zero just, as ground in an electricel systeff. can have a voltage 

and force can be the resultant after a counter force is taken into 

account* 

A centrifugal compressor, a source of constant pressure, is 

analogous to a battery supply of do voltage and « piston compressor 

supplying variable pre^sui« U an ac voltage supply* 

because of its extent the open atmosphere and its constant supply of 

non-varying pressure is also equivalent to a constant pressure source or, 

in electrical terms, a battery*    The level of this atmospheric pressure 

source varias with altitude and weather conditions* 

Terns, Definitions, Units and Dimensions for the parameters of a 

pneumatic circuit are shown in table I*   Circuit element analogies lor 

pneumatic, electrical and mechanical systems appear in table II* 

CIRCUIT Euaerrs 

Resistance to the flow can be represented by an orifice in a line* 

if a unit diffetence of pressure between the two sides of an orifice 

causes a unit flow of gas of 1 cubic inch per second through the orifice, 

the oriflc« is en: unit cf resistance* 

A pneumatic capacitor is a simple geometric volume and its capacity 

is the ratio of the charge in cubic inches of gas in the voiuma when 

measured at 1 psia to the pressure in psia in the volume* For perfect 

gases this ratio is the geometric volume of the capacitor in cubic inches* 
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Again we see the similarity to electrical parameters where electrical 

capacitance is the ratio of the charge on the capacitor to the voltage 

across the capacitor. In the mechanical system t.h» «prinn rat* of « 

spring is the force required on the spring for every inch of compiession; 

this It the reciprocal of capacitanco» 

Leakage of molecules of gas through the walls of a closed volume 

is analogous to the leakage of electrical charge from a condenser or, in 

the mechanical system, u> the creep in the metal nf a spxing subjected to 

compression over a long period of tine. 

The energy due to the flow or "elocity of the molecules of gas is 

stored in an inductive field* An inductance element MM be provided by 

a channel or tube in m.i<.ii gsj flowr. If it is desired to increase the 

flow by accelerating the volumetric movement of the gas at one cu.in./ 

sec.2 a counter pressure of one psia must be overcome* Or conversely 

if the flow cecrease« or tne gas decelerates at one cu.in./sec.2 there 

will be an Induced pressure of one psia* 

The kinetic energy expended in the movement of a gas in a pneumatic 

circuit is transferred to this inductive field. It is equal to l/2 Lu2, 

In the units we are using this is in lb* in. and is analogous to the 

stored magnetic field energy of an electrical inductance or in the 

mechanical analogy l/2 mv2. The equation is derived from the work done 

to push a charge of gas through an inductance* This work is the pressure 

times the charge* 

Since total charge is flow times time or u dt, we have* 
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P s L du 
dt 

p . u at • L du . u dt 
dt 

since pu dt = p dx « dE^ 

dE^« p dx ■ Lu du 

Eic = 1 lv2 

2 

The potential energy of a pneumatic circuit is stored in the gas 

charge in the capacitance.    T.t is analogous to the storage of charge on an 

electrical condenser M the storage of potential energy in a compressed 

mechanical spring.    It is the work initially necessary to charge the 

capacitance to its pressure and is equal to one half of the product of the 

pressure and the cnart,«.    It is derived in the standard Banner. 

The energy units are lb. in. when pressure is in lbs per sq. in. and 

charge in cu. in. 

ANALOGIES 

Taking the parameters we have discussed we can build several inter- 

esting analogies between pneumatic, electrical and mechanical circuits. 

These are shown in table III. 

PRESSURE DRIVING FCftCES 

Flow through thsse circuit elements will occur when a dri'inq force 

is applied.    Since pressure variations result from many varied causes, 

th« resulting pressure versus time curves can be very complex.   We «ill 

briefly consider a few simple examples.   Pressure curves encountered in 

actual practice can in many instances be described by these forms, or 

superpositions of them. 
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where»    pR(t)  = Absolute Pressure of Disturbance 

P.        ■ Lowor of Two Constant Pressure Levels 

P„        - Higher of Two Constant Pressure Levels 

P - Pressure Difference between the Two Constant Pressure 

Levels s P2 " Pl 

t = Time measured from onset of Pressure Drivlnfj Force 

at t s 0, 

♦R(t) = Pj ♦ Kt 

K s Slope * iVj - P.) •? 

at   t<Ü     pR(t) s Pj 

This represents a systsm operating at a constant pressure, upon »..ich 

a constant linear rate of change of pressure is imposed. 

Example»    filling of a tank under conditions of constant flow rate. 

P. 
r 

frto 

r^ - 
y 

n s GO 
PpU) s »'i ♦ r Cr sin nwt, 

*~n s i " a Fourier Series 

where«    w s 27r f ■ 277" 
T 

;-/-, ■"      for sinusoidal« pR(t) s Pj + p ,in wt 

_t  at   t   < 0      PRU) • Pl 

A system normally at constant pressure (Pj) upon which an oscillating 

disturbing force acts.    A sound wave would be such an «xanple. 
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■ 

1-- 

.t at    | <, 0       pR(t) : P1 

This represonts the transient pressure curve for a system ncrstally 

operating a+. a constant pressure (Pj) when it is connected to a sy&tem of 

higher pressure (P„) through an orifice«    A leak in a vacuum system «would 

produce such a pressure characteristicj oC is the characteristic of the 

system. 

This laot varying pressure curve is of particular interest because 

it represents a physical situation frequently encountered«    When a 

dlsturbar.ee fron an equilibrium condition occurs, in this type of system, 

st new »Tulllhrlun is appr-.arheH i»vp«n#nt1ally, 

EXAMPLE 

As an example of the effect of a disturbing force upon a pneumatic 

system take the second system shown in the table of analogies! table III« 

It includes an enclosed    »cmetric volume (representing capacitance) 

with an orifice (representing resistance)«   The system is.  for the present, 

considered to be free of inductance« 

The schematic and governing equations are shown below. 

f*** fr®     & 
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Pfjlt) • Applied Pressure. 

PRlt) = Pressure in Enclosed Volume, C. 

/\p(t) = Difference In Pressure between p„ «nd p^, 

u(t) - Instantaneouc v'oiune Flow through Orifice. 

B   s Reslbldnce of Orifice, a constant. 

6   s Capacitd^.C', of Volume, a constant 

^T  : Circuit Characteristic « 2_» a constant. 
RC 

t        I Time V«asured from Cnset of Pressure Disturbance at t SQ 

Under stcady-st-jte conditions» 

!)    PR(0) ' PjjV-) = a constant system pressure. 

pR(t),  Time varyina pressure is imposed upon the system. 

HhtttVM the nature rf ♦k-e disturblrg force! 

?)   PBCO = ^(o) 

3)   Ap(t) : pR(t) , P3(t) - R u(t) 

As a particular example of the use of this pneuira+lc syst?m consider 

an instrument designed to monitor the rat.»-of-change of pressure !" -i 

closed vessel. 

r, 

/ /   / / 

■7—~ 

t<0 >0 
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The constant pressure, P~.  in a sealed pressurized vessel is being 

monitored by this instrument.    The parameters of the instrument must be 

ot such magnitude as not to intluenc* the ettect being observed beyond 

acceptable limits.    This vessel is immersed in another system of constant 

but lower pressure P,   (this could be atmospheric pMMMM)«    '•Um "^ 

opening is made in the vessel resulting in an exponentially decreasing 

pressure, PRU), dependent upon the resistance of the leak and the 

capacitance of the vessel. 

P ■ 1*2 - pl 

o£s Characteristic of the fault 

and capacity of the 

1-1 
/*# 

Pi 
o. 

/*#(*)'/?+Fe -oct 

pressurized vessel, 1_ 

at t = 0   PfiiO) - pB(C) « P? : P, ♦ P 

The monitoring system whose circuit characteristic is ^ , (j.), it 
HC 

responding to this exponentially declining pressure PpCt) in the following 

manner. 

r 
r 

R 

3 
The circuit equation iss 

R u(t) ♦ PgCt) « PRU) 

** 

with the solution» 

R u(t) ♦if   a(t) dt : (Pj ♦ Pt -^ - pB{0) 

o 

R u(t) ♦ 1 ^ u(t) dt s -p (1 - e 'W 

u(t) » -i f (e "^ ^ * <*} 
Rl^EC 
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Note that  th* truo direction of flc<- iz rs-vfrsod from that shown in 

the circuit diagram, therefore* 

AP't) - PB(tJ - pR(t) 

Ap(t) =    - R u(t) 

Trio      i mr-^*-+  -»n >      T-rt »-. . 1 +      Ir      +KA     r^r>Ä/-r t »^*%     H 4  f ^^ •--«r./> ^        *   w~ f *  \     *l~*.*,%~~mJ 

between the monitoring instrument and the vessel» because it is this 

'HicMiLlLy     Ay  LlidL is used  Lu actuate an indicating system* 

Graphlcallyt the results can be shown as follows« 

I 4^ ^p «)'** <*>-**<*> 
^Pmajr. 

A/hCt) 

•max 

The value for maximum  /lp(t) can be related to the oC and H 

characteristics* 

♦' - <* -ax» where «^ = in cC//^ 

The significance of these results can be discussed «s follows* 

The monitoring instrument (capacitance with orifice) can be built 

to have a desired characteristics   /^ .    Then, for a given known P., 

F2 system actuation of the instrument can be achieved for a designated 

oC value.   This suggests use for controlled flow at a desired rate as 

well M use as an alarm to signal leaks* 

The problem of measuring a fault in a continuous flow pipe would be 

different from this example, of  would be different, and would be 
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related to the characteristic impedance  as In ^n electrical transmission 

line. 

A fundamental, if obvious, point is that wc  are dealing with a 

transient,  response and using the tetiiporary effect of the disturbance as 

our sicin,»1  nr Hrlvlnn frirrm f^r the üv?plt'?rinn instrument. 

The extension of the preceding analysis to a pneumatic system 

including inductance will obviously result in more complex equations 

because we must now consider      A p through the inductance as well as 

through the resistance of the orifice.    Basically the approach is similar. 

Tr.e solutions of the analogous electrical RLC circuits can be found In 

standard texts on transient analysis. 
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UONCLUSICt^ 

One of tnt circumstances t'hat led to tne original rapid development 

of electrical circuit theory was th» .-,hllity to experimentally 

substantiate theoretical equations,     fhls wa& due  to our ability to  lump 

and thus orient  and control the electrical  circuit  constants at low 

trequencies.    it  is much moie difflc.jlt in pneumatic work to lump the 

circuit  uonstents.    tost circuit elements contain significant values for 

the three parameters!    inductsncc, capacitance and resistance. 

Advances in the meteorological   field and new instrumentation in 

the rocket and missile field exemplify this progress.   The work here at 

DUMND ORDNANCE FUZE LABORATORIES gives us an insight into the 

potential applications of fluid control.    In terms of power alone, the 

movement of terrestrial and extra terrestrial gases is tremendous; 

direct control of pneumatic forces,  wiLhout recourse  to conversion 

processes Is another new and challenging area. 

The authors acknowledge with grateful appreciation 

the careful review of this paper by Dr» Kenneth 

Staffln of Stevens InsllLute ot Technology. 
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Figure I«    Proportional fluid amplifier -- basic design. 
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1.     INTRODUCTION 

To achieve  fluid anpl 1 fipation without  mechanical moving parts,   a power 

nozzle  is  ust-d  to transform the  energy  initially stored in  static  pressure 

into dynamic pressure.    This power stream of high energy fluid passes through 

an interactiun region and is partitioned into two output apertures as shown 

in fig.   i.    Control streams placed at each side and usually normal to the 

power stream detenrune  the  ."t^ section of flow of the power stream.     Variations 

in the net thrust of the control streams change the deflection of the power 

stream,   and  thereby change  the  dlvlr.icn of  fluid between the  twe output 

apertures  (fi^.   2). 

The gain of a proportional amplifier is defined as  the  ratio of the 

change  la  the variable of  interest at  the output to tne  change  of this 

variable  at  the input  -  that  is,   the  ratio of output to input  signal.     A 

theoretical  nnslysls    that  follows was made of the gains in pressure,   volume 

flow,   and power;   prudlc' ions were  compared with experimental data.     An In- 

compressible fluid was assumed  in this analysis and the measurements were 

made using air at Ices than 5 pölg. 

.     CHARACTERISTICS OF JET STREAMS 

'"be operation of a proportioning fluid amplifier is dependent upon 

controlling and collecting the fluid stream issuing from t nozzle.    To 

understand fluid "mplificutiou,   Lhe-refure,   tuxas Knowledge of  jet-stream 

characteristics is necessaiy. 

A fluid stream discharging into a fluid initially at rest undergoes 

both lateral diffusion and deceleration (ref. 2) while  Liie suiiounding 

fluid is brought into motion.     The reason for tnis is that,   at the exit of the 
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Figure 4.    Experimental profiles. 
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nozzle,   a high velocity gradient   «.xists  between the stream and the 

currüur.ding fluid.     FAii?'- gppgrated  in  this  region produce  a lateral 

mixing process  resulting in the   formation of two distinct regimes  (fig.   3)> 

the  zone of establishment and  the zone of established flow.     Over an extremely 

wide   rnr.gp of Reynolds nunler (ref-   ?)>   tht  Rt.rpn/n rharActeri ntics  remain 

essentially 'jnchanged.    'irt-  /one of establishment ends about 6 nozzle widths 

downstream from the nozzle exit  for the conditions of interest here,     in 

this  zone the mixing process  has not penetrated to the center line of the 

Jet stream,   and the conditions  at the center line are still the same as at 

the nozzle exit.    At approximately 6 nozzle widths the fluid enters the zone 

of established flow.    In this  region the  velocity throughout the stream 

decreases ab  the didtauce  from the nozzle pxlt increases. 

The  fluid in th" p-ripllfier under consideration differs from the stream 

described above,   because it is confined between parallel plates.     In the 

unconfined stream,   only the tCBflMrtisl   «h^wr within the mlxlmr restion 

decelerates the jet stream,   and since this process is completely internal, 

oomentim: fin is conserved.     In the confined stream,   the top and bottom 

plates exert a shearing force on the stream.    This process is external to 

the stream,   and momentum flux is not conserved.    Consequently,  the zone of 

established flow appears to emanate from a point on the center line farther 

upstream from the nozzle than tae apparent point of emaaation of an unconfined 

etivaa (rei.  3)« 

Dynamic pressure profiles (taken at DOFL) of a two-dimsnsional (2-D) 

stream confined between parallel plates are shown in fig. k.    The ratio of 

the distance between plates to the nozzle width (aspect ratio) was 8. 
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Integration of these prof 1 !es  confirms  the  fact that momentum flux  Is  not 

conccrvec',   but Jecrpai.es with increasing distance from the nozzle exit. 

In this case,   the itfMB appears  to emanate  from a point k nozzle widths 

upstream from the exit.    As the aspect ratio is lowered this distance is 

pyr^ftfii   to   Inpr»»««*», 

The maximum pressure of tliese experimental  profiles occurs on the 

center line of the strewn.    These data show that the maximum pressure 

7 nozzle widths downstream of the exit dropped to 95 per cent of the exit 

pressure;  at  11 nozzle widths,   to 68 per cent of the exit pressure.     The 

chape of these profiles is similar to those found in ref.  2 for 2-D Jets 

without parallel plates. 

It is  to be noted that the experimeutal profiles were obtained in the 

absence of output apertures.    Experimental evidence indicates thn* the 

static i-rträBuiT;  throughout the zones or motion is constant if no obstructions 

arc preoent.    The ctagna^ion pressure at the edges of the apertures  aTfects 

the profiles;  however.   If the edges are sharp,   this effect is believed to be 

small. 

3.     ANALYSIS OF POWER-JET DEFLECTION 

The  following analysis of the power-Jet deflection by means of the 

control stream is based on three assumptions: 

(l)    The fluid is incompressible and frier.onless. 

(C)    Tua flow is steady. 

(3)    The Impingement of the control stream on the power stream may 

be viewed as a 2-D potential motion problem where the power 

Jet is considered as a nondeformable wall.    This means that 

uiiere is no mixing between the control and power streams. 
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The  thrunt exerted by the  control stream on the  power Jet is computed 

I'rom Newton';; second law,   which for a frictionless fluid in steady motion rray 

'JC  wiILteli  as 

-> -> 
where c and v    are  the density and velocity of  the  control   ttrMMj   dA Is 

incremental area,   p    Is static pressui«,   and g    is  the gravitational 

conversion factor.    This equation simply states that the sum of the external 

lorce.s doting on the system it. equal to tne rate of cnang^ of momentum ol 

the  bounded man:-,  rystem. 

Assuming that the problem of determining the velocity v    is similar to 

the classical problem of the impingement of an  incompressible,   frictionless, 

steady s\,ream on a flat wall,   the result is given by the curves of fig.   5a« 

The solution shows  (ref.  U)  that the streamlines are hyperbolas whose 

asymptotes are the x and y axes.    The control stream,   therefore,  follows 

along the siae of tne power Jtt with no bounce.     If the configuration in 

fig.  5a is modified oy inserting walls at the middle and edge filaments,   and 

if the power jet  replaces the wall,   the streamlines  remain essentially 

unchnnged  (fig.   5b). 

The geonetry of the classifcal   problem now  nonformR to the Intemctlon 

region of the fluid amplifier and v    is determined.    The desired relation 

between stream thrust and deflection angle is derived in App. A. 

i*.     THEORETICAL DEVELOFMEMT Og GAIN 

k.l    now Gain 

The flow gain G- of a proportional amplifier is defined as tue ratio 

of the change In the output volumetric flow difference AQ to the change in 
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input volumetric flow differen.;e, AQ. so  that 

or 

where the subscripts L and R refer tc the left- and right-output apertures, 

and 2 and 3 refer to the left- and right-control  nozzles,  respectively. 

The output-flow difference C   ib a function of the pressure 

profile p(0,0 ),  the angle subtended by the apertures e, and the downstream 
S Q 

distance of the apertures I where 0 Is an arbitrary angle and | is the 

stream deflection angle: 

%-% c^vv41 (3) 

The total differential of equation (3) is 

For small increments,  the flow gain nay be written as 

r    acu   ^GL m   ta. to   ^s» ae^   vu tu 

(v) 

(5) 

Assuming that the pressure profile does not change for small control 

dfl A 
inputs, -rj- = 0; and since e and fL are Independent of Q., the gain expression 

reduces to 

s-5; ^ <6> 
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From the definition of 1'low rate,   the  output flow difference may  be 

wri t-Len as 

wheiv A.,   for example,   is the area of the left aperture and v      is the 

average  velocity.     For an   inoompreosibie  fluid,   the total presuure at the 

entrancea and exists of the apertures is  the sum of the static and dynamic 

pressure; moreover,   the static pressure of the  fluid stream approaching 

uonload^d apertures  is  ambient,   so that  the  output  volume  flow rate may be 

computed from p = —    v^.       In terms of the pressure profile p(^ + ^ , Ä) the 
dRc s 

average velocity is 

rJ '-^ -^V*(e^i)ae (7a) 

K 

and  Uie output  volurae  Mow rate is 

v i/?[\ ^(-..^-A, ftv..»"] (8) 

The relation between stream deflection y and input-flow difference 

Is derived (App.  A) by applying the momentum equation to the interaction 

legion.    If  the left and right control areas are e^ual,   tie relation is 

approximaotly 
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where Qj Is the  ratio of dynamic to total pressure,   ♦ Is the difference In 

deflection between  rower Ktrpnm f.nd contr'."»!  stream,   and *he subscript 1 

referrj  to the power nozzle. 

It  bhuuld be noted that the  anwies  0    and y are measured  from 

different vertices.    Experiments have   ;;jown  that  Lhe power stream appears to 

radiate from a source approximately k rozzle widths upstream of the power- 

Jet exit (for an aspect ratio of 8),   but it  is deflected about the point of 

Intersection of the power- and control-nozzle  center lines. 

From fig.  1,  the geometrical relation between angles 0    and 7 is 
s 

t*« t 5  f^- **** do) 

where L is the downstream distance from the point of apparent emanation to 

the apertures and w    is the control-nozzle width. 

If the areas of the left. And right apertures «r»? equal, the theoretical 

flow gain obtained by combining eq. (6), (8), (9)» (lu) and nci moll zing the 

pressure is 
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G  ■ 
K^A.A^U) 

*       Q, h\ % f* 

Av^A)   r\%**tA   ItMM 
cw t^W <4W 

(11) 

where pj») refers to the maximum pi-esRiirp of the profile, 

K = 
tiuU'^X^X^*^)»^ 

M-^O^j 

and 

a = A 

and where it must be kept in mind that 
^9« ^9 

U.P    Prer.roirt» Pain 

The pressure gain of a proportional fluid amplifier is defined 

as the ratio of change in total output pressure difference,  to the change 

in total input pressure difference.    This nay be written as 

6 ä 
AK 

f 
(12) 

Af i 
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or 

G0 = —7-=—rr (12a) 

The Output pi-essure dlffeicnce p    is a function of the pressure 

profile,  p(9,e   ),   the wldLh of the aperture 6,,   auu tli^ dovmbtrcam diottuice 

of the apertures  1 ;  that is 

*. ■ r.(^|i«,i) w 

The total differential of equation (13) is 

(iu) 

For small increments,  the pressure gain may now be written 

iff        <W?i*       ^.1*14.1^^1   4. 2?? it /       N 
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AßriLimlng  that  the  pressure prol'llp does not  ^iiange for small 

control Inputs,  and since Ö    and x ire Independent of p.,   the gain 

ticpneaian rc.iucc s to 

(16) 

From the assumptions,   the output, pressure i <? 1 n the form of 

dynamic pressure;   therefore. 

fe    *|U   "L     ***** 
(17) 

üy using the expression for average velocity,   the output 

pressure difference is 

f.- 
o J   I    •% 

(16) 
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The relation between stream deflection and Input preasure 

difference 1J derived  1 r. App.   A.     If the left and right control areas are 

equal,   the  relation is approximately 

A
1 U4O(')T. 

(19) 

Fron the geometrical relation in equation (10),  equation (19) 

•nay no written ac 

too*. 6, s (ao) 

A theoretical expression for pressure gain Is obtained by combining 

equations (l6),   (ifi),   (?0),   and normalizing the pressure so thao 

hf, 
.HtfJAlffaA rM 

rJA    ÄW 
\ (21) 
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where,   as before, 

J+. J    Power Gain 

The power gain may be defined in termp of pressure gain and f'-v 

gain,   so that 

V* 
^n^Q, 
/Vfi AQi 

(22) 

or 

fÄ i     T      ft. 
(22a; 

The theoretical expression for power gain is,   therefore,  obtained 

by multiplying equation (ll) by equation (2l). 
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5.     APPLICATION Og THKOKY 

5.1    Predicting the  Gain of a Fluid Amplifier 

The theoretlcnl expressions for flow and pressure gain ara glv;n 

In equations (ll) and (2l). Gains are calculated from thesr <quations by 

specifying: 

(a) The  chape of the pressure profile at the eatnince 

to the apertures; 

(b) il;e  physical dimeiibions of the anpllfler; 

(c) Che  ratio of dynamic pressure to total  pressure fur 

control (flu) and power (a,)  streams;   and 

(d) The   turning angle  of the control stream   ^ . 

Experimental (fi«.  4) and theoretical  analyses  (ref. 2) of 2-D 

suhmfMg»-d jets  show that the pressure  profile is approximately Gaursian ir. 

the region of estabilöhed flow.     This may be expressed aathematically as 

fW« K -»P^FH (23) 

At yower-stream pressures of 5 pslg,  and an aspect ratio of 8:],   these data 

gav.  a i«ak pressure p    of 3.5 pslg and a standard deviation a cf approximately m 

P.'iC deg   at 11 nozzle widths downstream.    Since the value of a depends to 

MM extent, on aspect ratio,  the dependence of pressure and flow gains on 

o Is also considered. 

The ratios at,   and a   were detenulned experimentally as ct.   = 0.84 

and a   ■ O.kk at the operating pressures of the amplifier.    These operating 
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pressures were chosen below 5 psig so that the asaumption of Incompressibillty 

would be valid. 

The turning angle 9 has been taken as 8 deg,   since the power stream 

spreads at approximately this angle in the interaction region.    The direction 

cf flow of the control stream ab it leaves the Interaction region therefore 

differs from the axis of the power stream by this antdc. 

When these o values are employed in equationc (li),   (ül),   and (üü), 

the  theoretical flow,  pressure,   and power gains are determined.    Fig. 6,  7» 

aud 8 snow the  theorttical gains plotted against deflection angle   for a 

Gausalan profile. 

5.2    Optimlzatioa of Gain 

Consideration will now be given to the effect of varying certain 

physical dimensions of the amplifier to optimize the gain using measured 

pressure profiles. 

It should be noted tnat the pressure gain given by equation (2l)  is 

not directly proportional to the ratio of control area A    and power area /L. 

alone,  since the a's are also functions of the areas.    This applies also to 

the ratio of flow rates  Mp/Q    in the fluw fcain txpicösiön (eq. ll).     Since 

the functional relation between the areas (or flow rates) and the a's is not 

analyzed here,   the effects of varying the area ratio or flow rate control to 

power ratio is not considered. 

5.C.1    Csiiötant-Width Aperturec-Varyln^ Distance Downstream 

Az the downstream distance of constant-width apertures is 

Increased,  each aperture accepts a smaller percentage of the total stieam. 
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Figure 6.     Theoretical  fluw gain versus stream deflection 
with stream width as a parameter. 
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Figure 7.    Theoretical pressure gain versus stream deflection 
with stream width as a parameter. 
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'Hie peak  prccsure lu  alüo decrtHaing with inrreasiug Jowaatream diTtance. 

Using experimentell profile data taken  it  DofL,   these  quantities nay be 

related   to fiownstream distance.     Klg.   y  is a plot of  theurellcal pieabuit;, 

flow,   and power gains virtW) downstream distance for the case of a constant 

vlclth aperture equal to 1.5 power nozzle widths and a streaoi deflection 

0=0.     Tho theoretical gains maxim'.ze at 11 nozzle widths downstream, 
s 

5.2.2 Cons tout - De yi at lor. Apertures - Varying THntance Jtownstream 

If tlH «pfirt-lirF'Fi are constrained to subtend a fixed angle, 

Li:-.' aperture wddth must lacrcujc with increasing dov/nstream distance.     Fig. 

10 shows  the  relation between theoretical pressure,   flow,   and power gains, 

and downstreFJT. dlsL«nce for a fixed aperture angle of 2.50 o at a stream 

deflection of 0    - 0.    The pressure gain decreases monotonlcally in the 

region of establlöiied flow,   whereas the  flow gain increase.-, monotonlcr."1.ly. 

The power gain,   however,  cxni nits a mximum at about xl nozzle wiJLhs Juwn- 

ötream. 

5.2.3 Varying Width Apertures-Fixed Downstream HI stance 

Varying the width of apertures at a fixed downstream position 

vnHes   their posiLlon with respect to the pressure profile.    Fig.  11 is a 

plot of theoretical pressure,  flow,  and power gains versus the equivalent 

a width at 11 nozzle widths downstream and 0=0.    Hie flow gain iacres-ses 
s 

monotonlcally until the apertures increase to the width of the power stream; 

thereafter,  increasing the aperture width does not change the /«in.    The 

pressure tsoln is a maximum at an aperture width of 1.7 o,  and the power gain 

is a maximum at appruxioiately 2.^ o. 
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Figure 12.    Proportional amplifier. 
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Tsar awup Arm rag^agg 

To check the theoretical analysis,   tents were performed on the amplifier 

ovn in rig.  12.     Tiiit; tuapliiier nas the  t'oi lowing dimensional features: 

(a) The nozzle widths of power arid control streamb   arc 

approximately equal. 

(b) The entrance width b of each output aperture   is   1.5 power 

nozzle widths. 

(c) The entrance of the apertures   !■   fixed at 11 power nozzle 

widths  from the exit of the power nozzle. 

(d) The  ratio of nozzle height to power nozzle width (aspect 

ratio)   is   8. 

A functional diagram (fig. 13)  shows  Uie  test arrangement used with this 

amplifier.    The test  setup consists of a regulated air supply to each nozzle 

and the mean;, of KOattliai Input and output conditions.    The flow rate Into 

the nozzles and out of the apertures tl measured with rotameters that have a 

full-scale accuracy within 2 per cent.    The pressure in the control-input 

tanks is measured with manometers. 

Ourlng a test,   the power stream scttllry? tank was maintained at a 

constant pressure of  3 or 5 psig.     One of the control tankö was also kept at 

a constant pressure,   which is 0 to ?0 per cent of the power-stream pressure. 

Small changes were then made in the other control pressure.    The flowmeters 

at the input and output were  rend at each control-pressure point. 

It may be  seen in fig.  12 that  there are through-holes on each side of 

the power stream in the regiyn between the control Jets and apertures.    This 

effectively short circuits any pressure difference across the  stream,   thereby 

Insuring stream stability. 
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Figure 13.    Functional diagram of test set-up. 
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7.   CQMFA:-JGON OF THEORETIC AT, AJID EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

In comparing the   theoretical and experluici:Lal  recult§ It  is 

advantageous  to plot  output difference  versus  Input difference  rather 

than gain versus deflection angle,   since claculatlon of experimental  gaiu 

requires  iivisloa by  sioall dlffti-ences,  which  reduces the accuracy of the 

results.    Equations  (2) and (12) show thai  the  slope  of the curVe that has 

the output difference  as ordinate and input difference as abscissa will be 

the gain of the amplifier. 

7.1 Flow  Difference 

If the conditions given in section 5.1 are MSUMd again,   a 

theoretical relation between aperture-flow difference (L   - Q^ and control- 

flow difference  CL -  Q    can be calculated from equations (8),   (9),   and (lü), 

The theoretical and experimental flow difference  results are  shown in fig. 

U and IS. 

The   theoretical and experimental results use in close agreement 

until the control flow difference readies 10 pe" cent of the power stream 

f2jw.    As the control flow increases above this value,   the experimental 

results become  higher  than predicted  by the  theory. 

7.2 Pressure Difference 

The theoretical relation between aperture pressure difference 

P    - PR and control pressure difference p    - p^ can be calculated from 

equations  (18) and (20)  by using the conditions given in section 5«-•    This 

relation Is shown in figs.  16 and 1',' i'or both theoretical and experimental 

results.    In the experimental  rer.ults,  the dynamic pressure at the entrance 

to the apertures is computed from the output flowiueter readings by relating 

dynamic predsure to average velocity and using the equation of continuity. 
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The experlnjers*-:;.! ana theoretical curvce  have essentially tie  btune 

sliape.     For small control pit;t)3jre di f ferenc-a  the agreement is good.     As 

the control pressure difference  Increases the experimental aperture pressu -• 

difference becomes larger than predicted by the theory.     The maximum value, 

or point of z^ro gain,   occurs when the control pressure difference is 

approximately 10 per cent, of the power stream pressure. 

8.     DISCUSSION 

To obtain the theoretical output differences a Gaussian pressure profile 

was assumed.    This profile was  selected from those found experimentally by 

specifying the  same standard deviation and maximum value.    Increa«lng the 

standard deviation of the theoretical profile as much as 20 per cent caused 

only a negligible chancre ^n the "i;t.put difference functions,  PT   - P_ and 
Li n 

Q.  and  Q^,   because all apertures were almost equally affected.     Th'e was also 

confirmed experimfntnlly.    The  ^vpeHraental profile was broadened by increasing 

the percentage of control pressure; tests made at 10 per cent,   20 per cent,   and 

^0 per cent control  prefsure yielded close results.    If the maximur value of 

the Gaussian is changed,   the output difference functions are also changed. 

According to the theory,   the aperture difference pressure is directly 

proportional to the maximum pressure.    The experiments made with power stream 

pressures of 3 psig and 5 psig tended to confirm this.    At a power stream 

pressui-e of  y psig,   trie maximum aperture pressui«  diffei'eace was 2.7ä pölg. 

At 3 psig;   the aperture pressure difference was 1.75 psig«    The  ratio of 

these is O.63 compared with the prediction of 0.60 from the theory.    In 

addition,  experimental profile data of undeflected streams obtained at D0FL 

were substituted in the theoretical equations.     The result was wlthla 5 

percent of the result obtained with ihe Gaussian profile.    It must be concluded 
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then,   that the  use of OausGion profiles in place of actual undeflected 

prüfile.';  Imda  to relatively smtO I  errors in the theoretical results. 

To cbttun the theoretical input differences,   the momeatum eqvi»tioii 

was applied to the Interaction region (App.  A).    An approximate  relation 

i.as been employed to give the  input-pressure difference  p    - p    in 

equation (üO)  and the input-flow difference  ^ - (L from equation (9).     At 

present there are no experimental data available to check the accuracy of 

this  relation. 

As the control differences increase, the experimental outpat differences 

become greater than the theory predicts. The theoretical output differences 

were based on the assumption of a Guassian proriie. At pi^esent, profiles of 

highly deflected streams have not been taken but they are not expected to 

remain Guassian; therefore, the use of a profile that remains Gaussian 

reritricts the tteoretical results to conditions where the stream deflections 

are small. 

The experimental difference functions are greater than the theory predicts. 

In the present tests the total output flow was greater than the profile 

indicated,  even when the stream was not deflected.    This occurs because a 

fluid whose velocity is nonuniform at the input to an apertur»« contir.'»fH to 

entrain fluid after the fluid has entered the collectors.    In this analysis, 

•I!  calculations were made under the assumption that the velocity prnTlle at 

the input to an aperture is unaffected by the presence of the aperture. 

9-    COWCLUSIOWS 

A theory has been presented that predicts small signal pressure,  flow,  and 
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pover gai a of a. single  ampiifitir stage.    The theory indlcateR tnat a power 

gain of about 100 is easily achievnbic with pressure and flow gulns of about 

10. 

All gains are at maxim .1 wnen  the power stream is evenly divided by the 

two output apertures.    The gains decrease with deflection angle and become 

zei    when the stream is approximately centered In one of the apertures. 

The power gain maximizes at about 11 power-Jet nozzle widths downstream 

with aperture widths 1.5 times the power-Jet nozzle width 

'„omparibon of tbOM aapecto of the  theory,   which could be checked on a 

■iaglit laboratory model showed good agreement within the experimental error. 

On this model the pressure gain wa^, calculated to be 5«1 &nd meaaured 8.4; 

the flow gain was calculated to be 10 5 and measured 9«^» 
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ACTKHDBC A 

TKEORg'i'ICAL ANALYSIS OF INTERACTINQ STREAMr.    .'MATHEMATICAL DERIVATIONS 

Tu luimalate  the expression for gain in equations [i>) and (lb),   It is 

necessary to have a relationship between input difference and the sLream 

ieflectiu;:.    This relation can be obtained by the application of the 

momentum equation to the control ana xjwer streams. 

In the   le-ivation it is assumed that tte fluid is incompressible,   the 

flow is steady,   there is no energy loss,   and the change in momentum is due 

only to the change in Erection of the interacting streams.    Experiments 

have shown that the axes of the power stream and control streams are not 

parallel after interacting because of the characteristic spreading of a Jet 

stream.     This fact is considered in the derivation. 

From the above assumptions and ncglfcUng body fbrces,   the momentum 

equation 

-\tiJ- \i (*•'*)* (A-l) 

may be written as Newton's second law 

I?:    ^S    ft U*) 

M is the momentum vector and r where M is the momentum vector and r Is the force vector. 
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From the free body diagrams shown In fig.   A-i,   the following 

jomponent equations are obtained (vten the subscript w rV-notes the wall): 

Left-Control ytreem 

RJ.ght-Controi Gticdm 

t- fc1^ -fM
A

s M**) ■ |tv! i^fr^* Jyf ^^ (A-5) 

IF,« ^5^T 

*>A%:^*W VlA1-1*^" ^-(••M- ywH      (A-6) 
Power Stream 

^-^.V^   i*rfM (A-7) 
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Wall 

Now if eq.   (A-?) Is divided by ea.   (A-B) 

WiV « T—  (A-10) 

Substituting equations  (/-3),   (A-U),   (A-5),   (A-6),   and (A-9) Into 

I (A-10)  the result is 

In general,   the control streams are perpendicular to the power stream 

(p= O) GO that cq.  (A-ll) becomes 

uv -   ^kj^ii^id^JK fcik si^l A12) 
^ ' Ak^ t4-^H^HMl-Nlv jblKHh fA ^ i^   (A"12 
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For power-stream deflection angles / small eomparp^ with ♦,  the stream 

deflecticn is apn'^xltiiately 

l^ i.      Kl^l^)-^^i<)]^^»1            (A_i3) 

In the deuoralnator of eq.   (A-15),   the bracketed term Is at least an order 

of magnitude  smaller than the first term.     Neglecting this term leads to the 

further approximation 

XfltAi s  (A-14; 

Using Bernoulli's equation 

»•vt** (A-15) 

eq.   (A-14)  becomes 

(A-16) 
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If A    =  A    eg.   (A-l6)  takes the  I'om given jn eq.   (19) vith p^ » P0  - P-,* 

that is. 

i».* X » : :  (A-17) 
A.ll + tjf. 

where,   by definition. 

'    ^ '    ^^       ^ 

For the flov-gain expression,  it is convenient to express eq.  (A-17) ia 

terms of control flow rather than control pressure. 

Expressing p    and p   in terms or a ,  N   and N   and still assuming that 

1^' definition <i  - Q, - Q, so that 
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Substituting eq.   (A-ly)  for p    in eq.   (A-L?) gives 

It* V ■ "^ 7 1  (A-20^ 

wnich is equivalent,  to eq.   (9)' 
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TlfnRUI.ENCE AMPLlflKR EESTBH tSD APFLZCAXZOM 

by 

Raymond N.   Anger 

of 

pj.uld Lcglc Control Systeros 
New York ZJ,  wew Kork 

The tuAulenc« aeqpllfiar la s. pneuaBtlc or hydraulic nu BüTlng 
parts fluid rjaplifier with mauy uaique properties Mhioh suit it for use 
in logic circuits and as a primary sensor of low velocity fluid streams 
and low energy acoustic waves. The turbulence amplifier produces 
signal amplification by the disturbance of a laminar flow in a 
.-Libmorccd Jet. Figure 1 illustrates the basic configuration of the 
device. 

IX a +'Luid strcxr. is  sent, Mirough a smooth-Wollcd p-'-pfe of small 
aiaaeter at a tufflelently low velocity, the pipe's walls will induce 
laminar flow.  If this flow is sufliciently laminar, it can then be 
projected a distance of over 100 times the diameter of the pipe anc1 

remain in a laminar state until it becomes turbulent. The diötuüce 
over which the stream can be projected in a laminar state decreases as 
the velocity of the stream is increased.  If an orifice is placed in 
a laminar stream, as in the tube "O" in Figure 1, it Vlll obtain a 
static pressure which is the result of the average velocity of the 
portion of the stream received. If the v^jneity of this r-tream is 
1 nfff-nspfi ^o t.hot turbulence oocun between the supply tube and the 
output orifice, as seen in the lower half of Figure 1, the pressure in 
the output drop? because a smaller proportion of the fluid in the 
supply stream enters the output Lube. When the supply stream's 
velocity is increased to a degree that the point of turbulence of the 
stream is at the exit of the supply tube, the output pressure of the 
device slowly increases because the fraction of the supply fluid 
reaching the output tube remains constant while the velocity of the 
supply fluia continues to rise. Output pressure at, a function of 
input prcrcurc for this .rrrar..;cmrnt, 1« ■horn at the top of Figure 1. 
Hie peak of this curve marked "m" represents the supply velocity nt 
vhioL tue cone of turbulence appears immediately before the output 
tube.  If the distance between the supply and output tubes has been 
properly selected, small disturbances of the supply stream near its 
point of exit from the supply tube will be amplified by phenomeim 
within the laminar ütresm, causing it to become turbulent at a point 
nearer the supply exit, and producing large pressure variations in the 
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output tube.    Power gains of 100 and higher «.re possible by this 
arrangement.     The dljturbanoes Introduced into the laminar stream nmy 
be the result of acoufatii; waves or other fluid strea/r- til rented into 
the laminar strccm.     The greater the distance between the supply and 
output  tube,  the greater the sensitivity r'f the device,   but e.8 the 
maximum velocity of a laminar stream decreases with distance,  the 
selection uf Lhe distance between supply and   -.utput for a practical 
device must represent a balance of sensitivity and useful output- 

The arrangement of Figure i provides a means of using the well- 
Knnwn sound-sensitivity of laminar Jets .for the actuation of pneumatic 
amplifiers or pressure  switches.    Fortunately,   sound sensitivity 
becomes significant at distances between supply and output which are 
much greater than required for the design of practical wnplifiers of 
fluid streams.    Using a 0.030 inch diameter supply Jet, pneumatic 
turbulence amplifiers  are practical fluid stream dNipliflers  when the 
supply-output distance ranges between 0.7 to 1 inch,  while significant 
Gjund sensitivity buying at about 1.3 iaetaaBi     High frequency sensitivity 
is high at 1,7 inches,  with relative insensltlvity to low frequency 
sounds (below lü.üüO cps),  while at a distance of from l.fl and greater 
sound sensitivity rivals that of high-gain electronic devices in the high 
and mid-frequency range.    At a supply-output distance of 1.9 inches, an 
output pressure of approximately 0.9 Inches of water coluirn Is obte.inable 
while the stream is lamli.ai,  und an output pressure of less fnnn 0.2 
inches results when the stream is upset by the sound of a high-frequency 
dog whistle blown by a human bHng with fair lung power at n nlstance of 
30 feet.    With the output of the amplifier directed into the input of a 
non-microphonlc fluid stream cuüplifler,  pressure outputs suificlent to 
drive pressure switches  responding to 1 inch of water ccl'.am can be 
obtained from distances of 300 feet by means of a man-operated whistle. 

When the distance between supply and output is  reduced lelow the 
range  of significant  sound SenslLivity,   turbulence  ampxifiera  can be 
used to sense fluid flows directed approximately at right angles to the 
laminar Jet.    Sensitivity to such flows is very great,  and enables 
practical amplifiers to be constructed with j'ower gains in the range of 
k0 to 80.    By "practical amplifiers" it Is meant that devices ceui be 
built, which have outputs tha+  can be easily used to operate other 
devices,  such «.'? oth«»1" amplifier? or pressure switches.     Air flows 
producing a pitot tube otatlc pressure of less than 0.02 Inches of water 
can be used to operate turbulence amplifiers with an output range from 
'j.l to 1 Inches of water.    If some sound-sensitivity can be tolerated 
for a given air-stream detector application,  pressure gains of 1,000 can 
be obtained by a single device,    lhe very high sensitivity of "his device 
enables It to be used for fluid stream detection in much the came way as 
photoelectric devices  are used to aeuse light beams,   their interruption 
and reflection.    The air streams produced by small blowers can be 
detected many feet from their source In an open atmosphere. 
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The use of projected air Btivui  as input signals to turbulence 
amplifiers indicates  the possibility ot their use in complex clicuits 
where they can be interconnected and ased for multi-stage signal 
ampa.ification or as switching deviccj m logic and control circuits. 
Figure  2 lUustrfttei a turbulence amplifier with a control Jet used to 
introduce disturbances in the laminar stream.    For this arrangement 
to be practical for use in complex circuits,   its output must be capable 
of direct coupling with the inpu . of an Identical device.     This has 
been achieved with the realization of amplifier configurations which 
produce input-output  functions such as shown at the top of Figure 2. 
Because the output of turbulence amplifiers never drops completsly to 
zero,  exc-pt for very largo signals,  for one amplifier to be directly 
coupled to a second it is essential that the second amplifier be 
unresponf'ive to very small signals,     kt the curve of Figure 2 indloateö, 
this is the case for a properly designed turbulence amplifier.    The 
i^uge of unresponsiveness is a result of simple design parameters and 
can be made as great as desired.    The simplest design technioue for 
controxling the range of unresponslvoness is to use a conflgurat-I'jjj which 
projects a stream which is so stable that It is undistmbod by the time 
it reaches the output during the range of input to be ignored. 

Air-operated turbulence amplifiers In an atmosphere of approximately 
sea-levo"!  pressure can be built in a limited range of Pizes.    Ihere is 
only one size supply Jet which produces maximum power gain,  and this is 

> apprcxirnately 0.040 inch in diameter.    Acceptable gain for logic circuit 
applications exists through a range of supply di«vn«»t^rs running from 
approximately 0.010 inch to 0.070 inch.     The importance of proper supply 
tube configuration (diameter taper,  if any,  and straight length) 
increases significantly with tube diameter. 

Supply Jet ••iinmeters of 0.030 inch have proven to be practlc»! fNB 
the nol nt of v?t=>w nf* now«??- ooitttOb^lOB and pressure,  output  volume, 
amplifier gain,   fabrication convenience and size.    Hieee units are now 
commercially available in limited quantities.    They operate with a 
supply pressure of approximately four inches of water, produce an output 
of approximately 2 inches with a ao-load volume of 20 cu.  In. per minute. 
The input or control signal volume is about 3 cu. in. per minute with a 
control pressure rer^e of appro^-mately 0.3 inches.    Signal transmission 
between amplifiers and within them is at approximately 1 inch per 
millisecond.    Connecting an amplifier input to output with a 3 inch 
circuit patn results in osclllationB of approximately 350 cps.    Some care 
must be exercised in constructing high-speed circuits not to overdrive 
acpllfiori because the resumption of laminar flow after very strong 
turbulence will be delayed to a varfablc degree.    T^e degree to which 
this occurs is readily observablt in opnlllatorB. 

The turbulence amplifier has a number of advantages when used as 
a switching element in logic circuits.    It is a major convenience in 
constructing such circuits to use an element which is free of Impedance 
matching problems and which exhibits the large fan-out ratio (l;10) of 
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these units.     The  coraplett; Ibolaticn of turbulence  •amplifier Inputs and 
the fact that a single amplifier can have an almost unlimited number of 
inputs is a major advantage in many practical circuits.    A third major 
advantage of turbulence iimplifiers 1" the fact that each amplifier 
perform:: the logical NOR function,  which can be used as the basis for all 
of the other logic functions,  such as AND,  OR, MEMORY (flip-flop),  and 
counting circuits.    Figure 3 illustrate:, the circuit for tne  flip-flop 
and the AND.     Thf flip-flup circuit 19 one of the few which requires 
some consideration of output load.    For a filp-flop to be symmetrical 
its outputs must be connected to approximately equal loads:  either 
dead-ends,  such as munometers,  or groups of amplifiers. 

The power supplies for fluid logic systems arc generally regarded 
as one nf the problems in their application.     The fact that turbulence 
amplifies operate with both very low pressures and volumes is an asset 
from the power supply point of view.    Small systems  ur.lng from one to 
20 amplifiers may be powered by inexpensive vibratory diaphragm type 
pump5.    Licirger systems can use centniugai oiowers or vane type pumps. 
Totally cloaed systems can be used to limit cont aril nation.    The low 
pressure drops in turbulence amplifiers minimizes   the possibility of 
inoioture cundenjHtlon.    Complex logic circuits have been operated over 
temperature  ranges  from 20 tu 130 degrees  farenhelt,  with relative 
humidity up to 99^. 

Turbulence amplifiers can be fabricated by a wide variety of 
techniques,   ranging from soldering together short lengths of brass tubing 
to molding complete amplifiers and interconnections in plastic.    At the 
present '. i:ue they are Doing maae by casting brass tubes In pia&tic. 
The tubes provide both precise passages for air flows and convenient 
terminals for attaching plastic tvibing.    The^e amplifiers are being used 
in consoles,   such as in Figure U,  which provide a built-in power supply, 
manometer-type indicators, back-pressure push-buttons,  in addition to 
Zk two-input ampiifiers with a rated output of 1.5" w.    The purpose of 
these consoles is to provide a convenient means for the study of 
turbulence amplifier operation and circuit design.     In the future, 
individual sets of amplifiers will be available either for mounting as 
a ganged assembly for plastic-tubing interconnection,  or as plug-in units 
for assembly into circuits cast, milled or photoctched into sheets of 
plastic or glass. 

Figure 5 illustrates a variety of components which can be integrated 
into turbulence amplifier control systems.    The microphone,  shown Ft the 
top of the group of inputs,  rombiue? the properties of a very sensitive 
sound detector and a hlgh-pasb filter.    It provides a pneumatic output 
sufficient to directly operate pressure switches or other turbulence 
amplifiers from very weak acoustic signals above 10 kc.    A very 
inexpensive and simple device to build, it may be used for the remote 
control of toys,  garage door openers, or industrial alarm systems, with 
tfte remote control "transmitter" being simply a high-frequency whistle. 
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The alr-Rtrewn sersor onn be used In two ways:  the jet of laminar 
air thrown between its supply .let and curved output "collector" can be 
mechanlcully Interrupted or aiadp turbolent by means of very low velocity 
cros0  <'»• ,,>•>,•^^*'*"5^ 

The whisker-valve is a new sub-miniature valve operated by means 
of deflection of a wire feeler by means of very light mechanical forces. 
The characteristic? of this valve suit it  for producing Inputs to fluid 
lof^   .systems. 

Small diaphragms can provide enough air flow when depressed l/i6 
Inch to trigger flip-flops.    Thus,  they can be used os push-buttons or 
Unit switches  for totally encxosed systems. 

Sen-lr^ bolfiB In peiTorated tajje by air flows lr. ■ familiär 
technique.     The availability ~f logic elements to work with tape reader 
signals,  either for code conversion or other roles,  eliminates the need 
for immediate Dner.mrifi-'-t-.-oioi-'+y*^ •,?*M"sj*9lC!l« 

Analog-to-digital codn disks with the same resolution as their 
electromechanical counterparts and with inherently greater accuracy due 
to the absence of brushes or lights sources and phctoelements can be 
offered -t a fraction of the cost of their electrical counterparts. 

Just as no-movlng-partF push-buttons can be made by venting a — i L 
amount ot air to atmosphere and then sensing the increase in line pressure 
by blocking the line with light finger pressure,  electric-to-pneumatic 
conversion can be accomplished using conventional relays with one or more 
eaotMtf ".ndlfled to act as amuxture-closcd orifices.    Many relays can 
be modified and continue to carry electric contacts at the same time. 

Thanke to the case with which turtmlMM amplifiers are constructed 
and inter-cünnected,   thtlr use in practical applications is an immediate 
posslbllily. 
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Figui-H U.    A ?.h ampHfier console  ased to study tuAule&M amplifier 
slreults.    It so&tÄlns a varic type p-cp, eighi nunowttii which e4ui be 
conr.octed to the output of any amplifier,  plus one manometer to Indicate 
supply pressure,  and eight back-prens-ui-e type push-buttons.    Two of the 
ck  amplifiers have four  inputs,   zhe others  have two inputs. 
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Mt. 5 

FLIXD LOGIC CONTROL SYSTEM COMPONENTS 

r 
y VlBMTOfi VANE CtffTRiFüöAI, 
s _^ 

POWER APPLIES 

NPÜTS 

GANOEO   AMPL(F((R5 

^^Hl-VOLi/ 

OUTPUTS 

Pl-t/C-W 
XMPL/FrfRS 

^ 

W». ' * MM. 

LOGIC 

HI-l>»«E5iW«E| 

P(>(PHR>ICM 
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ON TKt  INHERENT LIMITATIONS  IN FLUID-JET MODULATORS 

by 

F.  T.   Brown 

Assistant  Professor 
Department   of  Mechanical   Enginceiiti^ 
Mabsachuseccs Institute of Technology 

Abstract 

The mannet in which wave, motion, energy dissipation, and gross jet turbu- 

lence prudjee inherent limitations in fluid-jet modulaturs Is qualitatively 

di»niBspd.  TnniV« <nrlii»4e s'jrge impedance sstchlng it  input and l^sd ports, 

the possibility ut nearly infinite pressuie and power gains of "momentum- 

controlled" and "pressure-controlled" jet amplifiers, and the effect of 

nozzle d»«ijjn on jet noise with implicationi on the signal-to-aoi»3 ratio 

and other operating conditions. 

introduction 

Fluids used in fluid-jet modulators have three significant properties: 

mass, viscosity, °nd compressibility. Aside from the basic energy flux 

associated with the jets, significant manifestations of these properties 

include wave ntocion, energy dissipation, and gross turbulence. These 

phe jraena are partially beneficial, and yet also introduce Inherent limita- 

tions to the operation of the devices. The purpose of this paper Is to outline 

this concept, with emphasis on the gross turbulence In Jet flows. 

Wave Motion 

Wave motion in fluid-Jet modulators Is the factor most frequently causing 

unsatisfactory operation.     Its mechanism is usually not well undetscjod,   but the 

seriousness of the dynamic  instabilities which result certainly are.    Host effects 

can be analyzed in terms of the interaction of ehe device with Its inputs (source 

impedance matching)  or with its outputs (load impedance matching). 

Perfect  dynamic or surge matching exists «hen s wave,  travelling down a 
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control passage or up a lead passage, is eoapl«Mly absorbed at Lne pi^ft, with 

no reflection.  This condition has been realized M the input 01   control ports 

of ceitain pi asauie-LiL^iolled ^ropoitiunal amplifiers (1,2), and conceptually 

can be nearly realircd at the input of raoncntuta-controlled proportional ampli- 

fiers (2).  The problem is more difficult in bistable relays», as the control 

port must have identical pressures and tiows, in the absence of a control 

siönH).. for both states of the device,  though conceptually possible (2), 

this has not been realized.  To the author's knowledge no one has succeeded 

in, or even expressly directed his intention toward, nWrhiny the output surgt 

impedance ot the jet with the load receiver ports.  An etlort in this direction 

is startini' at M.I.T 

Dynamic stability in the face of a poorly matched input sur^e impedance 

control lines is long compared with the response time of the device itself, 

although it is possible (3)<  Specifications of the load, nowever, often 

preclude stability in th« (AM of severe impedance mis-matching.  For example, 

if the load involves aomewnat 1..:.0 } *n-ft leading to aii essentially blocked load, 

waves generated at the jet receivei-port travel to the lo^d and back with only 

■light attenuation, to be reflecteH at the mls-natchcd load by a larger wave 

than initially, which in turn travels down the line and back with increasing 

amplitude at each cycle.  The result: severe oscillations.  This wave phenomenon 

implies apparently inherent limitations on possible designs, although auch ttiott 

needs to be expended to properly determine the true extent of the pioblem and 

possible compensations. 

Energy Dissipation 

Viscous dissipation of energy In fluid-jet modulators is. In fact, essential 

to their operation.  It enables partial-admission jet dlffusers to work, causes 

the flow entraiiuueut which produces bist ability in pressure-controlled relays, 

and provides dampinf necessary for the stability of flow In jets and lines \4) 

In ehe face of wave motion. At the same ti-ne It causes Inherent limitations in 

the pressure and power recovery or efficiency of the devices. The lower bound 

of these llmltatlcna in general has not been established. 

tner^^ diaslpacion alone imposes no licitation on the pressure and flow 

gains which can be achieved In continuous and bistable relays, however.  lo 

consider this significant statement two types of ampllflera, "momentum-controlled" 
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anü "pressure-'.oatrolled," «re discussed. 

"M-;meii turn-Control led" Awplit lei a 

Tue control force on the jet of a "moasntum-controll-d" amplifier, Fig. 1, 

results primarily from the cioaentum-riuv nf the control jets. The gain of auch 

an amplifier can be Increased by feeding back some of the received flow on Che 

left to the input on the :ight, and vice-versa (positive feedback).  The feed- 

back au be increased until Che gala becomes infinite, barring wave motions 

which might well cause violent oscillations. A further increaac in the feed- 

back pr^vc-s bistable t-peration with an Incres-itig width of the hysteresis 

loop. 

I 

"Piesaure-Controlled" Amplifiers 

The control force on the jet of "pressure-controlled'' amplifiers, Fig. 1, 

results prisaiily from the pressure gradient across a relatively lor.j; extent 

of the jeC. Techniques for developing conClnuous and bistable amplifiers of 

this type have be^n described (2,5).  That infinite gain can be achieved was 

demonstrated by the amplifier shown in Figs. 2 and 3. This amplifier, dis- 

cuased in detail elsewhere (2), has two stave-, the first of which is always 

continuous mit  the accuud of which is continuous or bistable, uepending on tv.c 

two nozzle supply pressures. 

The second-stage jet receiver is described more fully in Fig. 4.  Its design 

successfully eliminated essentially all feedback effects of Cfci pusb pull piston- 

cylinder load. Fig. 5,  on the second-stage jet. The entire mechanism acced as 

a receiver-decoder-acCuator for pulse-posit ion-code'1, input pneumatic pulses. 

The output 'Hffercr.tial pressure is plotted against the input pressure in 

Fig. 6.  All Che data was taken for a specific supply pressure for Che second- 

stage jet, but the different curves represent operation with different first- 

stage control pleasures. Note Che continuous transition from bistable op«i«Cion 

ciitough necascable Operation (idfinitc gain) Co conCinuous operation.  This 

conformed to predictions based on the characteristics of individual components 

of Che system determined separately by analysis and experiment. 

There is of course a fallacy in the concept of infinite gain in fluid-Jat 

amplifiers, which cakes Che sane form as in cheir elecCronic counCerparts: signal- 

to-noise ratio. The effect of the inherent limitation of Jet noise on the bahavio 

of Che two-stage amplifier was reflected in an effective randomness of the input 
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Figure 3.    Photographs of amplifier. 
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wich a pressuic ampllcude of about one-half inch of water.  Thus Che bistable 

mode with the hysteresis lücp only one-half inch of watei wide w.is a totally 

impractical condition; the Jet oscillated in a alow, random (noncyclic) manner. 

Simiiai. !>, wueu the device was cjntinuou» but with very nivh  gain the uutput 

would wander about randomly within a constrained band. 

Jt-.L Noise 

The most curious aspect of the random oscillatLuiia of the jet is the low 

frequencies which are prevalent.  This leads one to suspect various standing 

waves travelling, for example, in the long control line.  The superposition of 

standing waves travelling at different frequencies, although strictly speaking 

a cyclic phenomenon, cojld appear random. 

An alternate explanation is sircply tnat the jet contains significaiiL uuib«: 

at frequencies as low as the observed phenomenon.  The jet might shed large 

chunks of fluid at landooi intervalo, and occasionally several of these flight 

be shed ia an unusually short period, causing the ccntrcl fcrco on the Jet to 

change markedly.  Waves generated by the vortex shedding would play a signifi- 

cant role. 

In Fie. 7 several frames of a moving picture demonstrating Jet random- 

ness are shown.  The model is a water table with water three inches deep, with 

dye injected into the boundary layer of the three-quarter inch wide converging 

nozzle.  Vortices were shed in an iriitially Symmetrie pattern, but further 

downstreau they interacted strongly with one another in a randoi.. Banner, 

occasionally a large chunk of fluid was transported from one side of the jet 

to the other, or flung away from the Jet entirely.  Downstream receiver ports 

and other obstacles tended to increase the sice of the vortices, and hence 

increase the low-frequency disturbance forces on the Jet. 

Actually in this demonstration there were small waves travelling back and 

foii.li in the nozzle which generated tir.y vartices la the slip planes on either 

sir'"-, oi  th: Mart11 These vortices were unstable, and grew with eneigy ouiiplied 

by the Jet itself. Generally Che vortices In a Jet are symmetric when the nozzle 

is short and anci-aynuetric when the nozzle is long (6).  The significant effects 

here are the damping of distrubances In a long nozzle, and the more Marly 

parabolic velocity distribution of th» jet emanating from It. 

Moat basic experiments on Jets have been performed with large settling 

chambers and very long nuzzles with parallel walls, as only then are the 
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phenomena essentially Independent of upstream conditions (7).  la these Instances 

jets reaai.;- basilcally lamlnai for sever«.! nozzle-widths dovmutrcam, even for 

relatively high Reynold's numbers, say 100Ü. Actually waves are growing 

essentially exponentially (fc) in the boundary leyer, but are not noticeable 

until suddenly the jet nearly explode* into violent turbulence. Under such 

c^:.Jitions small sound disturbances in the surrounding fluid can excite strong 

turbulence much earlier (6,7), as was vividly demonstrated at this «ymposium 

by Raymond Auger. The level of stability of a small disturbance In the jet 

depends on the local effective Reynold's and Strouhal numbers of the jet and 

di al ruhanr*, 

Kluid-jet modulators typically involve very short nozzles and small up- 

st-reAin rhambpr». however, increasiu« the level of turbulence by an order of 

magnitude.  This grossly ertect« the average entrained flow and the pressure 

and power recoveries, as well as the signal-to-noise level, and deserves con- 

siderable attention in basic and applied worV or the»» devices, llnforfunstely 

most work on turbulent jets involves only average pressure and velocity profiles 

(8,9,10). 

Much sound work remains before the inherent limitations of the various classes 

of fluid-jet modulators can be expressed quantitatively. First the basic phenomena 

must be much better understood and the devices optimized. 
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PROPORTIONAL   POWER  i'l'AGEC FOB  I.M-DAi'.CE HATCflZJKI  PVKI I-'L'JID DEVICES 

Thomas  J.   Lechner 
Mflrtln  W.   warrbspanss 

of 

Johnson  Service  Company 

1.   Introduction 

Tnis  raoer Is  concerneo  with  proooptlonai   DUPS  fluid  sirmll- 

fiera   of  the  three dimensions]   type  shown  in Fig.   1.     This   type 

1M    buflda   vi    ÜHt   liil/ui. oc L^ wi   &A    hMV   ;> uraeu'iw •    a   auppj.jr    '--''   .. ''Wei* 

stream and  a   signal  op ccntpol   stpeam.     The  principle of operation 

of  such a  pure  fluid arrplifier  is  a  tpansi'er of momentum at  the 

point  of  intorsccti'"     f  the   two streams.     The  supply  atreturi  is 

deflected  by the contrul  sLream and a  proportionate  amount of 

pressure  la  collected at  the   output. 

Pure fluid a^iiilars   of the above mentioned  type   can be 

designed to have high pressure  gains  such as shown  in Fig,   2.     How- 

evep,   the cutout  impedance  of  such a   device is high and the  input 

  NOMENCLATURE   

Jimenjlonal   Tepms 

g»J?»r= geometplc  napameter pefepped to Fig,  1 

p = ppessure,   palg 

q =  volumetplc flow (pefepped to atmospheric ppessupa), lna/mln, 

u   - powep,   ft.lb./sec. 
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Jmpo-iance  low MkinR  it  dlfflettlt   to  directly cearfide  the   atepea. 

The   ataRos   can   be  aucceaafully   caacaaed  wiLh the u.^e of  iaolatlcn 

relays.     However,   in pvire fluid  ayatema  ther-e  tfl  a  definite  need 

for  Interniedlate ata^ea  of Irpedance mntchlng to eliminate  the 

need  for laolatlon  relaya.     Thla  is  the  aubjact  conalderad   In  this 

paper. 

Subacrlpta 

r.a 

refer tu 

a slRnal 

P aupply 

o output 

r recovery  (no algne 1J 
c cutoff  {no output) 

Nondlnienalonal Ratios 

Ro "  ro/rp U    = o o    p 

R3 
= ra/rp D    = s 

H        t ■ 
3'    P 

L vS 
Ü " ß/rp Q    = q3/Clp 

U r = U 
o u a • 

-  power  recovery 
o 

ratio 

0 c = 0 s 
uo 

» 
=  power cutoff ratio 

0 

* 
qa 

« 
■  flow recovery ratio 

0 

0c = % 
% 

= 
= flow cutoff ratio 

0 

R    =  R„/R    = r   /r so so 
IT    = U /U    = ovepnll power ratio re * 
Q    ■ Qp/^ ■ overall  flow  ratio 
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In  cti^cadlng these  atnpes,   mb.\im\im power transfer  between 

each  stage  and  the foilowlnK one   la desired.     Maximum power 

transfer Is   obtained  when  the  output   impedance is  equal  to  the 

load  imnedance or,   Iri  this  cnse,   equal  to   the  Input  Impedance 

of  the  following  stage.     Therefore,   the stages  will be  cascaded 

by mMkmg the output  orifice integral with the Input  orifice of 

the next  stage as shown  in  £"ig.   3« 

2.   Overall  Fower Ratio 

Tn  a  cascaded uni-..  the  outout  of  anv one .«it.«g«  1«  t.h«  «i^n«! 

for the next   stape.     The  signal   stream does work in  deflecting  the 

supply stream.    Therefore,   the  power represented by the  kinetic 

energy of  the streams  is pertinent.    The power represented by the 

kinetic  energy of a   stream  Issuing from an orifice can be 

expressed as 

(2.1) u=^ 

Since only pressures of 20 paie or less will be considered, the 

fluid is assumed to be incompressible, aquation (2.1) can then 

be written 

or, 

(2.3) u « qa/r*. 

The power ratio from signal to output can now be expressed as 

-     -H^H- 
S^nce the cascading of these stages is  being studied,   only their 

overall power ratios need be considered.    The overall power ratio 
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Is  the  retlo cf  output  power with no signal   (U = D 

V lus = 0    } 
to the signal power required to drive the output to zero 

=  U \ .  The overall power ratio for a particular stage 

(u  ■ 0 o 

can be written as 

i2.S) U* = U^ , 

I.e., the ratio of the power recovery to power cutoff ratios. 

\m   Powar RftriO"»»T'v Ratl o 

The power recovery ratio Is  defined as the ratio of  output 

power with no  signal to supply power,   i.e.. 

(3.1) up = üo 

Q. ^ 

D 

u    - o 0 
9 

The flow recovery ratio, Q , is a function of the geonetric ratios, 

R and G. 
o 

To determine O    es a  function of R    and G,  a test fixture was 

designed and built.    The teat  fixture  consisted or a pair of 

opposing,   interchangeable orifices  with a  variable gap.     Various 

combinations  of the ratios R    and G were used and the  flow recovery 

ratios recorded and plotted versus G in Fig. k.    It was found that 

thet flow recovery ratio was seme what  independent of the supply 

prciasuio.     Froui Fig. ij. It can be aeen that for the  ranges 

(3.2) S < G < 22, 

(3-3) 0.8 < R    < 1.6, 
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tho   flow  recovery  curves can   be  opproxlnmted  by  atreight   lines. 

This  onproxlnatlcn was ii;nde and  It was  possible  to derive  tho 

fcllowlnp empirical  equation for tho flow  recovery ratio as  a 

function  of  R    and G, 

(3.h) Q    =  1.3^ R    -  0.025.7G  -  0.292. p o 

Based on experience, the stages are designed juch that the 

dlstancu fyoa kht supply wall tc the center line of the signal 

orifice is equal to 2r •  Therefore, the following relationship 

cen be written ^or 0 

(3.5) G = L + 2R . 

Substituting  (3'lJi  in  '3.U)  yields 

(3.6) Q    =  lOWlR,  - 0.05SR9   - 0.0275L - 0.292. 

further substituting {3.6)  in  (3»ii  gives an expression for the 

power recovery ratio as a  function of the   geometry, 

(3.7) Ur "(J-T  U*3M^ "  0.055RS  -  O.C275L - 0.292)8. 

I4..   Power C'it-.pff Ratio 

in order to determine the power cutoff ratio it was first 

necessary to find the relationship between the signal flow (q ) 

and the flow from the power Jet (O*  From this relationship the 

power cutoff ratio Ü was found fron: 

-■ •••(«■¥ 
The analysis of Qc was divided Into two parts. The first part 

relating the cutoff conditions with the deflecting angle Q, and the 

stream tube radius *).    The  second part  relating ep and n with the 
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two flowc,   q    and q.,   and  the poometrlc  paramotora,   using  V'9 

momentuin exchange  eq'iotlon. 

)ja. The ppeaaure  distribution  equatlona 

Conälder  a   atpeam  tube of  radius T),   approaching  a  f.1 at wall 

•»t  an  r»nglö 9  with the normal  to  the  wall.     Assume that  the velocity 

vectora  In the  stream pro all  pcrallel  previous to their  being  in- 

fluenced  by  the  w«n .     The fore«  exerted   on the wall   by the stream 

Lube    la   &   IIJHAIIUUIII   at   t'üä   point    nhöi'-ä    tlia    äxia    üf   thö    tubö   iritöräeCtö 

thevpll,   ond  It   decreases   in all directions   fi-om that  point. 

set up r.t  the  intersection  nf the wall  and   U«   axis   of the stream 

tube,   and the  7.  axis as a measure of  the pressure  exerted at any 

nolnt.     The   loci   of   crnKtin*   ppMMVM   are   continuous   closed paths 

repardless  of  the  angle  *.     If • ■ 0,   the   di^trlfcution would  be 

axially symmetrical  pbout  the  z axis,   and  the  loci   of constant 

pressures would  be circular«    Therefore,   it  seems quite logical 

that  <,hese loci  of  constant pressures be  described by ellipses for 

nil  vnlues of ^P,   where the elllrses  become  circles  in the special 

case when 3=0, 

We now define  the boundary of  the three  dimensional  space as 

the loci  of pressures where the pressure    p = «  P_  (where p    Is 

the maximum prdsauro exerted in that  space,   and  *  is  a very small 

number). 

If«   as the angle "- is changed,  the intersection of the  center 

of  the  stream tube and the well always  occurs  at x =  0,   then the 

equation that  describes the  boundary  ellipse can  be  given by: 
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(ha D      i -   y     i LUliiuglL! 
^^-^     1   iT^y+   ba(^=p) 
where: &('n,cpj   = distance Iron tne point  cf  mnxJmum pnMttVt  to 

thH  fpnter of  the  ellipso 

aCl.T),   b(Tl,*)   =  the  half  widths   of  the   minor  and major  axes 

rsapectively. 

As  5>   is  increased from  zero  the  ellipse  that  describes   the 

boundary oionp.etes   in the   direction of w (and thus 'n the   direction 

Of  yy,   pnd  contracts  alona   Lhe noma 1   to  the  path   cf '  (x  axis), 

so thpt  the area  enclosed  hj  e  pertlculap locus  would appear xin- 

cn«ngei,     un  tms  ossis  11   is  ppencaea tnet  tne   area  enclosed  oy 

any boundary  Is constant  with  respect  to *,     If  this  area is chosen 

as or2  times  the area  of  the  stream  tube,   i.e.  «aTrTiaf   equation (i|A.l) 

fceccniwä: 

Sine«  «   Is the hslf wl^th cf  the minor ax5s  nornal to the 

plsne  of   the angle "5,   It  can be  seen  that: 

',:hsn • • 0 a = «1 

and when     OP = ■= a = n 

so that a could denend on • in the following manner: 

(Ua.3)   a = •n[i+(«-i)coscp] 

Thus the boundary can be described by 

where    a(a)  =   I  ^'  a— 
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Since  the point  of maximum preaauro  appears  In  the  center   of 

the  clrculpr dlatrlbutlon when V ■'  0,   end   shifts  verv much like 

the major focus  03 • Is   Increesed,   It was  assumed  thnt   they Wsire 

coincidental.     Thus 

Thus  (UB.U)   becomes: 

Since the  cutoff flow ratio (Q   )  Is  daflnod «3 that ratio that c 
c.-.uaaa   non-inciusive tangency between the output orifice and the 

ellipse locus*   It la possible to find the  relationship  between TI 

and m.    From Fig.  5>   It  can be seen  that: 

itan T - r0 = ^ - Ä';r!,T) 

(l;a.7) mfkl[l •^-^•»J 

where *(*)  -    ^"V   COa ■    . 

Thus the deflecting angle 9 is releted to the  streem tube radius n. 

I|b.  "hy gomöutaiii BAchfxiyj  equations 

In order to fern the equations relating *! and w to the applied 

pressures  ani reonetrlc parameters,   three  important assumptions 

were necessary.    The first  two were based on density photographs 

t*kan at the University of Wisconsin.    The third is   somewhat of a 

restrlctiou on ine geometry.    They are: 

a. The pressure In the mixing region of the gap is everywhere 

atmospheric.    The photos showed that   this was approximately 

true as long as the power and signal  streams wer« below 

30 psig. 
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b. The  two dtroama merge 30  that  the   resulting stream con- 

tfllns   the sum of the maasea  of the  individual atreani».  The 

photos  .uhowed a  definite  union  of  the  two  streams. 

c. The distance from each of the  orifices to the point of 

contact  should be short  enough so that  the  velocity 

vectors  can  be assumed parallel and unretarded befc'-e con- 

tact with the  other stream. 

Thus  If  q /^r       is  tr.o  velocity  of  tht» aiKnul   stream,   the 

rate of momentux« acting on the control  volume  due to the signal 

d« q,8 

dt nr s 

If q^/^r^2   la  the vwi^^^tv of th* supoly stream,   l4-« rate nf 

moment'Jin Is: 

dK q^ a 

p 

Since the signal   stream is perpendicular to the power stream, 

the  total moiRantum in the   direction of the power stream becomes: 

c^vp       dM mm 

^b-3) dr=    dt2*  J    dT 

Since the resultant flow is in the direction of the momentum 

it can be shown that: 

(Ub.lf)   ■ ■ arctan -^ -S 

= arrtan ip 
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Sine« the absolute value of  the ir.cnjeiitum  i^lvon  in  equation 

Ub.3)  la: 

CUb.5) 
dM. 
dt 

«ÜSLUB ) 
TTTI' 

It can further ba shown that: 

(M>.6) n = p_ 

C      3      J 

Thus  cquntions   (Ub.lj)   and   (Ub.f)   relate ^ and > to the flews, 

a     and  a  •   and the   reometrJc  paraitiAters. 

uc.  Flow cutoff ratio 

In order to  determine Q ,   aquations (Uh.U)  and (ii.b.6)   were 

a ibatltutod Into  (i^a,?),   and  the following equation resulted: 

R 

(Uc.l) 

where 

/i+i^zUlV t    &£ l,1   ■    / "    1+^ 

6   = 

1+ 
\   3' 

Por  various values  of «,   the ri«ht  aid«  of  (i^c.i)   is  plotted 

-.er-jus Q /R    in fi««   6.     Several power staees were designed and c     s 
built In order to choose a value for «.     Experimental points 

obtained from these stages are also shown  in Fig.  6,   whereby « = k»0 

was choaen.     Tn obtain the  experimental points an  e  cf 0.03 t'&3 

arbitrarily chosen. 

For all of the power stages designed,   the  value  of U /H    was 
C       8 

always  in  the  range 

(Uc.2) 0.30 < ^p < 1.0 
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Kor  the   range  piveri   In   (lie.2},   (ljc.1)   can   be approxirrited by 

the   aimoliflod  equation: 

IH  /        o ft 

(3f.e  'ictted  line  In Pip.   6). 

Solving  I he 3)   tor l/tt , 

;;...M)      T- - Y(-2 T ^•♦3.928^) 
c 

MliOiO 

e = 

i  

3    ' 0 

tu7%-3.Q2 

£ Vh.T + R.' 

Kpom eauRti'1:'   (Uc.i'.)   the power  cutoff ratio  can  be si-sn as; 

■   * i     M r /        M 
{^c.ii §~ " -^ ^  R3* I v ( -B  + Ve8+3.^2Rs+L) 

c 

Thus   the  power cutoff  ratio has  been dettnr.ined as a  function 

of the geometric  perameterj. 

5.  Impedance l^rtching  fer  öptlmuin Power  Tran afar 

Expressions  have  been  derived for U    and  U    as functlus cf r c 

the geometry;   (3.7)  and   (I+c.M  respectively.     Substituting  (3.?) 

and (I4.C.5)   In   (?.5)  yields,   for the  otferall  power ratio, 

(5.1) 9*  =   lR#]*l0.O275(2X-L)v(-e  +^Ba+3.92R «C }}* 
a 

where, X   =   p)tJ,pqR  -R   -^.yd, 
0     3 

i|.7R -3.92 
I ■ - 

?tU.7+R ' 

3.1 



v  =-     -i 
B.I h'7*K 3'     ^ O 

The  cvorall  power  ratio as  Riven  by   {5.1)   is a  function  of 

tlii-ee peometrlc  ratios;   R ,   R  ,   and L.     A  typical  set  of ovornll o       s 
f. ovior rstiu   curvft*  can  nn obtained  by letting  R    equp.l  R    and 

O 3 
» 

plotting TJ     versus  L for  various   values  of  the radius ratios;   see 

FIR.   7.     Several   Lower  stages  w«re  designed  and  built  to experl- 

montnliy  obtain  a   pnrtirular power   ratio curve  and check   the 

derived  muntion.     These  stages wer?   designed   for R^ =  R    =1.25 

with  the  experimental  points  shown   on  Fig.   7« 

Prom Fig,   7 it   can be seen that  the   overall power ratio curves 

exhibit maxl.Tiujng,     The  ostitnum values  of  the   length ratio,   L,   at 

which these maximums  occur csn be obtalr«d fron (5»1)  by taking 
♦ 

tha pertial   derivative  of U    with  resoect  to L,   settins It  equal 

to zero,   and   solvinp;  for L    .       This  yields  the following relatlon- cpt. 
ship fcr L0pt#. 

(5.2)     Loptt - ^ [x-f 0^3.9^ +|^a(x^e=.^,sy 

It  should  be  noted  that  the optimum leneth ratio to give a maximum 

overall power ratio is also the length ratio to give a maximum 

overall flow  ratio. 

In Fig,  8,  L     .     is plotted versus   R    for cor-atant values of 
Opt. 3 

tho ratlua, H and R . Thus, for given values of the radius ratios, 

R and R , the length ratio to give a maximum overall power ratio 
3 O 

can be read from Fig,  8, 

Substituting (5.2)  into  (5*1)   gives an  equation for the  over- 

all power ratio optimized with respect to the length ratio.    Fur- 

ther optlmlzlrg,   with respect to either R    or R    yields expressions 
O 8 

too complicated to handle. 
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The  equation for the  overall  powoi*  ratio optimized with 

r6?T)ec+-   to the  length ratio  is now a  function of  only two 

variables,   R    and R  .     Therefore,   the   overall power ratio  optimized 
O 3 

with reapoct   to L  can  be plotted  versus   H    for constant  value  of r 3 

R    and  R     as   in Piß.  9.     From Pig.  9  it  can  be seen  that there 

are no  optiiruiii values of  radius  ratios  within the range for  which 

the  equations  were  derived. 

6.   Example   Problem 

uivon  two  amplllier stages  of mismatched impada-ice.   It   ia 

desired to desir.n the  intermediate  buffer *tflge(sj.    These  stages 

are cascaded  by making the output  orifice of one integral  with the 

signal  orifice of  i'rz  rdlowing one. 

The  piven  amtDllfier  stages  are  shown in Pig.   10«     The maximum 

available  output flow from sta^e   (1)   is  c.     The sigual  flow re- 

quired by stage  {2) to obtain cutoff  ia  1.1c.    Therefore,   the 

buffer stagels)  has the following  requirements: 

if 

Rb 
■ 

'ox 
r 

32 

= 1.1k 
k 

= 1, .1. 

■ 
« 

qoi 

= 1.1c 
c ■ 1. .1. and 

Th» overall pover ratio required  la 
* «        * 

^b    = Rb      %      " 1-61- 

With Rb    =1.1 and Ub    = 1.61  enter Pig. 9.    The curve of 

Fig.  9  ia  satisfied when  R .   = 1.25.     Therefore,   one buffer stage 
S D 

ia sufficient. To determine the geometry of the buffer stage enter 

Pig, 8 with Rb =1.1 and R3b = 1.25 end read 

LoPt 
= 11-8 
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The  remaining   geometry   Is  detoprnlned   as 

r .        r 

\-b pb 

-   1.1k prb " ITS ' 

and GK  =  L.   +  ^H   w» b b sb 

D 

f  =  r  KG =  13.6ök. pb 

Tho  supply pressure,   p  .,   required for the   buffer  stage can ba 

determined  Rnrwing  p .   and q , .     q  ,    Is   deduced  with the aid of 
pb pb no 

Fin.   U. 

If  the  overall  power ratio required  by  the   buffer stage lies 

outside  the  field  of Flp.   9;   the need for more than  one  stage  ia 

indicgted.     Thu.M,   n<isumlng the   rangea   for which  the  equations  were 

derived  to  be   the   limits   of physical   real iz.ibllity,   the  minimum 

number of  buffer  stages  c«n  ne Hfit.^nmlneH. 

7.   Cone ludlng riemarka 

It   should   be  pointed out   that  the   aim  cf  this  paper is  to pre- 

sent  a method  of   anproach,   rather than an  exacting analysis.     The 

equations that  represent the flow ratios  are  only approximate but 

the  results   give direction and   iual^ut as  to th«   compatibility of 

pure fluid devices. 

It  should  be  noted  that  while restrictions   were  placed M 

the geometric  paranotors,   (i.e.,   5<j<22,   0.5<R <?.0.   etc.)  these 

restrictions  do not  contradict tho nhyalcally realizable renga. 

If the equations  for tho  flow ratios were  improved these limits 

could be increase^  tn  rnv«!» almost ?.ny range that would be  desire. 
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PROPORTIONED    PUf«E   FLUID   AMPLIFIER 

FIGURE    I    ., 
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TWU    STAGES    CASCADED 
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PURE FLUID DIGITAL LOGIC WITH A SINGLE SWITGHING ELEMENT 

by 

Pelur Bduei 

of 

"Bov.-les Enginrerincj Corporation 

AHSTKACT 

The advent of pure fluid amplifiers has introduced the question of 
economy in thp dpvplnnmcnt, desinn. manufacture, and test of pure fluid cir- 
cuits and systems.   The principles of conventional electronic loqic design 
(such as "NOR" logic) were employed as the basis for the deveiopmem of one 
universal digital element to serve a multitude of logic functions, singly and 
in combinations.   Dstinite and conclusive evidence wcit> desi/ed to prov the 
objective not only feasible but practical as well.   With this aim in mind, no 
particular attempt was made to optimize the performance of the element alone. 

Thoughts on the selection of the kind of element used in this study are 
discussed, and preliminary specifications, based on these, aie given.   The 
decign and operation of the fluid clement selected is described, and pertinent 
performance characteristics are presented.   The principles on which circuit 
and circuit assembly design were based arc discussed and examples of the 
main loqic bincUoni performed by this clement, when used in digital circuits, 
are given.   Circuits which were tested are described together with element 
interconnection characteristics obtained.    Some results of in-circuit measure- 
ments,  steady state as WPII as trflnsipnt, are given.   Conclusions are drawn 
from characteristics.   The breadboard circuit assembly, developed during this 
piugiäui, peiforniirig the principal logic operations including amplification, 
inverbiun,  "OR", "NOR", and "AND" gating,is described.   Fabrication tech- 
niques used and later advances made are mentioned. 

The feasibility as '."ell as practicability of employing ono fluid element 
to provide most of the basic logic functions needed in digital systems is 
demonstrated and the direction of future development is indicated. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The civent of pure fluid amplifier:;, has introduced the question of 
economy in the de"elopniciil, design, manufarture, test, and maintenance of 
pure fluid elements and systems.   A survey of conventional digital logic and 
logic design method* un one hand, and an evalualicn uf possible development 
and manufacturing techniques o.i the other hand, hu? shown the need for a 
standardization oi fluid element designs.   The program described in this report 
was initiated to demonstrate that a single digital switching elemont could bo 
emnlDv-d to perform a variety of logic functions in digital circuits.   (Conven- 
tional logic design suggested the "NOR" gate as one of the most universally 
useful elements. 

LOGIC 

"NOR" gate is shown in Figure 1. 
It consists of a power stream 
(P+), 'wo control inputs (C^ and 
C2), and two output lines.    This 
eleiMAt It stable on one r:'1'-- if 
neither C^ nor C2 is providing an 
input signal, the power stream 
will issue from the "NOR" output. 
If a control signal is provided by 
cither C^ or C2 or both, the power 
stream will be directed into the 
other output line for the duration 
of the control signax auu no out~ 
put will be present at the "NOR" 
output line. 

NOR 

Fig. 1 "NOR"  GATE    SCHEMATIC 

Figure 2 presents sche- 
matics ol some oi the possible 
basic uses for the "NOR" gate. 
The first schematic represents 
the standard "NOR" gate, the 
second the ctanH.^rd "QR" gate. 
The eleiient should be able to 
serve both functions if the fluid 
considerations are propeily taken 
into account during design.   The 
correr.ponding schematics of ■ 
"NOT" unit (inverter) and a 
"RILAY" (amplifier) are also 
shown.    Both use a single con- 
trol input.   The unused output 

P Dump Or 

Ci M/ 

P* P-f 
Wot   Damp Dump Rcloy 

T 
p.»- 

Fig. 2 'NOR" GATE   USES   (SCHEMATJCJ 
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lin.   returns to "DUMP" or "power return"   in every case.    However, it it; 
possible, by suitable desiyn. Louse both outputs simultanuou.sly where the 
number of elements used must be leduced to the absolute minimum.    In this 
program, the assumption was made to use one outout lir.r only for the sake 
of a simplified design. 

DESIGN AIM 

The objective of this program was to demonstrate the teäsibiiily of 
employing a single fluid clement to provide Q variety uf digital functions alone 
and in romhinaf innc.    The element design was based OH techniques available 
at tnc time and no attempt to optimize or improve performance was made.    The 
following general specification? for the fluid element were established tu 
accomplish the objective of the program. 

I\jwer consumption: as lev/ as possible 

Size: as small as possible 

Fun-out ability: one output must be able to con- 
trol at 'edsl two inputs of the 
same type of element 

Cuiiuoi inputs: at least two 

switching speed: as high as possible 

Air was chosen öa the fluid which could be bandied easiest.   A supply 
pressure of 1 psig was chosen to insure d-flr.iti- opereuiuu ami to facilitate 
measurements without an unaaceatadly high power level.   The si/.e (20 mil 
width tor power nozzle) was compatible With powei coosunption tequiiements 
and ease of fabrication, handling and measurement.    The fan-out ability and 
the number of inputs required represent the minimum properties to achieve the 
objective.   The switrhiny spaad obtained was accepted vithout reservations. 

DESIGN 

Figure 3 shows the type uf configuration which was chosen and th? main 
paths of fluid.   In the absence of a control input signal (C^, C2)   the power 
stream (P+) locks onto the left-hand wall and is stable on the side designated 
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as "NOR".   Tf a signal is provided 
by one or both control inputs, the 
powcr stream is deflected into the 
other output line designated as 
"OR",   A small pdil of the power 
RtTftriiri Ifl diverted into the round 
chamber, where it forms a vortex 
oPd provides ci negative feedback. 
Thia feedback insures a fast and 
definite returning of the power 
stream to its stable position (NOR) 
when the control signal is discon- 
tinued. Fig. 3 ELEMENT  CONFIGURATION 

CHARACTERISTICS 

Typicnl steady-state char- 
acleiistics of the designed elcnirnt, 
reference table I, operating ai. i 
psig supply pressure and 0 pslg 
dump pressure, are shown in 
Figure 4.   The characteristic areas 
shown encompass the various 
possible operating conditions and 
different interconnections. 

one 

nTFBGCi ♦•(ttl) 

Tig. 4 >.0R   ELEMENT-STEADY   STATE 
CHARACTERISTICS 

The "NOR0" characteristic 
shows the pressure/flow relation- 
ship at the "NOR" output for 
various output loads in the absence 
ot a control signal, i.e. , when the 
power stream is feeding the "NOR" 
output.   The "OI^" characteristic gives the pressure/flow relationship at the 
"OR" output for various loads when the element is in the same state, i.e., 
in the absence of a control signal.   The "OR©" and the "NORQ" charactfristies 
are simllöily ineasured when the element is switched to the "OR" output, I.e.. 
in the presence of the minimum control signal to cause such switching.   The 
"CONTROL" input characteristic represents the pCMMUTi/Qow lelationship at 
one input for various output conditions when the element is in both states 
(and passing through switching and returning conditions).   The switching and 
returning range (horizontal dashed lines) encompasses switching and returning 
parameters under the same varied conditions. 



The characteristics of the "NOR" snd "OR" outputs and the conUol 
input characteristic are superimposed.   If the; output of one unit is connected 
to another unit's input, the equilibrium conditions are in the coordinates of 
the common (crossover) areas of the two nispective curves.   Th^ •zwHrhing 
and returning range for the control c^racteristic lies oetween ony such two 
conjugate common areas, as required for satisfactory operation.   Fanning out 
from one unit into two control inputs, one obtcsins the second control charac- 
teristic, shown as a dotted region.    (This is obtained by doubling all the 
measured single control input flows  )   In the same manner, as before, one can 
find equilibrium conditions for such an interconnection. 

Th.?s_ ohdrdctenstir rnrvHs show whether or not an element will operate 
satisfactorily within a circuit; they give the fan-out ability, the equilibrium 
conditions, and many other pertinent data.   Furthermore, conclusions as to 
allowable tolerances and safety margins can be drawn from these curves, as 
v.cll zz SOOM iiii.iioui.iww9 auuuL die element's probable transient behavior and 
its stability. 

From general past experience it is known that steady-state character- 
istics are usually conservative in describing some aspects of the actual 
operation of fluid elem^ni.., üueh as switching and returning.  An element 
will not switch and return under steady-state control conditions If tho con- 
trolling switching pressure is less and the controlling returnlnc pressure is 
more than the characteristic measured values.   However, the element may 
operate satisfactorily when controlled by transients of the same peak amplitude 
values.   Such transient switching characteristics become important when 
steady-state switching would predict marginal operation under some circuit 
conditions. 

Figure 5 shows characteristic 
wave forms within a circuit with 
short inteicoiiuecling channels. 
They were mefl«ure'i with a hot- 
wire anemometer system developed 
for such purposes by the Bowles 
Engineering Corporation (Reference 
1).   The first picture shows a 
single pulse of approximately 
20 milliseconds duration, the 
second one a repetitive wave 
form of 230 pps.   Characteristic 
pulse rise times are of the order 
of S milliseconds, necessarily 
becoming shorter at higher fre- 
quencies, mainly due to the loss 
in pulse amplitude.   The third 
wave form is the result of a 

t«*-% 

Fig 5    CHARACTERISTIC WAVE   FORMS 
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twitching or ciynnl transter time measuicmont.    The "At" shown is measured 
between a point just before entering a control input of an el?ment within a cir- 
cuit and just downstream from the output of ihe same element.    It concists of 
the signal tiansport time within the clement channels and the actual reduced 
switching time.    If, for äimplicity's sake, we define "tt " as the sonic velocily 
licuispuil lime aiony the measured average channel lengths between the points 
of mudsurement, the reduced sv/itching Lime ("tr") is the difference between 
the measured "^ t" and the r.Urulated sonic transport time ("tj_ ").   This value 
for the "NOR" element is apprcximatcly 0.5 milliseconds under normal in- 
uircuit conditions. 

TARTF 

A üummary of characteristics of molded models of the universal element 
iq nivpn hplow 

Active area 

Depth 

Nozzle width 

Aspect ratio 

Power consumption 

Supply pit;t,t;uiu 

Dump (rftturr.) |V4M9Cn 

Fan-out abiHty 

Number of control inputs 

Reduced switching time 

1/4 in' 

C.120 in 

O.020 in 

6 

less than 1 watt 

1 psig 

0 psig 

2 to 3 

2 

approximately 0.5 milliseconds 
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BREAD30AR'.: CIRCUIT 

Besides many different cir- 
cuit tests made with this designed 
"NOR" element, u breadboard cir- 
cuit assembly was constructed. 
Figure 6 gives the schematic cir- 
cuit diagram.   The various basic 
logic circuits employed can be 
seen, and the flexibility of inter- 
connecting'NOR" elements and of 
interconnecting "\iOR" and oth^r 
elements is clearly demonitrated. 
The operation of thn circuit is 

of two thermistor {TU) flow/no flow 
indicators (Reference 1) and on« 
pneumatically opeiater1 reed switch 
(RS) and lamp circuit. 

j INPUT ofT  •—I     | 

. As rp 

BC 

C4 

Fig. 6     LOGIC    CIRCUIT   DIAGRAM 

An oscillator (40 pps), consisting of a "NOT" clement with a delayed 
feed-back, drives (through an amplifier inverter) a modular six-staje binary 
counter (BC), which in turn is feccing one input of a two-input "AND" gate. 
The second input to this "AND" gate consists of two inverters and one "NOR'" 
gate.   The ouipul of this  "AND" gaie is fed tc one input of a 3-input "OR" 
gcte at the top of the aiagram.    The other two inputs art from a manual pure 
fluid keyboard to a second "OR" whose output feeds the other input of the same 
"OR" fee by the "AND" gate at the bottom of the figure.   If c signal is provided 
by any one or mure thin one of the 3 inputs, the "OR" provides a signal which 
operates the flip-flop (FF) push pull by dividing and inverting the "OR" gate 
OUipU' . 

The pulse rate divided by 64 in the binary counter feeds the "AND" 
assembly, is gated through it by the signal from the manual actuator and 
operates the t'ip-flop and the electrical read-out through the rest of the cir- 
cuitry.    The manual "OR" inputs can, of couise, override tnis pulse transfer. 
In ahpon^e of a signal gated through the "AND" assembly, the manual "OR" 
.nputs can actuate the flip-flop as well.   The electrical read-out circuits 
monitor signal transport and gating in the "AND" circuit.   Various uses of the 
universal  "NOR" element can he clearly seen and demonstrated.    "NOR", 
"NOT",   "AND",   "INHIBIT AND", and "OR" functions are shown. 
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Figure 7 is a photograph of the 
actual breadt'Oörd panel as described. 
With the exception of the oscilkitor cir- 
cuit, the power c.istiibution, and the 
electrical circuitry, which aie located 
(iHtiinri the panel, all circuits are as 
shown in the schematic diagram in Figure 
6.    The modular binary counter has provi- 
sion for an electrical read-out at every 
stage, but it was not uued in this case. 

Fig 7   PNEUMATIC   N0R-LO6IC CIRCUITS 

Typical examples of cthoi 
circuits tested are shown in Figure 
8,   The half-adder, a flip-flop, and 
leading edge and trailing edge 
dif/^rentidlors were constructed 
using exclusively universal "NOR" 
elements. 

FLIP-FLOP 
HALF   ADDER 

L.E. DIFFERENTIATOR '. E DIFFERENTIATOR 

Fig. 8   EXAMPLES OP BASIC CIRCUITS TESTED 

FABRICATION 

Molding 

At this stage it may be pertinent to mention something about the fabri- 
cation of the elements.   A drawing of the proposed design was scaled up to 
produce a large master template for use during miliiny of the element in   an 
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cnqiaving machine.    The obtained unit was used as a mästet for the proprietary 
"moldforrn" process to cast the final element from epoxy .tcin.    This low cost 
fabrication method has proven quite suitable for laboratory purposes and for 
short or medium production runs.    Molded units of several aspece ratios were 
prepared and tested.   The data presented arc for the unit described in Taole I 
having an aspect ratio of 6. 

Optiform 

The silhouette of the universal "NOR" gate was also used to make 
elements utilizing the proprietary "Optiform Process A" (Reference 2).   This is 
an optical machining procesb.   The icayti scale .•silliuuettt? io photographicdliy 
reduced to the finally required size and optically transferred to photosensitive 
plastic, which, after processing, provides the finished element. 

Comparison tests were made with regaid to performance of molded and 
Optiform models, which had the same aspect ratio (=2).    Nc measureable 
differences were detected.   Also, the optically machined clement has been 
subjected to a life test, being switched at a rate of 33 pulses per second.   It 
has accumulated to date over 70 million switching cycles without a detectable 
degradation of performance.   This test is continuing. 

SUMMARY 

We have made use of conventional logic experience to simplify logic 
circuit design with pure fluid devices, by standardizing basic elements to 
the point of a single universal digital element, the "OR"/"NOR" gate. This 
element has been designed, madu, and replicated. Its characteristics were 
determined and it was intorconnected into various basic logic circuits. The 
feasibility as well as the practicability of such a scheme was proven. 
Improved units and circuits using these elements are being designed. 
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HIÜH   SPEED PNEUMATIC niGITAL 
OPERA'nONS HitM  MüVING ELEMENTS 

by 

H.  £.   Riordan 

Of 

Kearfott Division 
Geüoral Precisloa, loc« 

Origin of the Concept 

Kearfott first became interested in pneumatic digital 
computers in conjunction with a feasibility study on an all« 
pneumatic guidance system. Such a system is of interest for 
applications presenting a severe thermal or radiation environment* 
Digital data processing was selected for the pneumatic system 
because it presented no accuracy llsitftticas Cas opposed to 
analog computation), and because it was felt that the digital 
approach offered greater flexibility of application and design. 

A set of performance and design requirements was prepared 
for the computer, based both on the results of the guidance 
system feasibility ätudy and on the desire for an approach which 
would be adaptable to as broad a range of applications as 
possible. 

These requirements were: 

1. Adequate speed of operation (10 to 100 /(.sec) 
2. Simplicity of operating principles 
3. Small size 
4. Flexibility of function 
5. Ease of converting between electrical and pneumatic 

signals 
6. Ease of testing 
7. Compatibility with existing manufacturing techniques 
8. Reasonable cost 
9. Moderate power consumption 

10.    Reliable operation in adverse environments. 

From this set of requirements it appeared that the basic 
approacb would have to have the following characteristics; 

1. Small size -- since the speed of sound would be one 
of the limiting conditions on response speed — and 
because a compact system with low power commumption 
was required 
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2. A moving element -- to permit easy testiOK with 
existing electricf.1 digital equipment and ready 
conversion   hetween electrical and  pneumatic   signals 

3. Modular Construction -- requiring only simple repeti- 
tive operations for fabrication and providing maximum 
flexibility of   circuit   contiguratrion. 

Basic Circuit Element 

The   basic  Kearfott   pneumatic computer   element  appears  to 
meet all  of  the preestablished  requirements.    It  consists of a 
ball moving freely in  a  cylinder having two axial  ccM)ections 
at   the ends and  two or   more radial connection«  (Figure  1), 

Wh»»r»   the ball   Is  at  either  end of  the cylinder,  it  closes 
the  axial  connection  at   that end. 

If such a  device is connected to a pressure  source  as 
shown,   it  will   behave   as   a  bistabl*  /♦l^manf^   «""reptiflg  t»s 
input signals  either   the  application of a pressure  change 
or   a closure to the input  connections.    The output  appears as a 
pressure  change at the  axial connections or  M a flow change 
through  the radial connections, 

If  an additional  central  radial   connection  is  used,   the 
device exhibits  three sraule states,  and may be used in 
preference to the bistable element to simplify some  types of circuits. 
The  basic   element provides both pressure and flow gain and hence 
is   a  true  amplifiei. 

It can  be  shown  tint  all of  the  fundamental  logic  and 
arithmetic functions can   be instrumented with simple combinations 
of  one or more  bistable elements.    Examples of some simple logic 
and oscillator  circuits  axe sU/wu iu  Figures 2 through 5. 

The   first working model was built up of  plexiglass plates 
and  plastic balls  (Figures 6 and 7).     This unit  is  approximately 
eight tines the size  (linear dimensions) of  one scaled for 
optimum response speed and manufacturabiiity.    It represents, 
howevert   a siz^ which would be useful for process  control aud 
other relatively low speed applications. 

The second model (Fig. 8) was an instrumentation of  the 
two  stage circuit shown  in Figure 4.     It is  an "and" followed 
uy  an inverter ox "not" and is about   three times the size of 
a  nor ma1   *»l*ment. 

Construction 

The use of  simple drilled and grooved plates to build up 
modules containing a number of  elements with their interconnec- 
ting ell—ttl7 is shown  in Figures 9 and 10. 
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It Has been  a pleasant MTpSiM   to find  that  even  up to 
rather  high  operatiog pressures,   no precaution  against  leakage 
other   than clamping of the  plates  has been necessary. 

Th- choice of  materials is  conditioned by operating tempera- 
ture,  response speed  (since  the MM of  the ball is  important) t 
and ease of manufacture.    Photoceram appears ideally suited to 
many classes of applications.    Photo-etched metal  also appears 
to be quite  suitable.    The balls  may be of any suitable octal, 
ceramic, or  even plastic. 

Tolerances arc quite reasonable since normal operation 
assumes leakage past   ibc  ball and  is possible  even with 
leakage at the axial end ports. 

Development  Trogram 

Pollowinj the demonstration  of basic feasibility,  effort 
has been  concen treated on ootaming funüoiueui«!  iufo^Aatlou wu 
the  behavior of the device»    The first concern  has been  to 
establish a valid mathematical model of sufficient simplicity 
to permit the design  of circuits with reasonable facility. 

Since the equations of gas flow are non-linear and inconven- 
ient in torn, a MAftft hM Men made for a useful set of 
linearizing assumptions which could be made compatible with the 
mathematical structure used in conventional electrical circuit 
analysis. 

The problem is somewhat complicated by the existence of size 
effects which tend to invalidate  some of the assumptions made 
in conventional orifice flow analysis.    The size effects are 
associated with the velocity of approach,  the significance of 
viscous frictics, ard the effects of discontinnmis geometry in 
the flow channels.    An additional  complexity is introduced 
by the necessity of considering  the effects of  compressibility 
and the finite speed of sound in  the working medium. 

We have attacked the design problem by assuming a very 
simple model initially and introducing such corrective terms as 
the experimental results might suggest. 

One highly simplified «la* is represented by the equations 
shown in Figure 13. For certain choices of orifice size ratios 
and operating pressures,  this representation is quite i.seful« 

In order to check the validity of a given representation 
of the device, the following criteria were adapted because of 
the relative ease of making the necessary measurements: 

1. Effect of supply pressure on stability 
2. Effect of supply pressure on transit time 
3. Effect of orifice size ratios on transit time 
4. Effect of ball clearance on transit time« 
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Tran&it time has been measured electrically, using the 
single element test unit shown in Figures 11 and 12. This 
unit has an 0.020 diameter cylinder and a ball travel of 0.008 
inch.  For investigative work, however, photographic ioeasurement 
of ball position has proved more accurate.  In addition, the use 
of a trausparent model is helpful in detecting anomalous 
operation sucii M might be caused by leaks, bad end-seat geometry, 
or incorrect orifice sizing« 

The photographic setup is shown in Figures 14 and 15. This 
unit has a cylinder bore of 0.0244 iach aju is used with various 
ball diameters and travel distances. 

Thi? jihntAgr*phi<r **5t usit i? shnwn ^pf up 3s a tuned 
multivibrator in Figure 16. A typical set of transit time data 
is plotted in Figure 17. fox  the scaling used, the transit time 
correlates quite well with the semi-empricial formula of 

Fieurc 13. if the effective oressure drop across the ball is 
computed from the supply pressure on the basis of simple orifice 
theory. 

It will be seen that the shortest transit time with a brass 
ball in this Msita of tests was 169 microseconds.  An aluminum 

or ceramic ball will give about 100 microseconds. With the 
shortest practical ball travel, this can be furtner reduced to 
70 microseconds. For transit times shorter than this, it is 
necessary to go either to higher supply pressures or to moving 
elements of special geometry. 

Performance Capabilities 

Since the basic bistable element will change state and 
produce a useful power output when a pressure is applied to 
the input without any accompanying input flow, it is difficult 
to define the power gain. However, pressure gain may be related 
to the ratio of the projected area of the ball to the cross sectional 
area of the axial end ports. 

A pressure gain of ten i& readily obtainable. The practical 
upper limit has not yet been establisheii.  Pre»äuxe gain a») 
response speed are, however, inversely related. 

In view of the experimental data thus far obtained, it 
is calculated that a transit time in the vicinity of 20 micro- 
seconds shoMld be achievable at reasonable supply pressures 
with special geometry of the moving element. For the packaging 
techniques being developed, the transmission delay between units 
will be about 8 microseconds. The input time constant will 
be in the neighborhood of 10 microseconds; hence overall operating 
times of 40 to 50 microseconds appear to be achievable. 

This sp^ed corresponds to clock frequencies in the range of 
20 to 25 kilocycles per second. This As a usable frequency for 
a sizable class of guidance and control computers, and is more 
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than adequate fox many industrial control and computing applica- 
tions. 

Siuce the basic element is snail and relatively inexpensive, 
improvement in overall computing speed can be achieved at 
reasonable cost by employing parallel, rather than .serial, logic 
and arithmetic. 

There is no upper limit on the size of the elements. Thus, 
direct conversion trom signal level to power outputs capable of 
performing useful mechanical ttoxk is accomplished simply by 
using larger units as output power amplifiers. 

No internal temperature rise occurs in the computing circuits, 
sn that full aJvantage can be taken of the high packaging density. 

Direct electrical inputs are accepted by using small coils to 
masneticallv force ball motion.  RlertHrjil r»»Ann*  i*  nt»f-«f«<M 
by direct contact with the ball or by using capacitive or magnetic 
sensing of ball position. Present planning envisions the provision 
of built-in electrical test circuits for checkout and trouble«, 
shooting. 

Potential Application« 

The most obvious applications of pneumatic digital equipment 
are those in which a severe thermal or radistion environment 
precludes or seriously hinders the use of electrical equipment« 

Examples of such situations are: 

Reactor control 
Control of reactor-power devices 
Control of re-entry ox other very high mach number vehicles. 

Other applications involve the absence of electrical power, 
unwillingness to rely on auxiliary electrical power supplies, 
or existing use of pneumatic data transmission and power devices; 
for example: 

Steam generator controls 
Chemical process controls and data systems 
Low cost tactical weapon control 
Machine tool control 
Submarine controls. 

If low cost and high packaging density are realized to the 
anticipated extent, some penetration into fields normally reserved 
for electrical computation can also be anticipated. 

Conclusion 

It has been possible tu devise a pneumatic digital computing 
element providing adequate response speed, ready conversion 
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between pneumatic ami electrical signals, and high packaging 
density. 

Tests iiave Ihttl Tar vfiifi»d the dejign assumptions, 
Hxperience with wuikinc itaitl has levealcd additional advantages 
arising from the use of plate type construction. The very sinple 
basic geometry and good freedon from tolerance sensitivity of 
the moving ball element help provide assurance that production 
-n-sts will be reasonable. 

Work is being concentrated on the development uf b^sic 
understanding of the device and of convenient mathematical descrip- 
tions and circuit design techniques. Kearfott is ready at this time 
to undertak1? HM '''"Sign and rtevelopcent r»f useful pnemnatir rnmputing 
and control devices based on the moving element bistable device. 
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OUTPUT 

SCHÜdATIC OF TYPICAL  2 ITAOI CIRCUIT 

FTGllRF, 4 

SCHEMATIC OF TUNED MULTIVIBRATOR 

FIGURE 5 
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FIRST  WORKING MODEL   (SECTION) 

FIGURE  ö 
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FIRST WORKING MODEL  (EXPLODED VIEW) 

FIGURE 7 
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SECOND MODEL 

FIGURE 8 
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MATRIX CONSTRUCTION 

FIGURE 10 
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TEST MODEL WITH ELECTRICAL OUTPUT 

FIGURE 11 
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PNEUMATIC COMPUTER 

1 LIP ij 11 cap in m 
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EXPLODED VIEW -   ELECTRICAI. OUTPUT MODEL 

FIGURE  1.2 
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RESPONSE TIME SETUP 

FIGURE 14 
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CLOSE UP OF  RESPONSE TEST UNIT 

FIGURE   15 
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TUNED MULTIVIBRATOR  TEST SETUP 

FIGURE 16 
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A fUGOESTEO SYSTEM OF SCHEMATIC SYMBOLS 

FOR 

rUIlO AMPLIFIER CIRCrifRY 

By 

W.   A.   V>oothe 
Dr.  ,T. N.  Shinn 

General Electric Company 

Schrnoctadv.  New  York 

A n i? «T* n * r^T 

This paper proposes a »ystem of short-hanri syrnbula thai eKcCtively dif- 
ferentiates between analog and digital devices,  beam deflector and vortex 
amplifiers and passive versus active type» of valves.    A means of designating 
the memory and no-memory digital ctiuplifier iä also provided.    On this 
simple base it is possibie to build symbols repTesi.nting the more sophisti- 
cated logic and control components.    Examples given include an operational 
amplifier,   simple flip-flop,  counter,  half adder (or exclutiive OR),  AND, 
OR and NOT elements. 

Representation in also suggetiled lor the r-mrnorly'»«ed c'rrujt pl»»mentB 
such as resistance,  capacitance and inductance.    Some of the common pit- 
falls of electrical analogies to these elements are outlined.    Examples of 
schematic circuits using these suggested symbols are also presented. 

INTRODUCTION 

Some riok must be involved in proposing a system of standard symbols 
nr nomenclature for a technology as young and explosive as fluid amplifiers. 
It is impossiole and unwise to try to anticipate all possibilities,  since new 
developments are popping up at a phenomenal rate.    At the same time,  fluid 
amplifier circuits are becoming more complex and a real need now exists 
for schematic presentation of circuits.    This meeting presents a fitting 
opportunity to broach the subject of adopting a standard set of symbols before 
the many firms and individuals in this field develop too widely diverging a 
set of symbols of their own.    The symbols suggested in this paper are offered 
for discussion and it is hoped they will lead to a better means of communica- 
ting ideas in this field. 
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The symbols, arc  vimpl« and flexiblf,  permittinR UM "building block" 
approach so ncCOSMTy to a technology of this typ'-,  when? standards should 
civ tmitely not limit freedom in  rtpreatntati jn.     This papi-r will dfal primarily 
v-ith symbols although somo sugKl"st'ons for standard performance specs and 
element disignation are in order,    it  is understood that DOFL is developing 
a system of nomenclature for  fluid ampliiiers to permit presentation of 
analyses in a more standard form. 

FUNDAMENTAL DLLINLATIONS 

Fluid amplifiers can be categorized m many ways.    However,   several 
basic questions about a fluid amplifier element come to mind immediately. 
Is it digital or analog in nature?   Is it a beam deflector type t-Iemi-nt or a 
VOrtCJC flemeiil?    Is it active or pafoive?    These questions can be answered 
quite simply in schematic form.    Our usage has been to denote the flow path 
of the paver jet of an analog valve with a dashed line whereas a digital ele- 
ment is represfiiied with aolid  HIIPR throughout.    Figure   I  shows this usage 
applied to simple beam deflector amplifiers.     The use  of the enclosing 
circle around the element has  been optional with us.     In simpler schematics 
it is not used,   while in more complicated ones it makes the element stand 
out from the connecting lines.     The input aiid output lines of the elements 
app".-»r in »he schematic at lh«  "StRe pcir.ts where they normally *uultl on 
the actual element,  as pointed  out in Figure   1.    Figure 2 shows the symbols 
used for vortex amplifiers which nmy also be digital or analog in form. 

A» shown in Fipure  i, thr designation as to whether a valve is active or 
passive is done by means of a solid circle at the base of tl e power nozzle 
line to indicate that this line is connected to the circuit supply pressure. 
If more than one pressure supply level is used in a circuit, a letter or 
number code can be used fn diffprpntiato Ki»f«/»»<»n thof e wsed. 

SCHEMATICS FOR ANALOC DFVICKS 

The basic form of analog valve symbols are given in Figures 1 (b) and 
2 (b),  where the main distinguishing feature is the dashed line to represent 
the flow path of the power jet.     The possible variations of these basic 
representations are so numerous that they can not be covered completely 
in thi«. pc<.per.    However,   one chort-hand representation believed worth 
mentioning is that of the operational amplifier.    Figure 4 (a) shows an arbi- 
trary examnl«" nf ■ schematic for a high gain four stage operational ampli- 
fier.    The outputs in this example will be a function of the di£f«re.nre between 
input A and input B,  the function depending on the feedback    impedances Zj 
and Z^; which provide in this instance negative and positive feedback,  re- 
spectively.    Figure 4 (b) shows the short hand symbol for the same circuit. 
In this symbol the asterisk is used to indicate the sense or polarity.    For 
example, in Figure 4(b) this notation indicates an increase in input A results 
in an increase in output C to correspond with the circuit in Figure 4(a/.    If an 
odd number of stages were used the asterisk would,  of course, appear behind 
D. 
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This convemion permits the schematic to have close correspomiencc witii 
the pii/bica) circuit iayuut. 

SCHEMATICS FOR DIGITAL DEVICES 

The scb^matic for a. basic ilip-flop,  shown in Figure b,   is quite similar 
to the physical layout uf the device      An input of A will cause an output at D 
and an input at B '.vill switch the flow to C.     The symbi'l for a fluid source 
indicates that the flip-flop in the example is an active device.     Th-i schema- 
tic for the binary flip-flop,   such as the counter stage developed by R.   W. 
Warren at DOFL,   is  shown in Figure 6.    Input pulses at A switch the flow 
alUrnatcly  tu unlpalb  C and IJ.    A re-at-i signal pulse applied at the RS 
input will switch the second stage jet to output D.      The schematic indicates 
the second stage of the binary fiip-llop to be an active device. 

The schematic for an activo or-nur eienienc li snown in -t itjure   i  (a).    In- 
^•Uhw       ^ t.      \^-       '-A 1.        i'* 4.       ■•A44      V-. t  ■  .   .   ■   - U)- ■' .   1 J/' i   i       <J   .        44, .1.4.1       p.      i*4i;....l^       LI :' \. ' X 

funrtion.     With no irput signal the output is at A,   performing the "nor" 
function.    Using conventional logic nutation the element iü identified as an 
or-nor by including the + sign.    The choice of three inpuU for the example 
in Figure 7 (a) wa« arbitrary; an "n" input element would be shown schema 
tically *ith "n" input hnes.    Figure 7 (b) shows a passive "or'' element. 

Figure H shows the schematic for the active and passive "and" elements. 
Using; standard logic notation lor an "and",   the function of the element is 
identified by a dot.    An output at B will occur only when inputs C and D 
and E all are present. 

The "half adder" or "exclusive or" schematic is shown in Figure 9-    An 
input at either C or at D, but not both simultaneously,  will provide an out- 
put at B while simultaneous inputs at C and D provide an output at A.     The 
half adder can also be used as a two input "and" element.    This schematic 
follows closely the general physical layout of one foi-m nf a half adder now 
i-i use.    Although half adders quite different from that shown in the schematic 
have been devised,  this schematic was chosen because it is believed to 
represent simply and clearly the functioning of the half adder element. 

MEMORY AND BIASING 

Some ifevfeMM have memory and Lius can operate with input «ipuals in 
pulse form while others require a continuous input signal for operation. 
This difference in operating characteristics is delineated on the schematics 
as illustrated in Figure 10.    The arrowheads on the input lines indicate ''.hat 
a continual flow is required to maintain the state uf the element.    Note that 
in Figures 7,  8,  and 9 this notation was used to indicate steady state inputs 
are required to provide the desired performance. 
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Bias signals arr ^.'trn usi'd to provide dosirod rharactfr isiics.     FIR.   1! 
ilkislraU £ bow a bias signal wuulci be ri'pri'St-ntfd scln;.'aalitally on a flip- 
flup and an "or" ^ unuiil.     If an "and" or "(.r" element is shown without the 
biasing input liru- tlu^n it is  Implied tob'.1 ^••cm •tricaiiy biased. 

OTHER CIRCUIT ELEMENTS 

A fhiid circuit would not b«' complete without the many passive impi-cance 
element* lach as orifices or restrictions and without bhowing conaectioiie 
such as vi'nts or draii».    To do this we have drawn heavily on JIG practice 
where practical. 

Figure 12 (a) shows the general symbol for impedance      Figure 1Z (b) 
■hows the r . pii-öiiitälioii for an ofifico whicii would obey a Eq'.icirt -law re- 
lationship if an incompressible fluid is used.    (No attempt is made here 
to diffen-ntiate between a choked and unchoked flow if the fluid is compres- 
 ,.    ..0.. .     ._l^,.   f is A tamwaU' rcBuaeuoa   :rc j»ri.»»urc Brmi 
varies linearly with flow and where friction effects predominate over in- 
t-rtial effects,    i* igvire 1? (r),   m frr:,   eho".'. E f.'lid rr.'Jirt.-r.'j'.' where ;.rertial 
effects predominAte over friction.     A relatively pure fluid inductance ia 
foi.nd primarily in  liquid circuits. 

Figure 12 (e) shows the symbol for a tluid capacitor which,  in some in- 
stances,  is analogous to an electrical ranacitoi .     A fluid capacitor consi: ts 
of a fixed volume if the fluid is rompr. ssible,   or a hydraulic accumulator 
or »quivalent for an incompressible fluid.    In drawing an electrical analogy, 
where voltage and current art analogous to pressure and flow,  respectively, 
a fhiid capacitor such as the volume or accumulator can only be the equiva- 
lent to shunt capacitance frori! the point in question to ground.    It is never 
the equivalent of a blocking capacitor.    The equivalent of blocking capacitors 
must be obtained by using other dtvices. 

Figure 12 (f) shows the  «ymbol for a fluid delay line wliich has the charac- 
teristic of providing a pure time delay in the signal transmitted with a mini- 
mum ol attenuation. 

Figures 13 (a) and 13 (b) show that crossing and connecting lines follow a 
practice identical to JIC hydraulic practice as well as some electrical stan- 
dards. 

Vent connections art shown in Figure 13 (c) and should be used in any 
open cycle circuit where the excess fluid is merely vented to atmosphere or 
di dined off. 

If a closed cycle circuit is used,  the excess and exhau«l fluid must be 
returned to the reservoir.    To decrease the number ot lines in the schematic, 
it is recommended that the JIC symbol of Figure 13 (e) be adopted. 
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USE OF SCHF.MAT1CS -- EXAMPLE 

Figure  14 is a hypothrtica! »'xarnpii- of thf usi" al tht- above symbols».    In 
this circuit,   a multivibrator drives a pow^r flip-flop through an "or" gate on 
the fourth actuator stroke.     When the ''or" gate opens,  UM actautor is held 
in th.1 clown position until a n-üet signui reactivates UM circuit. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Thf schematic repri'seiitatiuns presented above are nut claimed to be 
compleU or adequate for every situation. Modifications, changes and re- 
visions will be necessary in order to evolve a convenient and universal 
■yStORl<      II   ih   !>elieve(l.    'lowever.    Ihnt   the   representations   suggested above 

can serve as a basis for initialing »tandai di/.ation. 

Further it is recommended that work be initiated now  on standardising 
the performance parameters and the presentation of their characteristics. 
The g ia! of th^ ■ ffwrt would bi  data fur elements presented in a fashion 
similar to t lectrnn tube or transistor characteristics.    For example, 
normaiized pre&bur e-liow curves for the Otttpnt nl an ( lement wjuld be quit'1 

usetul in determining 'jptimum •!■•■ for staging and circuit work.    Further- 
more from the flow ^i.J ^iejjurc recovery values shown by these curves, 
the efficiency of the element can be deduced.    These output characteristicü 
are used,   in addition to gain characteristics,  because usable output signal 
level is an important parameter in any circuit design.    High gain is cer- 
tainly desirable but a  iraue-oil often must hi   made b0''1 ' .n gain and output 
power or pressun   rtcovery for a pr.ictical application.    A standard format 
such as this for presentation of these kinds of data will minimize the language 
barrier and will provide beitt r and earlier interchanges of information.    Also, 
standards will ev?*ntu£ii!,f be needed for elensent HnsionationQ alrm«? thp Qarnr» 
lines now used for  eloetVOM tubes and transistors. 

In conclusion,   it is believed timely to initiate standardization in this new 
fielrV    The schematic repres^ntation« snggestpH abovp c.innot fit «»vfry 
situation but are believed adequate for most pure tluid amplifier elements 
presently being developed.    It would be quite satisfying to the writers if 
representations suggested above result only in the impetus to initiate work 
on more complete and thorough schematic representation. 
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F"i)3[ure 1.    Beam deflector amplifiers. 
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Figure 2.    Vortex amplifiers. 
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Figure 3.    Designation of active vs passive 
elements. 



Figure 4a.    Schematic of 4 stage operational 
amplifier. 
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Figure 4b.    Simplified diagram for operational 
amplifier. 
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Figure IS.   B; "»p-iiop. rigüi.   6      Binary fiip-fiop. 

(a) 
ACTIVE 
OR-NOR 

Figure 7.    "OR" logic elements. 

(a) 
ACTIVE 

(b) 
PASSIVE 

Figure 8.    "AND" logic elemenl. 
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Figure  11.    Svmbols for line impedances. 
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Figure 13.    Symbols fur connections. 
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A TECHNIQUE FOR ^>1A.TCH1NG PURE FLUID COMPONENTS 
APPLIED TO THE DESIGN OF A SHIFT REGISTER 

by 

Edwin M« Dexter 

ot 

Bowles EnyineHring Corporation 

INTRODTICTICN 

In the breadboarding and subsequent testing aa well as in quality con- 
trol ot Pure Flijid circuits ii. is desirable to have available a simple quick 
m^fhoH .-•r pu.-.in.-iMprj th? irrfcrmance of elements in a circuit.   An example 
of the , robiem is the shift register a section of which is shown in silhouette 
in Figure 1. 

in this figure ;..., bc»;i.iuu 01 tue snitt register shown comprises three 
MEMORY units and two AND gates.    Initially this circuit was; assembled from 
individual breadboard units connected with tubing.   It was desired to determine 
if the output from the MEMORY unit was sufficient to operate the AND gate and 
suoscqaently if the AND qate output was sufficient to operate the MEMORY 
element.   Ir addition tt was desired to provide a reference for testing individual 
elements before assembly.   Later it was MOMMffy to probe the circuit to 
locate the source of problems. 

Ln each of these cases it is necessary to know what to expect from 
the performance of each element, also it is desirable to limit the test to a 
pressure measurement as this is usually the easiest to perform. 

II is the objective of this discussion to describe an approximate 
scheme "which has proven useful In evaluating the matching possibilities of 
un^ts, quality control, and circuit testing.   The first assumption was that a 
nonsidprahle safety factor is desired with digital elements, i.e., it is desired 
to havo somewhat more p.-cssure available to flip a unit than required.   Second- 
ly, allowance must be provided for the differences between elements to be 
encountered in practice.   Perhaps it will be said that these methods are 
restricted to a particular family of elements and this is true.   However, it 
appears that the resulting family chosen may have distinct advantages.   Under 
these conditions the method to be outlined lends rone faci.'ity to the descrip- 
tion of units and is an aid in quick evaluation of matching for steady state 
operation.   The shift register circuit is used as an example to describe this 
technique. 
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SHIFT REGISTER OPERATION 

Figure 1 is a silhoueitf of the pneumatic shift register showing firee 
MEMORY units auu two AND got^s.   The center MEMORY unit is the intermediate 
storage.    The AND units are referred to a^ TW1N-AND because they, in a -ense, 
are a combination of two AND gates.   Supply pressure P+ is applied to all 
three of the MEMORY units continuously.   A "bit" of information is placed in 
,h''. firr,t MEMORY unit by applying a puiso of pressure to either control, for 
example, a-.    TIIL  MEMORY unit will now be switched io the right output leg, 
b+.   The piessure in the left output leg will DC neghgibie, and can be positive 
or negative depending or the element design.    The flow resulting fron  the 
nrp<!ciir»j (-.4 wj]I no to i'  ' left of the receivers into the iar^e open area which 
;-   ..» — 4-^/J M ^N*..        if   ■    »,r' ■      - ■   ■ • . 1   . t   » 1.        VUP4%1%A*   .v<       - ^ ^ *- .   J ,      ; ,.     , ,.      I ; ,     J     .. 
AO     Vt^UL^U. ,      ...    ,      ü    L.     J'i        ...    ^i ;    ..   .     .   _       .,L     LilU     j.'   W(^     1      . . i .  i    J ! !  i l U i H        i. O    Up|'iiCU    111 

the center contiol, Tj^, of the first TWIN-AND, the combined momentums oi 
the two Btrenr^s will be directed toward its left receiver, raising the pressure 
at c-.   One objective of the graphic analyai.s ia to ■jetermiae if the recovered 
pressure at c- will be enough to flip the second memory unit.   In addition, 
i;, is desired to show that this technique can be applied to systems of other 
elements that are within the family of performance characteristics sceoted. 

ADMITTANCE 

The basis for this technique is in approximating the steady state con- 
trol input admittance of elements with an equivalent orifice which performs in 
the manner of the hydraulic square law; Q ■ KP^'^.   This is a reasonably valid 
assumption but is an approximation.   Pressure flow tests of passages and 
orifices of the types expected in pure fluid circuits show that the relation is 
surprisingly often Q - KP*"0.   We have found it convenient to use uni:s wheie 
0 is the flow in inches^ per second and pressure is psiy.   If a value   of K is 
determined within the pressure region to be used the assumption of a hydraulic 
square law performance does not lead to excessive error.   Under these condi- 
tions the ratio of 0 /P remains constant and cun be used as an admittance. 
Since the nominal pressure is often 1 psig the admittanre Q^/P under this 
condition is numerically equivalent to 0 , for example, an orifice with an 
admittance of 9 passes 3 in"* per second at a preccure atop of 1 psi. 

The pieäsuie flow relationships for the control inputs of elements have 
a wide variety, some are quite linear while others conform closely to the 
orifice characteristic.   Figure 2 shows the control input pressure-flow relation- 
ship for three different elements; a COUNTER, a MEMORY, and an OR.   The 
input relationships for »he OR element are given for two load conditions.   In 
addition the dashed lines show the performance of orifices that have corres- 
ponding admittances in the Important rangrs of operation. 
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The dots bhown ^re the pointi-; at which the ulemenl chdiiueR statt.   For 
the FLIP-FLOP, for example, the pressure and flow is increa 3ed to .09 psi at 
,7 m^ per SLrond to effect flipping.    The upper parr of curves represent the 
control input characteiistics before and after flipping for an OR clement that is 
drivimj another OR element.   The pressure and tlow are increased to .22 psig 
and .7 in^ per second to effect flipping and following t.hic the input character- 
istic is given by the upper curve.   Reducing the pressure end flow to .7 psig 
and .5 in^ per secon \ allows the unit to reset. 

1)  is seen that tho rOi;NTF.R input nhnrnrtRristir is exartly that of an 
orifice with an admittance of 6.2.   The FLIP-FLOP or MEMORY element can 
dlsw Lo apprc. imated by an admittance of G.2 at thf point where flipping is 
expected.    The UK uni. deviates from the oiilice considerably but can be 
appioximatea by adi dt-.ances of 2,2 or 2.9 respectively for the load conditions 
yivea  anu at  Liitr  poiftt6  ui  iiii-i  anu i^r^c!.. 

It is noted ihai describing an input characteristic with an orifice is 
limited to elements that have positivp values of pressure and flow in the con- 
trol region,   it appears likely that most elements will perform in this manner. 

ELEMFNT PERFORMANCE 

Since it appears posbible to represent input characteristics with 
equivalent orlfines and as th.. input characteristics are loads to the preceding 
elements it is possible to evaluate the performance of elements on the basis 
of oiifice load tests. 

Memory 

In the shift register circuit of Figure 1 it is seen that the MEMORY 
element output loads arc equal on each leg and only one Input control Is 
pressurized, the other is vented.   The test data for a MEMORY element with 
equal orifice loads and one control vented Is shown in Figure 3.   The output 
pressures and the input control pressure and flow are plotted as a function 
of the load ddmittence.   It is seen that the control admittance with a load 
admtttunce i'Ptwppn in and 80 averages about 6 (Oc /Pc^* 

Twin-And 

A similar characteristic performanc-j Is given for the TWIN-AND In 
Figure 4.    In addition and because it has an cmalog chdracleristic it is 
necessary to add the results of test with various control pressures.   Figure 4 
is the result of thin test with control pressures of 0.S, 1.0, 1.5, and 2 psl. 
Since the unit is analog, the control pressure can be interpreted as a differen- 
tial contiol pressure as well. 
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It can be seen trom the curves of Figure 4 that the maximum output is 
obtained when the r-jtio cf control to center inlet pressure is 1.5/5 or 0.3, but 
this la not ri requirement tor its use.   A test of the input admittance of the 
TWIN-AND shows that it is about 20 inö/lb-sec2. 

MATCHING 

From this data it is possible to determine the steady state matching 
capability of the MEMORY element and the TWIN-AND.   Referring to the shift 
register circuit of Figure I, a MEMORY element with a load admittance ot 20 
iia& a uilieieiuiui outpm prRssurp of rinouT ,9 psi and requires a pressure to 
fhp of about .6 psig.    Ln this range of load it he's a control input admittance 
of about 6. 

The TWIN-AND with this load admittance, 6, and a differential ccntroi 
press-sre, PCi of .9 psi has an output pressure of about .9 psl.   This output 
is .3 psi greater than the necessary .h psi for flipping the MEMORY element. 

From this it can be seen that the HlltHtltfft characteristics, OVP, can 
be used to select elements to perform a desired function as well as to establish 
the exported performance of elements *" a circuit during trouble-shooting. 
Tests for quality rnnfro] purposes can also be made effectively with this 
method to check performance at specific operating conditions.   Experience 
to date indicates this techniepie to be satisfactory and extremely useful. 
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A COMPARISON OF THE HF-LIABILITY  OF  ELE'TTRONIC COV.PONEMTS 
AND i-URE FLUID AMPLIFIhHS 

by 

Harold L.  Fox 

of 

Sperry Utah Company 
Division of Sperry land Corporation 

ABSTRACT 

Current achievements  in attöininq high reliability for electronic compo- 
nents are compared to the predicted reliability of pure fluid amplifiers.    Fig- 
ures  tor electronic components aro presented  tIT various environmental regimes 
wmch may t>e enco-intered  in  industrial,   field,  and aero-space ajplicationE. 

Due to the  lark of stitlcitical data on pure fluid devices, the predicted 
reliability results  from certain assumptions.    The assumptions are d'.scussed. 
Reliability of pure fluid amplifiers under severe conditions of temperature, 
Vibration,  shock and  udiation is predicted. 

The results of the (.umparlsons ot the reliability of electronic components 
and pure fluid amplifiers are applied to a typical  system problen,.    Predicted 
system failure rates are given for ooth electronic and  fluid systems« 

I.     IHTRODUCTION 

There is much  interest todav in the de»iqn and fabrication of control and 
computer systems which have an inherent high reliability.    The difficulty of 

_"* iuairitairiirig the  somewhat oiulriöiy militäiy  field iwapuri systm;    l* « b^iiuub 
problem requiring the careful consideration of  industry.    An even more diffi- 
cult problem is involved in tne maintenance of an orbiting control or computer 

, system.    These problems can be lessened or recolved by the use of sufficiently 
reliable eouipment. 

To find and utilize suitable control  and computer system component»  is a 
goal worth achieving.    It Is to this end that many corporate and government 
projects are being directed.    Does the pure fluid component provide the degree 
of reliability which is necessary to enable the engineers of both government 
and industry to design and fabricate control and compuier systems tr meet 
today,ft r<>c|uiraments in field,  air and space?    To this  question this paper 1« 
addressed. 

It is not the intent of this presentation to explore the more mundane fac- 
tors involved in the use of pure fluid logic devices» such as,    do they function 
properly in circuits.    It would be surprising indeed if the ingenuity of Amer- 
ican scientists had not at least partially resolved this problem.    Neither is 
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It the purpose of tbl« paper to define ail <ir»<«f, of apolication of pur* fluid 
systems.  Ihis pioblem we  leave to others. 

Kluid devices are slower thari electronic devices.  Meverthßiess, it must 
be mutoa'iy recognized that there are cnntrtil and computer system requirement» 
which are sufficiently tirne-wise unrestricted thct pure fluid logic devices 
will suffke. Similarly, it Is rfcognized that there are system requirements 
for high soeed data processing which the pure fluid system will never meet. 
The grav area between these extrerafi of low speed black and high speed white, 
is left to present and future fluid system desiyners. 

For those agreed upon areas of application (the area of relatively low 
spoed applications) this paper wi'.l compare the reliability of pure fluid logic 
dovlr.es with the present state ct the art of reliability of similarly function- 
ing electronic devices. Wnile there is probably no reliability engineer who 
wi u admit to having sufficient data for his needs, even in the electronic 
field, at least there exists a body of electronic experience and data upon 
which to oase quite accurate reliability inforr.ation. 

ftfiCMMt* ieiidDiiity inrormation in pure fluid devices is alnost non- 
existent.  It is the problem of this paper tu indicata the means whereby expe- 
rience in the use of various materials under various environmental regimes can 
be used to predict the reliability of a group of pure fluid devices.  It has 
been the author's l.itwnL to he conservative in the detartninatlon of predicted 
reliability figures so as ti< circumvent the apnori determination of a con- 
selotnly Jöii*cd hifh lelkLI'll/ figure. To prevent entnusiasm tor p'ire fluid 
systems from influencing the predicted reliability of pure fluid devices, the 
assumptions made and the method used to arrive at predicted reliability figures 

will be carefully presented. 

II. CURRENT ACHIEVEMENT IN RELIABILITY FOR ELECTRONICS 

Out of the heard of  books and papers relatirvj tu ulvtlronic component 
reliability, nn* h»« be»n «e'ected to roprs^cnt ths current state of tu« art. 
By the selection üf one listing, at least some degree of seifconsislcncy in 
reliability data is achieved. The publlcatlun which has baen salectsd 1» 
Earles and Eddlns, "Reliability Engineering Data Series - Failure Ratet*. 
From this publir.atlon »H n ho extracted ?il the necessary reliability infor- 
mation for our electronic circuitry. 

To establish a reliability figure for an electronic flip-flop, a selected 
circuit of transistors, diodes, resistors and appropriate connections Is chosen. 
To establish one of the "best" reliability figures for elecUunic devices, the 
MH?sta data is selectad from the list of failure rates of the best components. 
Ihe following list will give the basic failure data to be used: 

Electronic Reliability Data  

6    * 
Component Failure Rate (per 10 hrs) 

Transistors, silicon 0.01 failures per 10 .hrs. 
Diodes 0.001 failures per 10° hrs. 
Resistors 0.005 failures per 10 hrt. 
Connections, per pin or per Joint     0.0001 failures per 10° hrs. 
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These figures combine both the generic faiJur« rate (of  ) with an 
application factor (K.). 

The basic electronic circultiy which is considered for obtaining a reli- 
ability figure is: 

1. An R S Flip - Flop (2 active, 6 passive elements) (Figure 1) 
2. A 4  input NCR gate (1 active. 6 passive elements)  (Figure 2) 

Using the failure rate figures for the electronic components given above, 
a figure of merit can be deteimined for the electronic flip-flop and the four 
input NOR ijate as  foil CM i 

Reliability Calculations 

f, « 
flip flwp raliures per xu    nrs. 

2 transistor« .02 
8 resistors .04 

20 «older joint« .002 
.062 

6 * Failures per 10   hr«. 

1 transistor .01 
6 resistors .03 

14 solder Joints .0014 
0.04U 

* 
Note that these figure« coubine the generic failure rat« (GF ) 
with an application factor (K ). 

A figure of merit (in term« of failures per nil lion hour« of operation) 
for simple electronic circuit« ha« no« been established. The failure rate« 
have been «elected from the lower limit« of the available data. It can, there- 
fore, be expected that the circuit« generated are extremely reliable from 
today'« «täte of the electronic art. (It might be mentioned that this flip- 
flop copp»r## very favorably wltn Mlnuteman circuitry). 

ITT. RELIABILITY FACTORS FOR ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT 
FOR VARIOUS ENVIRONMENTAL REGIMES 

By making use of the data compiled by Earle« and Eddlns, figures are deter- 
mined which indicate UM ainount of increase in failure rates which i« caused by 
operating electronic equipment in other than laboratory type environment«. 

It i« knomt by experience and data that if electronic circuitry is oper- 
ated in envirorments having tnrr^as^d temperatures that the reliability It lass. 
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Similarly, if circuits 'ire operdted in low temperatureR, increased failure rates 
are experienced.  Similar results are observed for radiation environments and 
for vibration or shock environments. 

latile I presents factors wiich can be used in conjunction with fiilire 
rate data to express the incieased failures to L,e expected by operating in 
various environments. 

TABLE I. 
EQUIPMENl USAGE FACTORS 

o „o„        
Circuit                        i-ao uonomons     i emp 01   ^IJV C Temp of -C'O c    Mxbiiile   vmidcion 

Flip-Flop                                 1                                  10                            5 900 

»»-inpui.  nun  uate                    i                                    iö                              0 9CC 

Radiation Eiiviromnents.    The data relating to degradation of electronic 
^LAM^WIlt IlkC      OKU       CIICX1        '"*-     ''**J''U       iO.xwXC      XObCS      «11     A U(J XObAWII      CIIVxAVIUIirxvS       19     HIV. • 

difficult to use. The problem is that the duration and intensity of the radl- 
atior. rnuit be known; the spectrum of the radiation must be specified: j\0  the 
particular components must be specified.  By this time Jt would probably be 
nccessa:/ LO run an actual test to come up with the factor we need. For the 
purpose of this paper engineers of the reliability department have made the 
following determinations (best technical Judgements) of radiation failure 
factors: 

  IKACF  FArTfD   - RADTATirW   

Fiddiatlon Type Factor  Indicating 
Increased Failure Rates 

Partially shielded Control System 
for Nuclear Reactor 1000 

Vicinity of Atomic Blast 
(5 miles from 20 megaton) 100 

Solar Flare In Cislunar Space 10 

Cislunar Space 2 

For the purposees of this paper, a 90-day period of operation In these 
environments is assumed-,  except that only one nuclear blast or one solar flare 
is considered. 

lo nwke uae of these failure rate factors, multiply th# failure rate for 
the flip-flop or NCR mate circuit by the appropriate factor.    The resulting 
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6 
produvt is thh- new failure rate per 10 hours to be expected In these onvlron- 
mpnts. 

IV.     HISDKnD RELIABILITY  FOH  PURE FLUID DEVICES 

a.    Th«» Approach 

Within the next few months there will be papers and data published which 
will start the accumulation of reliability data on pure fluid components, sys- 
tem«, ^nd a$«nriated »ouipment. Today, however, there is not sufficient avail- 
able data from which to extract failure rat« information. This lack of data is 
not a new problom far  roliabi'iity anal yAis. and a means of predicting rpHahlllty 
sr. a« tn obtain usefui preiiminary estir-iates doe« exist. 

It will be the "piece de resistance" of this paper to demonstrate that by 
a series of logical considerations useful predicted reliability figures of 
ift«»rit for nure fluid r.omtvinents can b» obtained. 

Briefly, the approach will be to carefully define the modes of failure 
which are expected to occur. To do this, some reasonable assumptions a.  Ui 
the methods of fabrication anJ tutting of pure fluid devices must be made. 
This process involves certain assamptions which will be carefully stated. Then, 
using the wealth of experience in producing similar items, we shall extrapolate 
from the known to this new tieia. It should be emphasized that in using this 
technique of predicting reliability, this paper «ill present the conservative 
approach.  In other words, it is to be expected that the predicted figures for 
failure rates must be interpreted to meant "Me have great confidence that we 
can do at least this good with today's state of the art of fabrication and 
testing". 

Should it turn out that the conservative figures of merit for pure fluid 
devices and systems are superior to the optimistic figures of merit for elec- 
tronics, inci<i, w« can oe coniiaent that the pure fluid devices are indeed a 
possible answer to the reliability problem. However, should it be shown that 
the pure fluid devices are not better than UM electronic devices, i.ii«n, it 
will be necessary to take a better look at the pure fluid devices by appeal to 
actual test data before these devices are hailed as being ultra-nigh-reliability 
elements, 

b. Assumptions 

The following assumptions will define the approach to the problem of pre- 
dicting failure rates for pure fluid components. The assumption« a-* re1«tod 
to MM manner in vrhich the component & are to be fabricated and used. As t 
basis for all of these assumptions» today's state of the art in methods of 
fabrication, inspection and test will be used. 

1. It is assumed that the size of «ach component is such that it «ill 
occupy no more than 1/2 cu. inch of volume, including interconnection« 
and packaging. 

2. It is assumed that the pure fluid components «ill be fabricated into 
• sheet o£ material such that all components and interconnections 
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Mill b'r-  fabricated into ont coirblmtior. of two joined sheets, and 
that UM inputs and the outputt for t'ifcse 100 componerits will oe 
arranged along the edges of the joined sheets, 

3. Ft Is assuned Llmt the materlHi used for th»» ffibricatlon is s'iitflbl» 
for the envlroment in which the materidi wiii be used.  (For exa ,.li, 
high temperature environments will rtqulM »etal or ceramic rtaterlalSf 
high radljtion environment» will reciulre materials immune to damage by 
radiation, and high vibration envirenments will require materials 
that are resistant to vibration induced failures.) 

4. T4. is assumed that design t»chnique6 for packaging will be suitable 
fcr the environment in which the package is used. Only today's state 
o*- Lhe art oeslgn techniques are to be utilized. 

5. It is a-jsumoa that a prototype unit MR be built and tested and minor 
redesign changes mad; as determined by tests. This is to say that an 
ordinary R&D program will be allowed for the development of any  par- 

6. It is assumed that assembly of the pure fluid system is accomplished 
in a "clean room". 

7. It is assumed that appiupriata inspection and assembly techniques 
»ill be '.'ti!*"1"1 *? IntWt +hat nn <nr<n1»nt. failures are present in 
the materidi ur in the mdüiiniiig ui forming of that material» 

8. It is assumed that each assembly of 100 vomponents will be appropri- 
ately tested to insure that the assembly functions in the manner 
specified by the designer. This assumption also Implies test modes 
to ir»jre thJt the assembly operates properly within tho range of 
fluid power, fluid signal pressures, and fluid flows which are part 
of the system specifications. 

9. It is assumed that all fluid used for test or operation sf the pure 
fluid system at all stages of assembly and test is free from any 
particles which are larger than one hundredth the size of the small- 
est duct, orifice, or connector dimension. 

In the above assumptions» it will be recognised that items 1 through 6 
have no statistical nature* It is agreed that these thinus eiUi»! car. oz 
czr.r'j':  N accotr.plisbed. Therefore, the problems have not been resolved by 
the assumptions made.  Items 7, 6 and 9, however, present a different r>rob- 
lem. It is easy to say that no incio^en* f«f1wMa »»xisl. Tn x^kn thift s*itö- 
ment indli.ai.e9 patfactlM l>t inspection techniques. By the same Method of 
making MMHtlMMf any aegr»* ot reliability can be assumed into any product 
wMch is to be manufactured. 

The last three "assumptions" therefore! must >* given some statistical 
evaluation. It is necessary to express m some statistical fashion our con- 
fidence that Ihese things can be accomplished within certain confidence levels. 

How are the»« cou'ldence levels for fabricatloiit assembly and tost pro- 
cedure established? To explore this query, consider how this problem is taken 
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care of in the electronic gear MM th ivhlrh wo *i*  fsmillai^  A??'jrne ttMt in the 
plectronic production ' ine printed circuit boards are fabricated and later used 
in a system.  If there exist«-, an incipient failure in a TC board, it nay easily 
lieveJof, Into j tractiir»^ and if this fracture occurs in the vicinity of a 
printtd conductor, a failure can be expected to occur sooner or later in the 
system.  Inspection and test techniques are therefore geaT-e-J to thic type of 
problem.  The best techniques are used to locate any defect«: beiore they be- 
come a part of the sy^terr. 

How do we assess our ability to locate these defects? The answer - 
by the reliability of the system which is producedl  It is true that from 
many system fjiiures some failures *hidi are pinpointed to such items as PC 
board fractures can be isolated,  Howover. it is a difficult and fiophisticatiwi 
reliability problem to determine accurately thet a particular r.eouence of test 
event") wiii insure I given oü^ree of ieliabilily foz printed circuit boards. 
Rdther, the rellahiiity expert is reasonably content if the "model" h« is using 
to determine a system mejn time between failure is in close agreement with th« 
reported data he rece'vc-ö from systems in use. 

The qpMttnn «till remains' Can experience in making today's systems be 
used to predict our ability to make reliable pure fluid systems? The conten- 
tion of this paper is that the answer is YES. 

Before continuing with the assessment of our ability to turn out reliable 
cure fluid systems, the mooea i»i iallure which might be expected must be des- 
criöed. 

c.  Modes of Failure 

There ere three iiioue» o' failuie wliidi ^ e immediately apparent: 

1. The failure of connectors between sheets of components. However, 
failure rate data is available for such connectors, so predicted 
failure rate, for cpnntctcrs nssd rot be m*de. 

2. If the fluid contains particles which are large enouph to ofc-,truct 
a duct, orifice, or component failure wll!' piuudbly uciar. 

3, If the material in which the components are formed separates, cracks, 
ruptures, peels, fragments, creeps, flows, disintegrates, warps, or 
twists beyond certain limits, then failure will occur. 

No other failure modes are evident.  If th* pure fluid snispcner.t» are not 
clogged from particle huild-up or improperly vented by fracture of the ma-.eriai, 
of failure ef connectors, ther. t.K»y will work as designed. 

The reader will note that the problem of power supply design for maintain- 
ing fluid flow has not been examined. Similarly, power supply pnMoH in tin 
electronic circuitry have been ignored. This approach can be justified by 
raaiembeilng that the logical components will he used in far greater number than 
will power supplies* Therefore, the greater reliability problem is associated 
with the logical components. 
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d.  I'redicted Failure Rates 

It is contended thdt. exporience in fabricating other devices can be used to 
predict our ability to fabricate pure fluid devices. Exsu j.ne flrbt the problem 
invclved in the mode of failure which will «tllow the esrar» 0f fluid from or into 
a duct or component. The ReliaMlity 'J#par"ment enqineers suggast that the most 
likely failure mode will be the separation problem involved In sealing two plate- 
together. Therefore, the following .i<tta on  somewhat similar problemt- is sub- 
mitted: 

  Failure Kates of Similar Devices  

lower limit mean upcer 1imlt 
0.01 0.05 0.07 
Ü.11 0,3 0.92 
n.C44 0.08 1.44 

IteiTi Failure Rates Per 10 Hours 

Phenolic Gasket 
Sliding Seal 
Tanks, Hi Pressure, Small 
Valves, Air 0.112      0.212    2.29 

Die leouei will ayiet Uici f."j»y'»  sidte of uie ax L permiks tie seaung oi 
two flat plates together with at least the reliahHity of an air valve. Simi- 
larly, it would not be expected that the failure rates of a phenolic gasket 
could be reduced (at least not immediately). Therefore, a failure rate one 
m^an'.tüde WfM than a phenolic gasket will be predicted. Inasmuch as the elec- 
tronic failure rates were selected frou the lower l.'mit, the figure of 0,01 x 10 
or 0.1 will Is  used foi UM predicted failure rate tor the pure flttU sealing 
problem. 

Inasmuch as the reliability experience indicates that the problems of 
sealing will be worse than the problems of fracturing oi ciscking, the figure 
of 0.01 will be used ar, the failure rate for frartjrlng or cracking. The 
total failure rate as predicted for the failure mode of "improper!/ ducting- 

the fluid is 0.11 failuies per 10 hours. 

Next, examine the failure mrde related to contamination of the fluid. The 
internaJ combustion engine industry has developed some remaikaLle f'.lters to 
filter contaminants out of the f-.el pr'.or to the time that the fuel flows 
through the small orifices involred in carbureters or fuel injectors. Simi- 
larly, other types of filters have been developed for removing contaminants 
fiurn gases (even to the extent of the CBR filters). The fluid circulation sys- 
tem can be designed '-.o that the filtered fluid is returned to the pump intake 
after use in the pure fluid system. By this means, the amount of particle 
buildup that may occur in the filtering system will be definitely lessened. 

This area of predicting t'.:*  failure rate of fluid systemc due to particle 
eMrtwifMti<wi| results mc-c in placing design restrictions on the power supply 
than in anticipating failure rates. However, with the state of the art as it 
exists, it is submitted that the fluid can be filtered sufficiently well so 
that the failure rate due to contamination is no greater than 1.0 failures per 
component board per 10 hours. Our engineering staff is confident that this 
is.a reasonable and achievable requirement. A failure rate of 1.0 failures per 
ic'1 hours is in effect stating that the problem of fluid contamination is an 
order of magnitude worse than the problem of fluid escape. 

The other mode of failure for which, fortunately, there exists data, is 
the failure of pneumatic Joints. For this failure mode the figure of 0.02 
failures per 10'' hours per joint is used (from barles » hddins). 
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e.     Predictsd  Failure Ratt i'er Fluid Component 

To pitdict  tallure rates per fluid  component,   it is  nectssaiy to determine 
the number of fluid joints which will be used (on the average) per component 
platt«    li.e rvjmßer of  inputs and outputs  will, of course,  vary with the luglc 
fabricated into a component plate.     It would be * iwlMl   estimate to assume   • 
tfett ten inputs  and  ten outputs could be useoL    we shall  be conservative end 
suggest that *0 Inputo ami 00 outputs are usea.    This is an aversge ot one 
input or output per component.    This  figure is conservative and  errs on the 
side of larger failure rates per component than would be expected. 

The sumuiry of fluid failure rates may now ba made: 

Fluid Device Peliabilitv 

6 
Item Failure Sa*«;  per IQ    Hours 

Fluid Connectors  (100) 2.00 
Contamination of a Board 1.00 
Fracture or Separation of Board 0«11 
Total  for one Board of 100 Components 3.11 

Average Predicted Failure ilats  Per Coriponem .0311 

Table 11 compares the reHaHiity of two simple electronic circuits with 
the equivalent pure fluid devices. 

TABLE II. 
FAILURE RATE COMPARISON 

It«fa Electronic Calculated Fluid Predicted 

Fiip-Fiop Ü.Ü62 O.C3il 

4-Input NOR Gate 0.0414 0.C416 

f.    Application Factors for Fluid Devices Under extreme Environaents 

A factor Co consider is the «-hange in the failure ratas whan tht fluid 
devices are subjected to environmental extremes.    In the case of ele:tronic 
•Tilpment, the change in characteristics as a function of tamperatur» is «»11 
Horijiitented.    In the case of pure fluid devices, the problem becooies sne jf 
assessing the effect of different temperature regimes on the prsblemi of compo- 
nent beard fracture or separation and rluid contamination.    While it is readily 
apparent to the reader that tnere Is some airtlcuity in predicting an exacc 
factor to represent the increase in failure rates,  it is also appsrent that a 
much simpler type of phenomena is being considered in the case of the pure 
fluid cooDonents than in the case of the intricately oiade and assamblsd elec- 
tronic components. 
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It is th.B opinion of several of my coi.leagues that an increase of lOCrC 
in i-he temperature should no more than double the fluid device failure rate« 
This predicted factor is presented as being conservative for at least Tht first 
100Co, Operatinq environments higher tnan 10C00 C are a bit outside of our 
realm of experience and is left ^r further evaluation, 

A similar «it.'.ir.ate of the in>-. :«as« of failure rates for low tempiraturt 
is that the failure rttss double for each reduction of 100° C. This is pre- 
sented as a reasonably conservative figure down to -200° C. Below this fig- 
ure, the author would have consult the cryogenics specialists* 

A look at the radiation environments leads to the conclusion that appropri- 
ate natsrlali car. he selected such that the radiation effects are nftgligible» 
S-Jt to b« eontaxvativti • factor of lo, by which to multiply failure rates, is 
selected when fluid *yitt»ms are used {• the vicinity of a nuclear reactor* 

For the environments of vibratiun, Ui« argument is that it is much easier 
to protect packaged fluid elements than it is to protect the more delicate elec- 
tri.-.lc CMpOMPt«. ft ;cr.c5r-.-2tive fzctzz  fcr ir^reasing ths failure r-?*?« I« 
ten. 

Table III summarize? the usage application factors. To obtain system fail* 
ure ratM tor systems used Iff various environments, multiply the component or 
system failure rates by the appropriate application factor* 

V. SYSTEM APPLICATION OF FAILURE RATES 

While the previous section indicates the predicted failure rates for 
fli.ld components and application factors for determining failure rates for var- 
5.-i:e »nvirortnents, it does not indicate the results of system application of 
the data. To adequately carry out the comparison of electronic versus pure 
fluid reliabilityt it is necessary to go one step farther. 

In th* application of fluid devices in a control cr computer sys*««, it 
is necessary to know the task for which the system Is designed. In many cases» 
a fluid system will require a much larger nimiber of components than will the 
electronic« system due to the higher speed of the electronic elements. There- 
fore, to properly compare the two systems, it 1« necessary to take into 
account the logical design of the control or computer syctem. 

A yuuu example is the case of an electronic fire control computer which 
has the task of providing the firing program necessary to prepare and launch a 
rttttlff» Aff sJsctronic s/cter. te is  this task can be made with f»r fewer fllp- 
flcrs and NTff gates than if the ICO times slower fluid flip-flops a'id NCP gate« 
ii* used. An analysis cf the two computers provides the btslc data found in 
T«L1« IV. By comparison of the two systems designed to accomplish the same 
function (in this cate a fire control function), the electronic system is 16 
times as good as the fluid system* 

However, the case for fluid systems versus electronic systems is not as 
bad as it first appears when we consider also the effect of usage factors* 
Table IV presents the case for the two systems used in the environment of a 
laboratory type computer* Table V summarizes the failure rates which would be 
expected if we used these same two systems in various environments* 



TABLE  III. 

USAGE «rpLlCrtliüri  rnciufti 

Application Electronics 
Application Factor« 

Pur« Fluid Device« 
Application Factors 

laboratory Computer 

Amb 1 e nt T ««p M a t u r» 

♦ nu   c 

-   so c 

+ 250   C 

- 150    C 

10 

5 

Transistors fsM  to 
function 

2 

2 

3 

4 

Radiation 

C is lunar Sp»«*.« 2 

Solar Flare 10 

Nuclear Blast 100 

NiTlear Reactor Vicinity 1000 

1 

2 

5 

10 

Missile 
(Vibration Environment.) 

900 10 
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TABLE  IV. 

SYSTEM COMPARISON 

f 

Spec)ficationsJ NCR  Logic 
14-Blt Word Length 
Ptrform fir« control computation  functions 

in sixty suconds« 

Electronic 

Basic conpünentä 910 100 limes 
as  fast as fluid camponer-.ts. 

Use serial operation 

Use sequential   control  of 
arithmetic unit. 

UM 
Slower co-Aponents 

Use parallel operation 

Use  polv.B.-.rphif  on#r»*<«r 
for cotiputötion. 

Failure Ratet 

2.6 failures per 10    lours 41.4 failures per 13   hours 

Notet    The reader will recognize that the electronic system hat an exceptionally 
low failure rate, and that the predicted failure rate for the fluid »-'t- 
tem it extremely good. 

At It ihumtx in Taule V the fluid system with our conservatively predicted 
failure rates it superior to the optlmittic electronic tyttem in the a.'eat of 
extremes of temperature, high radiation and high vibration environments.     It 
should also be pointed out that the demand on the tyttem ant a fairly severe 
MM and  fm  systems  in which  the demands »re relaxed  (timewlse), the fluid *>'•- 
terns could be designed with fewer components and therefore experience lower 
failure rates. 

In summary,  it is predicted that pure fluid devices are here to «tay ».■><* 
this new engineering area deserves your further reteareh and devt-lopment 
eriortt. 
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TABLE V. 

iYSTFM COMPARISON S'JMMASY 

Usage Fdilure R«t»8 

Temperatur« 

+ 150° C 
• 

- 50    ^ 

+ 2S00 C 

o 
- 150   C 

Electronic Fluid Ratio 
(Elec/Fluid) 

Laboratjry Cg^p»»»»* 2.6 41,4 1J16 

26 83 111 

13 83 lt6 

';.vg* ^4 5.1 

large 165 5»! 

Radiation 

Cislunar Space 

Solar Flare 

Nuclear Blast 

Nuclear Reactor 

t.2 41.4 III 

26 83 li3 

260 207 1.2tl 

IfiOO 414 til 

Vibration 

Missile Guidance 2340 <14 6il 

Notes   Where the ratios are underline the fluid system is superior. 
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